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December 3, 2018
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose
Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426
Re:

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER19-____
Order No. 841 Compliance Filing

Dear Secretary Bose:
Pursuant to section 206 of the Federal Power Act (“FPA”), 16 U.S.C. § 824e, and
Order No. 8411 issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“Commission”),
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) submits this compliance filing revising its Open
Access Transmission Tariff2 to incorporate language to comply with Order No. 841’s
requirements to remove barriers to the participation of electric storage resources (“ESRs”)
in the capacity, energy, and ancillary markets operated by Regional Transmission
Organizations (“RTO”) and Independent System Operators (“ISO”).3 SPP requests the
Commission grant an effective date of December 1, 2019 for the Tariff language proposed
herein, consistent with the requirements of Order No. 841.

1

Electric Storage Participation in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission
Organizations and Independent System Operators, Order No. 841, 83 Federal
Register 9580 (March 6, 2018), 162 FERC ¶ 61,127 (2018) (“Order No. 841”).

2

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth Revised
Volume No. 1 (“Tariff”). References in this filing to “Tariff” refer to the version of
SPP’s Tariff currently in effect. “Proposed Tariff” refers to a version reflecting the
revisions proposed in this filing. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein
shall have the definition provided in the Tariff.

3

Order No. 841 at P 19.
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I.

REQUESTED EFFECTIVE DATE; REQUESTED COMMISSION ORDER

SPP respectfully requests that the Commission accept the Tariff revision filed
herein without modification, condition, or delay, to be effective December 1, 2019. SPP
respectfully requests that the Commission issue an order on this filing by March 1, 2019.
Implementation of the Tariff revisions filed here require changes to software,
internal procedures, and operator training, all of which must be finalized well in advance
of the requested effective date if SPP is to implement these revisions on that date.
SPP requests that the Commission issue an order on this filing by March 1, 2019
because the implementation of the revisions proposed herein is estimated to cost SPP alone
in excess of $800,000, and the magnitude of the effort requires major software and process
changes to core SPP systems. Such material changes also demand the time of key resources
that would otherwise be engaged with other market implementation initiatives. This impact
does not include the corresponding substantial costs to individual stakeholders. Were the
Commission to determine that the changes proposed are not compliant with Order No. 841
and require substantive change, depending on the date of such a determination, a substantial
portion of those costs and efforts would be wasted, and the increased expense incurred to
make software changes late in the process would result in additional and substantial
unexpected costs to SPP and its stakeholders. It is reasonable to request that the
Commission issue an Order in an expeditious manner given the significant costs to
implement these changes and the potential for those costs to grow if the Commission
requires substantive changes to the design proposed herein.
II.

BACKGROUND
A.

SPP

SPP is a Commission-approved Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”).4 It
is an Arkansas non-profit corporation with its principal place of business in Little Rock,
Arkansas. SPP has 97 Members, including 16 investor-owned utilities, 14 municipal
systems, 20 generation and transmission cooperatives, 8 state agencies, 14 independent
power producers, 12 power marketers, 11 independent transmission companies, 1 federal
agency, and 1 large retail customer. As an RTO, SPP administers open access
Transmission Service over approximately 66,500 miles of transmission lines, covering
portions of Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming, across the

4

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 109 FERC ¶ 61,009 (2004), order on reh’g, 110 FERC ¶
61,137 (2005).

2
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facilities of SPP’s Transmission Owners5 and administers the Integrated Marketplace, a
centralized day ahead and real-time energy and operation reserve market with locational
marginal pricing and market-based congestion management.6
B.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in Docket No. RM16-23-000

On November 17, 2016, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
proposing to amend its regulations under the FPA to remove barriers to the participation
of electric storage resources in the RTO/ISO markets.7
In response to the NOPR, SPP submitted individual Comments8 and Joint
Comments9 with other ISO-RTO Council members on February 13, 2017.
C.

Order No. 841

On February 15, 2018, pursuant to its authority under section 206 of the FPA to
ensure that electric utility tariffs are just and reasonable, the Commission issued Order No.
841 to amend its regulations under the FPA to remove what it perceives as barriers to the
participation of electric storage resources in the wholesale capacity, energy, and ancillary
service markets managed by RTO/ISOs. Order No. 841 defines an electric storage resource
as a resource capable of receiving electric energy from the grid and storing it for later
injection of electric energy back to the grid and generally adopts the proposed rule for
electric storage resources as it was proposed in the NOPR. Specifically, the Commission
requires each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to establish a participation model for electric
storage resources. Each participation model must consist of market rules that, recognizing
the physical and operational characteristics of electric storage resources, facilitates the
participation of such resources in the RTO/ISO’s markets.

5

See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 89 FERC ¶ 61,084 (1999); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 86
FERC ¶ 61,090 (1999); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 82 FERC ¶ 61,267, order on reh’g,
85 FERC ¶ 61,031 (1998).

6

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 146 FERC ¶ 61,130 (2014) (Order approving the start-up and
operation of the Integrated Marketplace effective March 1, 2014).

7

Electric Storage in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission Organizations and
Independent System Operators, 157 FERC ¶ 61,121 (2016) (“NOPR”).

8

Comments of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. RM16-23-000 (February 13,
2017) (“SPP Comments”).

9

Comments of the ISO-RTO Council on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Electric Storage Resources and Distributed Energy Resource Aggregations in
Organized Wholesale Electric Markets, Docket No. RM16-23-000 (February 13,
2017) (“Joint Comments”).
3
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The Commission adopted certain requirements for the ISO/RTO participation
models while allowing each ISO/RTO the flexibility to satisfy the requirements in their
own way. Each participation model must:
(1)
ensure that each resource using the participation model is
eligible to provide all capacity, energy, and ancillary services that the
resource is technically capable of providing in the ISO/RTO market;
(2)
ensure that each resource using the participation model is
dispatchable and can set the wholesale market clearing price as both a
wholesale seller and wholesale buyer, consistent with the existing market
rules that govern when a resource can set the wholesale price;
(3)
account for the physical and operational characteristics of
electric storage resources through bidding parameters or other means; and
(4)
adopt a minimum size requirement for participation in the
RTO/ISO markets that is less than or equal to 100 kW.
Order No. 841 also finds that sales of electricity to electric storage resources for
charging purposes are sales for resale and thus wholesale sales in interstate commerce
within the Commission’s jurisdiction. Based on that finding, Order No. 841 provides that
each ISO/RTO must allow electric storage resources to pay the wholesale locational
marginal price (“LMP”) for their charging energy.
SPP filed a motion on March 26, 2018 in Docket No. RM16-23-001 requesting
clarification of Order No. 84110. SPP sought clarification of statements in Order No. 841
prior to initiating the design of the substantial system changes necessary to comply with
the order. The clarification request focused on four topics: (1) the level of responsibility
RTOs/ISOs have to verify a claim by an ESR that it contractually permitted to inject energy
back onto the grid; (2) the effect, if any, of Order No. 841 on existing RTS/ISO tariff
provisions that require loads to register with or otherwise participate in the RTO/ISO; (3)
the effect on RTO/ISO’s market rules must provide a means for ESRs to provide capacity;
and (4) whether Order No. 841 requires RTOs/ISOs to create a Dispatchable load service
if one does not currently exist in their market.
The Commission did not respond to the request.

III.

DISCUSSION OF COMMISSION REQUIREMENTS, SPP COMPLIANCE,
AND DESCRIPTION OF TARIFF REVISIONS

Order No. 841 requires substantial changes to the Tariff. To assist the Commission
in determining where and how SPP has complied with the order, this letter is structured in
10

Motion for Clarification of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket Nos. RM16-23001, et al. (March 26, 2018).
4
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the same manner as Order No. 841. In each section, SPP will first list the Commission’s
requirements for that section (Commission Requirements) of Order No. 841, then present
a conceptual overview of how SPP’s design complies with the requirements (Overview of
SPP Compliance), and finally all Tariff changes relevant to that section will be listed and
briefly summarized (Tariff Changes).
It should be noted preliminarily that, while Order No. 841 required that a
participation model be created for ESRs, the Commission clarified that ESRs are not
required to participate in the market under this participation model. In order to clearly
identify ESRs choosing to participate in the market under the participation model, SPP
created a Resource registration type called Market Storage Resources (“MSR”). This
design is adopted so that a distinction can be made between ESRs that choose to participate
under the specific participation model (i.e., MSR) under which only ESRs can participate,
and ESRs that choose to participate under an existing model.
The addition of the MSR Resource registration type, which requires significant
changes to the Tariff and to market systems, will accomplish three things not currently
available in SPP: (1) add the functionality for SPP to dispatch the MSR to withdraw Energy
from the Market, (2) include the physical and operational characteristics of MSRs in the
market dispatch, and (3) clarify that transmission charges will not apply for MSR
withdrawals when those withdrawals are a result of the MSR responding to a Dispatch
Instruction from SPP.
A.

DEFINITION OF ELECTRIC STORAGE RESOURCE

Commission Requirements
In Order No. 841, the Commission revised section 35.38(b) of the Commission’s
regulations to define an ESR as “a resource capable of receiving electric energy from the
grid and storing it for later injection of electric energy back to the grid.”11 The Commission
clarified that, by “capable of … later injection of electric energy back to the grid,” it meant
that “the electric storage resource is both physically designed and configured to inject
electric energy back onto the grid and, as relevant, is contractually permitted to do so.”12
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP included the definition prescribed in Order No. 841 along with the clarification
that a Resource (1) physically incapable of injecting electric energy to the Transmission
System due to its design or configuration or (2) contractually barred from injecting electric
energy to the Transmission System is excluded from the definition.

11

Order No. 841 at P 29.

12

Order No. 841 at P 33.
5
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Tariff Changes
To comply, SPP adds a definition for ESR to Part I, Section 1, Definitions - E of
the Tariff.

B.

CREATION OF A PARTICIPATION MODEL FOR ELECTRIC
STORAGE RESOURCES AND QUALIFICATION CRITERIA FOR
PARTICIPATION
1. Participation Model for Electric Storage Resources and
Qualification Criteria

Commission Requirements
The Commission “requires each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to include a
participation model consisting of market rules that, recognizing the physical and
operational characteristics of ESRs, facilitates their participation in the RTO/ISO
markets.”13 The Commission stated that, “[w]hile the participation model for electric
storage resources should be designed to facilitate the participation of all types of electric
storage technologies, we do not require all electric storage resources to use that
participation model.”14
The Commission also stated that, “electric storage resources that may elect not to
use the participation model for electric storage resources 15 would still be able to pay the
wholesale LMP for the electric energy they purchase from the RTO/ISO markets and then
resell back to those markets.”16
The Commission also requires “each RTO/ISO to define in its tariff the criteria that
a resource must meet to use the participation model for electric storage resources (i.e.,
qualification criteria).”17

13

Order No. 841 at P 51.

14

Order No. 841 at P 56.

15

SPP uses MSR rather than ESR to denote the “participation model” under which
ESRs can participate.

16

Order No. 841 at P 56.

17

Order No. 841 at P 61.
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Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP added new language and modified existing language in Attachment AE
describing how an ESR may register and participate in SPP’s Integrated Marketplace. ESRs
may register and participate as any existing Resource type or under the MSR participation
model exclusive to ESRs. The changes to Section 2.2 of Attachment AE describe the
registration requirements applicable to ESRs that register as an MSR as well as any
requirements applicable to ESRs that choose to register as an existing Resource type.
In addition to describing the various registration options available to ESRs, the
Tariff changes (1) describe the services an MSR can provide in the markets, (2) describe
what transmission service requirements apply to MSRs, (3) restrict availability to register
as an MSR to only ESRs, (4) describe how ESRs must register and report energy
withdrawal from the Transmission System and how that energy consumption is settled in
Real-Time and (5) modify existing definitions and concepts to account for MSRs and the
physical and operational characteristics of ESRs.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to Part I,
Section 1, Definitions – M; Attachment AE, Section 1.1, Definitions – M, C, E, N, and T;
Attachment AE, Sections 2.2(19), 2.8.3, 2.12, 2.17, 5.1.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 6.1.2, 6.2.1.2, and
8.1; and Attachment AF, Sections AF 3.2(D) and (J)(4) and 3.3(G)(4).
Part I, Section 1, Definitions – M
A pointer to the definition of an MSR is added. The definition of MSR is found in
Attachment AE of this Tariff.
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – C, E, M, N, and T
Definitions C:
The definition of Commit Time is modified to incorporate the unique physical and
operational characteristics of MSRs, specifically in relation to the requirement that the
Resource be at or above its minimum level. For conventional Resources, this is the
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. For MSRs, this is either the Minimum
Discharge Limit or the Minimum Charge Limit.
Definitions E:
A pointer to the definition of ESR, which is defined in Part I, Section 1, Definitions
–E of the tariff is added.

7
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A definition for Electric Storage Resource Loss Factor (“ESR Loss Factor”) is
added. The ESR Loss Factor represents round-trip efficiency related to the amount of
Energy an ESR loses from charge to discharge.
Definitions M:
A definition for MSR was added, specifying that an MSR is an ESR that registers
consistent with the requirements under Section 2.17 of Attachment AE.
Definitions N:
Details are added to the existing definition of No-Load Offer to clarify its derivation
for MSRs.
Definitions T:
The term Transmission System Injection is added as “Injecting energy to the
Transmission System, or providing other services under the Tariff that support the delivery
of energy to the Transmission System, at a Discrete Delivery Point including a generator
that is collocated with the load and exceeds the load that it is contractually permitted to
supply at such Discrete Delivery Point. This does not include generators that are acting as
transmission facilities.” This new term, “Transmission System Injection” allows the Tariff
to differentiate between generating activity that ultimately is injected to the SPP
Transmission System, therefore required to register in the Integrated Marketplace, and
generating activity that does not overcome the load it is serving behind the bus and does
not inject on the SPP Transmission System, therefore not required to register in the
Integrated Marketplace.
Attachment AE, Sections 2.2(19); 2.8, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3; 2.12; 2.17; 4.1(9),
5.1.2.1(2), 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 6.1.2, 6.2.1.2, and 8.1
Attachment AE, Section 2.2(19)
Section 2.2 deals with Application and Asset Registration. SPP adds section 2.2(19)
to describe the registration requirements for ESRs. This section defines which ESRs must
register as a Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
Attachment AE, Section 2.8 (Aggregators)
Section 2.8 is modified to include ESRs in the existing aggregation rules. Sections
2.8.1 (Aggregators of Demand Response – Retail Customers) and 2.8.2 (Aggregators of
Demand Response – Wholesale Customers) are modified to delineate the aggregation of
8
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load reduction Resources from other Resources (i.e., to distinguish between Demand
Response and ESRs).
Attachment AE, Section 2.8.3 (Aggregators of Other Resources)
Attachment AE, Section 2.8 addresses Aggregators. As part of the participation
model, SPP adds Section 2.8.3 to ensure the language is applicable to ESRs that elect to
aggregate.
Attachment AE, Section 2.12 (Non-Conforming Load)
SPP modifies Section 2.12 (Non-Conforming Load) with the addition of subsection
(4) which states that Market Participants must provide the Transmission Provider with the
charging activity of an ESR that is not registered as an MSR. This is to ensure that ESRs
that are not registered as an MSR account for their charging activity similarly to other NonConforming Loads. This will not be necessary for ESRs registered as MSRs because their
charging activity will be modeled as negative generation and will be accounted for through
market commitments and self-schedules.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
SPP adds Section 2.17 to Attachment AE. This section describes the registration
requirements applicable to ESRs that are registering as an MSR as well as requirements for
ESRs that choose to register as a different Resource type and describes the participation
model for ESRs.
Attachment AE, Section 4.1(9)
Section 4.1 addresses Offer submittal by Market Participants. Section 4.1(9) lists
parameters to be submitted as part of the Resource Offer. In addition to adding the
parameters from Order No. 841, notations were included as to which parameters are
applicable/not-applicable to an ESR registered as an MSR.
Attachment AE, Section 5.1.2.1(2)
Section 5.1.2.1 addresses Day-Ahead Market Clearing during a capacity shortage.
SPP adds language to Section 5.1.2.1(2) to recognize the unique physical and operating
characteristics of ESRs, specifically how a charging ESR may contribute to capacity
shortage conditions in the Day-Ahead Market and the relative priority ESR charging has
compared with other capacity shortage drivers such as fixed Demand Bids and fixed firm
Export Interchange Transactions when resolving the capacity shortage in the Day-Ahead
Market clearing.

9
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Attachment AE, Section 5.2.2 (Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment
Execution)
SPP adds language to Section 5.2.2 to incorporate the physical and operational
characteristics of MSRs in the Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment execution.
Additionally, 5.2.2(2)(a) is modified to account for the de-commitment of charging
Resources in the Security Constrained Unit Commitment (“SCUC”) algorithm.
Similar to section 5.1.2.1, this section describes how the SCUC algorithm in the
Day-Ahead Market will change in respect to emergency conditions with the addition of
MSRs in the market. The SCUC algorithm will expand operating limits into emergency
ranges when necessary and will include the emergency charging and discharging limits for
MSRs. This section also establishes the relative priority order of commitment and decommitment of MSRs during an emergency condition in the Day-Ahead Market SCUC.
Attachment AE, Section 5.2.3 (Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment
Results)
SPP adds language to Section 5.2.3 to expand the conditions the Transmission
Provider will notify affected Market Participants of potential need to utilize emergency
capacity of any Resource to include conditions applicable to MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 6.1.2 (Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment
Execution)
SPP adds language to Section 6.1.2 to incorporate the physical and operational
characteristics of MSRs in the Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution. This
section describes how the SCUC algorithm in the Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment
(“RUC”) will change in respect to emergency conditions with the addition of MSRs in the
market. The SCUC algorithm will expand operating limits into emergency ranges when
necessary and will include the emergency charging and discharging limits for MSRs. This
section also establishes the relative priority order of commitment and de-commitment of
MSRs during an emergency condition in the Intra-Day RUC.
In 6.1.2(2)(a)(2) and 6.1.2(2)(b), SPP adds language to include emergency charge
and discharge limits for MSRs consistent with other Resources. Additionally, SPP adds
language to 6.1.2(2)(a)(3) and 6.1.2(2)(a)(4) regarding the treatment of MSR charging
activity during system shortage emergencies.
Attachment AE, Section 6.2.1.2 (Intra-Operating Hour Inputs)
SPP adds language to Section 6.2.1.2 to generalize the description for Real-Time
Resource telemetry to account for the physical and operational characteristics of ESRs and
add the Real-Time State of Charge telemetry for MSRs only.
10
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Attachment AE, Section 8.1 (Settlement Sign Conventions)
SPP adds and clarifies language in Section 8.1 to address the complexities of ESRs
and settlements relative to historic sign conventions brought on by the ability of ESRs to
both inject Energy to the Transmission System and withdraw Energy from the
Transmission System.
Attachment AF
Attachment AF, Section 3.2(D)
Section 3.2 addresses Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves. SPP adds
language expanding how a Resource’s short-run marginal cost is determined beyond a
facility’s heat rate to include other similar production efficiency ratios to account for the
physical and operational characteristics of ESRs.
Attachment AF, Section 3.2(I)
SPP adds new Section 3.2(I) to specify what costs may be included in the mitigated
Energy Offer Curves for ESRs. The new Section also provides general guidance for how
those costs are determined.

Attachment AF, Section 3.2(J)(4)
Former Section 3.2(I) is renumbered 3.2(J) and former Section 3.2(J) is renumbered
3.2(K) to account for changes to Sections above. Section 3.2(J) is modified to specify that
ESRs are allowed to make Intra-day changes to their mitigated Energy Offer Curves.
Attachment AF, Section 3.3(G)(4)
Section 3.3 addresses Mitigation Measures for Start-Up Offers and No-Load Offers
Section 3.3(G)(4) is added to specify that ESRs are allowed to make Intra-day changes to
their mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers.
C.

ELIGIBILITY OF ELECTRIC STORAGE RESOURCES TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE SPP INTEGRATED MARKETPLACE
1. Eligibility to Provide all Capacity, Energy, and Ancillary Services

Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to establish market rules that a resource
using the participation model for electric storage resources is eligible to provide all
capacity, energy, and ancillary services that it is technically capable of providing, including
11
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services that the RTOs/ISOs do not procure through an organized market.”18 “To be
eligible to provide capacity, energy, and ancillary services, a resource using the
participation model for electric storage resources will still need to meet the technical
requirements for any of the services that it wants to provide.”19 The Commission clarifies
that “to the extent that an RTO/ISO has developed a standard set of technical requirements
that all resources must meet to provide a given service, those requirements would also
apply to a resource using the electric storage participation model.”20
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP adds language to Attachment AE to create a new Resource registration type,
MSR. The MSR registration type allows Market Participants with ESRs to participate in
the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets while recognizing the physical and
operational characteristics of the various types of electric storage technologies. As part of
the MSR design, SPP clarifies in the language that ESRs registering as MSRs are eligible
to provide any available market service to the extent that the ESR meets the existing
technical requirements for the applicable service. ESRs registering as a Resource type
other than MSR are eligible to provide any market service available to that Resource type
to the extent that the ESR meets the existing technical requirements for the applicable
service.
Currently, the only Tariff-based service provided by Resources that is not procured
through the market is Schedule 2: Reactive Supply and Voltage Control from Generation
or Other Sources Service. Any ESR that is capable of meeting the existing technical
requirements may apply to SPP to be certified as a Qualified Generator as defined under
Schedule 2. As such, SPP does not propose any changes to Schedule 2 in response to Order
No. 841.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff at Attachment AE, Sections 2.2(19), 2.8.3, and 2.17 as described below.
Attachment AE, Section 2.2(19)
Section 2.2 deals with Application and Asset Registration. SPP adds section 2.2(19)
to outline the registration requirements for ESRs.

18

Order No. 841 at P 76.

19

Order No. 841 at P 76.

20

Order No. 841 at P 77.
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Attachment AE, Section 2.8.3
Attachment AE, Section 2.8 addresses Aggregators. As part of the participation
model, SPP adds Section 2.8.3 to incorporate language applicable to ESRs that aggregate.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17
SPP adds Section 2.17 to Attachment AE. This section describes the requirements
applicable to ESRs that are registering as an MSR as well as requirements for ESRs that
choose to register as a different type. In addition to pointing out that there are other
registration options, the section also addresses the services an MSR can provide, MSR
transmission service responsibilities, and the fact that only an ESR may register as an MSR.
2. Ability to De-Rate Capacity to Meet Minimum Run-Time
Requirements
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to allow electric
storage resources to de-rate their capacity to meet minimum run-time requirements.”21 The
Commission clarified that Order No. 841 “does not exempt electric storage resources that
participate in the RTO/ISO capacity markets from meeting performance metrics and
criteria that apply to all other resources that participate in those markets.”22 The
Commission also makes it clear that Order No. 841 “does not exempt an electric storage
resource that is participating in RTO/ISO capacity markets from any applicable penalties
for non-performance.”23
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP adds language in Attachment AG to exempt an MSR from physical
withholding if the Market Participant is reducing the magnitude of the MSR’s maximum
capability, either charging or discharging, in order to provide that capability for the
duration of the minimum clearable commitment period. When expanding the existing
design for Uninstructed Deviation and uplift to an MSR, SPP accounts for MSR behavior
consistent with other Resource registration types while reflecting the physical and
operational characteristics of ESRs.

21

Order No. 841 at P 94.

22

Order No. 841 at P 95.

23

Order No. 841 at P 95.
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Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 6.4.1(2)(f), Attachment AF, Section 3.2(l), and
Attachment AG, Section 4.6.4(2)(d) as described below.
Attachment AE, Section 6.4.1(2)(f)
Section 6.4.1 (Uninstructed Resource Deviation) applies to MSRs. SPP adds
subsection (2)(f) to Section 6.4.1 to explain the operating tolerances relevant to MSRs.
Attachment AG, Section 4.6.4(2)(d)
SPP adjusts the numbering structure of section 4.6.4 and adds a new section (2)(d)
to specifically exempt ESRs that register as an MSR from being deemed to be physically
withholding if the reduction in capability is in order to meet minimum run time
requirements.
3. Energy Schedule Requirement for Provision of Ancillary Services
Commission Requirements
The Commission encourages each RTO/ISO to consider whether fast-responding
ESRs may be able to provide certain ancillary services in its markets without an energy
schedule.24
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP’s current market design does not require energy schedules for a Resource to
provide certain ancillary services in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets; however,
SPP does require Energy Offers to provide those services.25 These Offers are necessary for
three reasons: (1) the SPP dispatch co-optimizes the energy and ancillary services, (2) the
settlement of Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down includes a hold harmless calculation
versus the use for Energy, and (3) the Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, and Spinning
Reserve results from a modification of the Energy deployment.
Tariff Changes
There were no Tariff changes required to comply with this section of Order No.
841.

24
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D.

PARTICIPATION IN THE RTO/ISO MARKETS AS SUPPLY AND
DEMAND
1. Eligibility to Participate as a Wholesale Seller and Wholesale
Buyer

Commission Requirements
The Commission requires each RTO/ISO to “revise its tariff to ensure that a
resource using the participation model for electric storage resources can be dispatched as
supply and demand and can set the wholesale market clearing price as both a wholesale
seller and wholesale buyer, consistent with rules that govern the conditions under which a
resource can set the wholesale price.”26
The Commission found that “for a resource using the participation model for
electric storage resources to be able to set prices in the RTO/ISO markets as either a
wholesale seller or a wholesale buyer, it must be available to the RTO/ISO as a dispatchable
resource.”27
The Commission also requires that “(1) resources using the participation model for
electric storage resources be able to set the price in the capacity markets, where applicable;
(2) RTOs/ISOs must accept wholesale bids from resources using the participation model
for electric storage resources to buy energy; and (3) resources using the participation model
for electric storage resources must be allowed to participate in the RTO/ISO markets as
price takers, consistent with the existing rules for self-scheduled resources.”28
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP added language to Attachment AE to create a new Resource registration type,
MSR. The MSR registration type allows Market Participants with ESRs to participate in
the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets while recognizing the physical and
operational characteristics of the various types of electric storage technologies. As part of
the design, SPP states that the Energy Offer Curve of an MSR may include positive and
negative MW values to account for the entire dispatchable range of the ESR. As such, the
LMP will be calculated pursuant to existing Section 8.3 of Attachment AE accounting for
both the positive and negative MW values of the Energy Offer Curves submitted for MSRs.
Consistent with other Resources, an MSR may participate in the Day-Ahead Market
and must participate in the Reliability Unit Commitment and Real-Time Balancing Market.
26

Order No. 841 at P 142.
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Like other Resources, MSRs are eligible to set price when they are available for dispatch
and not constrained by the physical or operational characteristics of the Resource; however,
unlike other Resources, an ESR registered as an MSR may submit financial and operational
offers29 to both inject and withdraw in the Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing
Market (“RTBM”). SPP modified language in Attachment AE expanding the Day-Ahead
Market, Reliability Unit Commitment and Real-Time Balancing Market to account for the
physical and operational characteristics of MSRs while not restricting participation from
what is available to other Resource registration types.
Although SPP does not have a capacity market, there is a Resource Adequacy
requirement applicable to Load Serving Entities (“LSE”).30 LSEs meet this requirement
by designating capacity resources to satisfy the requirement. SPP’s current rules do not
preclude an LSE from designating an ESR to meet the Resource Adequacy requirements
provided it meets the continuous run time requirement applicable to all Resource types.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff at Attachment AE, Sections 2.11.1(A) and 2.17 as described below.
Attachment AE, Section 2.11.1(A)
Section 2.11.1 (Day-Ahead Market) is modified through the addition of language
to Section 2.11.1(A)(1) to ensure that ESRs that are participating in the market as selfscheduled demand are accounted for in the Day-Ahead Market must-offer requirement.
This means if a Market Participant with load self-schedules an MSR as demand the Market
Participant must ensure it has enough available generation to cover the additional demand
or offer all of its generation.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17
SPP adds Section 2.17 to the Tariff as a participation model for ESRs. ESRs can
choose to register under the participation model as MSRs or can register as another
Resource type. This section describes the requirements applicable to ESRs that are
registering as an MSR as well as requirements for ESRs that choose to register as a different
type. In addition to pointing out that there are other registration options, the section also
29

The only parameters not available to MSRs are parameters that are replaced by
the new parameters specific to MSRs (e.g. Maximum Discharge Limit is used in
place of Maximum Economic Operating Limit) and parameters specific to other
registration types such as MCRs

30

The Commission accepted SPP’s Resource Adequacy policies in Docket No.
ER18-1268. See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 164 FERC ¶ 61,092 (2018).
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addresses the services an MSR can provide, MSR transmission service responsibilities, and
the fact that only an ESR may register as an MSR.
2. Mechanisms to Prevent Conflicting Dispatch Instructions
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires each RTO/ISO “to either (1) demonstrate that its market
design will not allow for conflicting supply offers and demand bids from the same resource
for the same market interval or (2) modify its market rules to prevent conflicting supply
offers and demand bids from the same resource for the same market interval.”31
The Commission clarifies that “while each RTO/ISO should allow resources using
the participation model for electric storage resources to participate as supply and demand
simultaneously (i.e., submit bids to buy and offers to sell during the same market interval),
the RTOs/ISOs should not require resources using the participation model for electric
storage resources to participate as supply and demand simultaneously.”32
Overview of SPP Compliance
ESRs that register as an MSR may submit offers reflecting both negative and
positive generation MW.33 As previously stated, an MSR may submit an Energy Offer
Curve including negative MW values to account for the entire dispatchable range of the
ESR. Consistent with other Resource types, Energy Offer Curves for MSRs must consist
of monotonically non-decreasing price, MW pairs. Under this mechanism, SPP is
dispatching the MSR across the entire submitted range of injection and withdrawal and a
conflict is not possible. Furthermore, MSRs that are not continually dispatchable across 0
MW will choose to offer either supply offers or demand bids for each market hour thereby
preventing conflicting supply offers and demand bids.
The existing ESRs registered in SPP are pump storage and not continuously
dispatchable across 0 MW. The physical and operational characteristics of these Resources
require they remain in a “charge” mode for numerous hours, extending beyond the dispatch
horizon, in order to build up a water reservoir. As a result, these ESRs do not intend to
utilize the MSR resource registration type. Based on the ESRs currently in the generation
interconnection queue, SPP does not anticipate future MSRs that will not be dispatchable
across 0 MW.
In order to accommodate simultaneous participation as supply and demand by
MSRs that cannot be dispatched continuously along the Energy Offer Curve, SPP would
have to make significant and fundamental changes to its market clearing software. The
31
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The Market Participant determines whether they will submit offers for negative
generation or self-charge.
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expected rarity of the situation cannot justify the expense. As such, in the event that an
MSR cannot be dispatched continuously along an Energy Offer Curve, they must choose a
direction for each market interval: either supply or demand.
A review of current ESR technology and the interconnection queue leads SPP to
believe that storage that will be willing to be in a withdrawal and injection mode during an
hour would be continuously dispatchable across its range. Therefore, the language on noncontinuously dispatchable storage is provided in an abundance of caution with expectation
that it will not be needed.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 2.17.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17
SPP adds Section 2.17 to the Tariff as a participation model for ESRs. ESRs can
choose to register under the participation model as MSRs or can register as another
Resource type. The MSR design allows MSRs to submit an Energy Offer Curve including
negative MW values to account for the entire dispatchable range of the MSR as both supply
and demand during a dispatch interval. Because the MSR is a single Resource, the Dispatch
Instruction is for either an injection or withdrawal but not both.
3. Make Whole Payments
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to ensure that
resources available for manual dispatch as a wholesale buyer and wholesale seller under
the participation model for electric storage resources are held harmless for manual dispatch
by being eligible for make-whole payments.”34 The Commission further states that “[a]ny
such make-whole payments must be consistent with the rules for make-whole payments
for other dispatchable resources.”35
The Commission also states that “if a resource using the participation model for
electric storage resources is available to be used by the RTO/ISO as both a supply and
demand resource, then the RTO/ISO should provide make-whole payments for the resource
in both directions.”36 Accordingly, the Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to modify its
tariff to allow a resource using the participation model for electric storage resources to be
34
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eligible for make-whole payments when acting as a supply resource consistent with the
rules governing the eligibility of other supply resources to receive make-whole
payments.”37
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP adds language to Attachment AE and proposes modifications to existing
language to ensure that the settlement equations account for the unique physical and
operating characteristic of ESRs that register as an MSR. SPP proposes modifications to
account for the entire dispatchable range of the MSR, both charging and discharging, and
to allow for cost recovery in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets for the entire
committed period. Other concepts, such as economic energy dispatch, operating reserve
clearing, and manual energy dispatch, are expanded to account for the physical and
operating characteristics of ESRs that register as MSRs to ensure make-whole payments
are consistent with those made to other resource registration types when the MSR is acting
as a supply resource.
Tariff Changes
Make whole payments are touched on in many section of the Tariff. To comply
with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the Tariff at Attachment
AE, Sections 2.17(2)(g), 8.5.1, 8.5.9, 8.5.10, 8.5.21, 8.5.22, 8.5.23, 8.5.25, 8.6.1, 8.6.5,
8.6.6, 8.6.7, 8.6.15, 8.6.16, and 8.6.22 as described below.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
SPP specifies in Section 2.17(2)(g) that Real-Time Energy consumption for ESRs
registered as MSRs is settled at the LMP under Section 8.3 of Attachment AE as it is for
other Resource types.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5 (Day-Ahead Market Settlement)
Several subsections (listed below) of Section 8.5 are modified to ensure that make
whole payments from the Day-Ahead Market will apply to MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.1 (Day-Ahead Energy Amount)
SPP adds “and Self-Charging MSRs” to Section 8.5.1(1) to make it clear that,
relative to Day-Ahead Market charges or payments for cleared Energy, Self-Charging
MSRs fall under the same calculations as load currently does under the Tariff and SPP adds
“and MSRs providing a market service” to Section 8.5.1(2) to clarify that relative to the
Day-Ahead Market charges or payments MSRs providing a market service are treated the
same as other Resources.

37
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Attachment AE, Section 8.5.9 (Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount)
Section 8.5.9(4)(a)(ii) is modified by the addition of language that specifies MSRs
providing a market service are made whole to their submitted offer, regardless of whether
the MSR is operating in an injection or withdrawal mode under SPP instruction.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.10 (Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment
Distribution Amount)
SPP adds language to Section 8.5.10(2) to specify that cleared Self-Charging MSR
Offers are included in the calculation of an Asset Owner’s Energy withdrawal at a
Settlement Location for the Day-Ahead System Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.21 (GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Daily
Amount)
Section 8.5.21(2) is modified to indicate that an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW
can be a factor in calculating an Asset Owner’s Daily Distribution Factor.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.22 (GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution
Monthly Amount)
Section 8.5.22(2) is revised to add language that an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging
MW can be a factor in calculating an Asset Owner’s Monthly Distribution Factor.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.23 (GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Yearly
Amount)
Section 8.5.23(2) is revised to add language that an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging
MW can be a factor in calculating an Asset Owner’s Yearly Distribution Factor.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.25 (Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution
Amount)
SPP modifies section 8.5.25(2) to clarify that cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers
are included in an Asset Owner’s net cleared Energy withdrawal at a Settlement Location
for the Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6 (Real-Time Balancing Market Settlement)
Several subsections (listed below) of Section 8.6 are modified to ensure that make
whole payments from the RTBM will apply to MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.1 (Real-Time Energy Amount)
Generally, an MSR that is operating under SPP direction is treated as a Resource in
all market settlement equations, regardless of whether it is injecting or withdrawing. If an
MSR is operating to self-charge, then it will be treated as a Load in all market settlement
equations.
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Section 8.6.1(1) is revised to clarify that when calculating RTBM payments or
charges for Energy associated with Self-Charging MSRs at each Settlement Location for
each Dispatch Interval and hour, the same calculation that is used for Energy associated
with loads applies to those Self-Charging MSRs.
Section 8.6.1(1)(a)(i) is revised to explain that when calculating the Real-Time
Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount, the Real-Time LMP used in the calculation is the
LMP associated with the Settlement Location of the relevant load, the Self-Charging MSR,
or station power from offline generation.
Section 8.6.1(1)(a)(iii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead
Cleared Load Energy Quantity, the Real-Time LMP used in the calculation is the MW
quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids and cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers at
that Settlement Location.
Section 8.6.1(2)(ii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Real-Time Resource
Billing Meter Quantity at that Resource Settlement Location excludes Self-Charging
MSRs. Language is also added to change the term “output” to “injection or withdrawal”
when considering the hourly actual meter MWh Resource quantity for purposes of
calculating the Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount.
Section 8.6.1(2)(iii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared
Resource Energy Hourly Quantity excludes Self-Charging MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.5 (Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole
Payment Amount)
A number of subsections in Section 8.6.5 are revised to ensure that MSRs are able
to receive make whole payments regardless of whether they are charging or discharging.
This is accomplished by changing all instances of the limiting term “output” to the
inclusive “injection or withdrawal” throughout the section.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.6 (Real-Time Out-of-Merit Amount)
Section 8.6.6(1) is revised to make the current language applicable to ESRs.
Mentions of Out-of-Merit Energy (OOMEs) for Energy being “in the up direction” or “in
the down direction” have been changed to read “above the Resource’s economic operating
point” or “below the Resource’s economic operating point” as appropriate. References to
a Resource’s “output” throughout the section have been changed to “injection or
withdrawal” to capture ESRs’ ability to inject to or withdraw from the Transmission
System.
In Section 8.6.6(2), the Resource’s reduction in output is referenced. The phrase
“or increased withdrawal” is added to make it clear that, in the case of an ESR, an
instruction to increase the withdrawal level has the same effect and is compensated in the
same manner as a traditional instruction to reduce output.
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Attachment AE, Section 8.6.7 (Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole
Payment Distribution Amount)
Section 8.6.7(2) describes how an Asset Owner’s RUC System-Wide Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volume at a Settlement Location for an hour is calculated. When
calculating the sum, it is necessary to include MSRs. This is accomplished by including
“cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers” in the list of addends in subsection (a). This treatment
results in treating a “Self-Charging MSR” as a Load and responsible for uplift resulting
from make whole payments to Resources.
Another change is to recognize that, due to the MSR capability to be both injecting
and withdrawing throughout a time period, the term “absolute value” had to be added in
order to recognize the total movement of the Resource rather than netting.
Section 8.6.7(B)(2) is updated to specify that both an Asset Owner’s Reported Load
and Self-Charging MSRs are included in an Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area Make
Whole Payment Distribution Volume for the impacted Local Settlement Area for an hour.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.15 (Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment
Adjustment Amount)
In Sections 8.6.15(1)(i) and (2)(i), the placement of the phrase “absolute value of”
is critically important and is relocated to account for an MSR’s ability to operate in both
positive and negative generation and still be regulating.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.16 (Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount)
Throughout Section 8.6.16, the limiting word “output” is changed to the inclusive
“injection or withdrawal” to account for MSRs’ ability to both inject and withdrawal to the
Transmission System.
Section 8.6.16(1)(a) is revised to include “actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs”
in the transactional activity on which each Loss Pool’s contribution to Over-Collected
Losses is calculated. Throughout Section 8.6.16, wherever the concept of actual load
consumption is used, “actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs” is added in order to capture
MSR’s ability to be both positive and negative generation in the concept.
The word “withdrawal” is removed from Section 8.6.16(1)(b) in the same section
to account for MSRs’ ability to withdraw or inject at a Settlement Location.
Section 8.6.16(2) is revised by removing the word “withdrawal” relative to
Settlement Location and expanding to the concept of a Settlement Location “with a net
withdrawal” in order to capture the bi-directional nature of MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.22 (Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution
Amount)
Consistent with the general principle that a self-charging MSR will be treated as
Load, the inclusion of the withdrawals in net withdrawal is the same as load consumption.
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Section 8.6.22 provides the formula for calculating Real-Time Demand Reduction
Distribution Amount. There are two components to the formula: Real-Time Demand
Reduction Distribution Rate and Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity.
Section 8.6.22(2) is modified to include Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs in the
Asset Owner’s Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity.
E.

PHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL
ELECTRIC STORAGE RESOURCES

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

1. Requirement to Incorporate Bidding Parameters as Part of the
Electric Storage Resource Participation Model
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to have tariff provisions providing a
participation model for electric storage resources that accounts for the physical and
operational characteristics of electric storage resources through bidding parameters or other
means.”38 “[E]ach RTO/ISO must demonstrate how its proposed or existing tariff
provisions account for the specific physical and operational characteristics of electric
storage resources ….”39
The Commission provides “flexibility to each RTO/ISO to determine whether it is
mandatory for resources using the participation model for electric storage resources to
submit information regarding their physical and operational characteristics, or whether
resources using the participation model for electric storage resources should be allowed to
submit such information at their discretion.”40 Each RTO/ISO “must permit a resource
using the participation model for electric storage resources to submit those bidding
parameters in both the day-ahead and the real-time markets.”41
Overview of SPP Compliance
Market Participants with ESRs may choose to register those ESRs as an MSR. As
discussed in the Section III introduction above, the dispatch decision for an MSR reflects
the physical and operational characteristics of an ESR. In order for SPP to consider those
characteristics in the dispatch decision, Market Participants must submit the charging,
discharging, and sustainability characteristics of an MSR to SPP. SPP makes numerous
additions to Attachment AE to account for the various corresponding Offer parameters and
Real-Time telemetry requirements applicable to Market Participants that register a resource
38
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as an MSR. The new offer parameters for the MSR Resource registration type as well as
current Offer parameters that will be used to satisfy the Offer parameters required under
Order No. 841 are listed in Figure 1. Where fitting, SPP used the name of the parameter
suggested in Order No. 841.
Figure 1
SPP Offer Parameters to address order
issued parameters
State of Charge Forecast (new)
Maximum State of Charge (new)
Minimum State of Charge (new)
Maximum Charge Limit (new) and
Maximum Emergency Charge Limit
(new)
Maximum Discharge Limit (new) and
Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit
(new)
Minimum Charge Time (new)
Maximum Charge Time (new)
Minimum Discharge Time (new)
Maximum Discharge Time (new)
Minimum Discharge Limit (new) and
Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit
(new)
Minimum Charge Limit (new) and
Minimum Emergency Charge Limit
(new)
Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down
(existing)

Physical or Operational
Characteristic in Order No. 841
State of Charge
Maximum State of Charge
Minimum State of Charge

Maximum Charge Limit

Maximum Discharge Limit
Minimum Charge Time
Maximum Charge Time
Minimum Run Time
Maximum Run Time

Minimum Discharge Limit

Minimum Charge Limit
Discharge Ramp Rate

Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down
(existing)
ESR Loss Factor (new)

Charge Ramp Rate

In recognition of the basic difference between the Day-Ahead Market and RTBM,
Market Participants will communicate State of Charge to SPP in multiple ways. For
example, the state of charge at the beginning of the Dispatch Interval for the Day-Ahead
Market is a forecasted value in the Resource Offer; whereas the RTBM receives as an input
a telemetered, instantaneous State of Charge value similar to Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (“SCADA”).
SPP also made modifications in Section 4.1 of Attachment AE to specify that
certain Offer parameters are not applicable to an MSR when duplicative to an MSR24
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specific Offer parameter (e.g. Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit) and certain
Offer parameters are only applicable to an MSR (e.g. State of Charge Forecast). Market
Participants may only submit Offer parameters reflecting the unique physical and
operational characteristics of ESRs for a Resource registered as an MSR.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 2.17(2)(b) and Section 4.1(9) as described below.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 is SPP’s participation for ESRs. SPP specifies in
Section 2.17(2)(b) that ESRs registered as MSRs must provide Offer parameters as
prescribed in Section 4.1 of Attachment AE.
Attachment AE, Section 4.1 (Offer Submittal)
Attachment AE, Section 4.1 address Offer submittal. In subsection 4.1(9), SPP
clarifies which of the existing Offer parameters will not apply to MSRs (Minimum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit and Run Time; Minimum Normal, Economic, and
Regulation Capacity Operating Limits; Maximum Normal, Economic, and Regulation
Capacity Operating Limits; and Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and Run
Time) because they are replaced by new MSR specific parameters (e.g. Maximum
Emergency Charge Limit). Hot to Intermediate and Hot to Cold Times will not apply to
MSRs because MSRs are always considered to be in a cold state when offline.
Later in subsection 4.1(9), SPP adds new Offer parameters that apply only to MSRs
( State of Charge Forecast; Maximum and Minimum State of Charge; Maximum and
Minimum Charge Limit; Maximum and Minimum Discharge Limit; Maximum and
Minimum Charge Time; Maximum and Minimum Discharge Time; Maximum and
Minimum Emergency Charge Limit; and Maximum and Minimum Emergency Discharge
Limit).
Subsection 4.1(9) also includes the addition of a new ESR Loss Factor parameter.
This parameter is required for all ESRs regardless of whether they choose to register as an
MSR.
2. State of Charge, Upper and Lower Charge Limits, and
Maximum Charge and Discharge Rates
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires each RTO/ISO to “revise its tariff to include a
participation model for electric storage resources that accounts for the following physical
and operational characteristics of such resources: State of Charge, Minimum State of
Charge, Maximum State of Charge, Minimum Charge Limit and Maximum Charge
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Limit.”42 The Commission found that “an RTO/ISO should have flexibility in how a
resource using a participation model for electric storage resources will be allowed to
represent its physical, operational, and commercial circumstances.”43 The Commission
also requires that each RTO/ISO “allow a resource using the participation model for
electric storage resources to submit its State of Charge in both day-ahead and real-time
markets.”44
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP adds language to Attachment AE to create a new Resource registration type,
MSR. The MSR registration type allows Market Participants with ESRs to participate in
the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets while recognizing the physical and
operational characteristics of the various types of electric storage technologies. As part of
the design, SPP adds language to Attachment AE to accommodate the communication of
MSR characteristics representing the State of Charge, Minimum and Maximum State of
Charge Limits, and Minimum and Maximum Charge Limits by Market Participants.
Market Participants with an ESR registered as an MSR will be required to
communicate State of Charge through a Resource Offer parameter, State of Charge
Forecast, and in Real-Time via telemetry. Forward-looking studies, such as Day-Ahead
Market and Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment, will use the State of Charge Forecast
offer parameter to determine the ESR State of Charge at the start of the Dispatch Interval.
For the Real-Time study, SPP will receive a telemetered value representing the current,
instantaneous State of Charge of the MSR.
Finally, Market Participants are required to submit Resource Offer parameters
representing the minimum and maximum charge and discharge limits for normal and
emergency market operations. SPP named these Offer parameters Minimum Charge Limit,
Minimum Discharge Limit, Minimum Emergency Charge Limit, Minimum Emergency
Discharge Limit, Maximum Charge Limit, Maximum Discharge Limit, Maximum
Emergency Charge Limit and Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit. The ability for
Market Participants to reflect different charge and discharge limits for normal and
emergency market operations is consistent with other Resource registration types’ ability
to submit operating limits for normal and emergency market operations.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff in the Definitions section of Attachment AE. There will be prescribed changes (the
addition of State of Charge, Maximum State of Charge, Minimum State of Charge,
42
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Maximum Charge Limit, and Maximum Discharge Limit) and additions created by SPP to
account for specific system needs (State of Charge Forecast, Maximum Emergency Charge
Limit, Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit, Minimum Emergency Charge Limit,
Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit).
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – M and S
Definitions – M
Definitions of Maximum State of Charge, Minimum State of Charge, Maximum
Charge Limit, and Maximum Discharge Limit are added to comply with the specific
requirements of Order No. 841.
Definitions are added for Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit and Minimum
Emergency Discharge Limit. Maximum Discharge Limit and Minimum Discharge Limit
capture the limitations of ESRs under normal operating conditions. Maximum Emergency
Discharge Limit and Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit are intended to represent a
Resource’s discharge limits during an Emergency Condition. These definitions replace
similar parameters used for other Resources and allow Reliability Coordinators to
appropriately use the MSR during an Emergency Condition.
Definitions are added for Maximum Emergency Charge Limit and Minimum
Emergency Charge Limit. Maximum Charge Limit and Minimum Charge Limit capture
the limitations of ESRs under normal operating conditions. Maximum Emergency Charge
Limit and Minimum Emergency Charge Limit are intended to represent a Resource’s
discharge limits during an Emergency Condition.
Definitions - S
Definitions for State of Charge and State of Charge Forecast are added. State of
Charge represents the amount of Energy stored at given time in MWhs and is used in the
RTBM dispatch decision.45 State of Charge Forecast represents the projected State of
Charge for the beginning of each market interval used in the Day-Ahead Market and RUC.
3. Minimum Charge Time, Maximum Charge Time, Minimum
Run Time, and Maximum Run Time
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to include a
participation model for electric storage resources that accounts for the following physical
and operational characteristics of such resources: Minimum Charge Time, Maximum
45

SPP determined in consultation with the software vendor that representing State
of Charge and State of Charge Forecast as values rather than percentages will
work more smoothly in the system.
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Charge Time, Minimum Run Time, and Maximum Run Time.”46 These physical and
operational characteristics must be accounted for through bidding parameters or other
means.47
The Commission provides “flexibility to each RTO/ISO to determine, consistent
with how it treats other resources, whether it is mandatory for resources using the
participation model for electric storage resources to submit information regarding these
physical and operational characteristics, or whether resources using the participation model
for electric storage resources should be allowed to submit this information at their
discretion.”48
The Commission found that “it is necessary for a resource using an RTO’s/ISO’s
participation model for electric storage resources to be able to provide information
concerning these physical and operational characteristics to the RTO/ISO because, like
traditional generation resources, it may only be economic for the resource to operate if it
is guaranteed to do so for a minimum amount of time.”49 The Commission further stated
that “unlike traditional generation resources, it is physically impossible for an electric
storage resource to charge or discharge energy longer than their state of charge would
allow.”50
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP adds language to Attachment AE to create a new Resource registration type,
MSR. The MSR registration type allows Market Participants with ESRs to participate in
the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets while recognizing the physical and
operational characteristics of the various types of electric storage technologies. As part of
the design, SPP requires Market Participants to submit Resource Offer parameters
reflecting the MSR run time requirements for both charging and discharging. SPP adds
language creating new Offer parameters, Minimum Discharge Time, Minimum Charge
Time, Maximum Discharge Time, and Maximum Charge Time, specific to the MSR
Resource registration type rather than rely on existing Resource Offer parameters that do
not recognize the bi-directional nature of an MSR.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff in the Definitions section of Attachment AE. There will be prescribed changes (the
46

Order No. 841 at P 220.
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Order No. 841 at P 220.
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Order No. 841 at P 220.
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Order No. 841 at P 221.
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Order No. 841 at P 221.
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addition of Minimum Charge Time and Maximum Charge Time) as well as additions
created by SPP to recognize the bi-directional nature of an MSR versus existing Tariff
terms (Minimum Discharge Time and Maximum Discharge Time versus Minimum Run
Time and Maximum Run Time). SPP did not want the existing parameters to be confused
with the parameters specific to MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – M
Definitions of Minimum Charge Time and Maximum Charge Time are added to
comply with the specific requirements of Order No. 841.
Definitions of Minimum Discharge Time and Maximum Discharge Time are added
to the Tariff and are used in place of and for the same purpose that the Commission required
Minimum Run Time and Maximum Run Time to be used. The existing terms, Minimum
and Maximum Run Time, were drafted to deal with traditional generating Resources and
do not recognize the bi-directional nature of an MSR, especially in the software.
4. Additional Physical and Operational Characteristics
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to incorporate a
participation model for electric storage resources that accounts for the following physical
and operational characteristics: Minimum Discharge Limit, Minimum Charge Limit,
Discharge Ramp Rate, and Charge Ramp Rate.51 “Each RTO’s/ISO’s participation model
for electric storage resources must account for these physical and operational
characteristics, whether through bidding parameters or other means.”52
If an RTO/ISO proposes to comply with this requirement through its existing
bidding parameters or other existing market mechanisms, “it must demonstrate in its
compliance filing how its existing market rules account for these characteristics of electric
storage resources.”53
Overview of SPP Compliance
In addition to addressing parameters specified under Order No. 841, SPP reviewed
parameters applicable to other Resource registration types to determine whether those
parameters were appropriate for an MSR. As discussed previously, certain existing
parameters are not applicable to MSRs due to their bi-directional nature (e.g. Minimum
Run Time); however, certain existing parameters are adaptable. An example of adaptable
parameters are the existing parameters of Ramp-Rate-Up, Ramp-Rate-Down, Turn-Around
51
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Ramp Rate Factor, Regulation Ramp Rate, and Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate. These
parameters adequately encompass the operating characteristics referred in Order No. 841
for discharge and charge rate of change.
In addition to the physical and operating characteristics of ESRs specified in Order
No. 841, SPP added language to Attachment AE to require Market Participants to submit
a Resource Offer parameter, ESR Loss Factor, which reflects the round trip efficiency of
the ESR. Forward-looking studies, such as Day-Ahead Market and Reliability Unit
Commitment, will use this Offer parameter to account for the efficiency losses inherent
with ESRs charging to later discharge. SPP determined this ESR characteristic was
necessary for capacity assurance in forward-looking unit commitment processes and for
ensuring MSRs do not receive a Day-Ahead Market position they would not be capable of
fulfilling in Real-Time.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to the
Tariff in the Definitions section of Attachment AE. There will be prescribed changes (the
addition of Minimum Discharge Limit and Minimum Charge Limit) and an addition
created by SPP to account for specific system needs (Min-To-Off-Time).
As for the Discharge Ramp Rate and the Charge Ramp Rate SPP has existing
parameters (Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down) that will account for the Discharge
Ramp Rate and the Charge Ramp Rate. Market Participants are able to submit up to ten
(10) segments of MW/minute Ramp-Rates segments for their Ramp-Rate-Up and RampRate-Down offers. SPP believes this is sufficient to cover any needs the Market
Participants has to model their Ramp-Rates for both supply and demand for ESRs.
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – M
Definitions of Minimum Charge Time and Maximum Charge Time are added to
comply with the specific requirements of Order No. 841.
SPP adds a definition for the existing, but previously undefined, parameter MinTo-Off-Time applicable to all Resources. This new definition expands the original concept
to include the time that it takes to shut down from either an injection or withdrawal state
for MSRs.
F.

STATE OF CHARGE MANAGEMENT

Commission Requirements
The Commission found that “each RTO/ISO must permit electric storage resources
to manage their state of charge because it allows these resources to optimize their
operations to provide all of the wholesale services that they are technically capable of
providing, similar to the operational flexibility that traditional generation resources have
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to manage the wholesale services that they offer.”54 The Commission continued, “while
RTOs/ISOs may be in a better position to effectively manage state of charge for a resource
using the participation model for electric storage resources that, for example, exclusively
provides frequency regulation service, some electric storage resources may be able to
provide multiple services or services to another entity outside of the RTO/ISO markets.”55
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to allow resources using the
participation model for electric storage resources to self-manage their state of charge.”56
That Commission states that “a resource using the participation model for electric storage
resources that self-manages its state of charge will be subject to any applicable penalties
for deviating from a dispatch schedule to the extent that the resource deviates from the
dispatch schedule in managing its state of charge.”57
The Commission clarified that “to the extent that the provision of a particular
wholesale service, such as frequency regulation, requires a resource providing that service
to follow a dispatch signal that has the effect of maintaining the resource’s ability to
provide the service, an electric storage resource that is managing its own state of charge
would still be required to follow such a dispatch signal, just as all other resources providing
that same service.”58
The Commission also clarified that “the RTOs/ISOs are not required as part of this
Final Rule to manage the state of charge for resources using the participation model for
electric storage resources. However, if an RTO/ISO already has a mechanism to manage a
resource’s state of charge (such as regulation energy management in CAISO or pumped
hydro resource operation in PJM), then we require the RTO/ISO to make the use of such
mechanism optional so that an electric storage resource owner/operator is able to manage
its own state of charge if it elects to do so.”59 Where an electric storage resource “has the
option to allow the RTO/ISO to manage its state of charge, [the Commission] clarifies that
the electric storage resource is the default manager of the resource’s state of charge.”60
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The Commission also requires “each RTO/ISO to demonstrate how its existing
market rules provide a means for energy-limited resources, including electric storage
resources, to provide capacity.”61 The Commission found that “electric storage resources
de-rating to provide capacity or other services are not engaging in physical withholding if
they are de-rating to meet minimum run-time requirements.”62
Finally, the Commission states that “if an RTO/ISO determines that additional rules
are needed to ensure electric storage resources are not managing their state of charge in a
way that could manipulate market outcomes through withholding, then the RTO/ISO could
propose such rules in response to this Final Rule.”63
Overview of SPP Compliance
SPP does not have a mechanism to explicitly manage the State of Charge for ESRs.
Consistent with Order No. 841, this compliance filing does not propose to add any such
mechanism and presumes the Market Participant is the default manager for the ESR State
of Charge. Any charging or reduced discharging as a result of the modifications in
Attachment AE are an incidental byproduct of providing a service (e.g. Regulation-Down
when the MSR is at zero or negative generation), and is not for the purpose of optimizing
the State of Charge of the ESR. Additionally, the MSR Resource registration type does
not require a Market Participant to offer negative dispatchable range for the ESR allowing
the Market Participant flexibility in optimizing the State of Charge of the ESR to meet
obligations to provide services inside and outside of the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets.
SPP makes modifications to settlement equations in Attachment AE to expand
charge-types applicable to load to include MSRs charging outside of SPP direction, i.e.
managing the ESR State of Charge. These changes bring consistency to ESRs that register
as an MSR and ESRs that register under another valid Resource registration type, e.g. the
co-located combination of a Generator and Non-conforming Load, as both scenarios will
settle charging outside of SPP direction as load. Additionally, SPP makes modifications
to settlement equations so any uninstructed discharge of ESRs, regardless of Resource
registration type, is settled consistent with other Resource registration types. These
modifications to Attachment AE ensure that ESRs where the Market Participant is acting
as the manager of State of Charge are settled consistent with non-ESRs displaying similar
behavior when the necessary charging and discharging deviate from SPP direction.
Existing language in Attachment AE provides mechanisms for Market Participants
of energy-limited Resources, including ESRs, to reflect those limitations to SPP for use in
forward-looking studies such as Day-Ahead Market and Reliability Unit Commitment. The
61
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existing Resource Offer parameters, Maximum Daily and Weekly Starts, Maximum Daily
Energy, the various operating limits, and run time parameters provide sufficient flexibility
for the Market Participant to reflect the unique physical and operating characteristics of the
Resource resulting in the energy limitation. In Real-Time for use in the RTBM, the Market
Participant has the flexibility to reflect a Resource’s energy limitation through the various
operating limits.
SPP also makes modifications to Attachment AG (Market Monitoring Plan) to
provide an exemption to Market Participants from being deemed to be physically
withholding for reducing the capability of an ESR to meet minimum run time requirements
to provide a service. SPP makes conforming changes to Attachment AF (Market Power
Mitigation Plan) to include the MSR-specific offer parameters in the existing list of
Resource Offer parameters, expressed in units other than dollars, for use in Resource Offer
parameter mitigation.
Tariff Changes
To comply with the Commission’s requirements, SPP proposes changes to
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – A, R, and S; Attachment AE, Sections 2.11(a),
2.12, 2.17, 6.4.1, 8.5.1, 8.10, 8.5.21, 8.5.22, 8.5.23, 8.5.25, 8.6.1, 8.6.7, 8.6.16, 8.6.22; and
Attachment AG, Sections 4.6.4(1)(f) and 4.6.4(2)(d).
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – A, R, and S
Definitions – A
The definition of Asset Owner Reserve Zone Load Ratio Share is modified to add
Self-Charging MSRs to the equation used to calculate the Asset Owner Reserve Zone Load
Ratio Share consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a
load. The purpose for this addition is to specify that ESRs that withdraw Energy without a
Transmission Provider Dispatch Instruction to provide a service under the Tariff are
included in load distribution charges.
Definitions – R
The definition of Real-Time Load Ratio Share is modified to add Self-Charging
MSRs to equation used to calculate the Real-Time Load Ratio Share consistent with the
overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load. The purpose for this addition
is to specify that ESRs that withdraw Energy without a Transmission Provider Dispatch
Instruction to provide a service under the Tariff are included in load distribution charges.
Definitions – S
A definition for Self-Charging is added in order to draw a distinction between
MSRs that are following Dispatch Instructions to provide a service under the Tariff and
those that are managing their own State of Charge and withdrawing Energy from the
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Transmission System of their own accord. This definition will be used to determine when
it is appropriate to charge MSRs transmission charges and load distribution charges
Attachment AE, Section 2.12 (Non-Conforming Load)
Subsection (4) is added to Section 2.12 to specify that Market Participants must
provide the Transmission Provider with the charging activity of an ESR not registered as
an MSR since by its nature such activity is not predictable by a load forecast and SPP’s
Balancing Authority responsibility is to balance the injections with the withdrawals.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
SPP adds Section 2.17 to the Tariff as a participation model for ESRs. ESRs can
choose to register under the participation model as MSRs or can register as another
Resource type. ESRs not registered as MSRs must include any Energy withdrawal from
the Transmission System in a load Settlement Location the same as any other load.
If an ESR is registered as an MSR, Self-Charging MSRs or MSRs Uninstructed
Resource Deviation charging are subject to all applicable transmission charges under the
Tariff.
Market Participants registering an MSR must also request transmission service
under Part II or Part III of the Tariff.
Attachment AE, Section 6.4.1 (Uninstructed Resource Deviation)
A new subsection (2)(f) is added to Section 6.4.1. This subsection sets the
Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval for MSRs. The Operating Tolerance in each
Dispatch Interval, for MSRs, is equal to the greater of the absolute value of the Maximum
Emergency Charge Limit and the Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit multiplied by
5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW. These tolerances are
consistent with the Tariff in what is considered to be following instructions for other
Resources.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.1 (Day-Ahead Energy Amount)
Subsection (1) of Section 8.5.1 is modified to clarify that, for purposes of
calculating Day-Ahead Market charges or payments for cleared Energy at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each hour, Energy associated with Self-Charging MSRs
is treated the same as Energy associated with loads.
Subsection (2) of Section 8.5.1 is modified to clarify that, for purposes of
calculating Day-Ahead Market charges or payments for cleared Energy at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each hour, Energy associated with MSRs providing a
market service is treated the same as Energy associated with Resources.
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Attachment AE, Section 8.5.10 (Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment
Distribution Amount)
Subsection (2) of Section 8.5.10 is modified to include cleared Self-Charging MSR
Offers as an addend in the calculation of an Asset Owner’s Energy withdrawal at a
Settlement Location.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.21 (GFA Carve-Out and FSE Distribution Daily
Amount)
Section 8.5.21 is modified to include an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW in the
numerator when calculating an Asset Owner’s Daily Distribution Factor consistent with
the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.22 (GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution
Monthly Amount)
Section 8.5.22 is modified to include an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW in the
numerator when calculating an Asset Owner’s Monthly Distribution Factor consistent with
the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.23 (GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Yearly
Amount)
Section 8.5.23 is modified to include an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW in the
numerator when calculating an Asset Owner’s Yearly Distribution Factor consistent with
the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Attachment AE, Section 8.5.25 (Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution
Amount)
Subsection (2) of Section 8.5.25 is modified to include cleared Self-Charging MSR
Offers as an addend in the calculation of an Asset Owner’s net cleared Energy withdrawal
at a Settlement Location consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is selfcharging as a load.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.1 (Real-Time Energy)
Section 8.6.1(1) is revised to clarify that when calculating RTBM payments or
charges for Energy associated with Self-Charging MSRs at each Settlement Location for
each Dispatch Interval and hour, the same calculation that is used for Energy associated
with loads applies to those Self-Charging MSRs consistent with the overall design to treat
an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Section 8.6.1(1)(a)(i) is revised to explain that when calculating the Real-Time
Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount, the Real-Time LMP used in the calculation is the
LMP associated with the Settlement Location of the relevant load, the Self-Charging MSR,
or station power from offline generation consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR
that is self-charging as a load.
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Section 8.6.1(1)(a)(iii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead
Cleared Load Energy Quantity, the Real-Time LMP used in the calculation is the is the
MW quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids and cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers
at that Settlement Location consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is selfcharging as a load.
Section 8.6.1(2)(ii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Real-Time Resource
Billing Meter Quantity at that Resource Settlement Location excludes Self-Charging
MSRs. Language is also added to change the term “output” to “injection or withdrawal”
when considering the hourly actual meter MWh Resource quantity for purposes of
calculating the Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount consistent with the overall
design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a Load rather than a Resource.
Section 8.6.1(2)(iii) is revised to explain that an Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared
Resource Energy Hourly Quantity excludes Self-Charging MSRs consistent with the
overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load rather than a Resource.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.7 (Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole
Payment Distribution Amount)
Section 8.6.7(A) describes how an Asset Owner’s RUC System-Wide Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volume at a Settlement Location for an hour is calculated. When
calculating the sum, it is necessary to include MSRs. This is accomplished by including
“cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers” in the list of addends in subsection (2)(a) consistent
with the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Throughout Section 8.6.7, the limiting word “output” is changed to the inclusive
“injection or withdrawal.” In subsection (A)(2)(f), “minimum limit” is revised to
“minimum charge or discharge limit” to capture the ability of MSRs to both charge and
discharge. In the same subsection, when comparing the value of Dispatch Instruction
received by a Resource, the words “with an absolute value” have been added. The addition
of the absolute value qualifier allow the section to address both charging and discharging
MSRs in the same manner that other Resource types are addressed rather than using the
net value.
Section 8.6.7(B)(2) is updated to specify that both an Asset Owner’s Reported Load
and Self-Charging MSRs are included in an Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area Make
Whole Payment Distribution Volume for the impacted Local Settlement Area for an hour
consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging as a load.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.16 (Over Collected Losses Distribution Amount)
Throughout Section 8.6.16, the limiting word “output” is changed to the inclusive
“injection or withdrawal” to account for MSRs’ ability to both inject and withdrawal to the
Transmission System.
Section 8.6.16(1)(a) is revised to include “actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs”
in the transactional activity on which each Loss Pool’s contribution to Over-Collected
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Losses is calculated. Throughout Section 8.6.16, wherever the concept of actual load
consumption is used, “actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs” is added in order to capture
MSRs in the concept consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging
as a Load.
The word “withdrawal” is removed from Section 8.6.16(1)(b) in the same section
to account for MSRs’ ability to withdraw or inject at a Settlement Location.
Section 8.6.16(2) is revised by removing the word “withdrawal” relative to
Settlement Location and expanding to the concept of a Settlement Location “with a net
withdrawal” in order to capture the bi-directional nature of MSRs.
Attachment AE, Section 8.6.22 (Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution
Amount)
Section 8.6.22 provides the formula for calculating Real-Time Demand Reduction
Distribution Amount. There are two components to the formula: Real-Time Demand
Reduction Distribution Rate and Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity.
Section 8.6.22(2) explains what comprises the Real-Time Demand Reduction
Distribution Quantity, and includes in the withdrawal component only the self-charging
activity of an MSR consistent with the overall design to treat an MSR that is self-charging
as a load.
Attachment AG, Section 4.6.4 (Physical Withholding)
Section 4.6.4 is modified to address the Commission’s requirements regarding
physical withholding. The section is broken into two sections, (1) and (2), and the
paragraph was restructured for readability; changes necessitated by the Commission’s
requirements left the section difficult to comprehend. Where restructuring occurs,
substance is not changed.
Subsection 1(f) is modified to add the concept of “magnitude” to capability as it
relates to physical withholding. Prior to the proposed revisions regarding MSRs, the
language referred simply to a reduction in capability. “Magnitude” was added to clarify
that a reduced capability to charge is included.
Subsection (1)(f)(iii) is added to include the capability of MSRs to charge and
discharge to the list of actions that the SPP Market Monitoring Unit (“MMU”) will monitor
for physical withholding of capacity. Before MSRs, physical withholding has been
understood as withholding of the capacity to produce Energy, This modification is needed
to specify that the MMU will monitor for the withholding of the capacity to store Energy
(to charge) as well as the capacity to return stored Energy to the grid (to discharge).
Subsection (2)(d) is added to ensure that Market Participants reducing the
magnitude of an MSR’s maximum capability, either charging or discharging, from its true
and verifiable physical or environmental limitations in order to provide that capability for
the duration of the minimum clearable commitment period will not be deemed to be
physically withholding.
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G.

MINIMUM SIZE REQUIREMENTS

Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to revise its tariff to include a
participation model for electric storage resources that establishes a minimum size
requirement for participation in the RTO/ISO markets that does not exceed 100 kW.”64 The
Commission states that “[t]his minimum size requirement includes all minimum capacity
requirements, minimum offer to sell requirements, and minimum bid to buy requirements
for resources participating in these markets under the participation model for electric
storage resources.”65
Overview of SPP Compliance
The existing language in Attachment AE allows Market Participants to submit both
Bids and Offers in 0.1 MW increments66 for use in both the Day-Ahead Market and RTBM.
This restriction in Bid and Offer increments effectively restricts participation in SPP’s
Energy and Operating Markets to resources with maximum capability of at least 0.1 MW.
Tariff Changes
There were no Tariff changes required to comply with this section of Order No. 841.
H.

ENERGY USED
RESOURCES

TO

CHARGE

ELECTRIC

STORAGE

1. Price for Charging Energy
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “that the sale of electric energy from the RTO/ISO
markets to an electric storage resource that the resource then resells back to these markets
be at the wholesale LMP.”67 The Commission states that this provision will apply
“regardless of whether the electric storage resource is using the participation model for
electric storage resources or another participation model to participate in the RTO/ISO
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markets, as long as the resource meets the definition of an electric storage resource” 68 set
for in Order No. 841.
The Commission clarifies “that an electric storage resource’s wholesale energy
purchases should take place at the applicable nodal LMP, and not the zonal price.”69
The Commission finds that “[w]hen an electric storage resource is charging to resell
energy at a later time, then its behavior is similar to other load-serving entities, and we find
that applicable transmission charges should apply.”70
The Commission requires that, to the extent that load resources located at a single
node pay different transmission charges than load resources located across multiple nodes,
each RTO/ISO must apply those transmission charges for single-node resources to electric
storage resources that are located at a single pricing node, as long as they are not being
dispatched to provide an ancillary service by an RTO/ISO.71
The Commission found that “electric storage resources should not be charged
transmission charges when they are dispatched by an RTO/ISO to provide a service
because (1) their physical impacts on the bulk power system are comparable to traditional
generators providing the same service, and (2) assessing transmission charges when they
are dispatched to provide a service would create a disincentive for them to provide the
service.”72 This rule applies “to electric storage resources that are capable of receiving
electric energy from the grid and storing it for later injection of electric energy back to the
grid, irrespective of where the resource is interconnected.”73
The Commission also found that efficiency losses are charging energy and therefore
not a component of station power load.74 “Accordingly, the charging energy lost to
conversion inefficiencies should also be settled at the wholesale LMP as long as those
efficiency losses are an unavoidable component of the conversion, storage, and discharge
process that is used to resell energy back to the RTO/ISO markets and are not a component
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of what an RTO/ISO considers onsite load. With respect to directly integrated and other
ancillary loads, we provide the RTOs/ISOs flexibility to determine whether they are a
component of charging energy or a component of station power.”75
Overview of SPP Compliance
All Energy in the SPP Energy and Operating Reserve Markets is settled at the
wholesale LMP pursuant to Section 8.3 of Attachment AE. Furthermore, Energy purchases,
i.e. charging, of an ESR take place at the applicable nodal LMP76 regardless of Resource
registration type. For ESRs registered as an MSR, a single nodal Settlement Location is
established for both the injections and withdrawals. The Energy withdrawals settle as
negative generation at the Resource Settlement Location, which is a single pricing node
where the MSR is located.
For ESRs, the settlement of Energy purchases and sales will naturally account for
the efficiency losses since they are inherently included in the purchase MW quantity and
station service (e.g. auxiliary load) is required to be registered separately.
Regarding the requirement that “electric storage resources should not be charged
transmission charges when they are dispatched by an RTO/ISO to provide a service”,77
SPP proposes changes to Attachment AE to exclude charges for transmission service when
an MSR is issued a Dispatch Instruction from SPP to provide a wholesale service that
incidentally results in the MSR charging. Market Participants registering an MSR will
have to request transmission service under the Tariff to cover self-charging activities and
charging beyond the amount instructed by SPP.
ESRs registered as a Resource type other than MSR must reserve transmission
service for their Load, either Network Integration Transmission Service or Point-To-Point
Transmission Service. The LMP at which the load is settled is consistent with the
transmission service used by the ESR.
Tariff Changes
To comply, SPP modifies Part II, Sections 13.7 and 14.5 of the Tariff, modifies
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – D, and adds Section 2.17 to Attachment AE.
Part II (Point-To-Point Transmission Service)
Section 13.7 (Classification of Firm Transmission Service)
Section 13.7(c) is modified to comply with Order No. 841’s exemption to
transmission charges when the MSR is withdrawing energy as it provides an SPP instructed
75
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service per the language in Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (i.e., the electric storage resource
participation model, MSR).
Section 14.5 (Classification of Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service)
Section 14.5 is modified to comply with Order No. 841’s exemption to transmission
charges when the MSR is withdrawing Energy as it provides an SPP instructed service per
the language in Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (i.e., the electric storage resource
participation model, MSR).
Attachment AE, Section 1.1 - Definitions – D
A definition for Discrete Delivery Point is added. A Discrete Delivery Point is an
injection point or a withdrawal point connected to the Transmission System at which LMPs
are calculated.
A Discrete Delivery Point is the finest granularity of injection and withdrawal from
the Transmission System modeled within the market and is nodal in nature. In context
with generation attached to the distribution system, registration is not required if the
generation is less than 0.1 MW or is not injecting to the Transmission System. However,
registration is not precluded for those Resources. To accommodate the generation less than
0.1 MW on the distribution system, aggregation is permitted. This aggregation is limited
to the Discrete Delivery Point to treat the Resource nodally. The specific identification is
to ensure that the injection or withdrawal is not also included in other meter values.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
SPP adds Section 2.17 to Attachment AE of the Tariff as a participation model for
ESRs. ESRs can choose to register under the participation model as MSRs or can register
as another Resource type. ESRs not registered as MSRs must include any Energy
withdrawal from the Transmission System in a Load Settlement Location and are subject
to the same rules as other load.
Part II, Sections 13.7(c) and 14.5 of the Tariff create exemptions from penalties
under those sections for MSRs under instruction per Attachment AE, Section 2.17. Section
2.17(2)(e) states that Self-Charging MSRs and MSRs charging beyond instructed amounts
are subject to all applicable transmission charges under the Tariff.
Consistent with Order No. 841’s exemption for transmission charges for
withdrawals pursuant to the provision of a service by RTO direction, Section 2.17(2)(f)(ii)
states that if a Dispatch Instruction by the Transmission Provider for the MSR to provide
a wholesale service incidentally results in charging activity, the MSR shall not be subject
to a bill for transmission service during those actions.
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2. Metering and Accounting Practices for Charging Energy
Commission Requirements
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to implement metering and accounting
practices as needed to address the complexities of implementing the requirement that the
sale of electric energy from the RTO/ISO markets to an electric storage resource that the
resource then resells back to the those markets be at the wholesale LMP.”78 Each RTO/ISO
is required “to directly meter electric storage resources, so all energy entering and exiting
the resources is measured by that meter.”79
The Commission recognized that some electric storage resources (such as those
located on a distribution system or behind a customer meter) may be subject to other
metering requirements that could be used in lieu of a direct metering requirement by an
RTO/ISO.”80 The Commission will consider “alternative proposals that may not entail
direct metering but nonetheless address the complexities of implementing the requirement
that the sale of electric energy from the RTO/ISO markets to a resource using the
participation model for electric storage resources that the resource then resells back to those
markets be at the wholesale LMP.”81
The Commission found that “metering and accounting rules may need to differ
based on whether the resource is located on the transmission system, the distribution
system, or behind the meter.”82
The Commission requires “each RTO/ISO to prevent resources using the
participation model for electric storage resources from paying twice for the same charging
energy.”83
Overview of SPP Compliance
The SPP region has no retail open access and is composed of integrated utilities,
municipalities, cooperatives, and public power serving the load. Consistent with this
environment, SPP does not directly meter any facility. Meter Agents submit the settlement
meter values directly to SPP. Each Market Participant is also responsible for the submission
of their real-time meter data through ICCP. The submission through ICCP is based on an
78

Order No. 841 at P 322.
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Order No. 841 at P 322.
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Order No. 841 at P 322.
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Order No. 841 at P 322.
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Energy Management System (EMS) to SPP EMS connection. Consistent with all other
Resources, including co-generation and Demand Response, the meters are connected to the
remote EMS that may be owned and operated by the Transmission Owner, Load Serving
Entity, Independent Power Producer, etc. This is regardless of whether the Resource is on
the distribution or Transmission System. Consistent with the handling of pseudo-tied
Resources, the actual meter values of distribution sited MSRs may be split among the retail
and wholesale use by the Meter Agent in both real-time and for settlement. Checks and
controls of meter values includes SPP continuously monitoring the difference in the State
Estimator reported versus estimated values, the settlement Calibration results, and the
separation of Meter Agents.
Tariff Changes
To comply, SPP modifies Attachment AE, Section 2.8 and adds a new section, 2.17,
to Attachment AE.
Attachment AE, Section 2.8
A Discrete Delivery Point is the finest granularity of injection and withdrawal from
the Transmission System modeled within the market and is nodal in nature. In context
with generation attached to the distribution system, registration is not required if the
generation is less than 0.1 MW or is not injecting to the Transmission System. However,
registration is not precluded for those Resources. To accommodate the generation less than
0.1 MW on the distribution system, aggregation is permitted. This aggregation is limited
to the Discrete Delivery Point to treat the Resource nodally. The specific identification is
to ensure that the injection or withdrawal is not also included in other meter values.
Attachment AE, Section 2.17 (Electric Storage Resource)
SPP adds Section 2.17 to the Tariff as a participation model for ESRs. ESRs can
choose to register under the participation model as MSRs or can register as another
Resource type. ESRs not registered as MSRs must include any energy withdrawal from the
Transmission System in a Load Settlement Location and are subject to the same rules as
other load.
Section 2.17(2)(d) specifies that, as with other Resources, the metering
requirements for MSRs include real-time and settlement quality metering. For MSRs that
are not directly connected to the Transmission System, metering may include facilities used
by the distribution company.
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IV.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
A.

Information Provided Per Commission Regulations84
1.

Documents submitted with this filing:
In addition to this Transmittal Letter, Clean and Redlined Tariff
revisions under the Sixth Revised Volume No. 1.

2.

Effective date:
SPP request that the Commission allow the proposed revisions to
the Tariff to become effective December 1, 2019.

3.

Service:
SPP has electronically served a copy of this filing on all its
Members, Transmission Customers, and Market Participants. A
complete copy of this filing will be posted on the SPP web site,
www.spp.org, and is also being served on all affected state
commissions.

4.

Requisite agreements:
Not Applicable.

B.

Communications
Correspondence and communications regarding this filing should be sent
to, and SPP requests that the Secretary include on the official service list,
the following:
Nicole Wagner
Manager, Regulatory Policy
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Telephone: (501) 688-1642
Fax: (501) 482-2022
jwagner@spp.org

84

Christopher M. Nolen
Senior Attorney
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Telephone: (501) 482-2394
Fax: (501) 482-2022
cnolen@spp.org

Because the revisions to the Tariff submitted herein do not involve any changes in
rates, the use of the abbreviated filing procedures set forth in 18 C.F.R. §
35.13(a)(2)(iii) is appropriate.
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V.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission accept
the Tariff revisions proposed herein as just and reasonable, find that SPP has complied with
Order No. 841, issue an order not later than March 1, 2019, and grant an effective date of
December 1, 2019.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Christopher M. Nolen
Christopher M. Nolen
Senior Attorney
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936
(501) 482-2394
cnolen@spp.org
Attorney for
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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E - Definitions
Eastern Interconnection: A major alternating-current electrical grid in North America.
The Eastern Interconnection reaches from Central Canada eastward to the Atlantic coast
(excluding Quebec), south to Florida, and back west to the foot of the Rockies (excluding
most of Texas).

Effective Date:

For Short-Term Firm and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission

Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is June 1, 1998. For Long-Term Firm Point-ToPoint Transmission Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is April 1, 1999. For
Network Integration Transmission Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is February 1,
2000.
Electric Storage Resource (“ESR”)
A resource capable of receiving electric energy and storing it for later injection of electric
energy to the grid. A resource that is either (1) physically incapable of injecting electric
energy to the Transmission System due to its design or configuration or (2) contractually
barred from injecting electric energy to the Transmission System is excluded from this
definition.

Eligible Customer: (i) Any electric utility (including the Transmission Owner(s) and
any power marketer), Federal Power Marketing Agency, or any person generating
electric energy for sale for resale. Electric energy sold or produced by such entity may be
electric energy produced in the United States, Canada or Mexico. However, with respect
to transmission service that the Commission is prohibited from ordering by Section
212(h) of the Federal Power Act, such entity is eligible only if the service is provided
pursuant to a state requirement that a Transmission Owner offer the unbundled
transmission service, or pursuant to a voluntary offer of such service by a Transmission
Owner. (ii) Any retail customer or eligible person taking unbundled transmission service
pursuant to a state requirement that a Transmission Owner offer the transmission service,
or pursuant to a voluntary offer of such service by a Transmission Owner, is an Eligible
Customer under the Tariff.

Emergency Condition:

A condition or situation determined by the Transmission

Provider that is imminently likely to cause a material adverse effect on the security of, or
damage to the Transmission System.

Energy and Operating Reserve Markets: The Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time
Balancing Market, including the Reliability Unit Commitment processes.

External Resource: A Resource, other than a Designated Resource, located outside of
the SPP Balancing Authority that is included in the SPP Balancing Authority through an
External Resource Pseudo-Tie.

External Resource Pseudo-Tie:

A non-physical electrical interconnection point

between Balancing Authorities, whereby all or a portion of an External Resource is
electronically moved from a Balancing Authority external to the SPP Balancing
Authority. Energy delivered from an External Resource to the SPP Balancing Authority
is treated as a Balancing Authority interchange from the source Balancing Authority to
the SPP Balancing Authority.

M - Definitions
Market Participant: An entity that generates, transmits, distributes, purchases, or sells
electricity or provides Ancillary Services with respect to such services (or contracts to
perform any of the foregoing activities) within, into, out of, or through the Transmission
System or an Upgrade Sponsor electing to receive Incremental LTCRs.

Market

Participant expressly includes:
(a) Transmission Owner(s) and any of their Affiliates including Transmission Owners
providing transmission service to: (i) bundled retail load for which such Transmission
Owners are taking neither Network Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-ToPoint Transmission Service under this Tariff; and (ii) load being served under
Grandfathered Agreements for which such Transmission Owners are taking neither
Network Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
under this Tariff, (b) Transmission Customers, (c) Network Customers, (d) Generation
Interconnection Customers, (e) any Eligible Customer offering Resources for sale into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets that executes the Service Agreement specified in
Attachment AH, or on whose behalf an unexecuted Service Agreement has been filed at
the Commission, (f) any retail customer or eligible person that is not precluded under the
laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority including stateapproved retail tariff(s) from participating directly in wholesale demand response
programs in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and that is technically qualified
to offer Demand Response Load (as defined in Attachment AE of this Tariff) into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets or an aggregator of such retail customers that
offers qualified Demand Response Load into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
under Section 2.8 of Attachment AE, (g) an entity that executes the Service Agreement
specified in Attachment AH and registers the assets of one or more Asset Owners, and (h)
an Upgrade Sponsor that executes the Service Agreement specified in Attachment AH.

Market Protocols: The protocols implementing the Integrated Marketplace as amended
from time to time in accordance with the SPP Membership Agreement.
Market Storage Resource (“MSR”)
As defined in Attachment AE of this Tariff.

Member: A member of SPP.

13.7

Classification of Firm Transmission Service:
(a)

The Transmission Customer taking Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service may (1) change its Receipt and Delivery Points to obtain service
on a non-firm basis consistent with the terms of Section 22.1 or (2) request
a modification of the Points of Receipt or Delivery on a firm basis
pursuant to the terms of Section 22.3.

(b)

The Transmission Customer may purchase transmission service to make
sales of capacity and energy from multiple generating units that are
interconnected to the Transmission Provider's Transmission System. For
such a purchase of transmission service, the resources will be designated
as multiple Points of Receipt, unless (i) the multiple generating units are at
the same generating plant in which case the units would be treated as a
single Point of Receipt, or (ii) the generating units or plants comprise a
registered Resource Hub as defined in Attachment AE in which case the
units or plants also would be considered as a single Point of Receipt. In
the event of a change in the ownership or control of generation resources
previously aggregated as a single Point of Receipt under this provision,
such generation may be disaggregated and treated as multiple Points of
Receipt, provided that all other terms of this Tariff and the Service
Agreement are met.

(c)

The Transmission Provider shall provide firm deliveries of capacity and
energy from the Point(s) of Receipt to the Point(s) of Delivery. Each
Point of Receipt at which firm transfer capability is reserved by the
Transmission Customer shall be set forth in the Firm Point-To-Point
Service Agreement for long-term firm Transmission Service along with a
corresponding capacity reservation associated with each Point of Receipt.
Points of Receipt and corresponding capacity reservations shall be as
mutually agreed upon by the Parties for short-term firm Transmission.
Each Point of Delivery at which firm transfer capability is reserved by the
Transmission Customer shall be set forth in the Firm Point-To-Point
Service Agreement for long-term firm Transmission Service along with a

corresponding capacity reservation associated with each Point of Delivery.
Points of Delivery and corresponding capacity reservations shall be as
mutually agreed upon by the Parties for short-term firm Transmission
Service. The greater of either (1) the sum of the capacity reservations at
the Point(s) of Receipt, or (2) the sum of the capacity reservations at the
Point(s) of Delivery shall be the Transmission Customer's Reserved
Capacity. The Transmission Customer will be billed for its Reserved
Capacity under the terms of Schedules 7 and 11.

The Transmission

Customer may not exceed its firm capacity reserved at each Point of
Receipt and each Point of Delivery except as otherwise specified in
Section 22. In the event that a Transmission Customer (including thirdparty sales by a Transmission Owner) exceeds its firm reserved capacity at
any Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery or uses Transmission Service at
a Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery that it has not reserved, except for
an MSR under instruction as specified in Section 2.17 of Attachment AE,
the Transmission Customer shall pay the following penalty (in addition to
the applicable charges for all of the firm capacity actually used): 100% of
the Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service charges under Schedules 7
and 11 for the period for which the unreserved service was actually used.
The charges for the unreserved service shall be based upon the duration of
the period when the unreserved capacity was used. For example, one hour
shall be billed at the charge for weekday deliveries, repeated daily use of
unreserved capacity within a seven day period shall increase the duration
of the period to a weekly duration and multiple instances of unreserved
use during more than one seven day period during a calendar month shall
increase the duration of the period to a monthly duration.

The

Transmission Provider shall compensate the Transmission Owners for
100% of the (i) Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service charge, (ii)
Base Plan Zonal Charge and (iii) Region-wide Charge for the period for
which they have provided service. The penalty revenues in excess of the
amount distributed to Transmission Owners shall be used to reduce the

Schedule 1-A charges collected by the Transmission Provider from the
Transmission Customers.

All Transmission Customers, except the

penalized Transmission Customer, shall receive a reduction of Schedule 1A charges pursuant to this section.

Such penalty revenues shall be

distributed by the Transmission Provider to Transmission Customers on a
pro-rata basis of each Transmission Customer’s monthly Schedule 1-A
charge, except for the penalized Transmission Customer, for the next
billing period ending at least 15 calendar days after the date the
Transmission Provider collects the penalty revenues from the penalized
Transmission Customer. For the amounts exceeding reserved capacity,
the Transmission Customer also must purchase losses as required by this
Tariff.

14.5

Classification of Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service:
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be offered under terms and

conditions contained in Part II of the Tariff.

The Transmission Provider and

Transmission Owners undertake no obligation under the Tariff to plan the Transmission
System in order to have sufficient capacity for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service.

Parties requesting Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for the

transmission of firm power do so with the full realization that such service is subject to
availability and to Curtailment or Interruption under the terms of the Tariff.

The

Transmission Customer will be billed for its Reserved Capacity under the terms of
Schedules 8 and 11. In the event that a Transmission Customer (including third-party
sales by a Transmission Owner) exceeds its non-firm capacity reservation, except for an
MSR under instruction as specified in Section 2.17 of Attachment AE, the Transmission
Customer shall pay the following penalty (in addition to the charges for all of the nonfirm capacity used):

100% of the Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service

charges under Schedules 8 and 11 for the duration of the period when the additional
service was used as specified below not to exceed one month for the amount in excess of
such capacity reservation. An excess of one hour or less shall be billed at the charge for
weekday deliveries, repeated daily use of unreserved capacity within a seven day period
shall increase the duration of the period to a weekly duration and multiple instances of
unreserved use during more than one seven day period during a calendar month shall
increase the duration of the period to a monthly duration. The Transmission Provider
shall compensate the Transmission Owners for 100% of the (i) Non-Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service charge, (ii) Base Plan Zonal Charge and (iii) Region-wide Charge
for the period for which they have provided service. The penalty revenues in excess of
the amount distributed to Transmission Owners shall be used to reduce the Schedule 1-A
charges collected by the Transmission Provider from the Transmission Customers. All
Transmission Customers, except the penalized Transmission Customer, shall receive a
reduction of Schedule 1-A charges pursuant to this section. Such penalty revenues shall
be distributed by the Transmission Provider to Transmission Customers on a pro-rata
basis of each Transmission Customer’s monthly Schedule 1-A charge, except for the
penalized Transmission Customer, for the next billing period ending at least 15 calendar

days after the date the Transmission Provider collects the penalty revenues from the
penalized Transmission Customer. For the amounts exceeding the non-firm capacity
reservation, the Transmission Customer must purchase losses as required by this Tariff.
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall include transmission of energy on
an hourly basis and transmission of scheduled short-term capacity and energy on a daily,
weekly or monthly basis, but not to exceed one month's reservation for any one
Application, under Schedules 8 and 11.
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8.6.23 Real-Time Pseudo-Tie Congestion Amount
8.6.24 Real-Time Pseudo-Tie Losses Amount
Auction Revenue Rights and Transmissions Congestion Rights Auction
Settlement
8.7.1 Transmission Congestion Rights Auction Transaction Amount
8.7.2 Auction Revenue Rights Funding Amount
8.7.3 Auction Revenue Rights Uplift Amount
8.7.4 Auction Revenue Rights Monthly Payback Amount

8.7.5 Auction Revenue Rights Annual Payback Amount
8.7.6 Auction Revenue Rights Annual Closeout Amount
8.8
Revenue Neutrality Uplift Distribution Amount
8.9
GFA Carve Out or FSE Uplift
9.
Release of Offer Curve Data
10.
Billing
10.1 Settlement Statements
10.2 Invoices
10.3 Invoice Disputes
10.4 Interest on Unpaid Balances
10.5 Market Participant Default
10.6 Further Clarification Regarding Right to Net
10.7 Integrated Marketplace Counterparty Limitation of Liability
11.
Confidentiality Provisions
11.1 Restrictions on Confidential Information Provided to Receiving Party
11.1.1 Procedures for Confidential Information
11.1.2 Exceptions
11.1.3 Injunctive Relief and Specific Performance
11.1.4 Market Participant Access and Transmission Provider Use of Confidential
Information
11.1.5 Required Disclosure
11.1.6 Limitations
11.2 Confidentiality Provisions Applicable to the Market Monitor Reporting to the
Board of Directors
11.3 Disclosure to Commission or CFTC
11.4 Disclosure to Authorized Agencies
11.4.1 Basic Requirements for Disclosure
11.4.2 Schedule of Authorized Requestors
11.4.3 Use of Confidential Information
11.4.4 Limited Oral Disclosures
11.4.5 Information Requests
11.4.6 Limited Discussion of Confidential Information Among Authorized
Requestors Sponsored By Different Authorized Agencies
11.4.7 Breach of Non-Disclosure Obligations
11.5 Preservation of Rights
11.6 Notice
Addendum 1 Violation Relaxation Limit Values (“VRLs”)
Addendum 2 Bilateral Settlement Schedule Example System Power Sale
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Definitions A

Actual Regulation-Down Mileage
The sum of the absolute values of actual movements by a Resource with cleared RegulationDown Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions for Regulation-Down
Service.

Actual Regulation-Up Mileage
The sum of the absolute values of actual movements by a Resource with cleared Regulation-Up
Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions for Regulation-Up Service.

Asset Owner
An owner of any combination of: (1) registered physical assets (Resource, load, Import
Interchange Transaction, Export Interchange Transaction, Through Interchange Transaction), (2)
Transmission Congestion Rights, (3) Virtual Energy Offers, (4) Virtual Energy Bids, or (5)
Bilateral Settlement Schedules.

Asset Owner Reserve Zone Load Ratio Share
The sum of an Asset Owner’s Reported Load, Self-Charging MSRs and Export Interchange
Transactions in a Reserve Zone divided by the sum of all Asset Owners’ Reported Load, SelfCharging MSRs and Export Interchange Transactions in all Reserve Zones for a given hour.

Assistance Period
Assistance Period is that time frame when any SPP Reserve Sharing Group member receives
Contingency Reserve assistance from other SPP Reserve Sharing Group members.
Auction Clearing Price (“ACP”)
The price generated at each source and sink Settlement Location in each round of the Annual
Transmission Congestion Right Auction and Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction
based upon the Transmission Congestion Right Offers and Bids submitted.

Auction Revenue Right (“ARR”)
A right, awarded during the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly
Auction Revenue Right allocation process, which entitles the holder to a share of the auction
revenues generated in the applicable Transmission Congestion Rights auction(s) and entitles the
holder to self-convert the Auction Revenue Right to a Transmission Congestion Right.
Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap (“ARR Nomination Cap”)
A cap on the maximum total amount of Auction Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may
nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and
the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process.
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CFTC
The Commodity Futures Trading Commission

Combined Interest Resource
A Resource registered to reflect shared interest among multiple Asset Owners who elect to model
as one commercial Resource. Credits and charges for these Resources are allocated post market
using the submitted interest share percentages.

Commercial Model
A representation of the attributes of and the relationships between Market Participants, Asset
Owners, Resource and load assets and Price Nodes for use in the Integrated Marketplace.

Commercial Operation
As defined in Attachment V of this Tariff.

Commitment Instruction
An instruction issued by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator to a Market
Participant in the Day-Ahead Market or any Reliability Unit Commitment process to (i) either
start up or shut down a specified Resource and/or (ii) transition an MCR from one configuration
to another.

Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a
Commitment Instruction at which a Resource is to be synchronized and operating at or above its
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. For an MSR, this is the time specified by the
Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a Commitment Instruction at which the
Resource should be connected and at or above its Minimum Discharge Limit or its Minimum
Charge Limit.

Common Bus
A single bus to which two or more Resources owned by the same Asset Owner are connected in
an electrically equivalent manner where such Resources may be treated as interchangeable for
certain compliance monitoring purposes.

Confidential Information
As referenced within Attachments AE, AF and AG to this Tariff, information containing or
revealing:
(1)

(a)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is conspicuously designated as Confidential Information
in writing, on each page of the document, by disclosing party at the time the
information is provided to receiving party, whether conveyed electronically, in
writing, through inspection, or otherwise;

(b)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is provided orally and designated as Confidential
Information by disclosing party at the time the information is provided to
receiving party;

(c)

Any customer information designated by the customer as proprietary, unless the
customer has authorized the release for public disclosure of such information;

(d)

Any software, products of software or other vendor information that the
Transmission Provider is required to keep confidential under its agreements.

(2)

Confidential Information does not include Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
(“CEII”) materials as designated by FERC, which must be obtained in accordance with
FERC regulations.

Contingency Reserve
Qualified Resource capacity held in reserve for Resource contingencies that is the sum of
Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve.

Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction
An instruction issued by the Transmission Provider to Resources cleared for Contingency
Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market to deploy a specific Megawatt quantity of
Contingency Reserve as communicated as a component of the Setpoint Instructions.

Contingency Reserve Deployment Period
The time allowed to deploy Contingency Reserve following the issuance of a Contingency
Reserve Deployment Instruction, as specified in the Market Protocols.

Contingency Reserve Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Contingency Reserve and the appropriate scarcity
price value associated with the shortage.

Control Status
A parameter communicated electronically to the Transmission Provider by a Market Participant
at any time during an Operating Hour indicating a Resource’s ability to follow Setpoint
Instructions.

Coordinated Flowgate
A flowgate defined within a joint operating agreement between the Transmission Provider and
another transmission provider as being affected by the transmission of Energy on either party’s
transmission system.

Current Operating Plan
The Transmission Provider’s internal hourly Resource commitment schedule for the Operating
Day resulting from the Day-Ahead Market and Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment

processes and updated, as required, during the Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment process
that is used as input into the Real-Time Balancing Market.
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Definitions D

Data Error
A data error shall be the following:
(i)

Data received by the Transmission Provider from an independent source,
including data produced by a system or submitted by a third party, that is
inaccurately modified by the Transmission Provider during the execution of a
market function; or

(ii)

Data received by the Transmission Provider from an independent source,
including data produced by a system or submitted by a third party, that is patently
incorrect and is used by the Transmission Provider during the execution of a
market function; or

(iii)

Incorrect data produced and used by the Transmission Provider during the
execution of a market function.

Day-Ahead
The time period starting at 0001 and ending at 2400 on the day prior to the Operating Day.

Day-Ahead Market
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period
The contiguous period of time between a Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit Time and DayAhead Market De-Commit Time.
Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment (“Day-Ahead RUC”)
The process performed by the Transmission Provider following the close of the Day-Ahead
Market and prior to the Operating Day to assess Resource and Operating Reserve adequacy for
the Day-Ahead period and the remainder of the current Operating Day, commit or de-commit
Resources as necessary, and communicate commitment or de-commitment of Resources to the
appropriate Market Participants as necessary.

De-Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a
Commitment Instruction at which a Resource is to begin de-synchronization procedures.

Demand Bid
A proposal by a Market Participant associated with a physical load to purchase a fixed or price
sensitive amount of Energy at a specified location and period of time in the Day-Ahead Market.

Demand Bid Curve
A Demand Bid specified as Megawatt and dollars per Megawatt hour with up to ten (10)
price/quantity pairs.

Demand Curve
A series of quantity/price points used to set Locational Marginal Prices and Market Clearing
Prices when there is a shortage of Energy or Operating Reserve.

Demand Response Load
A registered measurable load that is capable of being reduced at the instruction of the
Transmission Provider and subsequently may be increased at the instruction of the Transmission
Provider.

Demand Response Resource
A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or a Block Demand Response Resource.

Designated Resource
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Discrete Delivery Point
An injection point or withdrawal point connected to the Transmission System at which
Locational Marginal Prices are calculated.

Dispatch Interval
The five (5) minute interval for which the Transmission Provider issues Dispatch Instructions for
Energy and clears Operating Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Dispatch Instruction
The communicated Resource target Energy Megawatt output level at the end of the Dispatch
Interval.

Dispatchable Demand Response Load Settlement Location
A registered load Settlement Location that contains the Demand Response Load associated with
a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource.

Dispatchable Demand Response Resource
A Resource created to model Demand Response Load reduction associated with controllable
load or a Behind-The-Meter generator that is dispatchable on a five (5) minute basis.

Dispatchable Resource
A Resource for which an Energy Offer Curve has been submitted and that is available for
dispatch by the Transmission Provider on a Dispatch Interval basis.

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
A Variable Energy Resource registered in the Integrated Marketplace that is capable of being
incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider.
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Electrical Node (“ENode”)
A physical node represented in the Network Model where electrical equipment and components
are connected.
Electric Storage Resource (“ESR”)
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Electric Storage Resource Loss Factor
The factor that represents round-trip efficiency related to the amount of Energy an ESR loses
from charge to discharge. This loss factor is the ratio of (1) the Energy the ESR is able to inject
via discharge to (2) the Energy withdrawn in order to store that charge.

Eligible Entity
A Transmission Customer or Market Participant having firm SPP Transmission Service or firm
non-SPP transmission service (referred to as a “grandfathered agreement” or “GFA”) into, out
of, within or through the SPP Region.

Emergency Condition
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Energy
An amount of electricity that is Bid or Offered, produced, purchased, consumed, sold or
transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in Megawatt hours.

Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Energy Offer Curve
A set of price/quantity pairs that consists of Megawatts and dollars per Megawatt hour with up to
ten (10) price/quantity pairs.

Excess Regulation-Down Mileage
The amount calculated under Section 8.6.2 of this Attachment AE.

Excess Regulation-Up Mileage
The amount calculated under Section 8.6.2 of this Attachment AE.

Expected Regulation-Down Mileage
The amount of Regulation-Down Service MW cleared multiplied by the Regulation-Down
Mileage Factor.

Expected Regulation-Up Mileage
The amount of Regulation-Up Service MW cleared multiplied by the Regulation-Up Mileage
Factor.

Export Interchange Transaction
A Market Participant schedule for exporting Energy out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area.

Export Interchange Transaction Bid
A proposal by a Market Participant to purchase a fixed or price sensitive amount of Energy for
delivery outside of the SPP Balancing Authority Area at a specified External Interface and for a
period of time.

External Dynamic Resource
A registered Resource that represents one or more resources, located external to the SPP
Balancing Authority Area, which is dynamically scheduled into or out of the SPP Balancing
Authority Area.

External Interface
A Settlement Location representing a physical interconnection point(s) between the SPP
Balancing Authority Area and an external Balancing Authority Area.
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Market Clearing Price (“MCP”)
The price used for settlements of an Operating Reserve product in each Reserve Zone. A
separate price is calculated for Regulation-Up Service, Expected Regulation-Up Mileage,
Regulation-Down Service, Expected Regulation-Down Mileage, Spinning Reserve and
Supplemental Reserve.

Market Flow
The aggregate Megawatt flow on a Coordinated Flowgate or a Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate
caused by the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Market Participant
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.
Market Storage Resource (“MSR”)
An ESR that registers consistent with the requirements under Section 2.17 of this Attachment
AE.
Marginal Congestion Component (“MCC”)
The calculated portion of the Locational Marginal Price at a Settlement Location representing
transmission congestion costs between that Settlement Location and a reference location as
calculated under Section 8.3 of this Attachment AE.
Marginal Loss Component (“MLC”)
The calculated portion of the Locational Marginal Price at a Settlement Location representing
marginal loss costs between that Settlement Location and a reference location as calculated
under Section 8.3 of this Attachment AE.

Maximum Charge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Maximum Charge Time
The maximum duration of time that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid.

Maximum Discharge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid used during normal operating
conditions.

Maximum Discharge Time
The maximum duration of time that an MSR is able to inject into the grid.

Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
An economic MW level at or below a Resource’s Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
used for constraining Energy dispatch and Contingency Reserve clearing during normal system
conditions.

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response
Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

Maximum Emergency Charge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Resource may operate continuously.

Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource, a Regulation-Up
Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource may operate while providing
Regulation Deployment.

Maximum State of Charge
The maximum State of Charge that should not be exceeded.
Megawatt (“MW”)
A measurement unit of the instantaneous demand for Energy.

Meter Agent
An entity responsible for collecting load and Resource data associated with identified Meter
Settlement Locations within a Settlement Area for the purpose of energy accounting that impacts
market settlements.

Meter Data Submittal Location
One or more Meter Settlement Locations contained within a single Settlement Area for which
meter data is submitted to the Transmission Provider by the Meter Agent for settlement
purposes.

Meter Settlement Location
The point at which a Market Participant’s registered load and Resources interchange Energy with
the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Minimum Charge Limit
The minimum MWs level an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Minimum Charge Time
The minimum duration of time an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid.

Minimum Discharge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Minimum Discharge Time
The minimum duration of time that an MSR is able to inject into the grid.

Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
A Megawatt level at or above a Resource’s Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit used for
energy dispatch at a minimum level during normal operating conditions.

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response
Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

Minimum Emergency Charge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Resource may operate continuously.

Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource, a Regulation-Up
Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource may operate while providing
Regulation Deployment.

Minimum Run Time
The minimum length of time a Resource must run from the time the Resource is put online to the
time the Resource is shut-down.

Minimum State of Charge
The minimum State of Charge that should be maintained.

Min-To-Off Time
The time for a Resource to de-synchronize from the grid starting from the Resource’s Minimum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as
applicable.
Multi-Configuration Resource (“MCR”)
A combined cycle Resource registered consistent with the offer submission option as defined
under Section 4.1.2.2(4) of this Attachment AE.

Multi-Day Reliability Assessment
The process to assess Resource adequacy for the Operating Day, commit Resources with long
Start-Up Times that cannot be considered as part of the Day-Ahead Market or Day-Ahead
Reliability Unit Commitment, and communicate commitment of such Resources as necessary.
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Definitions N

Net Benefits Test
A calculation that measures the threshold price at which the benefits of dispatching Demand
Response Load outweigh the costs.

Network Integration Transmission Service
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap
The maximum amount of Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue
Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction
Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process.

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue Right
The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service from Network
Resources that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can nominate for
conversion into an Auction Revenue Right, subject to the Network Integration Transmission
Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap.

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right
The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service with rollover
rights from Network Resources that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available
rights that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can select for conversion
into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process.

Network Model
A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of the interconnected
Transmission System and the transmission systems of other regions in the Eastern
Interconnection.

No-Load Offer
The compensation request in a Resource Offer, in dollars, by a Market Participant representing
the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0) Megawatt output. For a
generating unit, No-Load Offers are generally representative of the fuel expense required to
maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt output. For a Dispatchable Demand Response
Resource or Block Demand Response Resource, No-Load Offers are generally representative of
a combination of the fuel expense required to maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt
output for Behind-The-Meter Generation and the ongoing hourly costs associated with
manufacturing process changes associated with a reduction in load consumption. For an MSR,
No-Load Offers are the cost to maintain a State of Charge when the MSR has a zero (0) MW
output (i.e., the Resource is operating under a “No-Load” condition).

Non-Conforming Load
Load that is process driven that does not follow a predictable pattern.

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
A Variable Energy Resource registered in the Integrated Marketplace that is not capable of
being incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider.
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Definitions R

Real-Time
The continuous time period during which the Real-Time Balancing Market is operated.
Real-Time Balancing Market (“RTBM”)
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Real-Time Capability
The amount (MW) of real power output the Resource is capable of instantaneously producing,
excluding any dispatch, deployment, or curtailment instructions.

Real-Time Load Ratio Share
The sum of a Market Participant’s Reported Load, Self-Charging MSRs, and Export Interchange
Transactions at all Settlement Locations divided by the sum of all Market Participants’ Reported
Load, Self-Charging MSRs, and Export Interchange Transactions at all Settlement Locations for
a given hour.

Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate
A Coordinated Flowgate defined within a joint operating agreement between SPP and another
transmission provider as being affected by the transmission of Energy on both of their respective
transmission systems.

Reference Bus
The location on the Transmission System relative to which all mathematical quantities, including
shift factors and penalty factors relating to physical operation, will be calculated.

Regulation Deployment
The utilization of Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down Service through automatic
generation control equipment to automatically and continuously adjust Resource output to
balance the real power requirements of the SPP Balancing Authority Area.

Regulation-Down
An Operating Reserve product procured by the Transmission Provider from qualified Resources
that reduce their energy output (or increase consumption of the Demand Response Load
associated with a qualified Dispatchable Demand Response Resource) in response to a
Regulation Deployment instruction from the Transmission Provider.

Regulation-Down Mileage Factor
A factor determined through historical Regulation Deployment analysis that represents the ratio
of the Transmission Provider’s total Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage to the Transmission
Provider’s total cleared Regulation-Down Service. The Regulation-Down Mileage Factor shall
initially be set equal to 1.0 and shall be updated periodically pursuant to the Market Protocols.

Regulation-Down Mileage Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
has agreed to sell Expected Regulation-Down Mileage.

Regulation-Down Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
has committed to sell Regulation-Down.

Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Down Offers and
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation-Down Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Regulation-Down and the appropriate scarcity
price value associated with the shortage.

Regulation-Down Service
The provision of Actual Regulation-Down Mileage associated with cleared Regulation-Down
Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions.

Regulation-Down Service Offer
The sum of (i) a Resource’s Regulation-Down Mileage Offer multiplied by the Regulation-Down
Mileage Factor and (ii) that Resource’s Regulation-Down Offer.

Regulation Mileage Operating Tolerance
The allowable percentage deviation below a Resource’s Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage
and/or Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage over the Dispatch Interval where the Resource will
settle based upon Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage and/or Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage
versus Actual Regulation-Up and/or Actual Regulation-Down Mileage. Such percentage is set at
5%.

Regulation Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Up Offers,
Regulation-Up Mileage Offers, Regulation-Down Offers and Regulation-Down Mileage Offers
into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation Response Time
The maximum amount of time allowed for a Resource to move its output from zero (0)
Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Up cleared or to move from zero (0)
Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Down cleared.

Regulation-Up
An Operating Reserve product procured by the Transmission Provider from qualified Resources
that increase their energy output (or reduce consumption of the Demand Response Load
associated with a qualified Dispatchable Demand Response Resource) in response to a
Regulation Deployment instruction from the Transmission Provider.

Regulation-Up Mileage Factor
A factor determined through historical Regulation Deployment analysis that represents the ratio
of the Transmission Provider’s total Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage to the Transmission

Provider’s total cleared Regulation-Up Service.

The Regulation-Up Mileage Factor shall

initially be set equal to 1.0 and shall be updated periodically pursuant to the Market Protocols.

Regulation-Up Mileage Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Up Qualified Resource has
agreed to sell Expected Regulation-Up Mileage.

Regulation-Up Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Up Qualified Resource has
committed to sell Regulation-Up.

Regulation-Up Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Up Offers and
Regulation-Up Mileage Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation-Up Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Regulation-Up and the appropriate scarcity price
value associated with the shortage.

Regulation-Up Service
The provision of Actual Regulation-Up Mileage associated with cleared Regulation-Up Service
MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions.

Regulation-Up Service Offer
The sum of (i) a Resource’s Regulation-Up Mileage Offer multiplied by the Regulation-Up
Mileage Factor and (ii) that Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer.
Reliability Unit Commitment (“RUC”)
The process performed by the Transmission Provider to assess resource and Operating Reserve
adequacy for the Operating Day, commit or de-commit resource as necessary, and communicate

commitment or de-commitment of Resources to the appropriate Market Participants as
necessary.
Reliability Unit Commitment Period (“RUC Commitment Period”)
The contiguous period of time between a Resource’s Reliability Unit Commitment Commit Time
and Reliability Unit Commitment De-Commit Time.

Reported Load
A Market Participant's actual value of energy withdrawn from the Transmission System at a
Settlement Location adjusted as described under Section 8.6.1.1 of Attachment AE and further
adjusted, if necessary, to account for distribution system losses between the actual metering point
and the Transmission System Settlement Location as described under Appendix D of the Market
Protocols.

Reservation Capacity
The reservation Megawatt between a specified source and sink associated with SPP
Transmission Service.

Reserve Sharing Event
A request for assistance to deploy Contingency Reserve by any member of the Reserve Sharing
Group following the sudden loss of a Resource.

Reserve Sharing Group
A group whose members consist of two or more Balancing Authorities that collectively maintain,
allocate, and supply operating reserves required for each Balancing Authority’s use in recovering
from contingencies within the group.

Reserve Zone
A zone containing a specific group of Price Nodes for which a minimum and maximum
Operating Reserve requirement is calculated.

Resettlement
The settlement of an Operating Day subsequent to the posting of the S120 Scheduled Settlement
Statement for that Operating Day.

Residual Load
Settlement Area Net Load less all other directly metered Reported Load within the Settlement
Area.

Resource
An asset that injects energy into the transmission grid or reduces the withdrawal of energy from
the transmission grid including a Demand Response Resource, a Variable Energy Resource, a
Dispatchable Resource, External Resource, External Dynamic Resource and a Quick-Start
Resource.

Resource Hub
A Settlement Location consisting of an aggregation of Resource Price Nodes developed for
financial and trading purposes.

Resource Offer
For a Resource, the combination of its Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer Curve,
Transition State Offer, Regulation-Up Service Offer, Regulation-Down Service Offer, Spinning
Reserve Offer, Supplemental Reserve Offer and Resource physical operating parameters.
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S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(1) of this Attachment AE.

S53 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(2) of this Attachment AE.

S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(3) of this Attachment AE.
Scarcity Price
The Locational Marginal Price and Market Clearing Price levels determined through the use of
Demand Curves when there is insufficient Energy or Operating Reserve available to meet the
requirements.

Scarcity Pricing
The calculation of Scarcity Prices in accordance with Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.4.2 of this
Attachment AE.

Scheduled Settlement
The mandatory Settlement of an Operating Day that is posted on a prescribed schedule.

Scheduled Settlement Statement
The statement produced from a Scheduled Settlement.
Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (“SCED”)
An algorithm capable of clearing, dispatching, and pricing Energy and Operating Reserve on a
co-optimized basis that minimizes overall cost while enforcing security constraints.

Security Constrained Unit Commitment (“SCUC”)
An algorithm capable of committing Resources to supply Energy and Operating Reserve on a cooptimized basis that minimizes capacity costs while enforcing security constraints.

Self-Charging
Withdrawing Energy from the Transmission System without a Transmission Provider Dispatch
Instruction to provide a service under the Tariff.

Setpoint Instruction
The Real-Time desired Megawatt output signal calculated for a specific Resource by SPP’s
control system for a specified period.

Settlement Area
A geographic area within an SPP BA Participant Area, as defined under Attachment AN of this
Tariff, for which transmission interval metering can account for the net area load.

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange
The algebraic sum of all Energy flowing into or out of a Settlement Area during an hour.

Settlement Area Net Load
The sum of (a) net injections at each Settlement Location within the Settlement Area and (b)
Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange.

Settlement Invoice
A weekly summary of the Integrated Marketplace net daily charges and payments by Asset
Owner and Operating Day that is generated for each Market Participant and contains data for all
of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled Settlement or Resettlement basis, during the
invoice period. For each Operating Day, only the net amounts (current total less previously
invoiced – excluding the S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement) contribute to the invoice amounts.

Settlement Location
A location of finest granularity for calculation of settlements in the Day-Ahead Market, RealTime Balancing Market, and TCR Market. The five (5) types of Settlement Locations are:
Resource (including pseudo-tied resources), Load (including pseudo-tied loads), Trading Hub,
Resource Hub, and External Interface.

Settlement Statement
A daily summary of the Integrated Marketplace total daily charges and payments by charge type,
Asset Owner and Operating Day which is generated for each Market Participant and contains
data for all of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled Settlement or Resettlement
basis, on that day. For each Operating Day, the current, previous and net amounts are included
on the statement.

Shadow Price
A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of the commodity.

Simultaneous Feasibility Test
A test for a state in which each set of injections and withdrawals associated with Long-Term
Congestion Rights, Auction Revenue Rights and Transmission Congestion Rights would not
exceed any thermal, voltage, or stability limits within the Transmission System under normal
operating conditions or for monitored contingencies.

Software Error
A software error is a software execution that is inconsistent with the requirements of this
Attachment AE.

Spin Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Spinning Reserve Offers into
the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Spinning Reserve
The portion of Contingency Reserve from qualified Resources synchronized to the system that is
fully available to serve load within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a
contingency event.

Spinning Reserve Offer
The price at which a Spin Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Spinning Reserve.

SPP Holidays
New Year's Day, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving
Day, Day After Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day.

SPP Region
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Staggered Start Resource
A Resource for which an attestation was submitted prior to October 1, 2017, identifying system
configuration, mechanical, or environmental constraints which limits the start-up of that
Resource with another Resource and that was registered in the Integrated Marketplace prior to
October 1, 2017.

Start-Up Offer
The compensation required by a Market Participant for bringing an off line Resource on line or
for reducing consumption of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block Demand
Response Resource.

Start-Up Time
The time required to start a Resource and reach the Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as applicable, following receipt of
a Commitment Instruction to start-up from the Transmission Provider.

State of Charge
The amount of Energy stored expressed in MWhs.

State of Charge Forecast
The projected State of Charge for the beginning of each market interval used in the Day-Ahead
Market and the RUC.

State Estimator
A standard industry tool that produces a power flow model based on available Real-Time
metering information, information regarding the current status of lines, generators, transformers,
and other equipment, bus load distribution factors, and a representation of the electric network,
to provide a complete description of system conditions, including conditions at busses for which
Real-Time information is unavailable.

Statutory Load Obligations
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Supplemental Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Supplemental Reserve Offers
into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Supplemental Reserve
The portion of Operating Reserve from qualified on-line Resources or qualified off-line
Resources that is capable of being synchronized to the system that is fully available to serve load
within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event.

Supplemental Reserve Offer
The price at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Supplemental Reserve.

Synchronized Resource

A Resource that is electrically connected to the grid as evidenced by the closing of the Resource
circuit breaker.

Sync-To-Min Time
The time required for a Resource’s output to reach Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as applicable, following
synchronization to the grid.

1.1

Definitions T

Through Interchange Transaction
A Market Participant schedule submitted between two External Interfaces for use in the DayAhead Market or Real-Time Balancing Market for moving Energy through the SPP Balancing
Authority Area.

Trading Hub
A Settlement Location consisting of an aggregation of Price Nodes developed for financial and
trading purposes.

Transition State Offer
An offer representing the cost to move an MCR to another configuration.

Transition State Time
An operating parameter representing the time required to move an MCR to another
configuration.

Transitional ARR Allocation
An interim, multi-period, single-round process, outside of the annual ARR process schedule,
used by an Eligible Entity when a Transmission Owner brings existing transmission facilities and
transmission service under the SPP Tariff.
Transmission Congestion Right (“TCR”)
A right that entitles the holder to be compensated or charged for congestion in the Day-Ahead
Market between two Settlement Locations.
Transmission Congestion Rights Markets (“TCR Markets”)
The annual Long-Term Congestion Rights allocation process, the annual and monthly
Transmission Congestion Rights auctions and the Auction Revenue Rights annual and monthly
allocation processes.

Transmission Customer
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission Provider
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission Service
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission System
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission System Injection
Injecting energy to the Transmission System, or providing other services under the Tariff that
support the delivery of energy to the Transmission System, at a Discrete Delivery Point
including a generator that is collocated with the load and exceeds the load that it is contractually
permitted to supply at such Discrete Delivery Point. This does not include generators that are
acting as transmission facilities.
Tariff
The Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff.

2.2

Application and Asset Registration
(1)

Applications for a Market Participant to provide services in the Integrated
Marketplace must be submitted to the Transmission Provider prior to the expected
date of participation consistent with Section 6.4 of the Market Protocols.
Applications must conform to the procedures specified in the Market Protocols
and may be rejected if not complete. New Market Participants will follow the
timeframe as specified in Section 6.4 of the Market Protocols in addition to the
detailed model update timing requirements in Appendix E of the Market
Protocols.

(2)

As part of the application process, Market Participants must register all Resources
and load, including applicable load associated with Grandfathered Agreements
(“GFAs”), Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load with the
Transmission Provider in accordance with the registration process specified in the
Market Protocols. As part of Resource registration, Market Participants must
specify whether settlement meter data will be submitted on a gross basis or net
basis, where gross meter data does not include reductions for auxiliary load and
net meter data is gross meter data reduced by auxiliary load.

Both Non-

Conforming Load and Demand Response Load may only be associated with a
single Price Node except that Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load
may be associated with an aggregated Price Node that contains multiple
electrically equivalent Price Nodes.

Non-participating embedded load and/or

generation must either: (i) register its load and/or generation in the Integrated
Marketplace; or (ii) transfer its load and/or generation to an external Balancing
Authority.
(3)

Market Participants may elect to define a single Settlement Location that
aggregates multiple Meter Data Submittal Locations associated with their load
assets. Market Participants may not aggregate multiple Resource Meter Data
Submittal Locations into a single Resource Settlement Location unless the
Resources are at the same physical and electrically equivalent injection point to
the Transmission System.

(4)

In addition to the responsibilities described in Section 4.1.2 of this Attachment
AE and under the Market Protocols, Market Participants wishing to model each
participant’s share of a Jointly Owned Unit as a separate Resource must choose
the option described below and provide the specified additional information.
(a)

Individual Resource Option
Under the individual Resource option, each participant’s share is
modeled as a separate Resource for the purposes of commitment, dispatch
and Operating Reserve Clearing, and each Resource may be committed
independent of the other Resource shares.
A Resource registered as a combined cycle Resource may not
register as a Jointly Owned Unit under the individual Resource option.
The operating owner’s Meter Agent will be the Meter Agent for
that Jointly Owned Unit unless each individual Jointly Owned Unit
participant registers a Meter Agent for its share of the Resource.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the Jointly Owned Unit participants,
the operating owner will be responsible for submitting the following data:


Jointly Owned Unit maximum physical capacity operating
limit; and



(5)

Maximum physical ten (10) minute response from an offline state.
Market Participants may modify their registered assets in accordance with the
asset registration procedures specified in the Market Protocols.

(6)

All loads and all Resources, excluding Behind-The-Meter Generation less than 10
Megawatts (“MWs”), must register. Failure or refusal to register a load will result
in the Transmission Provider filing an unexecuted version of the service
agreement as specified in Attachment AH of this Tariff for that load with the
Commission under the name of the (i) Network Customer, (ii) Transmission
Customer, or (iii) Transmission Owner serving load under a Grandfathered
Agreement for which the Transmission Owner is neither taking Network
Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service.
Failure or refusal to register a Resource will result in the Transmission Provider
filing an unexecuted version of the service agreement as specified in Attachment

AH of this Tariff for that Resource with the Commission under the name of the
generation interconnection customer under an interconnection agreement with the
Transmission Provider or the applicable Transmission Owner. In the case of a
Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver all of its net
output to its host utility, such registration will not require the Qualifying Facility
to participate in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets or subject the
Qualifying Facility to any charges or payments related to the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets. Any Energy and Operating Reserve Market charges
or payments associated with the output of the Qualifying Facility will be allocated
to the Market Participant representing the host utility purchasing the output of the
Qualifying Facility under PURPA, and the Market Participant will be provided
the settlement data required to verify the settlement charges and payments.
(7)

A Market Participant wishing to Offer an External Resource in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets will utilize an External Resource Pseudo-Tie in
accordance with Attachment AO. In addition to the responsibilities outlined in
Attachment AO, the Market Participant registering the External Resource will be
responsible for registering and performing all responsibilities that are required of
Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

(8)

A Market Participant wishing to offer Demand Response Load as a Demand
Response Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must include in
its application and registration a certification that participation in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets by its Demand Response Resource is not precluded
under the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority.
Consistent with Section 2.8.1 of this Attachment, an aggregator of retail
customers wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the form of a Demand
Response Resource on behalf of one or more retail customers must also include in
its application and registration a certification that participation of each retail
customer is either: (1) not precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that
distributed more than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year; or (2)
affirmatively permitted by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail

regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed 4 million
MWh or less in the previous fiscal year. Demand Response Resources must meet
all application, registration and technical requirements applicable to the Energy
and Operating Reserve Markets. The Transmission Provider is not responsible for
interpreting the laws or regulations of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
and shall be required only to verify that the Market Participant has included such
a certification in its application materials. The Transmission Provider is not liable
or responsible for Market Participants participating in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets in violation of any law or regulation of a relevant electric retail
regulatory authority including state-approved retail tariff(s).
(9)

An aggregator of retail or wholesale customers offering Demand Response Load
of one or more end-use retail customers or wholesale customers as a Demand
Response Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be a
Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants as well as certification consistent with Section
2.8 of this Attachment, as required.

(10)

All Variable Energy Resources in the Integrated Marketplace must be registered
as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource except for (1) a Qualifying Facility
exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility or (2)
a Resource having a primary fuel source of run of the river hydro-electric that is
incapable of following Dispatch Instructions.

A Generation Interconnection

Customer with Variable Energy Resources that are not Qualifying Facilities
exercising their rights under PURPA previously registered as a Non-Dispatchable
Variable Energy Resource must convert to a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
by the later of January 1, 2021 or the 10 year anniversary of a Resource’s original
Commercial Operation Date. A Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under

PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility may register as a Dispatchable
Variable Energy Resource if it is capable of being incrementally dispatched by the
Transmission Provider and will be subject to the Dispatchable Variable Energy
Resource market rules including Uninstructed Resource Deviation charges. Any
Resource that has previously registered as a Dispatchable Variable Energy

Resource shall not subsequently register as a Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy
Resource.
(11)

A Market Participant that is selling firm power to the load asset under a bilateral
contract may, with the agreement of the buyer, register all or a portion of the
buyer’s load as its load asset. For purposes of this Section 2.2(11) of this
Attachment AE, the sale of firm power shall refer to power sales deliverable with
firm transmission service, with the supplier assuming the obligation to serve the
buyer’s load with both capacity and energy. For the purposes of Section 2.11.1 of
this Attachment AE, such registration of the buyer’s load by the seller shall be
accounted for by including such load in the seller’s Reported Load and not
including such load in the buyer’s Reported Load, as described under Section
2.11.1(A)(1) of this Attachment AE, and such associated bilateral contracts shall
not be included in either the buyer’s or seller’s net resource capacity described
under Section 2.11.1(A)(4) of this Attachment AE.

(12)

A Transmission Owner providing firm transmission service under a GFA eligible
for GFA Carve Out must request removal of congestion and marginal loss charges
and designate the GFA Responsible Entity within the timeframe set forth in
Section 2.2 (1) of Attachment AE.

(13)

A GFA Responsible Entity shall provide to the Transmission Provider the
information necessary to administer the GFA Carve Out. The required
information shall include the following:

(14)

(a)

Resource Settlement Location;

(b)

Load Settlement Location;

(c)

The maximum MW capacity contracted under the GFA Carve Out;

(d)

The identification of the GFA in Attachment W; and

(e)

Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

Market Participants with assets interconnected to the Transmission System that
are not participating in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must pseudotie the Resource or load out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area in accordance
with Attachment AO. Such assets shall continue to be registered in the Integrated

Marketplace for the purposes of accounting for congestion and loss charges
between the Resource Price Node and the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location as described under Sections 8.6.23 and 8.6.24 of this Attachment AE.
(a)

To the extent that the SPP Balancing Authority or associated external
Balancing Authority can no longer maintain the Resource pseudo-tie for
reliability reasons, the Market Participant representing the pseudo-tied
Resource must immediately reduce the output of the pseudo-tied resource
to the available pseudo-tie capability after receiving notification from the
affected Balancing Authority of the reduced capability.

A Market

Participant shall not generate any energy in excess of the available
pseudo-tie capability after receiving such notification and shall not be
compensated in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets settlement for
any energy generated in excess of the available pseudo-tie capability.
(15)

Western-UGP shall provide to the Transmission Provider the information
necessary to administer the FSE. The required information shall include the
following:
(a) Resource Settlement Locations;
(b) Load Settlement Locations;
(c) The maximum MW capacity contracted under the FSE;
(d) The identification of the FSE Statutory Load Obligations as described in the
SPP-Western-UGP NITSA; and
(e) Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

(16)

The Transmission Provider shall establish FSE Transfer Points consistent with the
FSE transmission service power flow impacts.

(17)

A Market Participant registering a Staggered Start Resource shall attest that the
Resource meets the Staggered Start Resource definition in this Attachment AE.
The attestation shall contain sufficient detail regarding the specific circumstances
of the Resource to demonstrate that it meets the definition of a Staggered Start
Resource. A Market Participant that has registered a Staggered Start Resource
shall change the registration status no later than thirty (30) business days from the
date the Resource ceases to meet the Staggered Start Resource definition.

(18)

In addition to the responsibilities described in section 4.1.2 of this Attachment AE
and under the Market Protocols, Market Participants registering a Resource may
indicate if the Resource is a Jointly Owned Unit that is not electing to model each
share as an individual Resource. This Combined Interest Resource modeling is
used to distribute all Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market
charges and payments associated with the Resource between the Asset Owners
that have contractual rights or financial obligations for that Resource. Market
Participants registering a Resource with combined interest shall provide the
individual Interest Percent Share by Asset Owner.

(19)

A Market Participant registering an ESR must register as described in Section
2.17 of this Attachment AE.
a)

An ESR of at least 0.1 MW that is capable of Transmission System
Injection or directly connected to the Transmission System must register;
however, if the ESR is exclusively a transmission facility with recovery
through transmission rates, registration is not required.

b)

A Market Participant registering an ESR that is not required to register
under this Tariff must include in its application and registration a
certification that the Resource’s participation in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets is not precluded under the laws or regulations of the
relevant electric retail regulatory authority.

The ESR must meet all

application, registration and technical requirements applicable to the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
1.

The Transmission Provider is not responsible for
interpreting the laws or regulations of a relevant electric
retail regulatory authority and shall be required only to
verify that the Market Participant has included such a
certification in its application materials.

2.

The Transmission Provider is not liable or responsible for
Market Participants participating in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets in violation of any law or

regulation of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
including state-approved retail tariff(s).

2.8

Aggregators

Aggregations shall be subject to the following requirements:
(a)

Generation not directly connected to the Transmission System may be
aggregated into a single Resource at a Discrete Delivery Point;

(b)

All Resources in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

2.8.1 Aggregators of Demand Response - Retail Customers
(1)

An aggregator of retail customers offering a Block Demand Response Resource
or a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource associated with one or more enduse retail customers in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be a
Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants.

(2)

For purposes of participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, an
aggregator of retail customers may aggregate Demand Response Load associated
with a Block Demand Response Load Settlement Location or Demand Response
Load associated with a Dispatchable Demand Response Load Settlement Location
of: (1) End-use retail customers of utilities that distributed more than 4 million
MW hours (“MWh”) in the previous fiscal year, unless precluded by the laws or
regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority including stateapproved retail tariff(s); and (2) End-use retail customers of utilities that
distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year, where the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority, including any state-approved retail tariff(s),
affirmatively permits such customer’s demand response to be offered into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets by an aggregator of retail customers.
Aggregators of retail customers shall be treated comparably to other Market
Participants offering Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
Aggregations pursuant to this section shall be subject to the following
requirements:
(a)

End-use customers may be aggregated into a single Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource or a single Block Demand Response Resource. The
Demand Response Load may be associated with an aggregated Price Node
that contains multiple electrically equivalent Price Nodes, provided that
such aggregated Price Node is served by the same retail provider;

(b)

All end-use customers in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

(c)

For a Block Demand Response Resource or a Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource of an aggregator of retail customers that chooses to

measure demand reductions using the calculated Real-Time response
methodology, a single hourly baseline for each registered Resource shall
be used to determine settlements pursuant to Section 8 of this Attachment
AE.

2.8.2 Aggregators of Demand Response - Wholesale Customers
(1)

An aggregator of wholesale customers offering a Block Demand Response
Resource or a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource associated with one or
more wholesale customers in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be
a Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants.
Aggregations pursuant to this section shall be subject to the following
requirements:
(a)

Wholesale customers may be aggregated into a single Dispatchable
Demand Response Resource or a single Block Demand Response
Resource. The associated Demand Response Load may be associated with
an aggregated Price Node that contains multiple electrically equivalent
Price Nodes, provided that such aggregated Price Node is served by the
same wholesale provider;

(b)

All wholesale customers in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

(c)

For a Block Demand Response Resource or a Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource of an aggregator of wholesale customers that chooses
to measure demand reductions using the calculated Real-Time response
methodology, a single hourly baseline for each registered Resource shall
be used to determine settlements pursuant to Section 8 of this Attachment
AE.

2.8.3 Aggregators of Other Resources
(1)

An aggregator of generation must be a Market Participant, satisfying all
registration and certification requirements applicable to Market Participants.
Aggregators shall be treated comparably to other Market Participants offering
Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

(2)

For participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, an aggregator
must include in its application and registration a certification that the aggregator is
either; (a) not precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail
regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed more
than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year; or (b) affirmatively permitted by
the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if the
customer is served by a utility that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the
previous fiscal year.

(3)

The Transmission Provider is not responsible for interpreting the laws or
regulations of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority and shall be required
only to verify that the Market Participant has included such a certification in its
application materials. The Transmission Provider is not liable or responsible for
Market Participants participating in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets in
violation of any law or regulation of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
including state-approved retail tariff(s).

2.11.1
A.

Day-Ahead Market
Each Market Participant must satisfy the must offer obligation for an Asset Owner as set
forth in Section 2.11.1(B) of this Attachment AE based on the following criteria:
(1)

A Market Participant’s load for an Asset Owner for purposes of this section shall
be equal to that Market Participant’s maximum hourly Reported Load for an
Asset Owner for the Operating Day. Such Asset Owner’s Reported Load shall
include load registered as described under Section 2.2(11) of this Attachment AE,
where the buyer’s Reported Load shall be reduced by the amount of the buyer’s
load registered by the seller and the seller’s Reported Load shall be increased by
the amount of the buyer’s load registered by the seller. If an MSR is SelfCharging during the maximum Reported Load hour, the Market Participant’s
available generation that is used to satisfy the must offer obligation is reduced by
the Self-Charging MW.

(2)

A Market Participant’s daily Operating Reserve obligation for an Asset Owner
shall be equal to the sum of that Market Participant’s maximum daily RegulationUp Service, Regulation-Down Service and Contingency Reserve obligations for
an Asset Owner as estimated by the Transmission Provider in accordance with
Section 3.1.4(3) of this Attachment AE.

(3)

A Market Participant may satisfy this requirement by offering Resources for an
Asset Owner with a commitment status indicating either that the Market
Participant is self-committing the Resource, the Resource may be committed by
the Transmission Provider, or the Resource may be committed by the
Transmission Provider only to alleviate an anticipated Emergency Condition or
Local Reliability Issue, as specified in Sections 4.1(10)(a), 4.1(10)(b), and
4.1(10)(c) of the Attachment AE.

(4)

A Market Participant’s net resource capacity for an Asset Owner, for purposes of
this section shall include:
i.

Offered capacity by Resources identified in Section 2.11.1(A)(3) of
Attachment AE less the Operating Reserve obligation identified in Section
2.11.1(A)(2) of Attachment AE; and

ii.

Firm power purchases less firm power sales, except that, if the seller has
registered the buyer’s load associated with a firm power sale as described
in Section 2.2(11) of this Attachment AE, such firm power sale shall not
act to increase the buyer’s net resource capacity or act to reduce the
seller’s net resource capacity. For purposes of this Section 2.11.1 of this
Attachment AE firm power purchases and firm power sales shall mean
sales and purchases that are deliverable with transmission service
comparable to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service or Firm
Network Integration Transmission Service with the supplier assuming the
obligation to provide both capacity and energy. Additionally, firm power
purchases shall include an Asset owner’s share of a Jointly Owned Unit to
the extent that such shares have not been registered as separate Resources
either under Jointly Owned Unit individual Resource option or the Jointly
Owned Unit combined Resource option as described under Section 2.2(4)
of this Attachment AE.
In order to verify firm power purchases and firm power sales, supporting
documentation must be provided to the Market Monitor upon request.
Market Participants have the option to input information regarding firm
power purchases and firm power sales into the Market Monitor website. If
no information is input into this website, the Market Monitor will contact
the Market Participant for that information. The Market Monitor may
communicate with the counterparty to confirm the firm purchase or sale
and will include the transacted MWs to calculate net resource capacity for
both purchaser and seller. If one of the parties disputes the firm purchase
or sale to the Market Monitor, then the firm purchase or sale will not be
used in the calculation of either the purchaser’s or seller’s net resource
capacity subject to any dispute resolution.

B.

A Market Participant’s compliance with the must offer obligation for an Asset Owner is
as follows:
(1)

A Market Participant that has offered all of its available Resources for an Asset
Owner, with a commitment status described in Sections 4.1(10)(a), 4.1(10)(b),

and/or 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, for an hour of the Operating Day is
deemed to be in compliance with the must offer requirement for that Asset Owner
for that hour regardless of its maximum hourly Reported Load and/or, Operating
Reserve obligation.
(2)

A Market Participant that does not meet the condition described in Section
2.11.1(B)(1) of this Attachment AE for an Asset Owner for an hour of the
Operating Day, but has net resource capacity for that Asset Owner for that hour
greater than or equal to 90% of its load for that Asset Owner as described in
Section 2.11.1(A)(1) of this Attachment AE is deemed to be in compliance for
that Asset Owner with the must offer requirement for that hour.

(3)

To the extent that a Market Participant does not meet the conditions described in
either Section 2.11.1(B)(1) or (2) for an Asset Owner, the Market Participant shall
be deemed noncompliant with the must offer requirement for that Asset Owner
for that hour and will be assessed a penalty for that hour as determined in Section
3.9 of Attachment AF of this Tariff.

C.

Market Monitor shall monitor a Market Participant’s Load, Operating Reserve obligation,
offered Resources and net resource capacity, for an Asset Owner for each hour of the
Operating Day to determine whether the Market Participant has complied with the must
offer obligation set forth in Section 2.11.1(B).

2.12

Non-Conforming Load
Market Participants must:
(1)

Provide hourly estimates of their registered Non-Conforming Load to the
Transmission Provider no later than 1445 hours Day-Ahead for the remainder of
the Operating Day and for the next six (6) Operating Days;

(2)

Update their submitted Non-Conforming Load estimates as described in the
Market Protocols;

(3)

Provide the Transmission Provider with actual Non-Conforming Load data in
Real-Time to the extent that telemetering is available;

(4)

Provide the Transmission Provider with the charging activity of an ESR not
registered as an MSR.

2.17

Electric Storage Resource

ESRs may register as any valid Resource type and are subject to the same service provision rules
as any other Resource within that type.
(1)

If not registered as an MSR the energy withdrawal from the Transmission System must
be included in a Load Settlement Location and are subject to the same rules as other
Load.

(2)

If an ESR is registered as an MSR, the following applies:
a) MSRs may provide Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve,
and Supplemental Reserve services upon meeting the technical and applicable
requirements for these services in this Attachment AE and the Market Protocols.
b) MSRs must provide Offer parameters as prescribed in Section 4.1 of this
Attachment AE.
c) MSR Offer Curves may include negative MW values to account for the entire
dispatchable range of the MSR.
d) As with other Resources, the metering requirements for MSRs include real-time
and settlement quality metering. For MSRs that are not directly connected to the
Transmission System, metering may include facilities used by the distribution
company.
e) Self-Charging MSRs or MSRs charging beyond the instructed amount are subject
to all applicable transmission charges under the Tariff.
f) Market Participants registering an MSR must also request transmission service
under Part II or Part III of this Tariff.
i. In the absence of explicit transmission service reservation arrangements
by the Market Participant for the uninstructed energy withdrawals, the
Market Participant will be billed the unreserved use rate as defined in
Section 13.7 (c) or 14.5 of this Tariff.
ii.

Dispatch Instruction by the Transmission Provider for the MSR to

provide a wholesale service that incidentally results in charging activity
shall not be subject to a bill for transmission service during those actions.
g) The Real-Time Energy consumption is settled at the LMP as per Section 8.3 of
this Attachment AE.

i. In the event that the MSR is not directly connected to the Transmission
System and the distribution company is unable or unwilling to separate the
charging activity from other retail service, the MSR will not be subject to
settlement by the Transmission Provider for either the transmission charge
or the energy consumption.

4.1

Offer Submittal
Beginning seven (7) days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants may
begin to submit Offers for use in the Day-Ahead Market and Offers for use in the RTBM.
Day-Ahead Market Offers may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market and
RTBM Offers may be updated thirty (30) minutes prior to each Operating Hour. Offer
submittals shall conform to the following:
(1)

Offers submitted in the Day-Ahead Market are independent from Offers
submitted in the RTBM except that, if Regulation-Up Service and/or RegulationDown Service is cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, Regulation-Up Mileage
Offers and/or Regulation-Down Mileage Offers for the associated Resources for
use in the RTBM are set equal to the Regulation-Up Mileage Offers and/or
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers for the associated Resources submitted for use
in the Day-Ahead Market;

(2)

Market Participants may specify that the Offers submitted in the Day-Ahead
Market also apply in the RTBM;
(a)

Such an Offer shall be rejected in the RTBM if the Market Participant has
submitted a Resource commitment status of “not participating” as
described in Section 4.1(10)(e) of this Attachment AE and the Resource is
not participating in the Day-Ahead Market.

(3)

Submitted Resource Offers will automatically roll forward hour to hour within
each respective market only when no Resource Offer has been submitted for that
interval;

(4)

Offers may be submitted that vary for each hour of the Operating Day, except the
Offer parameters related to unit commitment as defined in the Market Protocols
for which a single value is submitted. These unit commitment Offer parameters
will automatically roll forward in each hour of the subsequent Operating Day only
when no unit commitment Offer parameters have been submitted for that
Operating Day;

(5)

Offers submitted for use in the RTBM are also used in the RUC;

(6)

Resource Offers may only be submitted at Resource Settlement Locations, Import
Interchange Transaction Offers may only be submitted at External Interface
Settlement Locations and Virtual Energy Offers may be submitted at any
Settlement Location;

(7)

For Regulation Qualified Resources and Regulation-Up Qualified Resources,
Market Participants may submit Regulation-Up Offers, Regulation-Up Mileage
Offers, Spinning Reserve Offers and Supplemental Reserve Offers provided that
if the Regulation-Up Offer is negative, the Regulation-Up Mileage Offer must
equal zero. For Regulation-Down Qualified Resources and Regulation Qualified
Resources, Market Participants may submit Regulation-Down Offers and
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers provided that if the Regulation-Down Offer is
negative, the Regulation-Down Mileage Offer must equal zero.

For Spin

Qualified Resources, Market Participants may submit Resource Offers for
Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve.

For Supplemental Qualified

Resources, Market Participants may submit Resource Offers for Supplemental
Reserve. If a Spinning Reserve Offer is submitted for a Resource, and a Resource
Offer for Supplemental Reserve is not submitted, then the Supplemental Reserve
Offer is set equal to zero.

Resource qualifications are verified by the

Transmission Provider as part of the registration process as follows:
(a)

A Regulation Qualified Resource, Regulation-Up Qualified Resource or
Regulation-Down Qualified Resource must pass a specific regulation test
as defined in Section 2.10.3 of this Attachment AE and must be capable of
deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation-Down within the Regulation Response Time for a continuous
duration of sixty (60) minutes and provide telemetered output data that
meets the technical requirements specified in the Market Protocols.

(b)

A Spin Qualified Resource must self-certify that the Resource is capable
of deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared Spinning Reserve
and/or cleared Supplemental Reserve within the Contingency Reserve
Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60) minutes and

provide telemetered output data that meets the technical requirements
specified in the Market Protocols.
(c)

Supplemental Qualified Resource:
(i) A Supplemental Qualified Resource must self-certify that the
Resource is capable of deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared
Supplemental Reserve from an off-line state within the Contingency
Reserve Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60)
minutes and provide telemetered output data that meets the technical
requirements specified in the Market Protocols.
(ii)

Alternatively, an MCR may also become a Supplemental

Qualified Resource by self-certifying that the MCR is capable of
deploying 100% of cleared Supplemental Reserve through a transition to a
higher

capacity

configuration

within

the

Contingency

Reserve

Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60) minutes and
provide telemetered output data that meets the technical requirements
specified in the Market Protocols.
(8)

Resource Offers are limited by the Offer caps and floors specified in Section 4.1.1
of this Attachment AE;

(9)

The Resource Offer parameters that constitute a valid Offer for use in either the
Day-Ahead Market or RTBM are submitted using the data formats, procedures,
and information defined in the Market Protocols and will include the following
(as further defined in the Market Protocols):


Resource Name



Resource Type



Start-up Offer



No-Load Offer



Energy Offer Curve



Transition State Offer (for an MCR)



Transition State Time (for an MCR)



Regulation–Up and Regulation-Down Offers



Regulation-Up Mileage and Regulation-Down Mileage Offers



Spinning and Supplemental Reserve Offers



Sync-To-Min and Min-To-Off Times



Start-Up Time



Hot to Intermediate and Hot to Cold Times (not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Daily and Weekly Starts



Maximum Daily Energy



Maximum and Minimum Run Times



Plant Minimum Run Time (for an MCR)



Group Minimum Run Time (for an MCR)



Minimum Down Time



Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit and Run Time (not
applicable to an MSR)



Minimum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits
(not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits
(not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and Run Time (not
applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit



Maximum Transition State Supplemental Reserve Resource Response
Limit (for an MCR)



Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down



Turn-Around Ramp Rate Factor



Regulation Ramp Rate



Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate



Resource Status



Interest Percent Share



State of Charge Forecast (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum State of Charge (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Charge Limit (MSR only)

(10)



Maximum and Minimum Discharge Limit (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Charge Time (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Discharge Time (MSR only)



ESR Loss Factor (required for ESRs – including MSRs)



Maximum and Minimum Emergency Charge Limit (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit (MSR only)

Market Participants must specify a Resource commitment status as part of the
Resource Offer using the data formats, procedures, and information defined in the
Market Protocols. Market Participants use the commitment status to indicate;
(a)

Whether they are self-committing a Resource;

(b)

Whether the Resource may be committed by the Transmission Provider;

(c)

Whether the Resource may be committed by the Transmission Provider
only to alleviate an anticipated Emergency Condition or local reliability
issue;

(11)

(d)

Whether the Resource is on an outage; or

(e)

Whether the Resource is not participating in the Day-Ahead Market.

Market Participants must specify a Resource dispatch status as part of the
Resource Offer using the data formats, procedures and information defined in the
Market Protocols.

Market Participants use the dispatch status to notify the

Transmission Provider whether the Resource is:
(a)

Eligible for Energy Dispatch;

(b)

Eligible for Operating Reserve clearing; or

(c)

Self-scheduled for Operating Reserve.

If the dispatch status for a Resource does not indicate it is eligible for Energy
Dispatch, then such Resource shall not be subject to charges and credits
calculated under Section 8.6.15 of this Attachment AE and shall not be subject to
the deviation calculations under Sections 8.6.7(A)(2)(e) and 8.6.7(A)(2)(g) of this
Attachment AE.
(12)

Resource limits submitted as part of the Resource Offer must pass the validation
rules defined in the Market Protocols, otherwise, the Resource Offer will be
rejected; and

(13)

The Market Participant must comply with the must-offer requirements as defined
in Section 2.11 of this Attachment AE.

5.1.2

Day-Ahead Market Execution
The Transmission Provider will employ a simultaneous co-optimization
methodology to perform the following tasks in order to clear the Day-Ahead Market for
each hour of the upcoming Operating Day:
(1)

Commit Offered Resources, Import Interchange Transaction Offers and Virtual
Energy Offers using the SCUC algorithm to meet the Demand Bids, Virtual
Energy Bids, Export Interchange Transactions Bids, Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirements, and Operating Reserve requirements on a least cost basis for each
hour of the upcoming Operating Day.
(a)

The Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will initially consider
commitment of Resources not specified for reliability only use as
described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, including
Resources committed in the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment, up to the
Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up
Service and/or Regulation-Down Service, and down to the Resources’
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Regulation
Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down Service and/or
Regulation-Up Service. In addition, an MCR is not eligible to be selected
for Regulation-Down Service and/or Regulation-Up Service in any hour in
which it is transitioning between configurations.
(i)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the fixed Demand Bids and
fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the upper bound of
Instantaneous Load Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve
requirements on a system-wide basis, the Day-Ahead Market
SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed
Export Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and/or commit
Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in
Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, on an economic basis

until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to
maintain the Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.
(ii)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as
the sum of self-committed capacity at minimum output, fixed
Import Interchange Transaction Offers, the lower bound of
Instantaneous Load Capacity requirement, and the RegulationDown requirement that is in excess of the sum of fixed Demand
Bids and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the DayAhead Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail
non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity down
to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to
maintain the Regulation-Down requirement.

(b)

To the extent that a particular security constraint impacting only the
Transmission System cannot be directly addressed within the Day-Ahead
Market SCUC algorithm and is not a Local Reliability Issue, the
Transmission Provider may manually commit Resources and/or decommit
Resources, including self-committed Resources to alleviate such a
Transmission System security constraint in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator. Such manual commitments shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will
be verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under
Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

Additionally, such manual

commitments shall be selected by the Transmission Provider to ensure that
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System
security constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints
submitted as part of the Day-Ahead Market Offers. The recovery of the
compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed
Resources under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by

the Transmission Provider regionally as described under Section 8.5.10 of
this Attachment AE.
(c)

A Local Reliability Issue or Local Emergency Condition may need to be
addressed during the Day-Ahead Market process. Local Reliability Issues,
either initially recognized directly as part of the Day-Ahead Market
process or previously recognized and committed as part of any Reliability
Unit Commitment process, may require manual commitment or
decommitment to one or more Resources in the Day-Ahead Market to
recognize or continue to recognize the Local Reliability Issue. A Local
Emergency Condition previously recognized and committed as part of any
Reliability Unit Commitment process may require manual commitment or
decommitment to one or more Resources in the Day-Ahead Market to
continue to recognize the Local Emergency Condition. In the case where
a Local Reliability Issue Commitment is initiated directly as part of the
Day-Ahead Market process, the Transmission Provider shall issue or the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to
issue such instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider
shall be selected by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory
manner, which will be verified by the Market Monitor through the process
described under Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that
the Transmission Provider, at the request of a local transmission operator,
initially issues or continues to issue instructions to a Resource to address a
Local Reliability Issue or continues to issue instructions to a Resource to
address a Local Emergency Condition, such Resource shall be eligible for
compensation in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of
the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed
Resources under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by
the Transmission Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of
this Attachment AE.

(d)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource
owners shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual

commitments made by the Transmission Provider, including such
commitments made at the request of the local transmission operator to
relieve known and recurring Local Reliability Issues in the Day-Ahead
Market. Such Resources will be compensated in the same manner as any
other Resource.

The recovery of such compensation paid by the

Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.5.9
of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
(e)

The Transmission Provider will re-run the Day-Ahead SCUC algorithm
after any manual commitments, time permitting, if such manual
commitments were not included in the initial run and will notify the
Market Participants that units were manually committed.

(2)

Using the Resource commitment results from the SCUC, clear Resource Offers,
Virtual Energy Offers and Import Interchange Transaction Offers to meet
Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids, Export Interchange Transaction Bids and
Operating Reserve requirements on a least cost basis for each hour of the
upcoming Operating Day using the SCED algorithm.
(a)

The SCED algorithm includes marginal loss sensitivity factors that
approximate the change in marginal system losses for a change in Energy
dispatch.

(b)

In certain situations, enforcing constraints may result in a solution that is
not feasible at a Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced VRL. In
such cases, the Transmission Provider must apply VRLs in SCED as
described in Section 8.3.2 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

The SCED algorithm will include product substitution logic as follows to
clear Operating Reserve Offers:
(i)

Any Regulation-Up Offers remaining once the Regulation-Up
Requirement is satisfied may be used to meet Contingency Reserve
requirements if Regulation-Up Offer is more economic or is
required to meet the overall Operating Reserve requirement;

(ii)

Any Spinning Reserve Offers remaining once the Spinning
Reserve Requirement is satisfied may be used to meet
Supplemental Reserve requirements if Spinning Reserve Offer is
more economic or is required to meet the overall Operating
Reserve requirement; and

(iii)

The product substitution logic ensures that the MCP for
Regulation-Up Service is always greater than or equal to the
Spinning Reserve MCP and that the Spinning Reserve MCP is
always greater than or equal to the Supplemental Reserve MCP.

(d)

Use of co-optimization logic will provide, through the Shadow Price
calculation, MCPs for Operating Reserve that include any lost opportunity
costs incurred as a result of Operating Reserve clearing.

(e)

An MCR with a Transition State Time greater than 30 minutes in any hour
in which it is transitioning between configurations is not eligible to clear
Contingency Reserve.

5.1.2.1 Clearing During Capacity Shortage
(1)

In the event of an Operating Reserve shortage in any hour, Scarcity Pricing shall
be implemented.

(2)

In the event of a capacity shortage to meet the fixed Demand Bids, fixed firm
Export Interchange Transactions, and Resources’ charge MWs in any hour, the
fixed Demand Bids, fixed firm Export Interchange Transactions, and Resources’
charge MWs will be reduced on a pro-rata reduction basis based on the MW
amounts to match the available capacity and Scarcity Pricing shall be
implemented.

(3)

If a transmission constraint cannot be relieved due to a shortage of capacity in any
hour, the SCED algorithm will clear the bid-in demands on a pro-rata basis based
upon the impact on relieving the constraint.

5.1.2.2 Clearing During Excess Generation Conditions

In the event the sum of the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on
self-committed Resources plus the Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the
cleared bid-in demands in any hour, the SCED algorithm will reduce Resources on a prorata reduction basis such that the resulting sum of minimum limits matches the bid-in
demand. LMPs will be set by the Offer prices associated with Energy down to the
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit to the extent that the Regulation-Down
requirement can be maintained. If the actions under Section 5.1.2(1)(a)(ii) above create a
Regulation-Down Service shortage during any hour either on a system-wide basis or
Reserve Zone basis, the MCPs for Regulation-Down Service will reflect Scarcity Prices
and LMPs will reflect negative Scarcity Prices as set by the Regulation-Down Service
Demand Curve price described under Section 8.3.4.2 of this Attachment AE.

5.2.2

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
The Transmission Provider will perform a capacity adequacy analysis for the
upcoming Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing
Resources to meet the Transmission Provider load forecast, Export Interchange
Transactions, Instantaneous Load Capacity requirements, and Operating Reserve
requirements less Import Interchange Transactions over the Operating Day such that
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the
RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load
Offer and incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined in the
submitted Energy Offer Curve.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not
specified for reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Maximum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, or Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation-Down Service, and down to the Resources’ Minimum Economic
Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Maximum Charge
Limit, or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for
Regulation-Down and/or Regulation-Up Service. In addition, an MCR is not
eligible to be selected for Regulation-Down Service and/or Regulation-Up
Service in any hour in which it is transitioning between configurations.
(a)

If this capacity plus Import Interchange Transactions is not sufficient on a
system-wide basis to meet the Transmission Provider load forecast, Export
Interchange Transactions, the upper bound of Instantaneous Load
Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export
Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and
(2) Incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits, Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit, or Minimum

Emergency Charge Limit, commit Resources designated as reliability only
use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, on an
economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting
to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement, (3) de-commit charging
Resources that were committed in the Day-Ahead Market with a
commitment status of “market” as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this
Attachment AE until the capacity shortage is eliminated, and (4) decommit self-committed charging Resources.
(b)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum
of self-committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transactions, the lower bound of Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirement, and the Regulation-Down requirements that is in excess of
the sum of the Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export
Interchange Transactions, the SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1)
curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity down to
Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits, Minimum
Emergency Discharge Limit, or Maximum Emergency Charge Limit until
the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Down requirement; (3) commit any available Resource with a
commitment status of “reliability” as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of
this Attachment AE that is capable of charging, (4) de-commit Resources
that were committed by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead
Market that were not self-committed until the capacity surplus is
eliminated; and (5) de-commit self-committed Resources until the capacity
surplus is eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular security constraint impacting only the Transmission
System cannot be directly addressed within the SCUC algorithm and is not a
Local Reliability Issue, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit Resources, including self-committed Resources to
alleviate such a Transmission System security constraint in accordance with its

authority as Reliability Coordinator. Such manual commitments shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. Additionally, such manual commitments shall be
selected by the Transmission Provider to ensure that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to Transmission System security constraints and the
Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers.
The recovery of the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such
committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be
collected by the Transmission Provider regionally as described under Section
8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE.
(4)

A Local Reliability Issue may arise during the Day-Ahead Reliability Unit
Commitment process.

Such Local Reliability Issues may require manual

commitment or decommitment to be issued to one or more Resources to resolve
the reliability issue. In such cases, the Transmission Provider shall issue or the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to issue such
instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that the Transmission Provider, at
the request of a local transmission operator, issues instructions to a Resource to
address a Local Reliability Issue, such Resource shall be eligible for
compensation in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of the
compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed Resources
under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission
Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
(5)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource owners
shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual commitments made by the
Transmission Provider, including such commitments made at the request of the
local transmission operator to relieve known and recurring Local Reliability
Issues in the Day-Ahead RUC. Such Resources will be compensated in the same

manner as any other Resource. The recovery of such compensation paid by the
Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this
Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider locally as
described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.

5.2.3

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Results
No later than two-and-one-half (2.5) hours following the start of the Day-Ahead
RUC, the Transmission Provider shall communicate the following results to Market
Participants.

The Transmission Provider will update the Current Operating Plan, if

needed, and issue start-up and/or shut-down orders simultaneously, which may occur
anytime after the Transmission Provider posts the results of the Day-Ahead RUC. The
Day-Ahead RUC results include:
(1)

For any future hours in which the Transmission Provider anticipates an
emergency situation, the Transmission Provider shall notify all Market
Participants identifying: the hours in which the emergency capacity of any
Resources are expected to be required; the hours in which Resources are
identified for reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, are expected to be committed; the hours in which non-firm fixed
Export Interchange Transactions are expected to be curtailed; and the hours in
which non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transactions are expected to be
curtailed.
(a)

Affected Market Participants will be notified at least ten (10) minutes
prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than thirty (30)
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Maximum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit, Maximum Emergency Discharge
Limit, or Minimum Emergency Charge Limit, as applicable, will be used;
and

(b)

Affected Market Participants will be notified at least ten (10) minutes
prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than thirty (30)
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Minimum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Emergency Discharge
Limit, or Maximum Emergency Charge Limit, as applicable, will be used.

(2)

Using the results from the Day-Ahead RUC analysis, the Transmission Provider
will update the Current Operating Plan and will issue start-up and shut-down
orders as appropriate.

The Transmission Provider can only de-commit Day-

Ahead Market committed Resources or move a Day-Ahead Market MCR from a

higher capacity configuration to a lower capacity configuration to address an
anticipated excess supply condition as described under Section 5.2.2(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE and/or to address any other Emergency conditions. If the
Transmission Provider de-commits a Transmission Provider committed Resource
or moves an MCR from a higher capacity configuration to a lower capacity
configuration for any hour of the Day Market commitment schedule, and causes
that the Resource to buy back its Energy and/or Operating Reserve position at
RTBM prices that exceed the Day Ahead Market prices for the comparable
products, that Resource is eligible for compensation under Section 8.6.6(2) of this
Attachment AE.

6.1.2

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
Using the inputs described in Section 6.1.1, the Transmission Provider will
perform a capacity adequacy analysis using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of
committing Resources to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast, Export
Interchange Transactions, Instantaneous Load Capacity requirements, and Operating
Reserve requirements less Import Interchange Transactions over the Operating Day such
that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the
RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load
Offer and incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined on the
submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs above minimum output
and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the SCUC in making
commitment decisions.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not
specified for reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum
Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Maximum Regulation Capacity
Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down),
Maximum Discharge Limit or Minimum Charge Limit and down to the
Resources’ Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Down Service
and/or Regulation-Up), Minimum Discharge Limit or Maximum Charge Limit.
In addition, MCRs are not eligible to be selected for Regulation-Up Service
and/or Regulation-Down Service in any hour in which they are transitioning
between configurations.
(a)

If this capacity plus Import Interchange Transactions is not sufficient on a
system-wide basis to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast,
Export Interchange Transactions, the upper bound of Instantaneous Load
Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export

Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and
(2) Incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits, Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit or Minimum
Emergency Charge Limit and/or, commit Resources designated as
reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment
AE, on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while
attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement; (3) de-commit
charging Resources that were committed in the Day-Ahead Market with
commitment status of “market” as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this
Attachment AE until capacity shortage is eliminated, and (4) de-commit
self-committed charging Resources.
(b)

If there is a system-wide capacity surplus calculated as the sum of selfcommitted capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transactions, the lower bound of Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirement, and the Regulation-Down requirements that is in excess of
the sum of the Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export
Interchange Transaction, the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will, in
priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction
Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) Incorporate capacity
down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits,
Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit or Maximum Emergency Charge
Limit until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain
the Regulation-Down requirement; (3) De-commit Resources that were
committed by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that
were not self-committed until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4)
De-commit self-committed Resources until the capacity surplus is
eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue impacting only the Transmission
System cannot be directly addressed within the SCUC algorithm and is not a
Local Reliability Issue, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit Resources, including self-committed Resources to

alleviate such Transmission System reliability issues. Such manual commitments
shall be selected by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner,
which will be verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under
Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. The Transmission Provider shall ensure
that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System
security constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted
as part of the RTBM Offers. The recovery of the compensation paid by the
Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this
Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider regionally as
described under Section 8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE.
(4)

A Local Reliability Issue may arise during the Intra-Day Reliability Unit
Commitment Process. Such Local Reliability Issue may require manual
commitment or decommitment to be issued by the Transmission Provider to one
or more Resources to resolve the Local Reliability Issue. Time permitting, the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to issue such
instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that the Transmission Provider
issues instructions to a Resource at the request of a local transmission operator to
resolve a Local Reliability Issue, the Resource shall be eligible for compensation
in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of the compensation
paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section
8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE. To the extent
time does not permit, the local transmission operator may issue such instructions
to the Resource if the Local Reliability Issue is a Local Emergency Condition. In
such cases, the following shall take place:
(a)

If initial instructions are issued by a local transmission operator, the
transmission operator shall notify the Transmission Provider of the
instructions given to the Resource.

(b)

The transmission operator and Transmission Provider will coordinate to
ensure subsequent instructions are provided by the Transmission Provider.

(c)

The transmission operator shall log such instructions, and shall notify the
Transmission Provider of such action. The Transmission Provider shall
log such instructions as manual commitment or decommitment, as
appropriate, as if it gave such instruction to the Resource.

(d)

The Resource shall be eligible to receive the compensation for such
instructions in the same manner as if it had been committed by the
Transmission Provider; except that if the Market Monitor determines that
the Resource selected in response to such instructions was selected in a
discriminatory manner and the Resource was affiliated with the local
transmission operator, such Resource shall not be eligible to receive
compensation under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE.

Such

determination shall be made by the Market Monitor using the standards
and procedures set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE.
Recovery of any compensation shall be collected by the Transmission
Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment
AE.
(e)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource
owners shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual
commitments made by the Transmission Provider including such
commitments made at the request of the local transmission operator or
manual commitments made by the local transmission operator during a
Local Emergency Condition to relieve known and recurring Local
Reliability Issues in the Intra-Day RUC.

Such Resources will be

compensated in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of
the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider under Section 8.6.5
of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.

6.1.2.1 Determination of Non-Discriminatory Manual Resource Selection

The Market Monitor shall verify that the process used by the Transmission
Provider and local transmission operator to manually select Resources in response
to a reliability issue was performed in a non-discriminatory manner.

Such

verification shall be performed as follows:
(i)

The Market Monitor’s evaluation of whether the Transmission Provider’s
selection process was non-discriminatory shall consider the cost, any
affiliation with selected Resources, resource operating parameters,
availability of non-selected Resources relative to the selected Resources
and any prior instances where the Transmission Provider manually
committed Resources to resolve the same reliability issue.

The

Transmission Provider’s manual commitment of a Resource to resolve a
reliability issue shall be considered non-discriminatory if the Resource
selection was made without regard to ownership and the selected Resource
effectively and economically mitigated the reliability issue, as verified by
the Market Monitor.
(ii)

The Market Monitor’s evaluation of whether the local transmission
operator’s selection process was non-discriminatory shall consider the
cost, any affiliation with selected Resources, resource operating
parameters, availability of non-selected Resources relative to the selected
Resources and any prior instances where the local transmission operator
committed Resources to resolve the same Local Emergency Condition.
The manual commitment of a Resource by a local transmission operator to
resolve a Local Emergency Condition shall be considered nondiscriminatory if the Resource selection was made without regard to
ownership and the selected Resource effectively mitigated the Local
Emergency Condition, as verified by the Market Monitor.

(iii)

The Market Monitor shall obtain the necessary information to perform the
verification from submitted Resource Offer parameters (cost, operating
parameters, availability of non-selected Resources), Market Participant
registration (Resource ownership, affiliation), and the Transmission
Provider and/or local transmission operator (prior commitments, other

Resources considered to resolve the reliability issue or Local Emergency
Condition). The Market Monitor shall perform such verification as soon
as the necessary information is available, but by no later than the day on
which S120 Scheduled Settlement Statements are issued for the Operating
Day in which the manual commitment occurred, as set forth in Section 8.0
and 10.1 of Attachment AE of this Tariff.
(iv)

When the Market Monitor determines that a Resource may have been
selected in a discriminatory manner pursuant to this Section 6.1.2.1, the
Market Monitor shall report such suspected discrimination to the
Commission’s Office of Enforcement or successor organization promptly
upon completing the verification set forth in this Section 6.1.2.1, and the
Transmission Provider shall notify the local transmission operator of the
best practice should the situation arise again.

6.2.1

Real-Time Balancing Market Inputs
Inputs into the RTBM will include the data provided prior to each Operating Hour
and data provided within each Operating Hour.

6.2.1.1

Pre-Operating Hour Inputs
Pre-Operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;

(2)

Approved and tagged Export Interchange Transactions, Import Interchange
Transactions and Through Interchange Transactions;

(3)

Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone minimum and
maximum);

(4)

Resources selected to provide Regulation-Up Service or Regulation-Down
Service from the most recent RUC.

This set of Resources will remain on

regulation control for the Operating Hour and will be used by SCED to clear
Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down on a five (5) minute basis to meet the
regulation requirements;
(5)

Resource commitment from the Current Operating Plan. The Current Operating
Plan includes Resource commitments and Resource de-commitments from the
Multi-Day Reliability Assessment, Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC and
Intra-Day RUC;

(6)

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC; and

(7)

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC.

6.2.1.2

Intra-Operating Hour Inputs
Intra-operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

Latest State Estimator solution for:

(a)

Distribution of load forecast throughout the Network Model;

(b)

Latest transmission topology for the Network Model; and

(c)

Backup initial Energy injection of Resources if SCADA not available;

(2)

Real-Time Resource data from latest SCADA snapshot to determine initial
Energy injection of Resources, Generator outages and Real-Time State of Charge
(for MSR only);

(3)

Active transmission constraints;

(4)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Interchange Transactions due to curtailments
or initiation of a Reserve Sharing Event involving external Balancing Authorities;

(5)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Resource Offer physical operating parameters
due to changes in a Resource’s capability. Market Participants shall notify the
Transmission Provider of a change in a Resource Offer physical operating
parameter during an Operating Hour.

For the current Operating Hour the

Transmission Provider will make the requested modification to the Resource
Offer physical operating parameter. For subsequent hours the Market Participant
shall remain responsible for accurately reflecting Resource operating parameters
in its Resource Offer submissions;
(6)

Intra-hour adjustments to selection of Resources to provide Regulation-Up
Service or Regulation-Down Service to the extent that Resources selected as
described under Section 6.2.1.1(4) become unavailable to provide regulation
service;

(7)

Transmission Provider load forecast;

(8)

The Transmission Provider’s wind Resource MWh output forecast; and

(9)

The Transmission Provider’s estimate of Parallel Flows.

6.4.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation
The following rules apply to the calculation of Uninstructed Resource Deviation
(“URD”).
(1)

For the purposes of determining URD exemptions for Resources that are part of a
Common Bus as described under Section 6.4.1.1(6) of this Attachment AE, each
Asset Owner’s Resources’ combined average ramped MW Setpoint Instruction
and combined actual average MW output at the Common Bus will be used to
calculate URD at the Common Bus for the Dispatch Interval for each Asset
Owner.

(2)

A Resource’s URD is allocated a portion of the RUC make whole payment costs,
as described under Section 8.6.7 of this Attachment AE, in any Dispatch Interval
where Resource’s URD is outside of its Operating Tolerance unless that Resource
has been exempted from URD.
(a)

A generating unit Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch
Interval is equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of
five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(b)

A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in
each Dispatch Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Emergency
Capacity Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a
minimum of five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(c)

A Block Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each
Dispatch Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of
five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(d)

The Common Bus Operating Tolerance for each Market Participant
registered at a Common Bus is equal to the sum of that Market
Participant’s Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
for Resources that are on-line multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a
minimum of five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(e)

If the absolute value of a Resource’s URD is greater than the Resource’s
Operating Tolerance in any Dispatch Interval, the Resource URD / 12 is
included in the hourly allocation of RUC make whole payment cost
allocation. The Hourly URD amount is calculated as the sum of Dispatch
Interval URD for the hour. Additionally, if that Resource was eligible to
receive a RUC make whole payment, the payment may be reduced in
accordance with Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE.

(f)

An MSR’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is equal to the
greater of the absolute value of the Maximum Emergency Charge Limit
and the Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit multiplied by 5%, subject
to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.

6.4.1.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions
A.

A Resource will receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval under the
following situations:
(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve as described in
Section 6.3.2 of this Attachment AE or is deployed for a Contingency
Reserve test as described under Sections 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 of this
Attachment AE; or

(2)

The Resource trips off-line or is derated after receiving Dispatch
Instructions; or

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval; or

(4)

If during Emergency Conditions the URD is due to a Resource output
above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in a shortage condition or the
URD is due to a Resource output below the Resource’s Setpoint
Instruction during an excess generation condition; or

(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported
capabilities due to the application of a VRL; or

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the
Common Bus is less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the
Common Bus; or

(7)

If the URD results from an event of force majeure or, in the case of a
Variable Energy Resource, if the URD results from extremely high wind
or other extreme weather-related conditions materially and directly
impacting a Variable Energy Resource’s ability to provide or reduce
output of Energy. For purposes of this subsection, the term force majeure
shall have the meaning described under Section 10.1 of this Tariff except
that acts of Curtailment shall not qualify for exemption; or

(8)

B.

If the Resource has been issued an OOME for Energy.

In the event a Resource does not receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval,
the Transmission Provider shall determine through the dispute process, in
accordance with the invoice dispute process as provided in Section 10.3 of this
Attachment AE, whether an exemption to an Uninstructed Resource Deviation
will be given. The Market Participant may provide the Transmission Provider
with adequate documentation in order for the Market Participant to be eligible to
avoid such Uninstructed Resource Deviation. Adequate documentation may
include but is not limited to an audio file documenting a call between the Market
Participant and the Transmission Provider.

6.4.1.2

Load Deviation Exemptions
A load is exempt from deviation based charges for cost allocation under Section
8.6.7 under the following situations:
(1)

The RTBM billable metering for load is less than that load’s Day-Ahead Market
cleared quantity during a capacity shortage condition Emergency.

8.1

Settlement Sign Conventions
For the purposes of settlement calculation of charges and payments described
under this Section 8, negative signs shall reflect payments to Market Participants and
positive signs to shall reflect charges to Market Participants. Throughout the settlement
calculations, multiplication by (-1) is used to attain the proper sign convention where
needed. Injections to the Transmission System are negative values and withdrawals are
positive values.

Consistent with the injection and withdrawals, the following sign

conventions for variables used in the settlement calculations are as follows:
(1)

Cleared Resource MWh and Virtual Energy Offer MWh in the Day-Ahead
Market is negative value;

(2)

Cleared load MWh and Virtual Energy Bid MWh in the Day-Ahead Market is a
positive value;

(3)

Import Interchange Transaction MWh is a negative value;

(4)

Export Interchange Transaction MWh is a positive value;

(5)

Cleared Operating Reserve MWs in the Day-Ahead Market and RTBM are
positive values;

(6)

All MWs associated with TCRs are positive values;

(7)

Actual Meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for Resource
injections are a negative value; and

(8)

Actual meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for load consumption
or a Resource’s Energy withdrawals exceeding energy production are positive
values.

8.5.1

Day-Ahead Energy Amount
A Day-Ahead Market charge or payment for cleared Energy is calculated at each
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour as follows:
(1)

For Energy associated with loads and Self-Charging MSRs:
The Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Hourly Quantity) - (DayAhead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with that load Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids at that load
Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment
AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at that load
Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this
Attachment AE.

(2)

For Energy associated with Resources and MSRs providing a market service:
The Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity) (Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with that Resource Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity
is the MW quantity associated with cleared Resource Offers at that
Resource Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this
Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at that
Resource Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with Section
8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(3)

For Energy associated with Import Interchange Transactions:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Import Energy Hourly Quantity) –
(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Import Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Import Interchange Transaction
Offers at that External Interface Settlement Location as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in accordance
with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(4)

For Energy associated with Export Interchange Transactions:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Export Energy Hourly Quantity) –
(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Export Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Export Interchange Transaction
Offers at that External Interface Settlement Location as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in accordance
with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(5)

For Energy associated with remaining Bilateral Settlement Schedules:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =

(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules) * (-1)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at Settlement Locations other than External Interface Settlement
Locations, that Asset Owner’s load Settlement Locations or that Asset
Owner’s Resource Settlement Locations, as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(6)

For Energy associated with Virtual Energy Bids:
Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * (Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly Quantity)
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy Bids
at that Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this
Attachment AE.

(7)

For Energy associated with Virtual Energy Offers:
Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * (Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly Quantity)
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy
Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that
Settlement Location.

8.5.9

Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

The Day-Ahead make whole payment amount is a payment to an Asset Owner
and is calculated for each Resource with an associated Day-Ahead Market
Commitment Period that was committed by the Transmission Provider including
commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as defined under
Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE. Asset Owners of Resources previously
committed by a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency
Condition are eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment if
such commitment is included in the Day-Ahead Market; except that, if the Market
Monitor determines such Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by
the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE, and such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission
operator, then such Resources are not eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market
make whole payment. A payment is made to an Asset Owner when a Resource’s
costs are greater than the Day-Ahead Market revenues received during the
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period. The make
whole payment is equal to this difference between those costs and revenues.

(2)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is equal
to a Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period except as defined herein.
For Resources with an associated Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period that
begins in one Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two (2) DayAhead Market make whole payment eligibility periods are created. The first
period begins in the first Operating Day in the hour that the Day-Ahead Market
Commitment Period begins and ends in the last hour of the first Operating Day.
The second period begins in the first hour of the next Operating Day and ends in
the last hour of the Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period.

(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment eligibility period.

Offer costs are calculated using the Day-Ahead

Market Offer prices in effect at the time the commitment decision was made
except under the situation described under Section (b)(iiv) below.

(a)

There may be more than one Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period for a Resource in a single Operating Day for which a
charge or payment is calculated. A single Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment eligibility period is contained within a single Operating Day.

(b)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market commitment level offer costs include
Start-Up Offer, Transition State Offer, and RUC remainder amount (as
described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(v) of this Attachment AE) for a DayAhead Market make whole payment eligibility period in which that
Resource is committed with a Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer
commitment status under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b) or (c) of this Attachment
AE, including commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as
described under Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE. The commitment
level cost eligible for recovery is calculated by subtracting all Start-Up
Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead
Market Resource Offer commitment status as described under Sections
4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE from all eligible commitment level Offer
costs required to execute the Day-Ahead schedule associated with the
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period. The resulting
difference represents either a charge or a payment and is a cost component
when determining a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment.
(i)

In any Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period
for which the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm did not
consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the original commitment
decision, except Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer costs associated with
the commitments made under Sections 4.5 and 5.1.2(1)(b) of this
Attachment AE that caused an additional scheduled start, the
Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(ii)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost is not
eligible for recovery in the following Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility periods:

(1)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
for which a Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to
this commitment period at a time one (1) hour prior to that
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit Time in addition to
the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period is following
a Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility period that ends within the one (1) hour in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time; or

(2)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
for which a Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized
Resource prior to this commitment period at a time two (2)
hours prior to that Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit
Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time
unless the Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period is following a Day-Ahead Market or RUC
make whole payment eligibility period that ends within the
two (2) hours in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min
Time.

(iii)

When a RUC commitment is made at a point in time after the
existing Day-Ahead Market commitment was made, but the RUC
commitment is scheduled for a time adjacent and prior to the
existing Day-Ahead Market commitment, the cost considered at
the point of adjacency between the RUC and Day-Ahead Market
commitments will be allocated between the two commitments for
make whole payment purposes as described in (1) and (2) below.
(1)

The cost allocated to the RUC make whole payment will
not be greater than the difference between: (a) the DayAhead Market Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer
costs at the adjacency point of the RUC and Day-Ahead
Market commitment; and (b) Day-Ahead Market Start-Up

Offer and Transition State Offer costs associated with a
Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer commitment status as
defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE
commitment at the adjacency point.
(2)

The commitment level cost in the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment is reduced by the non-negative cost
allocated to the RUC make whole payment.

(iv)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Transition State Offer costs for a
Day-Ahead Market commitment are eligible for recovery in the
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period except
when the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm did not consider the
Resource’s Transition State Offer in the Day-Ahead commitment
decision unless Transition State Offers costs are associated with
manual commitments as described under Sections 4.5.2 and 5.1.2
of this Attachment AE.

(v)

As described under Section 8.6.5(3)(g) of this Attachment AE, to
the extent that the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost
is not accounted for in the adjacent RUC make whole payment
eligibility period, any remaining RTBM Start-Up cost is carried
forward for recovery in the adjacent Day-Ahead make whole
payment eligibility period.

(vi)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Day-Ahead Market
Start-Up Offer cost for the reason described in Section
8.5.9(3)(b)(ii)(1) of this Attachment AE, to prevent overstating
avoided costs, the commitment level cost is adjusted by the lesser
of: (a) the Resource’s Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State
Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer
commitment status as defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this
Attachment AE commitments; or (b) the ineligible Day-Ahead
Market Start-Up Offer cost.

(vii)

For each Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility
period within an Operating Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up
cost is divided by the lesser of (1) the Resource’s applicable
Minimum Run Time rounded down to the nearest hour or (2)
twenty-four (24) hours, to achieve an hourly proration for the
purpose of allocating Start-Up costs across adjacent Day-Ahead
commitments.
(1)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period meets or
exceeds the duration of the divisor as described in (vii)
above, the full cost of the Start-Up Offer is included in the
commitment level cost for the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period is less than
the duration of the divisor as described in (vii) above, the
hourly proration is multiplied by the number of
participating hours to achieve a single Start-Up Offer
amount to be included in the commitment level cost for that
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.
Any remaining Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost will
be included in the commitment level cost for the following
and adjacent Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period in the next Operating Day.

(c)

For an MCR, additional costs or revenues are incurred when the Resource
has cleared Contingency Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy
back that position in Real-Time at an average hourly Real-Time MCP.
These costs or revenues will be considered as an adjustment when
determining a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment. These costs or
revenues must be incurred during a time period in the Day-Ahead Market
make whole payment eligibility period in which the Resource is

transitioning in Real-Time due to a Day-Ahead scheduled transition that is
not forced by the Resource Offer. The Market Participant may also be
eligible for adjustments to a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment for
costs or revenues incurred during transition if the Resource is transitioning
in Real-Time in response to a local transmission operator to address a
Local Emergency Condition, (unless such transition instruction fails the
discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE) then such Resources are not eligible to receive an
adjustment to a Day-Ahead make whole payment for these costs or
revenues. In such cases, the adjustment is equal to the Real-Time MCP
multiplied by the Day-Ahead Market cleared Contingency Resource MW
amounts. Recovery of these costs of revenues is limited to the dispatch
interval time periods defined by the Transition State Time submitted in the
Resource Offer.
(d)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(e)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in
Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the Day-Ahead
Market, the Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs
as defined in Section 8.5.9(4)(a) of this Attachment AE for that period in
the Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.

(4)

The payment to each Asset Owner for each eligible Settlement Location for a
given Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is calculated as
follows:
Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount =
Maximum of [Either Zero or Sum of ((Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment
Cost Amount in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility
Period) + (Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount in the
Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period) + (DayAhead Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost))] * (-1)

(a)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Cost Amount for
each eligible Resource is equal to the sum for all hours in the Day-Ahead
Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period of:
(i)

Day-Ahead Market No-Load Offer,

(ii)

Energy cost associated with cleared Resource Energy, including
MSRs providing a market service, from Resource Energy Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Resource Energy by the cost of such
Energy as calculated from the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market
Energy Offer Curve,

(iii)

Regulation-Up Service cost associated with cleared Regulation-Up
Service from Regulation-Up Service Offers as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying
cleared Regulation-Up Service by the cost of such Regulation-Up
Service as calculated from the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market
Regulation-Up Service Offer,

(iv)

Regulation-Down

Service

cost,

associated

with

cleared

Regulation-Down Service from Regulation-Down Service Offers
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as
calculated by multiplying cleared Regulation-Down Service by the
cost of such Regulation-Down Service as calculated from the
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Regulation-Down Service Offer,
(v)

Spinning Reserve cost, associated with: (1) cleared Spinning
Reserve from Spinning Reserve Offers as described under Section
5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying cleared
Spinning Reserve by the Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve offer; and
(2) cleared Spinning Reserve from Regulation-Up Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Regulation-Up for Spinning Reserve by the
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up capability offer to the extent that
Regulation-Up Service was cleared to meet the Spinning Reserve

requirement. Such costs shall exclude Spinning Reserve and
Regulation-Up costs associated with an MCR during a Day-Ahead
Market scheduled transition time when the MCR is transitioning in
the Real-Time Balancing Market,
(vi)

Supplemental

Reserve

cost,

associated

with:

(1)

cleared

Supplemental Reserve from Supplemental Reserve Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Supplemental Reserve by the Day-Ahead
Supplemental Reserve Offer; (2) cleared Supplemental Reserve
from Spinning Reserve Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of
this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying cleared Spinning
Reserve for Supplemental Reserve by the Day-Ahead Spinning
Reserve offer to the extent that Spinning Reserve was cleared to
meet the Supplemental Reserve requirement; and (3) cleared
Supplemental Reserve from Regulation-Up Offers as described
under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by
multiplying cleared Regulation-Up for Supplemental Reserve by
the Day-Ahead Regulation-Up capability offer to the extent that
Regulation-Up Service was cleared to meet the Supplemental
Reserve requirement. Such costs shall exclude Supplemental
Reserve, Spinning Reserve, and Regulation-Up costs associated
with an MCR during a Day-Ahead Market scheduled transition
time when the MCR is transitioning in the Real-Time Balancing
Market,
(vii)

Day-Ahead Potential Unused Regulation-Up Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.19(1)(b), and

(viii)

Day-Ahead Potential Unused Regulation-Down Mileage Make
Whole Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(1)(b),

(ix)

Day-Ahead Combined Cycle Spinning Reserve Adjustment which
is a charge or payment, as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(c) of this
Attachment AE, associated with an MCR, which is not eligible to

clear Spinning Reserve in RTBM during a Real-Time transition
between configurations which was scheduled in a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period, and
(x)

Day-Ahead Combined Cycle Supplemental Reserve Adjustment
which is a charge or payment, as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(c)
of this Attachment AE, associated with an MCR, which is not
eligible to clear Supplemental Reserve in RTBM during a RealTime transition between configurations which was scheduled in a
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount
for each eligible Resource that is committed by the Transmission Provider
as specified in Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE is equal to
the sum for all hours in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Period of:
(i)

Energy revenue associated with cleared Resource Energy, and
MSRs providing a market service, from Resource Energy Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, calculated by
multiplying Resource Energy by Day-Ahead LMP at that Resource
Settlement Location, and

(ii)

The sum of the revenues calculated under Section 8.5.2, 8.5.3 and
8.5.4, 8.6.19(1) and 8.6.20(1) for that eligible Resource.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount for each eligible Resource in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole
Payment Eligibility Periods is equal to:
(i)

Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer or any RUC remainder amount
as described in Section 8.6.5(3)(f) of this Attachment AE, plus

(ii)

Day-Ahead Transition State Offer (for an MCR), plus

(iii)

Any amount of Start-Up costs where the Resource loses eligibility
to recover as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(v) of this Attachment
AE, minus

(iv)

Any amount of shared Start-Up costs between Day-Ahead Market
and RUC make whole payment eligibility periods as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(ii) of this Attachment AE, minus

(v)

All Start-Up and Transition State Offer costs associated with a
Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer commitment status as defined
under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE.

8.5.10

Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount
A Day-Ahead Market system-wide and local charge will be calculated at each
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour in order to fund the payments
made under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE. The system-wide amount will be
determined by multiplying an Asset Owner’s system-wide distribution volume by a daily
system-wide Day-Ahead Market make whole payment rate as described in this Section
8.5.10. The local amount for each Local Settlement Area impacted by a Local Reliability
Issue will be determined as described in Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
The Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =
(Day-Ahead SPP System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) * (DayAhead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Quantity))
(1)

The Day-Ahead SPP System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day as calculated under
Section 8.5.9, excluding make whole payments made to Resources committed to
address a Local Reliability Issue or a Local Emergency Condition, divided by the
sum of all Asset Owners’ Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment
Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for the entire Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution
Quantity at a Settlement Location for an hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s
cleared Energy withdrawals at that Settlement Location for that hour. An Asset
Owner’s Energy withdrawal at a Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of
cleared Demand Bids, cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers, Export Interchange
Transaction Bids and Virtual Energy Bids at that Settlement Location.

8.5.21 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Daily Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each day for each Asset
Owner and Settlement Location to ensure that the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Daily Amount is
distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on a daily load ratio share basis,
and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Daily Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Daily Amount * Asset Owner Daily Distribution Factor * (-1)

Where:
(1) The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Daily Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA
Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.18 of this
Attachment AE for that day; and
(2) An Asset Owner’s Daily Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a) The sum for all hours in the Operating Day of the Maximum of (i) zero or
(ii) the Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly SelfCharging MW, plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset
Owner’s hourly GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE
load;
Divided by,
(b) The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values
calculated in Section 8.5.21(2)(a).

8.5.22 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Monthly Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each month for each
Asset Owner and Settlement Location to ensure the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Monthly
Amount is distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on a monthly load ratio
share basis and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Monthly Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Monthly Amount * Asset Owner Monthly Distribution Factor
* (-1)

Where:
(1)

The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Monthly Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA

Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.19 of this Attachment AE;
and
(2)

An Asset Owner’s Monthly Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a)

The sum for all hours in the month of the Maximum of (i) zero or (ii) the

Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW,
plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset Owner’s hourly
GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE load;
Divided by,
(b)

The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values

calculated in Section 8.5.22(2)(a).

8.5.23 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Yearly Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each year for each Asset
Owner and Settlement Location to ensure the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Yearly Amount is
distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on an annual load ratio share basis
and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Yearly Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Yearly Amount * Asset Owner Yearly Distribution Factor *
(-1)

Where:
(1)

The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Yearly Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA

Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.20 of this Attachment AE;
and
(2)

An Asset Owner’s Yearly Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a)

The sum for all hours in the year of the Maximum of (i) zero or (ii) the

Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW,
plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset Owner’s hourly
GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE load,
divided by:
(b)

The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values

calculated in Section 8.5.23(2)(a) of this Attachment AE.

8.5.25

Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Amount
The Day-Ahead demand reduction distribution amount is an hourly charge to
Asset Owners at each Settlement Location to recover the sum of the demand reduction
payments made under Section 8.5.24 of this Attachment AE and is calculated as:
Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Amount =
(Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Rate) * (Day-Ahead Demand
Reduction Distribution Quantity))
(1)

The Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Rate is the sum of all demand
reduction payments for the Hour as calculated under Section 8.5.24 of this
Attachment AE multiplied by (-1), divided by the sum of all Asset Owners’ DayAhead Demand Reduction Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for
the Hour.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity at a
Settlement Location for an hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s net cleared Energy
withdrawals at that Settlement Location for that hour. An Asset Owner’s net
cleared Energy withdrawal at a Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of
the positive MWh value for the Asset Owner’s cleared Demand Bids, cleared
Self-Charging MSR Offers, the positive MWh value for the Asset Owner’s net
cleared Export and Import Interchange Transactions, the positive MWh value for
the Asset Owner’s net cleared Virtual Energy Bids and Offers at that Settlement
Location.

8.6.1

Real-Time Energy Amount
An RTBM payment or charge for Energy is calculated at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval and hour as follows:
(1)

For Energy associated with loads, and Self-Charging MSRs:
(a)

Real-Time Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Load Billing Meter Quantity) – (DayAhead Cleared Load Energy Quantity)) – (Real-Time Asset Energy
Bilateral Settlement Schedules)] / 12
(i)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with that load, Self-Charging MSR, or station
power from offline generation Settlement Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Load Billing Meter Quantity at that
Settlement Location is (i) the five (5) minute Reported Load
submitted by the Meter Agent to the Transmission Provider,
multiplied by twelve (12) or (ii) the hourly Reported Load profiled
into five (5) minute increments by the Transmission Provider using
the method described under Section 8.6 of this Attachment AE if
the Asset Owner elects to submit hourly meter data.

The

Transmission Provider shall make any necessary adjustments to the
submitted Reported Load, as described under Section 8.6.1.1 of
this Attachment AE.
(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids and cleared
Self-Charging MSR Offers at that Settlement Location as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at
that load Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Asset Energy Hourly Amount =

Sum of Real-Time Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all
Dispatch Intervals in the Hour.
(2)

For Energy associated with Resources:
(a)

Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Resource Billing Meter Quantity) – (DayAhead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity)) – (Real-Time Asset
Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)] / 12
(i)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with that Resource Settlement Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Resource Billing Meter Quantity at
that Resource Settlement Location, excluding Self-Charging MSRs
is (i) the five (5) minute actual meter MWh Resource output
quantity submitted by the Meter Agent to the Transmission
Provider, multiplied by twelve (12) or (ii) the hourly actual meter
MWh Resource injection or withdrawal quantity profiled into five
(5) minute increments by the Transmission Provider using the
method described under Section 8.6 of this Attachment AE if the
Asset Owner elects to submit hourly meter data.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Resource
Offers excluding Self-Charging MSRs at that Resource Settlement
Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at
that Resource Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Energy Hourly Amount =
Sum of Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all Dispatch
Intervals in the Hour.

(3)

For Energy associated with Interchange Transactions:
(a)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =

Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Import Energy Quantity) – (Day-Ahead
Import Energy Quantity) – (Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules))] / 12
(i)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Import Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity scheduled for use in the
RTBM, adjusted for curtailments, at that External Interface
Settlement Location.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Import Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity calculated by the
Transmission Provider for each Dispatch Interval by multiplying
the scheduled MW in the Dispatch Interval by the ratio of (a)
hourly scheduled amount for use in the Day-Ahead Market and (b)
the MW amount of cleared Import Interchange Transaction Offers,
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, at that
External Interface Settlement Location.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that
settle at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in
accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(4)

For Energy associated with Export Interchange Transactions:
(a)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Export Energy Quantity) – (Day-Ahead
Export Energy Quantity) – (Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules))] / 12
(i)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Export Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity scheduled for use in the
RTBM, adjusted for curtailments, at that External Interface
Settlement Location.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Export Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity calculated by the
Transmission Provider for each Dispatch Interval by multiplying
the scheduled MW in the Dispatch Interval by the ratio of (a)
hourly scheduled amount for use in the Day-Ahead Market and (b)
the MW amount of cleared Export Interchange Transaction Bids,
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, at that
External Interface Settlement Location.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that
settle at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in
accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
Sum of Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all
Dispatch Intervals in the Hour.

(5)

For Energy associated with remaining Bilateral Settlement Schedules:
Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Real-Ahead LMP) * [(Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules for Energy) * (-1)]
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules for Energy are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules
that settle at Settlement Locations other than External Interface Settlement
Locations, that Asset Owner’s load Settlement Locations or that Asset
Owner’s Resource Settlement Locations, as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(6)

For Energy associated with Day-Ahead Market cleared Virtual Energy Bids:
Real-Time Virtual Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
[(Real-Time LMP) * ((Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly Quantity) /
12)] * (-1)
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy Bids
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that Settlement
Location.

(7)

For Energy associated with Day-Ahead Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers:
Real-Time Virtual Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
[(Real-Time LMP) * ((Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity) / 12)] * (-1)
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy
Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that
Settlement Location.

8.6.1.1 Adjustments to Reported Load
The Transmission Provider shall make any necessary adjustments to the Asset
Owner submitted Reported Load values as follows:
(1)

The sum of the Reported Load within a Settlement Area must equal the
Settlement Area Net Load. To the extent that the Transmission Provider observes
that a difference exists, the Transmission Provider shall adjust each Asset
Owner’s Reported Load within the Settlement Area on a pro rata basis such that
the sum of Reported Load within the Settlement Area is equal to the Settlement
Area Net Load. To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with Statutory
Load Obligations, the Reported Load shall not be adjusted.

(2)

To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with a Meter Data Submittal
Location that includes a Demand Response Load, the Transmission Provider shall
adjust such Reported Load by adding all associated calculated or submitted
Demand Response Resource output to such Reported Load, where the calculated
Demand Response Resource output is as described under Section 4.1.2.1(1)(b) of
this Attachment AE.

(3)

To the extent that the Reported Load for a specific Meter Data Submittal Location
is the Residual Load for the Settlement Area, the Transmission Provider shall
reduce such Reported Load by the associated State Estimator Settlement Area
losses.

8.6.5

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

Asset Owners of Resources committed by the Transmission Provider during the
RUC processes, are eligible to receive a RUC make whole payment.

Asset

Owners of Resources committed by a local transmission operator during the RUC
processes to address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a RUC
make whole payment, except that, if the Market Monitor determines such
Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by the local transmission
operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE, and
such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission operator, then such
Resources are not eligible to receive a RUC make whole payment. A RUC make
whole payment is made to the Asset Owner when the sum of a Resource’s costs
associated with actual Energy and cleared RTBM Operating Reserve is greater
than the RTBM revenues received over the Resource’s RUC make whole
payment eligibility period. Recovery of such compensation shall be collected in
accordance with Section 8.6.7 of this Attachment AE.
(2)

A Resource’s RUC make whole payment eligibility period is equal to the set of a
Resource’s contiguous RUC Commitment Periods and adjacent Day-Ahead
Market commitment periods except;
(a)

For Resources with a set of contiguous Day-Ahead and RUC Commitment
Periods that continue from one Operating Day to the next Operating Day,
a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is created for each
Operating Day in which there is a RUC commitment. A RUC make whole
payment eligibility period is created for each Operating Day with a RUC
commitment. The start of a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is
the later of (1) beginning of the Operating Day or (2) the beginning of the
set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments. The end of
a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is the earlier of (1) the end
of the set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments or (2)
the end of the Operating Day; or

(b)

For an MCR that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market and was transitioned to
a different configuration in Real-Time by the Transmission Provider or by

a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition
(unless such transition instruction fails the discrimination and affiliation
screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE), the costs in the
intervals preceding the RUC commitment for the purpose of buying back
Operating Reserve products while the Resource transitions to the RUC
committed configuration, as defined by the Transition State Time of the
Resource’s offer parameters in Section 4.1(9) of this Attachment AE, are
included in the RUC make whole payment calculation.
(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each RUC make whole payment
eligibility period. Resource production costs are calculated using the RTBM
Offer prices in effect at the time the commitment decision was made for start-up,
transitions, no-load, and minimum-energy; and the RTBM Offer price in effect at
the solving of a dispatch interval for the Energy above minimum energy,
Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve, and Supplemental Reserve.
(a)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a Commitment Instruction prior to
the start of the associated RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the
Asset Owner will receive reimbursement for a time-based pro-rata share of
the Resource’s RTBM Start-Up Offer unless precluded by Section
8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this Attachment AE.

Asset Owners may request

additional compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to
the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will review the
submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted information is
sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the actual
costs are eligible for recovery.
(b)

In order to receive the full amount of Start-Up Offer recovery within a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Resource must be a
Synchronized Resource in at least one Dispatch Interval in the RUC make
whole payment eligibility period.

(c)

In order to receive recovery of No-Load Offer costs in any Dispatch
Interval in the RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Resource
must be a Synchronized Resource in that Dispatch Interval.

(d)

There may be more than one RUC make whole payment eligibility period
for a Resource in a single Operating Day. A single RUC make whole
payment eligibility period is contained within a single Operating Day.

(e)

A Resource’s RUC commitment level offer costs include Start-Up Offer
cost and Transition State Offer cost for a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period in which that Resource is committed with a RTBM
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a),
(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE. The commitment level cost eligible for
recovery is calculated by subtracting: (1) all Start-Up Offer cost and
Transition State Offer cost associated with the schedule created by
combining all Day-Ahead Market commitments with a Day-Ahead Market
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a),
(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE contained within a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period and all RUC commitments that are associated
with a RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section
4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE within a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period; from (2) all eligible commitment level offer costs
associated with the final Resource schedule in a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period. The resulting difference can represent a charge
or a payment and is considered as an adjustment when determining a RUC
make whole payment.
(i)

Except for an MCR that is committed by RUC in a different
configuration than in the Day-Ahead Market, when a RUC make
whole payment eligibility period is created after a Day-Ahead
make whole payment eligibility period and is adjacent and
preceding that Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
where the Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer Amount defined in Section
8.5.9(3)(b)(i) of this Attachment AE was considered, the DayAhead Start-up Offer Amount is used in place of the RUC Start-up
costs.

(ii)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the
RUC SCUC did not consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the
original commitment decision, except for commitments made as
described under Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3) and 6.1.2(4) of this
Attachment AE, the Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(iii)

A Resource’s RTBM Start-Up costs are not eligible for recovery in
the following RUC make whole payment eligibility periods:
(1)

Any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which
a Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this
commitment period at a time one (1) hour prior to that
Resource’s RUC Commit Time in addition to the
Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the RUC make
whole payment eligibility period is following a Day-Ahead
Market or RUC make whole payment eligibility period that
ends within the one (1) hour in addition to the Resource’s
Sync-To-Min Time; or

(2)

For any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for
which a Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized
Resource prior to this commitment period at a time two (2)
hours prior to that Resource’s RUC Commit Time in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the
RUC market whole payment eligibility period is following
a Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility period that ends within the two (2) hours in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time.

(iv)

When there is a cost transferred from the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this
Attachment AE, the commitment level cost in the RUC make
whole payment is increased by the amount allocated to the RUC
make whole payment as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this
Attachment AE.

(v)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the
RUC SCUC considered the Resource’s Transition State Offer in
the original commitment decision, or the RTBM Transition State
Offer is associated with a manual commitment as described under
Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3) and 6.1.2(4) of this Attachment AE, the
Transition State Offer cost is eligible for recovery when the
following conditions are met:
(1)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled
configuration period, the Resource is in the target “from”
configuration and the Resource must be a Synchronized
Resource; and

(2)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled
configuration period, the Resource is in the target “to”
configuration and the Resource must be a Synchronized
Resource.

(vi)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a transition between
configurations prior to the scheduled transition associated with a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Asset Owner will
be eligible to recover a time-based pro-rata share of the Resource’s
RTBM Transition State Offer through the RUC make whole
payment unless precluded by Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this
Attachment AE.

Asset Owners may request additional

compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to
the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will review
the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted
information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a
portion of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.
(vii)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Start-Up Offer cost
for the reason described in Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(iii)(1) of this
Attachment AE, or loses eligibility to recover Transition State
Offer costs for the reason described in Section 8.6.5(3)(v) of this

Attachment AE, to prevent overstating avoided costs, the
commitment level cost is adjusted by the lesser of: (1) its Start-Up
Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with
commitments that have a RTBM Resource Offer commitment
status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE;
or (2) the ineligible RTBM Start-Up Offer cost plus the ineligible
Transition State Offer costs.
(viii)

For each RUC make whole payment eligibility period within an
Operating Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by
the lesser of (1) the hours of RUC commitment within the
Resource’s applicable Minimum Run Time multiplied by twelve
(12), rounded down to the nearest whole interval, or (2) twentyfour (24) hours multiplied by twelve (12), to achieve a Dispatch
Interval proration for the purpose of allocating Start-Up costs
across adjacent Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility periods.
(1)

If the number of participating Dispatch Interval meets or
exceeds the duration of the divisor as described in (viii)
above, the full cost of the Start-Up Offer is included in the
commitment level cost for the RUC make whole payment
eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating Dispatch Intervals is less
than the duration of the divisor as described in (viii) above,
the proration is multiplied by the number of participating
Dispatch Intervals to achieve a single Start-Up Offer
amount to be included in the commitment level cost for that
RUC make whole payment eligibility period. Any
remaining eligible RUC Start-Up cost will be included in
the commitment level cost for the following and adjacent
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period
as described in Section 8.6.5(3)(f) of this Attachment AE or

the following and adjacent RUC make whole payment
eligibility period in the next Operating Day.
(f)

If the Resource has been committed in the Day-Ahead Market in a period
adjacent to and following a RUC make whole payment eligibility period to
the extent that the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not
accounted for in the RUC make whole payment eligibility period, any
remaining eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is carried forward for recovery in
the Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period.

(g)

If a Resource has operated outside of its Operating Tolerance in any
Dispatch Interval, any cost associated with energy injection or withdrawal
above the Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible for recovery
for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as described under
Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(h)

If a Resource becomes non-dispatchable in any Dispatch Interval, any cost
associated with energy injection or withdrawal above the Resource’s
economic operating point is not eligible for recovery for that Dispatch
Interval where such cost is calculated as described under Section
8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(i)

If a Resource’s minimum operating limit is increased above the
Resource’s minimum operating limit that was used to make the
commitment decision, the increase is greater than the Resource’s
Operating Tolerance and the Resource remains dispatchable in any
Dispatch Interval, any cost associated with energy injection or withdrawal
above the Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible for recovery
for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as described under
Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(j)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(k)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in
Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the RTBM, the

Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs as defined
in Section 8.6.5(4)(b) of this Attachment AE for that period in the RUC
make whole payment eligibility period.
(l)

For an MCR, additional costs of revenues incurred when the Resource has
cleared Operating Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy back
that position in Real-Time will be considered as an adjustment when
determining a RUC make whole payment. These costs or revenues must
be incurred during time periods in which the Resource is ineligible to clear
Operating Reserve products due to transitioning between configurations in
Real-Time where at least one configuration is the result of a RUC
commitment, and the transition is not forced by the Resource Offer. The
Market Participant may also be eligible to recover Operating Resource
product buy back costs or revenue incurred during a Real-Time transition
is the Resource is transitioned by a local transmission operator to address a
Local Emergency Condition (unless such transition instruction fails the
discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE), then such Resources are not eligible to recover any costs
or revenues associated with the transition as part of a RUC make whole
payment. In such cases, the adjustment is equal to the sum of the cleared
Day-Ahead Market Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the
Day-Ahead Operating Reserve MCP and the cleared incremental RTBM
Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the RTBM Operating
Reserve MCPs. For Contingency Reserve, the adjustment is limited to the
time period defined as the transition State Time submitted in the Resource
Offer. For Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down, the adjustment is
limited to all Dispatch Intervals within the transition hour.

(4)

The payment to each Asset Owner for each eligible Settlement Location for a
given RUC make whole payment eligibility period is calculated as follows:
RUC Make Whole Payment Amount =
Maximum of [Either Zero or (RUC Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount + RUC Make Whole Payment Cost Amount in the RUC Make Whole

Payment Eligibility Period + RUC Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount in the
RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period – Uninstructed Resource Deviation
Cost Disallowance – Non-Dispatchable Cost Disallowance – Minimum Limit
Cost Disallowance + Real-Time Combined Cycle Operating Reserve Adjustment
Amounts)]
(a)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount for each eligible Resource in the RUC make whole payment
eligibility period is equal to:
(i)

Start-Up Offer used to make the commitment decision which was
committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission
operator to address a Local Emergency Condition (unless such
commitment instruction fails the discrimination and affiliation
screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE); plus

(ii)

The Transition State Offer used to make the transition decision for
an MCR that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market or committed by
the RUC process that were transitioned by the Transmission
Provider into a different configuration in Real-Time or transitioned
by a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency
Condition

(unless

such

transition

instruction

fails

the

discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of
this Attachment AE); plus
(iii)

Real-Time Cancelled Transition Amount as described in Section
8.6.5(3)(e)(vi) of this Attachment AE; plus

(iv)

Amount of shared Start-Up costs between Day-Ahead Market and
RUC make whole payment eligibility periods as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this Attachment AE; plus

(v)

Amount of costs where the Resource loses eligibility to recover as
describe in Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(vii) of this Attachment AE, minus

(vi)

The sum of all Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost
associated with the schedule created by combining (1) all DayAhead Market commitments with a Day-Ahead Market Resource

Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b)
or (c) of this Attachment AE contained within a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period and (2) all RUC commitments that are
associated with a RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as
defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE within a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period.
(b)

An Asset Owner’s RUC Make Whole Payment Cost Amount for each
eligible Resource is equal to the sum for all Dispatch Intervals in the RUC
commitment of:
(i)

No-Load Offer used to make the RUC commitment decision, less
any Day-Ahead Market No-Load from an MCR resulting from a
different Day-Ahead Market committed configuration;

(ii)

Energy cost at minimum injection or withdrawal as calculated
from the Energy Offer Curve used to make the commitment
decision;

(iii)

Energy cost above minimum injection or withdrawal as calculated
from the Energy Offer Curve that applied to the current Dispatch
Interval;

(iv)

For MCRs, the Energy cost shall be calculated from the Energy
Offer Curve used in the Day-Ahead Market from zero to the lesser
of (1) Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy or (2) the submitted
meter in Real-Time, multiplied by (-1);

(v)

For Resources (other than MCRs cleared in the Day-Ahead Market
that were committed into a different configuration in Real-Time),
Operating Reserve cost, including the impact from product
substitution as described under Section 5.1.2(2)(c) of this
Attachment AE, associated with cleared Real-Time Operating
Reserve. Excess Regulation-Up Mileage and Excess RegulationDown Mileage as calculated from the Operating Reserve Offers,
except when those costs are associated with self-scheduled
Operating Reserve which is greater than or equal to the amount of

Operating Reserve cleared, in which case all three of these costs
shall be set equal to zero;
(vi)

For an MCR that was cleared in the Day-Ahead Market and was
committed into a different configuration in Real-Time and is not
transitioning into that configuration, the Operating Reserve cost,
including the impact from product substitution as described under
Section 5.1.2(2) (c) of the Attachment AE, associated with cleared
Real-Time Operating Reserve minus Day-Ahead Operating
Reserve cost, including the impact from product substitution as
described under Section 5.1.2(2)(c) of this Attachment AE,
associated with the lesser of (1) cleared Real-Time Operating
Reserve or (2) cleared Day-Ahead Operating Reserve, except when
self-scheduled Operating Reserve is less than or equal to the
amount of Real-Time Operating Reserve cleared then the
Operating Reserve cost shall be set equal to zero;

(vii)

Real-Time Potential Regulation-Up Unused Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.19(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE; and

(viii)

Real-Time Potential Regulation-Down Unused Mileage Make
Whole Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s RUC Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount for each
eligible Resource that is committed by the Transmission Provider as
specified in Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) is equal to the sum of the following
for all Dispatch Intervals in the RUC commitment:
(i)

Dispatch Interval revenue associated with Energy calculated by
multiplying actual

Dispatch

Interval

Energy

injection

or

withdrawal by Real-Time LMP, except for MCRs that cleared in
the Day-Ahead Market and were transitioned into a different
configuration in Real-Time, in which case such revenue is
calculated by multiplying Real-Time LMP by the incremental

increase of the actual Dispatch Interval Energy injection or
withdrawal above the Day-Ahead cleared Energy;
(ii)

the sum of the revenues calculated under Sections 8.6.3 and 8.6.4
of this Attachment AE for that eligible Resource;

(iii)

Energy revenue associated with payments made under Section
8.6.6 of this Attachment AE;

(iv)

amounts associated with settlement made under Section 8.6.15 of
this Attachment AE;

(v)

Real-Time Unused Regulation-Up Mileage Make Whole Payment
as calculated under Section 8.6.19(2) of this Attachment AE;

(vi)

Real-Time Unused Regulation-Down Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(2) of this Attachment
AE;

(vii)

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Revenue as calculated under
Section 8.6.19(2)(a)(i) of this Attachment AE;

(viii) Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Revenue as calculated under
Section 8.6.20(2)(a)(i) of this Attachment AE;
(ix)

Excess Regulation-Up Mileage Dispatch Interval Amount as
calculated under Section 8.6.2(1)(a)(v) of this Attachment AE,
multiplied by (-1), and

(x)

Excess Regulation-Down Mileage Dispatch Interval Amount as
calculated under Section 8.6.2(2)(a)(v) of this Attachment AE,
multiplied by (-1).

(d)

An Asset Owner’s Uninstructed Resource Deviation Cost Disallowance,
Non-Dispatchable

Cost

Disallowance,

or

Minimum

Limit

Cost

Disallowance is equal to the positive difference between the Resource’s
Energy cost at actual injection or withdrawal as calculated from the
Resource’s current Dispatch Interval Energy Offer Curve and the
Resource’s Energy cost at the Resource’s economic operating point as
calculated from the Resource’s current Dispatch Interval Energy Offer
Curve.

(e)

A Resource’s economic operating point is the MW injection or withdrawal
where the cost on the Resource’s current Dispatch Interval Energy Offer
Curve first exceeds the Real-Time LMP for that Resource.

(f)

For MCRs that have been transitioned into a different configuration in
Real-Time and are transitioning into that configuration, the Real-Time
Combined Cycle Operating Reserve Adjustment Amount shall be equal to
the sum of the cleared Day-Ahead Market Operating Reserve revenue as
calculated from the Day-Ahead Operating Reserve MCP and the cleared
incremental RTBM Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the
RTBM Operating Reserve MCPs.

8.6.6

Real-Time Out-of-Merit Amount
An RTBM OOME payment will be made for each Asset Owner with a Resource

that passes a primary Contingency Reserve deployment test as described in Section
2.10.1 of this Attachment AE and/or receives an OOME from the Transmission Provider
or local transmission operator that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that adversely
impacts the Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Market position for Energy and/or Operating
Reserve.

Resources issued an OOME by the Transmission Provider or a local

transmission operator that the Market Monitor determines were selected in a
discriminatory manner, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE,
and such Resources were affiliated with the issuing party are not eligible to receive a
RTBM OOME payment. RTBM OOME payments made to Asset Owners that received
an OOME to address a Local Reliability Issue including Local Emergency Condition
shall be recovered locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B). RTBM OOME payments
made to Asset Owners that received an OOME to address a reliability issue other than a
Local Reliability Issue shall be recovered regionally under Section 8.8. The amount will
be calculated on a Dispatch Interval basis as follows:
(1)

If the OOME is for Energy above the Resource’s economic operating point and
the Energy Offer Curve cost associated with the Resource’s additional injection or
withdrawal attributable to its response (“OOME MW”) floor or fixed is greater
than the RTBM LMP, the Asset Owner will receive a payment for the difference
multiplied by the OOME MW floor or fixed. The payment shall be limited to the
amount necessary to compensate the Asset Owner for any under-recovery
resulting from the Resource’s response to the OOME.

The OOME MW is

calculated as the positive difference between (i) the lesser of the actual Resource
injection or withdrawal or the Resource’s OOME floor or fixed MW and (ii) the
Resource’s economic operating point. The Resource’s economic operating point
is calculated as described under Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE;
(2)

If the OOME is for Energy below the Resource’s economic operating point
(including a Resource de-commitment or movement of an MCR to a
configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating limit) and the
RTBM LMP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market LMP, the Asset Owner will

receive a payment equal to the difference multiplied by the Resource’s reduction
in output or increased withdrawal attributable to its response (“OOME MW”) cap
or fixed. The payment shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the
Asset Owner for any increase in net settlement costs resulting from its response to
the OOME. The OOME MW is calculated as the maximum of zero (0) or the
difference between the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy MW and
the greater of (i) actual Resource injection or withdrawal or (ii) the Resource’s
OOME cap or fixed MW;
(3)

If an OOME (including a Resource de-commitment instruction or movement of
an MCR to a configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating
limit) causes the RTBM cleared amount of an Operating Reserve product to be
less than the Day-Ahead Market cleared amount of the corresponding Operating
Reserve product and the RTBM MCP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market
MCP, the Asset Owner will receive a payment for the difference multiplied by the
OOME Operating Reserve MW.

The OOME Operating Reserve MW is

calculated as the maximum of zero (0) or the difference between the Resource’s
Day-Ahead Market cleared Operating Reserve MW and the Resource’s RTBM
cleared Operating Reserve MW.
(4)

To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of an OOME that
are not addressed through the compensation mechanisms described in (1) through
(3) above, Asset Owners may request additional compensation through submittal
of actual cost documentation to the Transmission Provider. The Transmission
Provider will review the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted
information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the
actual costs are eligible for recovery.

8.6.7

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount
An RTBM system-wide and local charge will be calculated at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each hour in order to fund the payments made under
Section 8.6.5 and payments made under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE to
Resources committed to address a Local Reliability Issue or Local Emergency Condition.
The system-wide amount will be determined by multiplying an Asset Owner’s systemwide distribution volume by a daily system-wide RUC make whole payment rate as
described in Section 8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE. The local amount for each Local
Settlement Area impacted by a Local Reliability Issue will be determined by multiplying
an Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area distribution volume by the Local Settlement
Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate as described in Section 8.6.7(B) of this
Attachment AE.
A.

The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =
[(RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) *
(RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Volume)]
(1)

The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day as calculated
under Section 8.6.5 excluding make whole payments made to Resources
committed to address a Local Reliability Issue by the Transmission
Provider at the request of a local transmission operator or committed by a
local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition,
divided by the sum of Asset Owners’ RUC System-Wide Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volumes for all Settlement Locations for the entire
Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution
Volume at a Settlement Location for an hour is equal to the sum of
following values that are calculated for each Dispatch Interval within the
hour:

(a)

The absolute value of the sum of actual Real-Time Settlement
Location deviations from Day-Ahead Market cleared amounts for
load, cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers, virtual offer transactions
and interchange transactions except that, during any Dispatch
Interval in which the Transmission Provider has declared an
Emergency Condition due to a capacity shortage, Real-Time actual
load deviations from Day-Ahead Market cleared amounts shall be
limited to deviations associated with actual Real-Time load and
actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs in excess of amounts
cleared in the Day-Ahead Market;

(b)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, except MCRs
with an RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as defined
under Section 4.1(10)(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE, that have
been transitioned in Real-Time by the Transmission Provider or
local transmission operator into a Real-Time configuration with a
higher applicable minimum capacity operating limit than the DayAhead Market committed configuration, (a) the positive difference
between the RTBM Resource applicable minimum limits and DayAhead Market Resource cleared Energy quantity; or (b) if the
Resource has cleared regulation in the RTBM and has not cleared
regulation in the Day-Ahead Market, the positive difference
between (1) the RTBM Resource regulation minimum limit and (2)
the greater of the Day-Ahead Market Resource cleared Energy
quantity or the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market regulation minimum
limit, provided that:
(i)

The applicable RTBM Resource minimum limit is greater
than

the

comparable

Day-Ahead

Market

Resource

minimum limit by more than the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance; and
(ii)

The applicable RTBM Resource minimum limit is greater
than the Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy amount; and

(iii)

The Resource received a Dispatch Instruction less than or
equal to the RTBM applicable minimum limit for at least
one Dispatch Interval in the hour.

(c)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, except combined
cycle Resources with an RTBM Resource Offer commitment status
as defined under Section 4.1(10)(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE
that have been transitioned in Real-Time by the Transmission
Provider or local transmission operator into a Real-Time
configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating
limit than the Day-Ahead Market committed configuration, (a) the
positive difference between the Resource Day-Ahead Market
cleared Energy quantity and the RTBM Resource applicable
maximum limit or (b) if the Resource has cleared regulation in the
RTBM and has not cleared regulation in the Day-Ahead Market,
the positive difference between (1) the lesser of the Resource’s
RTBM regulation maximum limit or the Resource’s Day-Ahead
Market Resource cleared Energy quantity and (2) the Resource’s
RTBM regulation maximum limit, provided that:
(i)

The applicable RTBM Resource maximum limit is less
than the comparable Resource maximum limit submitted
for use in the Day-Ahead Market by more than the
Resource’s Operating Tolerance; and

(ii)

The applicable RTBM Resource maximum limit is less
than the Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy amount; and

(iii)

The Resource received a Dispatch Instruction greater than
or equal to the RTBM applicable maximum limit for at
least one Dispatch Interval in the hour.

(d)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, the Resource’s
Day-Ahead Market cleared amount if that Resource is off-line in
the RTBM and if the Resource has not been de-committed or
dispatched to zero by the Transmission Provider;

(e)

For Resources that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market that are not
able to follow Dispatch Instructions, including an MCR that is not
in its committed configuration, the absolute value of the difference
between a Resource’s actual injection or withdrawal and the
Resource’s economic operating point. The Resource’s economic
operating point is calculated as described under Section 8.6.5(4)(e)
of this Attachment AE;

(f)

For Resources that were not offered in the Day-Ahead Market and
that self-committed following the close of the Day-Ahead Market,
and for Resources that were offered and not cleared in the DayAhead Market and that self-committed following the close of the
Day-Ahead RUC, the actual Resource injection or withdrawal if
the Resource received a Dispatch Instruction with an absolute
value less than or equal to the RTBM applicable minimum charge
or discharge limit for at least one Dispatch Interval in the hour;

(g)

A Resource’s economic operating point, as calculated as described
under Section 8.6.5(4)(e) of this Attachment AE, for Resource or
MCR configuration that was committed following the close of the
Day-Ahead Market if that Resource is off-line in the RTBM and
that Resource was not de-committed by the Transmission Provider
including, for an MCR, the amount of the incremental MWs from
Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy to Real-Time economic
operating point; and

(h)

The absolute value of a Resource’s URD if that Resource operated
outside of its Operating Tolerance and the Resource has not been
exempted from URD as described under Section 6.4.1.1 of this
Attachment AE.

B.

Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =

[(Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) * (Local
Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Volume)]
(1)

The Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day for a Local
Settlement Area as calculated under Sections 8.6.5, 8.6.6, and 8.5.9 of this
Attachment AE for Resources committed by the Transmission Provider at
the request of a local transmission operator or by a local transmission
operator to address a Local Reliability Issue in the Local Settlement Area,
divided by the sum of Asset Owners’ Local Settlement Area Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volumes within the impacted Local Settlement Area
for the entire Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment
Distribution Volume for the impacted Local Settlement Area for an hour is
equal to that Asset Owner’s Reported Load and Self-Charging MSRs in
that Local Settlement Area for that hour.

8.6.15

Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment Adjustment Amount
A Real-Time regulation deployment adjustment amount charge or payment will
be calculated for each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with
cleared Real-Time Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down Service is deployed.
The amount will be determined as one-twelfth of the sum of:
(1)

For Regulation-Up Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference
between (1) actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW multiplied by RealTime LMP at that Resource Settlement Location; and (2) Lesser of (i) asdispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Up Service deployment
MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Up Service
deployment MW.
(i)

The actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is calculated as the
difference between the lesser of (1) Dispatch Instruction plus the average
Regulation-Up Service deployment or (2) actual Resource output, and the
Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy. If the absolute value
of the Resource’s actual output is less than or equal to the absolute value
of the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy, then the actual
Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is equal to zero (0).

(2)

For Regulation-Down Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference
between (1) Greater of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve cost of actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW; and (2) actual
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW multiplied by RTBM LMP.
(i)

The actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW is calculated as the
difference between the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for
Energy and the greater of (1) Average Dispatch Instruction minus the
average Regulation-Down Service deployment or (2) actual Resource
output. If the absolute value of the Resource’s actual output is greater
than or equal to the absolute value of the Resource’s average Dispatch
Instruction for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Down Service
deployment MW is equal to zero (0).

Distribution of such charges and recovery of such payments shall be made in
accordance with Section 8.8 of this Attachment AE.

8.6.16

Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount
The MLC of the Day-Ahead Market LMP and RTBM LMP creates an over
collection of funds (or under collection of funds as a result of the Real-Time deviation
accounting) related to the payment for losses (“Over-Collected Losses”) that must be
refunded (or charged) as described below. Over-Collected Losses refunds associated
with a GFA Carve Out and FSE are calculated pursuant to this Section 8.6.16 and
included as a credit to the GFA Carve Out costs and FSE costs under Section 8.5.18 of
this Attachment AE. Over-Collected Losses refunds associated with a GFA Carve Out
shall not be credited to a GFA Carve Out Responsible Entity to the extent of load it
serves under GFA Carve Out Schedule(s). Over-Collected Losses refunds associated with
a FSE shall not be credited to Western-UGP for the amount of load served under an FSE
Schedule(s).
(1)

A payment or charge for the portion of such Over-Collected Losses allocable to
each Asset Owner (“Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount”) shall be
calculated for each hour at each Settlement Location for which an Asset Owner
has a net RTBM Energy withdrawal within a Loss Pool and such Loss Pool
contributed positively to the Over-Collected Losses or were charged for RealTime pseudo-tie losses at the Settlement Location of the sink of the pseudo-tie
path for use of the SPP Transmission System according to the following
calculations:
(a)

Each Loss Pool’s contribution to the Over-Collected Losses is calculated
based on transactional activity in that Loss Pool where such transactional
activity shall include: actual Resource Energy, actual load consumption,
and actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs, RTBM Import Interchange
Transactions and RTBM Export Interchange Transactions.

(b)

A “Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor” is calculated hourly for each
Loss Pool. The Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor is equal to the sum
of the positive loss rebate factors calculated in the RTBM at each
withdrawal Settlement Location in the Loss Pool (the “Real-Time
Withdrawal Settlement Location loss rebate factor”).

Real-Time

Withdrawal Settlement Location loss rebate factors are calculated hourly

as the sum of i) the difference between the Real-Time MLC at a
withdrawal Settlement Location in the Loss Pool and the injection
weighted average Real-Time MLC for the Loss Pool, multiplied by the
withdrawal quantity at that Settlement Location and ii) the sum of charges
for Real-Time pseudo-tie losses at the Settlement Location of the sink of
the pseudo-tie path.
(i)

For any Settlement Location that is contained within more than one
Settlement Area Loss Pool, any injections or withdrawals
associated with such Settlement Location shall be allocated pro
rata to the applicable Settlement Area Loss Pools based upon
actual submitted real-time meter values for the Meter Data
Submittal Locations contained within each applicable Settlement
Area Loss Pool.

(ii)

The total withdrawal quantity at a Settlement Location is
calculated as the positive value of the sum of: (1) actual Resource
injection or withdrawal; (2) actual load consumption, and actual
Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs; (3) RTBM scheduled Import
Interchange Transactions; and (4) RTBM scheduled Export
Interchange Transactions at that Settlement Location.

(c)

The injection weighted average Real-Time MLC for a Loss Pool is
calculated assuming that net RTBM injection in a Loss Pool first serves
net RTBM withdrawals in the Loss Pool and then goes to meet the net
RTBM withdrawal in Loss Pools that do not have sufficient Net RTBM
injections to meet all net RTBM withdrawals.

(d)

A Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor is calculated for each
Loss Pool and is equal to that Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor, as
calculated in subsection (1)(b) above, divided by the sum of all Real-Time
Loss Pool loss rebate factors.

(2)

An Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount shall be calculated hourly for
each Asset Owner for each Loss Pool and Settlement Location with a net
withdrawal within each Loss Pool as follows:

Asset Owner Settlement Location Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount =
[(Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor) * (Real-Time OverCollected Losses Amount + Day-Ahead Over-Collected Losses Amount) * Asset
Owner Settlement Location Withdrawal in Loss Pool / Total Asset Owner
Settlement Location Withdrawals in Loss Pool] * (-1)
(a)

The Real-Time Over-Collected Losses Amount in an hour is equal to the
sum for all Settlement Locations of [(Real-Time LMP – Real-Time
MCC)] * the difference between actual Energy and Day-Ahead Market
cleared Energy MW at each Settlement Location plus the sum of the losses
for all Resources or loads that are pseudo-tied out of the SPP Balancing
Authority.

(b)

The Day-Ahead Over-Collected Losses Amount in an hour is equal to the
sum for all Settlement Locations of an amount equal to [(Day-Ahead LMP
– Day-Ahead MCC)] * Total cleared Day-Ahead Market Energy MW at
each Settlement Location.

(c)

The Asset Owner Settlement Location Withdrawal in Loss Pool is equal to
the positive value of the sum for that Asset Owner at that Settlement
Location in that Loss Pool of: (i) actual Resource injection or withdrawal;
(ii) actual load consumption, and actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs;
(iii) RTBM scheduled Import Interchange Transactions; (iv) RTBM
scheduled Export Interchange Transactions; (v) RTBM Bilateral
Settlement Schedules where the buyer is the Asset Owner of the net
withdrawal at that Settlement Location, capped at the actual withdrawal,
adjusted by Sections 8.6.16(2)(c)(vii) and 8.6.16(2)(c)(viii) of this
Attachment AE, as described in the Market Protocols; (vi) Day-Ahead
Market Bilateral Settlement Schedules where the buyer is the Asset Owner
of the net withdrawal at that Settlement Location, capped at the actual
withdrawal, adjusted by Sections 8.6.16(2)(c)(vii) and 8.6.16(2)(c)(viii) of
this Attachment AE, as described in the Market Protocols; (vii) GFA
Carve Out Schedules; and (viii) FSE Schedules.

(d)

Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor is the factor calculated
as described in subsection (1)(d) above.

8.6.22

Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Amount
The Real-Time demand reduction distribution amount is an hourly payment or
charge to Asset Owners at each Settlement Location to account for the sum of the
demand reduction amounts calculated under Section 8.6.21 of this Attachment AE and is
calculated as:
Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Amount =
(Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Rate) * (Real-Time Demand
Reduction Distribution Quantity)
(1)

Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Rate is the sum of all demand
reduction payments for the Hour as calculated under Section 8.6.21 of this
Attachment AE multiplied by (-1), divided by the sum of all Asset Owner’s RealTime Demand Reduction Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for
the hour.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity for an
hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s net actual Energy withdrawals at that
Settlement Location for that hour. The net actual Energy withdrawal at a
Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of an Asset Owner’s load
consumption and the Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs and the positive MWh
value for the Asset Owner’s net Export and Import Interchange Transactions.

3.

Mitigation Measures for Economic Withholding – Market Power in Energy and
Operating Reserve
This section sets forth the market power mitigation measures that are applied in the DayAhead Market, Reliability Unit Commitment processes and the Real-Time Balancing
Energy Markets, collectively referred to as the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
3.1

Local Market Power Test
A Resource satisfying at least one of the following conditions is determined to
have local market power:
(1)

The Resource is located in a Frequently Constrained Area, as described in
Section 3.1.1, and one or more of the transmission constraints that define
the Frequently Constrained Area is binding or the Reserve Zone that
defines the area is binding;

(2)

The Resource is not in a Frequently Constrained Area and
(a)

has a Resource-to-Load-Distribution factor less than or equal to
negative five percent (-5%) relative to a binding transmission
constraint; or

(b)

is located in a binding Reserve Zone;

(3)

The Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.

3.1.1

Frequently Constrained Areas
A Frequently Constrained Area is an electrical area identified by the
Market Monitor that is defined by one or more binding transmission
constraints or binding Reserve Zone constraints that are expected to be
binding for at least five-hundred (500) hours during a given twelve (12)month period and within which one (1) or more suppliers are pivotal. All
Frequently Constrained Area designations along with supporting analysis
shall be posted on the Transmission Provider’s website.
3.1.1.1 Pivotal Supplier Test
A supplier is pivotal when the energy output or provision of
operating reserves by any or some of its Resources jointly must be
increased or decreased to resolve the binding transmission
constraint or binding Reserve Zone constraint during some or all

hours. This will be determined utilizing transmission load flow
cases or RTBM market cases reflecting a variety of market
conditions.
These load flow or market cases will be used to estimate: (i) the
generation shift factors for all relevant Resources and relevant
resources outside the SPP Balancing Authority Area relative to
each potentially constrained flowgate; (ii) the capability of all
Resources to meet the requirements of each binding Reserve Zone
constraint; (iii) the base loadings of Resources; (iv) the base
allocation of Operating Reserves on Resources; and (v) the base
flows on each flowgate. A supplier is pivotal when a binding
transmission constraint or a binding Reserve Zone constraint
cannot be relieved by changing the base loadings for other
suppliers’ Resources.
3.1.1.2 Initial Designation of Frequently Constrained Areas
The Market Monitor will define and recommend the Frequently
Constrained Areas to the SPP Board of Directors prior to the start
of the Integrated Marketplace.
3.1.1.3 Changes to Frequently Constrained Area Designation
The Market Monitor shall reevaluate the Frequently Constrained
Areas at least annually. A reevaluation may be performed more
frequently if the Market Monitor believes that conditions have
changed with respect to the binding transmission constraints or
binding Reserve Zone constraints that define a Frequently
Constrained Area, or if congestion on constraints that are not
designated as a Frequently Constrained Area warrant a new
analysis. The Transmission Provider may also propose an area be
designated or undesignated as a Frequently Constrained Area to
the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will post the updated
Frequently Constrained Area information along with the
associated analysis on the Transmission Provider’s website at

least 14 calendar days prior to the Frequently Constrained Area
updates becoming effective and will notify Market Participants of
the posting. Market Participants may contact the MMU within the
14 day posting period if there are concerns with the Market
Monitor’s proposed updates. The Market Monitor will consider
and respond to Market Participant concerns and will make
updates if needed.

The Market Monitor will notify Market

Participant when updates become effective.
3.2

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market
Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the
Market Protocols. For Multi-Configuration Resources (“MCR”), as defined in
Attachment AE, for which a single configuration allows physical units to be
swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used
in the mitigated offer development for that configuration shall be those of the
least cost physical unit that is available and can be swapped in such configuration.
The mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated up to the close of the DayAhead Market as defined in Section 5.1 of Attachment AE of this Tariff for use in
the Day-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DayAhead Market, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated until the DayAhead RUC begins. For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market
will apply to the Day-Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the
RTBM on the Operating Day unless an exception is allowed in Section 3.2(J) of
this Attachment AF; for all other Resources the mitigated Energy Offer Curve
submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead
RUC on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes and
the RTBM on the Operating Day.
A.

The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:

(1)

For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area, the
conduct threshold is a 17.5% increase above the mitigated Energy
Offer Curve;

(2)

For all other Resources the conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing
the Energy Offer Curve with the mitigated Energy Offer Curve if:
(1)

The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the mitigated Energy
Offer Curve by the applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1;
and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by
a local transmission operator.

An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation
measures for economic withholding.
C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Energy Offer Curve of 10% above the Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.
An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation
measures.

D.

The mitigated energy offer shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost
of producing energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate or similar
production efficiency ratio; fuel costs and the costs related to fuel usage,
such as transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related costs”); and
Energy Offer Curve (“EOC”) variable operations and maintenance costs
(“VOM”) as detailed in the Market Protocols.

E.

For Resources that are not ESRs, opportunity cost shall be an estimate of
the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets revenues net of short run
marginal costs for the marginal forgone run time during the timeframe

when the Resource experiences the run-time restrictions as detailed in the
Market Protocols. The run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified
in the Market Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer
hours that remain available, consistent with the Market Protocols. The
Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated Energy
Offer Curve an amount reflecting the resource-specific opportunity costs
expected to be incurred under the following circumstances:
(1)

Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or

(2)

Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or runhours, as verified by the Market Monitoring Unit and determined
by reference to the manufacturer’s recommendation or bulletin, or
a documented restriction imposed by the applicable insurance
carrier; or

(3)

Fuel Supply Limitations.

Resource specific opportunity costs are calculated by forecasting
Locational Marginal Prices based on futures contract prices for natural gas
and the historical relationship between the SPP system marginal Energy
component of LMP and the price of natural gas, as determined by the SPP
Market Monitoring Unit.

The formulas and instructions in the price

forecast model shall be determined by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit
and published in the Market Protocols as part of the Mitigated Offer
Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit.

Such forecasts of LMPs shall take into account

historical variability, and basis differentials affecting the Settlement
Location at which the Resource is located for the three-year period
immediately preceding the period of time in which the Resource is bound
by the referenced restrictions, and shall subtract therefrom the forecasted
costs to generate energy at the Settlement Location at which the Resource
is located, as specified in more detail in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols. If the difference between the forecasted Locational Marginal
Prices and forecasted costs to generate energy is negative, the resulting

opportunity cost shall be zero. The Market Monitoring Unit will verify all
Market Participants’ opportunity cost calculations for consistency and
accuracy. When the Market Monitoring Unit determines that the market
price for any period was not competitive, it will adjust the LMP
forecasting process used in the opportunity cost calculations to ensure that
forecasted LMPs do not reflect non-competitive market conditions.
The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Energy Offer Curves
unless specified otherwise in this Section 3.2(E) of this Attachment AF:
Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) = HeatRate (mmBtu/MWh) *
Performance Factor * Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) + EOC VOM
($/MWh) + Opportunity Costs ($/MWh)
F.

The Market Participant shall submit heat rate curves, descriptions of how
spot fuel prices and/or contract prices are used to calculate fuel costs,
variable fuel transportation and handling costs, emissions costs, and VOM
to the Market Monitoring Unit.

All cost data and cost calculation

descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market
Participants.

The information will be sufficient for replication of the

mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other data, the
following information:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’
fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a
fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract
price and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel
transportation and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs
only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions
rate of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions
allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs,
calculated in adherence with the Appendix G of the Market
Protocols, reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed
costs.

Further details associated with the development, validation, and updating
of these costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.
G.

For Demand Response Resources utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation,
the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be developed in the same manner
as any other generating Resource as described above.

For Demand

Response Resources utilizing load reduction, the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve shall reflect the quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the
reduction, net of related offsetting increases in usage.
H.

For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve may include, but shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary
by MWh output, including short-run incremental VOM. Mitigation will
not apply to Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the RealTime Balancing Market; monitoring of Energy Offers for NonDispatchable Variable Energy Resources will occur.

I.

For an ESR, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may include, but shall not
exceed, (i) charging cost and (ii) opportunity cost, both adjusted for roundtrip efficiency. Charging cost is the cost at which the ESR charged, and
opportunity cost is the average profit in the next hour forgone by charging
or discharging in the current hour. The sum of the charging cost and
opportunity cost is the average LMP that is expected for the next
Operating Hour. This expected average LMP for the next Operating Hour
is the unweighted average of the LMPs for the most recent 45 days
comparing like Operating Hours. The mitigated Energy Offer Curve for
MSRs shall have at least two breakpoints: one for charging and another
for discharging. More breakpoints may be added to the extent that other
costs vary.

The following formula shall apply to mitigated Energy Offer Curves for
ESRs:
Charging Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) =
Performance Factor * Average LMP Expected for the Next Hour ($/mmBtu) *
Round-Trip Efficiency - EOC VOM ($/MWh)
Discharging Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) =
Performance Factor * Average LMP Expected for the Next Hour ($/mmBtu) /
Round-Trip Efficiency + EOC VOM ($/MWh)
J.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under
the following conditions:
1)

In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period by the DayAhead Market or a RUC process, the Market Participant may
submit an updated mitigated energy offer curve that reflects the
procurement of higher cost fuel;

2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions;

3)

A Market Participant employing the Quick-Start Resource logic as
described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated Energy
Offer Curve after the Day-Ahead RUC clears on the day before the
Operating Day, as described in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols; or

(4)

The Resource is an ESR.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated energy offer curve must follow the
mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by the Market Monitor.
K.

A Market Participant that has a Resource with short-run marginal costs
greater than the Safety-net Energy Offer Cap specified in Section 4.1.1 of
Attachment AE of this Tariff may submit an Energy Offer Curve using the
same guidelines for development of the Resource’s Mitigated Energy
Offer Curve established in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. The

Energy Offer Curve above $1,000/MWh must be equal to the Mitigated
Energy Offer Curve and may include an adder with a maximum of
$100/MWh due to the uncertainty of expected costs. For purposes of
LMP calculation, the Energy Offer Curve will be limited to a maximum of
$2,000/MWh and will have to be verified by the Market Monitor prior to
the start of the applicable market clearing process. If the Energy Offer
Curve cannot be verified prior to the start of the applicable market clearing
process, then the Resource may be eligible to receive make-whole
payments for its actual costs after verification by the Market Monitor. The
default value is $1,000/MWh for any offer above $1,000/MWh until the
offer can be verified. If the verified Energy Offer Curve is greater than
$2,000/MWh, the Energy Offer Curve will be capped at $2,000/MWh in
the applicable market clearing process, and the Resource may be eligible
for make-whole payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh.
Market Participants must submit evidence of actual costs to the Market
Monitor. The Market Monitor shall verify the actual costs for use in
make-whole payments. In order to include the costs in the make-whole
payments of the final Settlement Statement, the submission must occur
within 35 calendar days after the Operating Day and the verification must
be complete no later than noon on the business day prior to 45 calendar
days after the Operating Day.
L.

In all cases under this Section 3.2, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.3

Mitigation Measures for Start-Up Offers and No-Load Offers
A mitigated Start-Up Offer and a mitigated No-Load Offer shall be submitted
daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer
development guidelines in the Market Protocols. The mitigated Start-Up and NoLoad Offers may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in
the Day-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-

Ahead Market, the Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be updated until the DayAhead RUC begins. The mitigated Start-Up and No-Load Offers submitted at the
time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC on the day
before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC on the Operating Day unless an
exception is allowed in Section 3.3(G) of this Attachment AF.
A.

The Start-Up and No-Load Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Start-Up or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing
the Start-Up or No-Load Offer with the applicable mitigated Start-Up or
No-Load Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the mitigated
Start-Up or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable, by the
applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1;
and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by
a local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Start-Up Offer or No-Load Offer of 10% above the Mitigated
Start-Up Offer or No-Load Offer if the Resource is committed to address a
Local Reliability Issue.

D.

The mitigated Start-Up Offer shall represent the cost per start as
determined from start fuel usage and the costs related to that fuel usage,
Performance Factor, cost of electricity for station use to start (“Station
Service”), start-up VOM cost, start major maintenance cost, and start
additional labor costs, if required above normal station staffing levels.
Further guidelines for the mitigated Start-Up Offer are documented in
Appendix G of the Market Protocols.

The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Demand Response resources shall be the
cost to shut down or curtail load for a given period, which varies with the
number of deployments rather than the amount of response, and/or the
start cost of Behind-The-Meter Generation utilizing the mitigated Start-Up
Offer calculation applicable to other generation Resources as defined
above.
The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero.
E.

The mitigated No-Load Offer shall be the hourly fixed cost, represented in
$/hr, required to operate the Resource at zero electricity output to the grid.
The mitigated No-Load Offer can be calculated using either (1) the noload fuel approach that includes no-load fuel (mmBtu/hour), Performance
Factor, no-load VOM cost ($/mmBtu), total fuel related cost ($/mmBtu),
and no-load major maintenance cost ($/hr); or (2) calculated using the noload cost approach that includes heat input at Minimum Economic
Capacity Operating Limit (mmBtu), Performance Factor, total fuel related
cost ($/mmBtu), no-load VOM cost ($/mmBtu), incremental cost up to
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit ($/MWh),

Minimum

Economic Capacity Operating Limit (MW), and no-load major
maintenance cost ($/hr). Further guidelines for the mitigated No-Load
Offer are documented in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.
The mitigated No-Load Offer for Demand Response Resources
utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation shall adhere to the same
definition above as a generating Resource. For Demand Response
Resources utilizing load reduction, the mitigated No-Load Offer shall
not exceed the quantifiable ongoing hourly costs associated with load
reduction.
The mitigated No-Load Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be
zero.
F.

The Market Participant shall submit all inputs used in calculating
mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers to permit the Market
Monitor to verify submitted offers. Required information includes: heat

rate curves, descriptions of how spot fuel prices and/or contract prices are
used to calculate fuel costs, variable fuel transportation and handling costs,
emissions costs, and VOM cost.

All cost data and cost calculation

descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market
Participants. Information to be provided by the Market Participant shall
include the following:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’
fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a
fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract
price and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel
transportation and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs
only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions
rate of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions
allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs
reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.

(4)

For start and no-load major maintenance cost, Market Participants
may include these costs as a component of the mitigated Start-Up
Offer and the mitigated No-Load Offer. Such cost must be based
solely on resource-specific information derived from actual
variable maintenance costs, when available, or estimated variable
maintenance costs.

The maintenance period for start major

Maintenance cost must be tied to the number of starts, and the
maintenance period for no-load major maintenance cost must be
tied to the number of Resource run hours.
Further details associated with the development, validation and updating
of these costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.

G.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers
are allowed under the following conditions:
1)
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period, the Market
Participant may submit updated mitigated Start-Up and mitigated
No-Load Offers that reflect the procurement of higher cost fuel;
2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions;

3)

A Market Participant employing the Quick-Start Resource logic as
described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated StartUp and mitigated No-Load offers as described in Appendix G of
the Market Protocols; or

(4)

The Resource is an ESR.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load offers
must follow the mitigated offer development guidelines Appendix G of in
the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by the Market
Monitor.
H.

In all cases under this Section 3.3, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.3.1

Mitigation Measures for Transition State Offers
The mitigation measures in this section apply only to MCRs. A mitigated
Transition State Offer shall be submitted daily by the Market Participant
in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines specified in
the Market Protocols for each potential transition state changes. The
mitigated Transition State offer may be updated up to the close of the
Day-Ahead Market before the Operating Day as defined in Section 5.1 of
Attachment AE of this Tariff for use in the Day-Ahead Market. In the
case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated
Transition State Offer may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process

begins. The mitigated Transition State Offer submitted at the time the
Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC
process on the day before the Operating Day and Intra-Day RUC
processes on the Operating Day.
A.

The Transition State Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Transition State Offer.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by
replacing the Transition State Offer with the mitigated Transition
State Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Transition State Offer exceeds the
mitigated Transition State Offer by the applicable conduct
threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in
Section 3.1; and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section
3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission
Provider or by a local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by
placing a cap on the Transition State Offer of 10% above the
Mitigated Transition State Offer Curve if the Resource is
committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.

D.

The mitigated Transition State Offer for an MCR shall represent
the costs of moving from the current configuration to another
configuration as determined from the fuel costs incurred during the
transition, the costs related to that fuel usage, Performance Factor,
additional maintenance costs incurred during the transition, and
additional labor costs incurred during the transition, if required
above normal station staffing levels. The following formula shall
apply to all mitigated Transition State Offers:

Mitigated Transition State Offer ($/Transition) =
(Transition Fuel Consumed (mmBtu/Transition) * Total
Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) * Performance Factor) +
Transition VOM Cost ($/Transition) + Incremental Labor
Cost ($/Transition)
The Market Participant shall submit documentation of the method
and any cost data for calculating the mitigated Transition State
Offer that is necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate
submitted offers. Further details associated with the development
of these costs are included in the Market Protocols.
E.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers are
allowed under the following conditions:
(1)

In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period, the
Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated
Transition State Offer that reflects the procurement of
higher cost fuel; or

(2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers must
follow the mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G
of the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by
the Market Monitor.
F.

In all cases under this Section 3.3.1, cost data submitted for the
development of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data,
shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in Section
11 of Attachment AE of the Tariff.

3.4

Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve Offers
A mitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be submitted daily by
the Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development
guidelines in the Market Protocols. For MCRs for which a single configuration

allows physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion
Turbine 1), the costs used in the mitigated offer development for that
configuration shall be those of the least cost physical unit that is available and can
be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated Operating Reserve Offers may
be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in the Day-Ahead
Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the
mitigated Operating Reserve Offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC
begins.

For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated

Operating Reserve Offers submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market will
apply to the Day-Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the
RTBM on the Operating Day unless an exception is allowed in Section 3.4(G) of
this Attachment AF; for all other Resources, the mitigated Operating Reserve
Offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the RTBM
on the Operating Day.
A.

The offer conduct threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products is
a 25% increase above the mitigated offer for the applicable Operating
Reserve Offer.

B.

Any Operating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable threshold, except
offers below $10/MWh, will be deemed excessive. The Transmission
Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Operating
Reserve Offer with the applicable mitigated Operating Reserve Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the applicable
mitigated offer by the conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section
3.1; and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or
(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a
local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Operating Reserve Offer of 10% above the Mitigated Operating

Reserve Offer if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability
Issue. An Operating Reserve Offer below $10/MWh will not be subject to
mitigation measures.
D.

The mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer shall be equal to zero for Resources
other than combustion turbines, reciprocating engines and hydro
Resources operating as a synchronous condenser. No known incremental
costs are incurred for providing Spinning Reserves from other resource
types.
Total mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer for combustion turbines,
reciprocating engines and hydro Resources operating as a synchronous
condenser shall not exceed any additional fuel related costs, maintenance
costs and power consumption costs necessary for the Resource to be
prepared for deployment of Spinning Reserve:
Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Additional Fuel Cost($/Hr) + Additional Maintenance Cost
($/Hr) + Condensing Power Cost ($/Hr) ) /
Spinning Reserve MW
The mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer shall not exceed labor costs
necessary for the Resource to be prepared for deployment of Supplemental
Reserve:
Mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW) <
Additional Labor Cost($) / Average Supplemental Reserve
MW

E.

The mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of
the cost increase due to:
(1)

the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation,

(2)

increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,

(3)

uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols:
Where:

Mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer = Mitigated Regulation-Up
Offer ($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer
($/MW),
Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost
($/MW), and
Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Cost Increase due to a decreased energy conversion efficiency
(e.g., Heat Rate Increase) during non-steady state operation + Cost
Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Up Mileage Factor
F.

The mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of
the cost increase due to:
(1)

the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation,

(2)

increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,

(3)

uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols:
Where:
Mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer = Mitigated RegulationDown Offer ($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Down
Mileage Offer ($/MW),
Mitigated Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost
($/MW), and
Mitigated Regulation-Down Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Cost Increase due to a decreased energy conversion efficiency
(e.g., Heat Rate Increase) during non-steady state operation + Cost
Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Down Mileage Factor

Further details associated with the development of the exact costs in the
formulas above are included in the Market Protocols.
G.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers are allowed
under the following conditions:
1)
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource that is supplying Operating Reserves remain online past
their commitment period by the Day-Ahead Market or a RUC
process, the Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated

2)
3)

Operating Reserve offer curve that reflects the procurement of
higher cost fuel;
A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions; or
Intra-day changes to the mitigated Regulation-Up and mitigated
Regulation-Down Offers are allowed after the Day-Ahead RUC
clears on the day before the Operating Day under the following
condition:
a.
The Resource incurs the uncompensated cost in Section
3.4(D)(3) of this Attachment AF, for which the mitigated
offer calculation is described in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offer curve must
follow the mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G and
Section 8.2.2 of the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated
by the Market Monitor.
H.

The Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated
Operating Reserve Offer an amount reflecting the Resource-specific
opportunity costs if the Market Participant is able to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit that such costs are
legitimate and verifiable and not otherwise included in market outcomes.
To the extent such costs include run-time restrictions, such run-time
restrictions shall be updated as specified in the Market Protocols, with
more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that remain available,
consistent with the Market Protocols. The formulas and instructions in the
price forecast model for any such opportunity costs shall be determined by
the SPP Market Monitoring Unit and published in the Market Protocols as
part of the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed,
by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit. Opportunity costs for mitigated
Operating Reserve Offers shall not include Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets revenues associated with forgone Energy or other types of
Operating Reserve production to the extent that such costs are included in
market outcomes.

I.

All cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review
and approval of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness
and consistency across Market Participants.

The information will be

sufficient for replication of the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers and
shall include, among other data, the following information:
(1) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel
cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed
contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price
and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel transportation
and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of
fixed costs.
(2) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate
of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance
cost.
(3) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs,
calculated in adherence with the Appendix G of the Market Protocols,
reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.
J.

In all cases under this Section 3.4, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.5

Validation of Mitigated Resource Offer Parameters
The Market Monitor shall review the costs included in each mitigated Resource

Offer on an ex-post basis relative to the relevant Operating Day in order to ensure that the
Market Participant has correctly applied the formulas and definitions in Sections 3.2,
3.3.1, and 3.4 of this Attachment AF and in the Market Protocols and that the level of the
mitigated offer is otherwise acceptable. If the mitigated offer determined by the Market
Monitor and the Market Participant differ, Market Participant shall use the mitigated
offer calculated by the Market Monitor going forward. If a Market Participant submits a
dispute over its mitigated offer, the previously approved mitigated offer shall be used

from the time the dispute is submitted until the dispute is resolved. The procedures for
submitting and processing disputes related to mitigated offers shall be those specified in
the Market Protocols. The Transmission Provider shall remedy mitigated offer disputes
resolved in favor of the Market Participant by providing make whole payments, as
necessary, to the Market Participant whose mitigated offer was improperly determined by
the Market Monitor.
Each Market Participant is obligated to provide to the Market Monitor any cost
data necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate its mitigated Resource Offer.
The Market Monitor shall keep such data confidential, and all cost data submitted
under this Section 3.5, including any opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff. The
Market Monitor shall develop and maintain on the Transmission Provider’s website the
mechanism and procedures to allow Market Participants to submit such cost data.
3.6

Additional Mitigation Measures for Resource Offer Parameters
The mitigation measures in this section apply to all Resource Offer parameters

expressed in units other than dollars and will only apply in the presence of local market
power as described in Section 3.1 of this Attachment AF. A reference level for each
applicable Resource Offer parameter that reflects the physical capability of the Resource
shall be determined prior to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets by
one or both of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined through
consultation between the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; and/or (ii) the
reference levels will be based on averages of Resource Offer parameters from similar
Resources. This methodology for setting reference levels for Offer parameters shall
apply to all Resources at the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and to all
Resources that register subsequent to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets. The Transmission Provider’s output forecast for a wind-powered Variable
Energy Resource shall be used as the reference maximum output limit for the windpowered Variable Energy Resource.

The following thresholds shall be used by the Transmission Provider to identify
Resource Offers that may warrant mitigation and shall be determined with respect to the
corresponding reference level:
Time-based Resource Offer parameters: An increase of three (3) hours, or an
increase of six (6) hours in total for multiple time-based Resource Offer parameters.
Resource Offer parameters expressed in units other than time or dollars: One
hundred percent (100%) increase for Resource Offer parameters that are minimum
values, or a fifty percent (50%) decrease for Resource Offer parameters that are
maximum values.
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or
Maximum Charge Limit, as applicable, threshold for Resources committed to address a
Local Reliability Issue: twenty-five percent (25%) increase.
Maximum Charge Limit, as applicable, threshold for Resources committed to
address a Local Reliability Issue: twenty-five percent (25%) decrease.
In the case that a Resource Offer fails the thresholds described above, the Market
Monitor shall determine the impact on prices or make whole payments. If an impact
exceeds the LMP, MCP or make whole payment thresholds in Section 3.7, the Market
Monitor will initiate a discussion with the Market Participant concerning an explanation
of the parameter changes. The Market Monitor will inform the Transmission Provider of
any potential issue.

If the Transmission Provider, in consultation with the Market

Monitor, concludes that the Market Participant has demonstrated the validity of the
submitted Resource Offer parameter, no further action will be taken.

If not, the

Transmission Provider shall replace the Resource Offer parameter with the corresponding
reference level. Mitigation measures will remain in place until such time that the Market
Participant demonstrates the validity of the Resource Offer parameter or the Market
Participant notifies the Market Monitor that the Resource Offer parameter has been
changed to a value that is within the tolerance range as described above, and the Market
Monitor has verified that this change has occurred.

In the event that the Market

Participant submits a dispute, the mitigation measure will remain in place until the
resolution of the dispute.

In all cases under this Section 3.6, cost data submitted for the development of
mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality
provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff.
3.7

Market Impact Test
The Transmission Provider will apply the following market impact test in the

Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and Real-Time Balancing Market
in the event the conditions described in Section 3.1 are satisfied:
After an initial market solution is computed with no mitigation measures in place,
a second market solution, called the mitigated market solution, will be computed with the
appropriate mitigation measures applied. If an LMP or MCP at a Settlement Location
from the initial market solution exceeds the corresponding price from the mitigated
market solution by the applicable impact test threshold, or a make whole payment for any
Resource from the initial market solution exceeds the corresponding make whole
payment from the mitigated market solution by make whole payment impact test
threshold, then the mitigated market solution will be used for dispatch, commitment, and
settlement purposes.
The impact test thresholds are as follows: At market start, the LMP impact
threshold is five dollars ($5) per megawatt hour, the MCP impact threshold is five dollars
($5) per megawatt hour, and the make whole payment impact threshold is five dollars
($5) per megawatt hour. At the beginning of each six (6) month period after the market
start, the LMP and MCP impact thresholds will be increased ten dollars ($10) per
megawatt hour and the make whole payment impact threshold will be increased by ten
dollars ($10) per megawatt hour unless the Market Monitor finds market behavior that
warrants keeping the threshold constant for the next six (6) months.

The periodic

increases will continue until the LMP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per
megawatt hour, the MCP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per megawatt
hour, and the make whole payment impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per
megawatt hour.
3.8

Mitigation Exceptions

A.

The Market Monitor shall, as soon as practicable and if warranted in light
of the information available to the Market Monitor, contact a Market
Participant to request an explanation of its actions in cases when an impact
threshold in Section 3.7 of this Attachment AF is exceeded and the Market
Participant’s offer exceeded the mitigated offer by more than the relevant
conduct threshold, as specified in Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.3.1, or 3.4 of this
Attachment AF.

B.

If a Market Participant anticipates submitting an offer that will exceed the
mitigated offer by more than the relevant conduct threshold, it may contact
the Market Monitor to provide an explanation of the changes in its offer. If
the Market Participant’s pre-offer explanation indicates to the Market
Monitor that the questioned behavior is consistent with competitive
behavior, the Transmission Provider will not impose mitigation with
respect to that offer unless and until circumstances are deemed to warrant
it, and the Transmission Provider or the Market Monitor so notifies the
Market Participant.

In circumstances where, following a Market

Participant’s pre-offer explanation, both the conduct and impact thresholds
are violated but no mitigation is imposed, the Market Monitor will record
such instances and will report such instances to the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement, or its successor organization, every three months during
the first year of Integrated Marketplace operations, and yearly thereafter.
To the extent that the report contains sensitive data, the Market Monitor
should include any such data in a non-public version of the report.
3.9

Sanctions for Noncompliance with the Day-Ahead Market Must Offer
Requirement
A.

In the case that a Market Participant is found to be noncompliant for an
Asset Owner as determined by the conditions set forth in Section 2.11.1 of
Attachment AE, the Market Participant shall be assessed a penalty for that
Asset Owner by the Transmission Provider for each megawatt of withheld
capacity below the 10% tolerance band. The penalty amount shall be

equal to the Day-Ahead Market LMP associated with the withheld
capacity.
B.

The Market Monitor will monitor for, and report to the Commission’s
Office of Enforcement, or its successor organization, manipulative
behavior associated with Day-Ahead Offers, including (but not limited to)
monitoring load-serving Market Participants who do not offer enough net
resource capacity to meet their maximum hourly Reported Load. The
Market Monitor will also report to the Commission’s Office of
Enforcement or its successor organization any locational problems, such
as deliverability issues, associated with load-serving Market Participants’
offers in the Day-Ahead Market, any identified efforts by Market
Participants to raise prices in the RTBM by limiting Day-Ahead Offers,
and the effects of any such efforts upon make whole payments.

4.

Market Monitoring
4.1

Markets to be Monitored
The Market Monitor will monitor Markets and Services. The Market Monitor
will not monitor bilateral energy, transmission or capacity markets and services
not administered, coordinated or facilitated by SPP, except to assess the effect of
these markets and services on Markets and Services, or the effects of Markets and
Services on these unmonitored markets. Similarly, the Market Monitor will not
monitor the energy, transmission or capacity markets and services in regions
adjacent to the SPP Region except to assess the effect of these markets and
services on Markets and Services, or the effects of Markets and Services on these
adjacent markets.

4.2

Market Monitoring Scope
The Market Monitor will implement the Plan.

The markets will require

continuous monitoring by the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will monitor
Markets and Services by reviewing and analyzing market data and information
including, but not limited to:
(a)

Resource registration data;

(b)

Resource Offer data including non-price related offer parameters required
for use in either the Day-Ahead Market, Reliability Unit Commitment
process and/or Real-Time Balancing Market;

(c)

Demand Bids for the purchase of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market;

(d)

Virtual Energy Bids for the purchase of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market
and Virtual Energy Offers for the sale of Energy in the Day-Ahead Energy
Market;

(e)

Export Interchange Transaction Bids and Import Interchange Transaction
Offers for the purchase and sale of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market and
the Real-Time Balancing Market;

(f)

Actual commitment and dispatch of Resources, including but not limited
to Resource MW capability and output, MVAR capability and output,
status, and outages;

(g)

Locational Marginal Prices and zonal Market Clearing Prices at all
Settlement Locations in or affecting any of Markets and Services;

(h)

SPP Balancing Authority Area data, including but not limited to demand,
area control error, Net Scheduled Interchange, actual total net interchange,
and forecasts of operating reserves and peak demand;

(i)

Conditions or events both inside and outside the SPP Balancing Authority
Area affecting the supply and demand for, and the quantity and price of,
products or services sold or to be sold in Markets and Services;

(j)

Information regarding transmission services and rights, including the
estimating and posting of Available Transfer Capability (“ATC”) or
Available Flowgate Capability (“AFC”), administration of this Tariff, the
operation and maintenance of the transmission system, any auctions or
other markets for transmission rights, and the reservation and scheduling
of transmission service;

(k)

Information regarding the nature and extent of transmission congestion in
the region and, to the extent practicable, transmission congestion on any
other system that affects Markets and Services, including but not limited
to causes of, costs of and charges for transmission congestion,
transmission facility loading, MVA capability, line status and outages;

(l)

Settlement data for the Markets and Services;

(m)

Any information regarding collusive or other anticompetitive or inefficient
behavior in or affecting any of Markets and Services;

(n)

Generation resource operating cost data for estimating resource
incremental cost, including fuel input costs, heat rates where applicable,
start-up fuel requirements, environmental costs and variable operating and
maintenance expenses;

(o)

Logs of transmission service requests and Generation Interconnection
Requests along with the disposition of each request and the explanation of
any refused requests;

(p)

Any additional Resource and transmission facility outage data not
otherwise provided for in this Section 4.2;

(q)

GFA Carve Out Schedules; and

(r)

FSE Schedules.

4.2.1

Additional Market Monitor Duties
(a)

In addition to the monitoring of market Data and Information, the
Market Monitor may communicate with SPP Staff and Market
Participants at any time for the purpose of monitoring and assessing
market conditions.

(b)

The Market Monitor shall evaluate the effectiveness of Markets and
Services in signaling the need for investment in new generation,
transmission or demand response infrastructure and report on its
findings at least annually.

4.3

Referrals to the Commission
(a)

The Market Monitor shall report suspected market violations, as defined in
18 CFR 35.28(b)(8), to FERC’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor
organization) staff in accordance with the FERC’s reporting protocols for
referrals by market monitors as specified in 18 C.F.R. § 35.28(g)(3)(iv) in
a timely manner. Any such reports by the Market Monitor to FERC Staff
shall be on a confidential basis, and all information and documents
included in such reports will not be released to any other party except to
the extent FERC directs or authorizes such release, unless such
information and documents are already in the public domain.

4.4

Monitoring for Potential Integrated Marketplace Manipulation
The Market Monitor will monitor for potential instances of market manipulation
in the Integrated Marketplace. Such actions or transactions that are without a
legitimate business purpose and that are intended to or foreseeably could
manipulate market prices (including actions resulting in excessive day-ahead
clearing prices), market conditions, or market rules for electric energy or electric
products are prohibited. As listed by the FERC, prohibited behavior includes (a)
wash trades, (b) submission of false data, (c) actions to cause artificial congestion

and (d) collusive acts. The Market Monitor will report any market manipulation
in the Integrated Marketplace in a timely manner.

4.5

Monitoring for Potential Transmission Market Power Activities
The Market Monitor shall monitor Markets and Services for the exercise of
transmission market power by reviewing and analyzing data and information
related to the availability of transmission facilities that impact access to services
under this Tariff. The Market Monitor will monitor for activities particularly with
respect to the withholding of transmission facilities or transmission capacity,
including activities such as but not limited to, the following:
(a)

Physical withholding by Transmission Owners by providing improper
information related to the availability of transmission, such as information
related to the capability or other modeling data used by SPP for use in
system operations;

(b)

Economic withholding by Transmission Owners through the use of methods
and data for estimating costs of interconnection and system upgrades that is
not comparable for affiliates and non-affiliates;

(c)

Unavailability of transmission facilities through planned and unplanned
maintenance outages that routinely exceed historical baselines; and

(d)

Withholding of transmission capacity through excess reservations that are
not actually used.

The Market Monitor shall refer any perceived market design flaws and
recommended Tariff language changes to the Commission’s Office of Energy
Market Regulation (or its successor office/organization). In addition, the Market
Monitor shall refer any instance(s) of the suspected exercise of transmission
market power directly to the Commission’s Office of Enforcement (or its
successor organization) utilizing the protocols for referrals to the Commission for
suspected instances of the exercise of market power that may be part of a
suspected market violation, such as manipulation, in accordance with 18 C.F.R. §
35.28(g)(3)(iv). Where appropriate, the Market Monitor shall also provide the
FERC with an estimate of damages equal to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by

(ii) the affected energy produced by the Transmission/Generation Owner. The
Market Monitor may also request the FERC to impose additional sanctions and
penalties, which may consist of a fixed dollar amount based on each instance, or
an amount up to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by (ii) the affected energy
produced by Market Participants other than the Transmission/Generation Owner.
All such referrals by the Market Monitor to FERC will be on a confidential basis,
and all information and documents included in such reports will not be released to
any other party except to the extent FERC directs or authorizes such release.

4.6

Monitoring for Market Participant Behavior Possibly Warranting Mitigation
The Market Monitor shall monitor Markets and Services for potential abuse
associated with the following categories of Market Participant behavior: (1)
economic withholding; (2) uneconomic production; (3) physical withholding; (4)
uneconomic Virtual Bids and Virtual Offers; (5) gaming related to GFA Carve
Out Schedules; and (6) gaming related to FSE Schedules.

The mitigation

measures for each of the behaviors identified in items (1) through (4) of this
paragraph are described in Attachment AF. When the Market Monitor determines
that there is sufficient credible information about a specific abusive practice, the
issue will be referred to the Commission’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor
organization). Nothing in this section shall limit the Market Monitor’s obligation
to refer other suspected market violations to the Commission’s Office of
Enforcement, even where suspected behavior does not fall explicitly within the
abovementioned categories or descriptions.

4.6.1

Uneconomic Production
The Market Monitor will monitor for cases where uneconomic production
by a Resource causes congestion on transmission facilities or price
separation between Reserve Zones that is not justified by reliability
concerns. For an MSR, both charging and discharging are considered
production.

The provisions of this Section 4.6.1 shall not apply to

Demand Response Resources.

(a)

Potential uneconomic production will be indicated, and subject to
further analysis as described in (b) of this Section 4.6.1, when the
Resource has a positive Resource-to-Load Distribution Factor and
any of the following conditions are met:
(1)

a Resource is identified with an incremental energy offer
price less than 50 percent of the applicable reference level;
or

(2)

a Resource is determined to be generating outside of its
Operating Tolerance; or

(3)

a Resource is subject to a time-based or other resource offer
parameter (non-time and non-dollar based) that appears to
facilitate production that is otherwise uneconomic.

(b)

For any Resource meeting the conditions described in (a) of this
Section 4.6.1, the Market Monitor shall determine whether: (i) the
MW impact from uneconomic production associated with such
Resource is exacerbating the transmission congestion or binding a
Reserve Zone; and (ii) the uneconomic production is not obviously
justified by reliability or other operational concerns.

The Market Monitor will conduct evaluations as specified above and other
related assessments to determine if there is sufficient credible information
to justify referral to the Commission.

4.6.2

Monitoring for Virtual Energy Bids and Virtual Energy Offers
The Market Monitor will monitor the level of divergence between the
Day-Ahead Market LMPs and the Real-Time Balancing Market LMPs.
Section 4.6.3 defines the monitoring metric and thresholds to be used in
determining the existence of excessive LMP divergence. In the case that
there is excessive LMP divergence, the Market Monitor will determine if
the LMP divergence is attributable to the Virtual Energy Bid and Virtual
Energy Offer behavior of one or more Market Participants. If the Market

Monitor identifies one or more Market Participants as having caused the
excessive LMP divergence through Virtual Energy Bid and Virtual Energy
Offer behavior, then the Transmission Provider shall impose mitigation
measures described in Section 4.0 of Attachment AF.

4.6.3

Metric and Threshold Specifications
The Market Monitor will compute the hourly LMP deviation between the
Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market using the following
formula: [(LMPRTBM / LMPDA Market) – 1] * 100. The average hourly LMP
deviation is computed over a rolling four (4) week period or any other
period that the Market Monitor determines is appropriate. If the four (4)
week rolling average is below negative ten percent (-10%) or in excess of
ten percent (10%), then the divergence is considered excessive and
additional analysis is required.

4.6.4

Physical Withholding

(1)

The Market Monitor will monitor for physical withholding of capacity
from the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, and unavailability of
facilities. Physical withholding and unavailability of facilities may
include:
(a)

Declaring that a Resource has been derated, forced out of service
or otherwise been made unavailable for technical reasons that are
untrue or that cannot be verified;

(b)

Refusing to provide offers or schedules for a Resource when it
would otherwise have been in the economic interest to do so
without market power;

(c)

Operating a Resource in real-time to produce an output level that is
less than the Dispatch Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Section 6.4.1 of Attachment AE to this Tariff
and the Resource is not exempt from URD under Section 6.4.11 of
Attachment AE to this Tariff;

(d)

Derating a transmission facility for technical reasons that are not
true or verifiable;

(e)

Operating a transmission facility in a manner that is not economic
and that causes a binding transmission constraint or binding
reserve zone or local reliability issue; and

(f)

Declaring that the magnitude of the capability of a Resource is
reduced for reasons that are not true or verifiable. This capability
includes but is not limited to the following:
(i)

The capability to provide Energy;

(ii)

The capability to provide Operating Reserves;

(iii)

In the case of MSRs, the capability to charge and/or to
discharge.

(2)

Market Participant will not be deemed to be physically withholding if:
(a)

They are following the directions of the SPP Balancing Authority,

Reliability Coordinator, or applicable reliability standards;
(b)

They are selling into another market at a higher price;

(c)

Their Variable Energy Resources are withheld in the Day-Ahead

Market under the conditions in Sections 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), or 4.6.4(f); or
(d)

The Market Participant is reducing the magnitude of the MSR’s

maximum capability, either charging or discharging, from its true and
verifiable physical or environmental limitations in order to provide that
capability for the duration of the minimum clearable commitment period.
4.6.4.1 Thresholds for Identifying Physical Withholding of Resource
Capacity
4.6.4.1.1 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in a Frequently Constrained Area if
all of the following conditions exist:
(a)

One or more of the transmission constraints or
Reserve Zone constraints that define the Frequently
Constrained Area are binding; and

(b)

The Market Participant controls or owns a Resource
that satisfies condition 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), 4.6.4(c), or
4.6.4(f) of this Attachment AG and is located in the
Frequently Constrained Area identified in (a).

4.6.4.1.2 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in an area not designated as a
Frequently Constrained Area if all of the following
conditions exist:
(a)

One or more transmission constraints are binding or
a Reserve Zone is binding; and

(b)

The Market Particiant owns or controls one of more
Resources that have local market power as defined
in Section 3.1 of Attachment AF of this Tariff; and

(c)

One of the following conditions apply:
(1)

Such

Resource(s)

satisfy

one

of

the

conditions in Sections 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), or
4.6.4(f) of this Attachment AG and the total
withheld capacity exceeds the lower of 5
percent of the total capability owned or
controlled by the Market Participant or 200
MW; or
(2)

Where the real-time output of each such
Resource

is

less

than

the

Dispatch

Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Attachment AE,
Section 6.4.1 of this Tariff and the Resource
is not exempt from Uninstructed Resource
Deviation under Attachment AE, Section
6.4.1.1 of this Tariff.

4.6.4.2 Thresholds for Screening of Potential Physical Withholding of
Transmission Facilities
A transmission facility fails the physical withholding screen if
either of the following conditions is met:
(a)

The transmission facility satisfies a condition in
Section 4.6.4(d) or 4.6.4(e) of this Attachment AG;
or

(b)

The Market Monitor identifies a pattern of
scheduling outages resulting in increased market
costs compared to an alternative and lower cost
impact outage schedule.

4.6.4.3 Sanctions
The Market Monitor will record instances where Market
Participants have failed the screens in Sections 4.6.4.1 and 4.6.4.2 of this
Attachment AG. The Market Monitor will notify the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement, or successor organization, of suspected physical
withholding behavior. In the event the Market Monitor determines there is
credible evidence of a market violation, the Market Monitor shall make a
referral to the Commission as described in Section 4.3 of this Attachment
AG.

E - Definitions
Eastern Interconnection: A major alternating-current electrical grid in North America.
The Eastern Interconnection reaches from Central Canada eastward to the Atlantic coast
(excluding Quebec), south to Florida, and back west to the foot of the Rockies (excluding
most of Texas).

Effective Date:

For Short-Term Firm and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission

Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is June 1, 1998. For Long-Term Firm Point-ToPoint Transmission Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is April 1, 1999. For
Network Integration Transmission Service the Effective Date of this Tariff is February 1,
2000.
Electric Storage Resource (“ESR”)
A resource capable of receiving electric energy and storing it for later injection of electric
energy to the grid. A resource that is either (1) physically incapable of injecting electric
energy to the Transmission System due to its design or configuration or (2) contractually
barred from injecting electric energy to the Transmission System is excluded from this
definition.

Eligible Customer: (i) Any electric utility (including the Transmission Owner(s) and
any power marketer), Federal Power Marketing Agency, or any person generating
electric energy for sale for resale. Electric energy sold or produced by such entity may be
electric energy produced in the United States, Canada or Mexico. However, with respect
to transmission service that the Commission is prohibited from ordering by Section
212(h) of the Federal Power Act, such entity is eligible only if the service is provided
pursuant to a state requirement that a Transmission Owner offer the unbundled
transmission service, or pursuant to a voluntary offer of such service by a Transmission
Owner. (ii) Any retail customer or eligible person taking unbundled transmission service
pursuant to a state requirement that a Transmission Owner offer the transmission service,
or pursuant to a voluntary offer of such service by a Transmission Owner, is an Eligible
Customer under the Tariff.

Emergency Condition:

A condition or situation determined by the Transmission

Provider that is imminently likely to cause a material adverse effect on the security of, or
damage to the Transmission System.

Energy and Operating Reserve Markets: The Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time
Balancing Market, including the Reliability Unit Commitment processes.

External Resource: A Resource, other than a Designated Resource, located outside of
the SPP Balancing Authority that is included in the SPP Balancing Authority through an
External Resource Pseudo-Tie.

External Resource Pseudo-Tie:

A non-physical electrical interconnection point

between Balancing Authorities, whereby all or a portion of an External Resource is
electronically moved from a Balancing Authority external to the SPP Balancing
Authority. Energy delivered from an External Resource to the SPP Balancing Authority
is treated as a Balancing Authority interchange from the source Balancing Authority to
the SPP Balancing Authority.

M - Definitions
Market Participant: An entity that generates, transmits, distributes, purchases, or sells
electricity or provides Ancillary Services with respect to such services (or contracts to
perform any of the foregoing activities) within, into, out of, or through the Transmission
System or an Upgrade Sponsor electing to receive Incremental LTCRs.

Market

Participant expressly includes:
(a) Transmission Owner(s) and any of their Affiliates including Transmission Owners
providing transmission service to: (i) bundled retail load for which such Transmission
Owners are taking neither Network Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-ToPoint Transmission Service under this Tariff; and (ii) load being served under
Grandfathered Agreements for which such Transmission Owners are taking neither
Network Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
under this Tariff, (b) Transmission Customers, (c) Network Customers, (d) Generation
Interconnection Customers, (e) any Eligible Customer offering Resources for sale into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets that executes the Service Agreement specified in
Attachment AH, or on whose behalf an unexecuted Service Agreement has been filed at
the Commission, (f) any retail customer or eligible person that is not precluded under the
laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority including stateapproved retail tariff(s) from participating directly in wholesale demand response
programs in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and that is technically qualified
to offer Demand Response Load (as defined in Attachment AE of this Tariff) into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets or an aggregator of such retail customers that
offers qualified Demand Response Load into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
under Section 2.8 of Attachment AE, (g) an entity that executes the Service Agreement
specified in Attachment AH and registers the assets of one or more Asset Owners, and (h)
an Upgrade Sponsor that executes the Service Agreement specified in Attachment AH.

Market Protocols: The protocols implementing the Integrated Marketplace as amended
from time to time in accordance with the SPP Membership Agreement.
Market Storage Resource (“MSR”)
As defined in Attachment AE of this Tariff.

Member: A member of SPP.

13.7

Classification of Firm Transmission Service:
(a)

The Transmission Customer taking Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service may (1) change its Receipt and Delivery Points to obtain service
on a non-firm basis consistent with the terms of Section 22.1 or (2) request
a modification of the Points of Receipt or Delivery on a firm basis
pursuant to the terms of Section 22.3.

(b)

The Transmission Customer may purchase transmission service to make
sales of capacity and energy from multiple generating units that are
interconnected to the Transmission Provider's Transmission System. For
such a purchase of transmission service, the resources will be designated
as multiple Points of Receipt, unless (i) the multiple generating units are at
the same generating plant in which case the units would be treated as a
single Point of Receipt, or (ii) the generating units or plants comprise a
registered Resource Hub as defined in Attachment AE in which case the
units or plants also would be considered as a single Point of Receipt. In
the event of a change in the ownership or control of generation resources
previously aggregated as a single Point of Receipt under this provision,
such generation may be disaggregated and treated as multiple Points of
Receipt, provided that all other terms of this Tariff and the Service
Agreement are met.

(c)

The Transmission Provider shall provide firm deliveries of capacity and
energy from the Point(s) of Receipt to the Point(s) of Delivery. Each
Point of Receipt at which firm transfer capability is reserved by the
Transmission Customer shall be set forth in the Firm Point-To-Point
Service Agreement for long-term firm Transmission Service along with a
corresponding capacity reservation associated with each Point of Receipt.
Points of Receipt and corresponding capacity reservations shall be as
mutually agreed upon by the Parties for short-term firm Transmission.
Each Point of Delivery at which firm transfer capability is reserved by the
Transmission Customer shall be set forth in the Firm Point-To-Point
Service Agreement for long-term firm Transmission Service along with a

corresponding capacity reservation associated with each Point of Delivery.
Points of Delivery and corresponding capacity reservations shall be as
mutually agreed upon by the Parties for short-term firm Transmission
Service. The greater of either (1) the sum of the capacity reservations at
the Point(s) of Receipt, or (2) the sum of the capacity reservations at the
Point(s) of Delivery shall be the Transmission Customer's Reserved
Capacity. The Transmission Customer will be billed for its Reserved
Capacity under the terms of Schedules 7 and 11.

The Transmission

Customer may not exceed its firm capacity reserved at each Point of
Receipt and each Point of Delivery except as otherwise specified in
Section 22. In the event that a Transmission Customer (including thirdparty sales by a Transmission Owner) exceeds its firm reserved capacity at
any Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery or uses Transmission Service at
a Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery that it has not reserved, except for
an MSR under instruction as specified in Section 2.17 of Attachment AE,
the Transmission Customer shall pay the following penalty (in addition to
the applicable charges for all of the firm capacity actually used): 100% of
the Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service charges under Schedules 7
and 11 for the period for which the unreserved service was actually used.
The charges for the unreserved service shall be based upon the duration of
the period when the unreserved capacity was used. For example, one hour
shall be billed at the charge for weekday deliveries, repeated daily use of
unreserved capacity within a seven day period shall increase the duration
of the period to a weekly duration and multiple instances of unreserved
use during more than one seven day period during a calendar month shall
increase the duration of the period to a monthly duration.

The

Transmission Provider shall compensate the Transmission Owners for
100% of the (i) Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service charge, (ii)
Base Plan Zonal Charge and (iii) Region-wide Charge for the period for
which they have provided service. The penalty revenues in excess of the
amount distributed to Transmission Owners shall be used to reduce the

Schedule 1-A charges collected by the Transmission Provider from the
Transmission Customers.

All Transmission Customers, except the

penalized Transmission Customer, shall receive a reduction of Schedule 1A charges pursuant to this section.

Such penalty revenues shall be

distributed by the Transmission Provider to Transmission Customers on a
pro-rata basis of each Transmission Customer’s monthly Schedule 1-A
charge, except for the penalized Transmission Customer, for the next
billing period ending at least 15 calendar days after the date the
Transmission Provider collects the penalty revenues from the penalized
Transmission Customer. For the amounts exceeding reserved capacity,
the Transmission Customer also must purchase losses as required by this
Tariff.

14.5

Classification of Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service:
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be offered under terms and

conditions contained in Part II of the Tariff.

The Transmission Provider and

Transmission Owners undertake no obligation under the Tariff to plan the Transmission
System in order to have sufficient capacity for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service.

Parties requesting Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for the

transmission of firm power do so with the full realization that such service is subject to
availability and to Curtailment or Interruption under the terms of the Tariff.

The

Transmission Customer will be billed for its Reserved Capacity under the terms of
Schedules 8 and 11. In the event that a Transmission Customer (including third-party
sales by a Transmission Owner) exceeds its non-firm capacity reservation, except for an
MSR under instruction as specified in Section 2.17 of Attachment AE, the Transmission
Customer shall pay the following penalty (in addition to the charges for all of the nonfirm capacity used):

100% of the Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service

charges under Schedules 8 and 11 for the duration of the period when the additional
service was used as specified below not to exceed one month for the amount in excess of
such capacity reservation. An excess of one hour or less shall be billed at the charge for
weekday deliveries, repeated daily use of unreserved capacity within a seven day period
shall increase the duration of the period to a weekly duration and multiple instances of
unreserved use during more than one seven day period during a calendar month shall
increase the duration of the period to a monthly duration. The Transmission Provider
shall compensate the Transmission Owners for 100% of the (i) Non-Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service charge, (ii) Base Plan Zonal Charge and (iii) Region-wide Charge
for the period for which they have provided service. The penalty revenues in excess of
the amount distributed to Transmission Owners shall be used to reduce the Schedule 1-A
charges collected by the Transmission Provider from the Transmission Customers. All
Transmission Customers, except the penalized Transmission Customer, shall receive a
reduction of Schedule 1-A charges pursuant to this section. Such penalty revenues shall
be distributed by the Transmission Provider to Transmission Customers on a pro-rata
basis of each Transmission Customer’s monthly Schedule 1-A charge, except for the
penalized Transmission Customer, for the next billing period ending at least 15 calendar

days after the date the Transmission Provider collects the penalty revenues from the
penalized Transmission Customer. For the amounts exceeding the non-firm capacity
reservation, the Transmission Customer must purchase losses as required by this Tariff.
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall include transmission of energy on
an hourly basis and transmission of scheduled short-term capacity and energy on a daily,
weekly or monthly basis, but not to exceed one month's reservation for any one
Application, under Schedules 8 and 11.
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1.1

Definitions A

Actual Regulation-Down Mileage
The sum of the absolute values of actual movements by a Resource with cleared RegulationDown Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions for Regulation-Down
Service.

Actual Regulation-Up Mileage
The sum of the absolute values of actual movements by a Resource with cleared Regulation-Up
Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions for Regulation-Up Service.

Asset Owner
An owner of any combination of: (1) registered physical assets (Resource, load, Import
Interchange Transaction, Export Interchange Transaction, Through Interchange Transaction), (2)
Transmission Congestion Rights, (3) Virtual Energy Offers, (4) Virtual Energy Bids, or (5)
Bilateral Settlement Schedules.

Asset Owner Reserve Zone Load Ratio Share
The sum of an Asset Owner’s Reported Load, Self-Charging MSRs and Export Interchange
Transactions in a Reserve Zone divided by the sum of all Asset Owners’ Reported Load, SelfCharging MSRs and Export Interchange Transactions in all Reserve Zones for a given hour.

Assistance Period
Assistance Period is that time frame when any SPP Reserve Sharing Group member receives
Contingency Reserve assistance from other SPP Reserve Sharing Group members.
Auction Clearing Price (“ACP”)
The price generated at each source and sink Settlement Location in each round of the Annual
Transmission Congestion Right Auction and Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction
based upon the Transmission Congestion Right Offers and Bids submitted.

Auction Revenue Right (“ARR”)
A right, awarded during the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly
Auction Revenue Right allocation process, which entitles the holder to a share of the auction
revenues generated in the applicable Transmission Congestion Rights auction(s) and entitles the
holder to self-convert the Auction Revenue Right to a Transmission Congestion Right.
Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap (“ARR Nomination Cap”)
A cap on the maximum total amount of Auction Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may
nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and
the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process.

1.1

Definitions C

CFTC
The Commodity Futures Trading Commission

Combined Interest Resource
A Resource registered to reflect shared interest among multiple Asset Owners who elect to model
as one commercial Resource. Credits and charges for these Resources are allocated post market
using the submitted interest share percentages.

Commercial Model
A representation of the attributes of and the relationships between Market Participants, Asset
Owners, Resource and load assets and Price Nodes for use in the Integrated Marketplace.

Commercial Operation
As defined in Attachment V of this Tariff.

Commitment Instruction
An instruction issued by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator to a Market
Participant in the Day-Ahead Market or any Reliability Unit Commitment process to (i) either
start up or shut down a specified Resource and/or (ii) transition an MCR from one configuration
to another.

Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a
Commitment Instruction at which a Resource is to be synchronized and operating at or above its
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit. For an MSR, this is the time specified by the
Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a Commitment Instruction at which the
Resource should be connected and at or above its Minimum Discharge Limit or its Minimum
Charge Limit.

Common Bus
A single bus to which two or more Resources owned by the same Asset Owner are connected in
an electrically equivalent manner where such Resources may be treated as interchangeable for
certain compliance monitoring purposes.

Confidential Information
As referenced within Attachments AE, AF and AG to this Tariff, information containing or
revealing:
(1)

(a)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is conspicuously designated as Confidential Information
in writing, on each page of the document, by disclosing party at the time the
information is provided to receiving party, whether conveyed electronically, in
writing, through inspection, or otherwise;

(b)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is provided orally and designated as Confidential
Information by disclosing party at the time the information is provided to
receiving party;

(c)

Any customer information designated by the customer as proprietary, unless the
customer has authorized the release for public disclosure of such information;

(d)

Any software, products of software or other vendor information that the
Transmission Provider is required to keep confidential under its agreements.

(2)

Confidential Information does not include Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
(“CEII”) materials as designated by FERC, which must be obtained in accordance with
FERC regulations.

Contingency Reserve
Qualified Resource capacity held in reserve for Resource contingencies that is the sum of
Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve.

Contingency Reserve Deployment Instruction
An instruction issued by the Transmission Provider to Resources cleared for Contingency
Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market to deploy a specific Megawatt quantity of
Contingency Reserve as communicated as a component of the Setpoint Instructions.

Contingency Reserve Deployment Period
The time allowed to deploy Contingency Reserve following the issuance of a Contingency
Reserve Deployment Instruction, as specified in the Market Protocols.

Contingency Reserve Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Contingency Reserve and the appropriate scarcity
price value associated with the shortage.

Control Status
A parameter communicated electronically to the Transmission Provider by a Market Participant
at any time during an Operating Hour indicating a Resource’s ability to follow Setpoint
Instructions.

Coordinated Flowgate
A flowgate defined within a joint operating agreement between the Transmission Provider and
another transmission provider as being affected by the transmission of Energy on either party’s
transmission system.

Current Operating Plan
The Transmission Provider’s internal hourly Resource commitment schedule for the Operating
Day resulting from the Day-Ahead Market and Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment

processes and updated, as required, during the Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment process
that is used as input into the Real-Time Balancing Market.

1.1

Definitions D

Data Error
A data error shall be the following:
(i)

Data received by the Transmission Provider from an independent source,
including data produced by a system or submitted by a third party, that is
inaccurately modified by the Transmission Provider during the execution of a
market function; or

(ii)

Data received by the Transmission Provider from an independent source,
including data produced by a system or submitted by a third party, that is patently
incorrect and is used by the Transmission Provider during the execution of a
market function; or

(iii)

Incorrect data produced and used by the Transmission Provider during the
execution of a market function.

Day-Ahead
The time period starting at 0001 and ending at 2400 on the day prior to the Operating Day.

Day-Ahead Market
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period
The contiguous period of time between a Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit Time and DayAhead Market De-Commit Time.
Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment (“Day-Ahead RUC”)
The process performed by the Transmission Provider following the close of the Day-Ahead
Market and prior to the Operating Day to assess Resource and Operating Reserve adequacy for
the Day-Ahead period and the remainder of the current Operating Day, commit or de-commit
Resources as necessary, and communicate commitment or de-commitment of Resources to the
appropriate Market Participants as necessary.

De-Commit Time
The time specified by the Transmission Provider or a local transmission operator in a
Commitment Instruction at which a Resource is to begin de-synchronization procedures.

Demand Bid
A proposal by a Market Participant associated with a physical load to purchase a fixed or price
sensitive amount of Energy at a specified location and period of time in the Day-Ahead Market.

Demand Bid Curve
A Demand Bid specified as Megawatt and dollars per Megawatt hour with up to ten (10)
price/quantity pairs.

Demand Curve
A series of quantity/price points used to set Locational Marginal Prices and Market Clearing
Prices when there is a shortage of Energy or Operating Reserve.

Demand Response Load
A registered measurable load that is capable of being reduced at the instruction of the
Transmission Provider and subsequently may be increased at the instruction of the Transmission
Provider.

Demand Response Resource
A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or a Block Demand Response Resource.

Designated Resource
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Discrete Delivery Point
An injection point or withdrawal point connected to the Transmission System at which
Locational Marginal Prices are calculated.

Dispatch Interval
The five (5) minute interval for which the Transmission Provider issues Dispatch Instructions for
Energy and clears Operating Reserve in the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Dispatch Instruction
The communicated Resource target Energy Megawatt output level at the end of the Dispatch
Interval.

Dispatchable Demand Response Load Settlement Location
A registered load Settlement Location that contains the Demand Response Load associated with
a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource.

Dispatchable Demand Response Resource
A Resource created to model Demand Response Load reduction associated with controllable
load or a Behind-The-Meter generator that is dispatchable on a five (5) minute basis.

Dispatchable Resource
A Resource for which an Energy Offer Curve has been submitted and that is available for
dispatch by the Transmission Provider on a Dispatch Interval basis.

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
A Variable Energy Resource registered in the Integrated Marketplace that is capable of being
incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider.

1.1

Definitions E

Electrical Node (“ENode”)
A physical node represented in the Network Model where electrical equipment and components
are connected.
Electric Storage Resource (“ESR”)
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Electric Storage Resource Loss Factor
The factor that represents round-trip efficiency related to the amount of Energy an ESR loses
from charge to discharge. This loss factor is the ratio of (1) the Energy the ESR is able to inject
via discharge to (2) the Energy withdrawn in order to store that charge.

Eligible Entity
A Transmission Customer or Market Participant having firm SPP Transmission Service or firm
non-SPP transmission service (referred to as a “grandfathered agreement” or “GFA”) into, out
of, within or through the SPP Region.

Emergency Condition
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Energy
An amount of electricity that is Bid or Offered, produced, purchased, consumed, sold or
transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in Megawatt hours.

Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Energy Offer Curve
A set of price/quantity pairs that consists of Megawatts and dollars per Megawatt hour with up to
ten (10) price/quantity pairs.

Excess Regulation-Down Mileage
The amount calculated under Section 8.6.2 of this Attachment AE.

Excess Regulation-Up Mileage
The amount calculated under Section 8.6.2 of this Attachment AE.

Expected Regulation-Down Mileage
The amount of Regulation-Down Service MW cleared multiplied by the Regulation-Down
Mileage Factor.

Expected Regulation-Up Mileage
The amount of Regulation-Up Service MW cleared multiplied by the Regulation-Up Mileage
Factor.

Export Interchange Transaction
A Market Participant schedule for exporting Energy out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area.

Export Interchange Transaction Bid
A proposal by a Market Participant to purchase a fixed or price sensitive amount of Energy for
delivery outside of the SPP Balancing Authority Area at a specified External Interface and for a
period of time.

External Dynamic Resource
A registered Resource that represents one or more resources, located external to the SPP
Balancing Authority Area, which is dynamically scheduled into or out of the SPP Balancing
Authority Area.

External Interface
A Settlement Location representing a physical interconnection point(s) between the SPP
Balancing Authority Area and an external Balancing Authority Area.
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Market Clearing Price (“MCP”)
The price used for settlements of an Operating Reserve product in each Reserve Zone. A
separate price is calculated for Regulation-Up Service, Expected Regulation-Up Mileage,
Regulation-Down Service, Expected Regulation-Down Mileage, Spinning Reserve and
Supplemental Reserve.

Market Flow
The aggregate Megawatt flow on a Coordinated Flowgate or a Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate
caused by the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Market Participant
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.
Market Storage Resource (“MSR”)
An ESR that registers consistent with the requirements under Section 2.17 of this Attachment
AE.
Marginal Congestion Component (“MCC”)
The calculated portion of the Locational Marginal Price at a Settlement Location representing
transmission congestion costs between that Settlement Location and a reference location as
calculated under Section 8.3 of this Attachment AE.
Marginal Loss Component (“MLC”)
The calculated portion of the Locational Marginal Price at a Settlement Location representing
marginal loss costs between that Settlement Location and a reference location as calculated
under Section 8.3 of this Attachment AE.

Maximum Charge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Maximum Charge Time
The maximum duration of time that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid.

Maximum Discharge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid used during normal operating
conditions.

Maximum Discharge Time
The maximum duration of time that an MSR is able to inject into the grid.

Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
An economic MW level at or below a Resource’s Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
used for constraining Energy dispatch and Contingency Reserve clearing during normal system
conditions.

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response
Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

Maximum Emergency Charge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit
The maximum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Maximum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Resource may operate continuously.

Maximum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
The maximum Megawatt level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource, a Regulation-Up
Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource may operate while providing
Regulation Deployment.

Maximum State of Charge
The maximum State of Charge that should not be exceeded.
Megawatt (“MW”)
A measurement unit of the instantaneous demand for Energy.

Meter Agent
An entity responsible for collecting load and Resource data associated with identified Meter
Settlement Locations within a Settlement Area for the purpose of energy accounting that impacts
market settlements.

Meter Data Submittal Location
One or more Meter Settlement Locations contained within a single Settlement Area for which
meter data is submitted to the Transmission Provider by the Meter Agent for settlement
purposes.

Meter Settlement Location
The point at which a Market Participant’s registered load and Resources interchange Energy with
the Real-Time Balancing Market.

Minimum Charge Limit
The minimum MWs level an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Minimum Charge Time
The minimum duration of time an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid.

Minimum Discharge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during normal operating
conditions.

Minimum Discharge Time
The minimum duration of time that an MSR is able to inject into the grid.

Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit
A Megawatt level at or above a Resource’s Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit used for
energy dispatch at a minimum level during normal operating conditions.

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Resource other than a Block Demand Response
Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

Minimum Emergency Charge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to withdraw from the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit
The minimum MW level that an MSR is able to inject into the grid during an Emergency
Condition.

Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Resource may operate continuously.

Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit
The minimum Megawatt level at which a Regulation Qualified Resource, a Regulation-Up
Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource may operate while providing
Regulation Deployment.

Minimum Run Time
The minimum length of time a Resource must run from the time the Resource is put online to the
time the Resource is shut-down.

Minimum State of Charge
The minimum State of Charge that should be maintained.

Min-To-Off Time
The time for a Resource to de-synchronize from the grid starting from the Resource’s Minimum
Economic Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as
applicable.
Multi-Configuration Resource (“MCR”)
A combined cycle Resource registered consistent with the offer submission option as defined
under Section 4.1.2.2(4) of this Attachment AE.

Multi-Day Reliability Assessment
The process to assess Resource adequacy for the Operating Day, commit Resources with long
Start-Up Times that cannot be considered as part of the Day-Ahead Market or Day-Ahead
Reliability Unit Commitment, and communicate commitment of such Resources as necessary.
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Net Benefits Test
A calculation that measures the threshold price at which the benefits of dispatching Demand
Response Load outweigh the costs.

Network Integration Transmission Service
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap
The maximum amount of Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue
Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction
Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process.

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue Right
The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service from Network
Resources that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can nominate for
conversion into an Auction Revenue Right, subject to the Network Integration Transmission
Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap.

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right
The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service with rollover
rights from Network Resources that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available
rights that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can select for conversion
into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process.

Network Model
A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of the interconnected
Transmission System and the transmission systems of other regions in the Eastern
Interconnection.

No-Load Offer
The compensation request in a Resource Offer, in dollars, by a Market Participant representing
the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0) Megawatt output. For a
generating unit, No-Load Offers are generally representative of the fuel expense required to
maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt output. For a Dispatchable Demand Response
Resource or Block Demand Response Resource, No-Load Offers are generally representative of
a combination of the fuel expense required to maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt
output for Behind-The-Meter Generation and the ongoing hourly costs associated with
manufacturing process changes associated with a reduction in load consumption. For an MSR,
No-Load Offers are the cost to maintain a State of Charge when the MSR has a zero (0) MW
output (i.e., the Resource is operating under a “No-Load” condition).

Non-Conforming Load
Load that is process driven that does not follow a predictable pattern.

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
A Variable Energy Resource registered in the Integrated Marketplace that is not capable of
being incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider.
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Real-Time
The continuous time period during which the Real-Time Balancing Market is operated.
Real-Time Balancing Market (“RTBM”)
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Real-Time Capability
The amount (MW) of real power output the Resource is capable of instantaneously producing,
excluding any dispatch, deployment, or curtailment instructions.

Real-Time Load Ratio Share
The sum of a Market Participant’s Reported Load, Self-Charging MSRs, and Export Interchange
Transactions at all Settlement Locations divided by the sum of all Market Participants’ Reported
Load, Self-Charging MSRs, and Export Interchange Transactions at all Settlement Locations for
a given hour.

Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate
A Coordinated Flowgate defined within a joint operating agreement between SPP and another
transmission provider as being affected by the transmission of Energy on both of their respective
transmission systems.

Reference Bus
The location on the Transmission System relative to which all mathematical quantities, including
shift factors and penalty factors relating to physical operation, will be calculated.

Regulation Deployment
The utilization of Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down Service through automatic
generation control equipment to automatically and continuously adjust Resource output to
balance the real power requirements of the SPP Balancing Authority Area.

Regulation-Down
An Operating Reserve product procured by the Transmission Provider from qualified Resources
that reduce their energy output (or increase consumption of the Demand Response Load
associated with a qualified Dispatchable Demand Response Resource) in response to a
Regulation Deployment instruction from the Transmission Provider.

Regulation-Down Mileage Factor
A factor determined through historical Regulation Deployment analysis that represents the ratio
of the Transmission Provider’s total Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage to the Transmission
Provider’s total cleared Regulation-Down Service. The Regulation-Down Mileage Factor shall
initially be set equal to 1.0 and shall be updated periodically pursuant to the Market Protocols.

Regulation-Down Mileage Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
has agreed to sell Expected Regulation-Down Mileage.

Regulation-Down Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
has committed to sell Regulation-Down.

Regulation-Down Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Down Offers and
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation-Down Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Regulation-Down and the appropriate scarcity
price value associated with the shortage.

Regulation-Down Service
The provision of Actual Regulation-Down Mileage associated with cleared Regulation-Down
Service MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions.

Regulation-Down Service Offer
The sum of (i) a Resource’s Regulation-Down Mileage Offer multiplied by the Regulation-Down
Mileage Factor and (ii) that Resource’s Regulation-Down Offer.

Regulation Mileage Operating Tolerance
The allowable percentage deviation below a Resource’s Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage
and/or Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage over the Dispatch Interval where the Resource will
settle based upon Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage and/or Instructed Regulation-Down Mileage
versus Actual Regulation-Up and/or Actual Regulation-Down Mileage. Such percentage is set at
5%.

Regulation Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Up Offers,
Regulation-Up Mileage Offers, Regulation-Down Offers and Regulation-Down Mileage Offers
into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation Response Time
The maximum amount of time allowed for a Resource to move its output from zero (0)
Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Up cleared or to move from zero (0)
Regulation Deployment to the full amount of Regulation-Down cleared.

Regulation-Up
An Operating Reserve product procured by the Transmission Provider from qualified Resources
that increase their energy output (or reduce consumption of the Demand Response Load
associated with a qualified Dispatchable Demand Response Resource) in response to a
Regulation Deployment instruction from the Transmission Provider.

Regulation-Up Mileage Factor
A factor determined through historical Regulation Deployment analysis that represents the ratio
of the Transmission Provider’s total Instructed Regulation-Up Mileage to the Transmission

Provider’s total cleared Regulation-Up Service.

The Regulation-Up Mileage Factor shall

initially be set equal to 1.0 and shall be updated periodically pursuant to the Market Protocols.

Regulation-Up Mileage Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Up Qualified Resource has
agreed to sell Expected Regulation-Up Mileage.

Regulation-Up Offer
The price at which a Regulation Qualified Resource or a Regulation-Up Qualified Resource has
committed to sell Regulation-Up.

Regulation-Up Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Regulation-Up Offers and
Regulation-Up Mileage Offers into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Regulation-Up Scarcity Factor
A multiplier used to define shortage regions of Regulation-Up and the appropriate scarcity price
value associated with the shortage.

Regulation-Up Service
The provision of Actual Regulation-Up Mileage associated with cleared Regulation-Up Service
MW in response to Regulation Deployment instructions.

Regulation-Up Service Offer
The sum of (i) a Resource’s Regulation-Up Mileage Offer multiplied by the Regulation-Up
Mileage Factor and (ii) that Resource’s Regulation-Up Offer.
Reliability Unit Commitment (“RUC”)
The process performed by the Transmission Provider to assess resource and Operating Reserve
adequacy for the Operating Day, commit or de-commit resource as necessary, and communicate

commitment or de-commitment of Resources to the appropriate Market Participants as
necessary.
Reliability Unit Commitment Period (“RUC Commitment Period”)
The contiguous period of time between a Resource’s Reliability Unit Commitment Commit Time
and Reliability Unit Commitment De-Commit Time.

Reported Load
A Market Participant's actual value of energy withdrawn from the Transmission System at a
Settlement Location adjusted as described under Section 8.6.1.1 of Attachment AE and further
adjusted, if necessary, to account for distribution system losses between the actual metering point
and the Transmission System Settlement Location as described under Appendix D of the Market
Protocols.

Reservation Capacity
The reservation Megawatt between a specified source and sink associated with SPP
Transmission Service.

Reserve Sharing Event
A request for assistance to deploy Contingency Reserve by any member of the Reserve Sharing
Group following the sudden loss of a Resource.

Reserve Sharing Group
A group whose members consist of two or more Balancing Authorities that collectively maintain,
allocate, and supply operating reserves required for each Balancing Authority’s use in recovering
from contingencies within the group.

Reserve Zone
A zone containing a specific group of Price Nodes for which a minimum and maximum
Operating Reserve requirement is calculated.

Resettlement
The settlement of an Operating Day subsequent to the posting of the S120 Scheduled Settlement
Statement for that Operating Day.

Residual Load
Settlement Area Net Load less all other directly metered Reported Load within the Settlement
Area.

Resource
An asset that injects energy into the transmission grid or reduces the withdrawal of energy from
the transmission grid including a Demand Response Resource, a Variable Energy Resource, a
Dispatchable Resource, External Resource, External Dynamic Resource and a Quick-Start
Resource.

Resource Hub
A Settlement Location consisting of an aggregation of Resource Price Nodes developed for
financial and trading purposes.

Resource Offer
For a Resource, the combination of its Start-Up Offer, No-Load Offer, Energy Offer Curve,
Transition State Offer, Regulation-Up Service Offer, Regulation-Down Service Offer, Spinning
Reserve Offer, Supplemental Reserve Offer and Resource physical operating parameters.
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S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(1) of this Attachment AE.

S53 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(2) of this Attachment AE.

S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 10.1(3) of this Attachment AE.
Scarcity Price
The Locational Marginal Price and Market Clearing Price levels determined through the use of
Demand Curves when there is insufficient Energy or Operating Reserve available to meet the
requirements.

Scarcity Pricing
The calculation of Scarcity Prices in accordance with Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.4.2 of this
Attachment AE.

Scheduled Settlement
The mandatory Settlement of an Operating Day that is posted on a prescribed schedule.

Scheduled Settlement Statement
The statement produced from a Scheduled Settlement.
Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (“SCED”)
An algorithm capable of clearing, dispatching, and pricing Energy and Operating Reserve on a
co-optimized basis that minimizes overall cost while enforcing security constraints.

Security Constrained Unit Commitment (“SCUC”)
An algorithm capable of committing Resources to supply Energy and Operating Reserve on a cooptimized basis that minimizes capacity costs while enforcing security constraints.

Self-Charging
Withdrawing Energy from the Transmission System without a Transmission Provider Dispatch
Instruction to provide a service under the Tariff.

Setpoint Instruction
The Real-Time desired Megawatt output signal calculated for a specific Resource by SPP’s
control system for a specified period.

Settlement Area
A geographic area within an SPP BA Participant Area, as defined under Attachment AN of this
Tariff, for which transmission interval metering can account for the net area load.

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange
The algebraic sum of all Energy flowing into or out of a Settlement Area during an hour.

Settlement Area Net Load
The sum of (a) net injections at each Settlement Location within the Settlement Area and (b)
Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange.

Settlement Invoice
A weekly summary of the Integrated Marketplace net daily charges and payments by Asset
Owner and Operating Day that is generated for each Market Participant and contains data for all
of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled Settlement or Resettlement basis, during the
invoice period. For each Operating Day, only the net amounts (current total less previously
invoiced – excluding the S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement) contribute to the invoice amounts.

Settlement Location
A location of finest granularity for calculation of settlements in the Day-Ahead Market, RealTime Balancing Market, and TCR Market. The five (5) types of Settlement Locations are:
Resource (including pseudo-tied resources), Load (including pseudo-tied loads), Trading Hub,
Resource Hub, and External Interface.

Settlement Statement
A daily summary of the Integrated Marketplace total daily charges and payments by charge type,
Asset Owner and Operating Day which is generated for each Market Participant and contains
data for all of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled Settlement or Resettlement
basis, on that day. For each Operating Day, the current, previous and net amounts are included
on the statement.

Shadow Price
A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of the commodity.

Simultaneous Feasibility Test
A test for a state in which each set of injections and withdrawals associated with Long-Term
Congestion Rights, Auction Revenue Rights and Transmission Congestion Rights would not
exceed any thermal, voltage, or stability limits within the Transmission System under normal
operating conditions or for monitored contingencies.

Software Error
A software error is a software execution that is inconsistent with the requirements of this
Attachment AE.

Spin Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Spinning Reserve Offers into
the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Spinning Reserve
The portion of Contingency Reserve from qualified Resources synchronized to the system that is
fully available to serve load within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a
contingency event.

Spinning Reserve Offer
The price at which a Spin Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Spinning Reserve.

SPP Holidays
New Year's Day, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving
Day, Day After Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day.

SPP Region
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Staggered Start Resource
A Resource for which an attestation was submitted prior to October 1, 2017, identifying system
configuration, mechanical, or environmental constraints which limits the start-up of that
Resource with another Resource and that was registered in the Integrated Marketplace prior to
October 1, 2017.

Start-Up Offer
The compensation required by a Market Participant for bringing an off line Resource on line or
for reducing consumption of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block Demand
Response Resource.

Start-Up Time
The time required to start a Resource and reach the Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as applicable, following receipt of
a Commitment Instruction to start-up from the Transmission Provider.

State of Charge
The amount of Energy stored expressed in MWhs.

State of Charge Forecast
The projected State of Charge for the beginning of each market interval used in the Day-Ahead
Market and the RUC.

State Estimator
A standard industry tool that produces a power flow model based on available Real-Time
metering information, information regarding the current status of lines, generators, transformers,
and other equipment, bus load distribution factors, and a representation of the electric network,
to provide a complete description of system conditions, including conditions at busses for which
Real-Time information is unavailable.

Statutory Load Obligations
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Supplemental Qualified Resource
A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Supplemental Reserve Offers
into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

Supplemental Reserve
The portion of Operating Reserve from qualified on-line Resources or qualified off-line
Resources that is capable of being synchronized to the system that is fully available to serve load
within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event.

Supplemental Reserve Offer
The price at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Supplemental Reserve.

Synchronized Resource

A Resource that is electrically connected to the grid as evidenced by the closing of the Resource
circuit breaker.

Sync-To-Min Time
The time required for a Resource’s output to reach Minimum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, as applicable, following
synchronization to the grid.
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Through Interchange Transaction
A Market Participant schedule submitted between two External Interfaces for use in the DayAhead Market or Real-Time Balancing Market for moving Energy through the SPP Balancing
Authority Area.

Trading Hub
A Settlement Location consisting of an aggregation of Price Nodes developed for financial and
trading purposes.

Transition State Offer
An offer representing the cost to move an MCR to another configuration.

Transition State Time
An operating parameter representing the time required to move an MCR to another
configuration.

Transitional ARR Allocation
An interim, multi-period, single-round process, outside of the annual ARR process schedule,
used by an Eligible Entity when a Transmission Owner brings existing transmission facilities and
transmission service under the SPP Tariff.
Transmission Congestion Right (“TCR”)
A right that entitles the holder to be compensated or charged for congestion in the Day-Ahead
Market between two Settlement Locations.
Transmission Congestion Rights Markets (“TCR Markets”)
The annual Long-Term Congestion Rights allocation process, the annual and monthly
Transmission Congestion Rights auctions and the Auction Revenue Rights annual and monthly
allocation processes.

Transmission Customer
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission Provider
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission Service
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission System
As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff.

Transmission System Injection
Injecting energy to the Transmission System, or providing other services under the Tariff that
support the delivery of energy to the Transmission System, at a Discrete Delivery Point
including a generator that is collocated with the load and exceeds the load that it is contractually
permitted to supply at such Discrete Delivery Point. This does not include generators that are
acting as transmission facilities.
Tariff
The Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff.

2.2

Application and Asset Registration
(1)

Applications for a Market Participant to provide services in the Integrated
Marketplace must be submitted to the Transmission Provider prior to the expected
date of participation consistent with Section 6.4 of the Market Protocols.
Applications must conform to the procedures specified in the Market Protocols
and may be rejected if not complete. New Market Participants will follow the
timeframe as specified in Section 6.4 of the Market Protocols in addition to the
detailed model update timing requirements in Appendix E of the Market
Protocols.

(2)

As part of the application process, Market Participants must register all Resources
and load, including applicable load associated with Grandfathered Agreements
(“GFAs”), Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load with the
Transmission Provider in accordance with the registration process specified in the
Market Protocols. As part of Resource registration, Market Participants must
specify whether settlement meter data will be submitted on a gross basis or net
basis, where gross meter data does not include reductions for auxiliary load and
net meter data is gross meter data reduced by auxiliary load.

Both Non-

Conforming Load and Demand Response Load may only be associated with a
single Price Node except that Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load
may be associated with an aggregated Price Node that contains multiple
electrically equivalent Price Nodes.

Non-participating embedded load and/or

generation must either: (i) register its load and/or generation in the Integrated
Marketplace; or (ii) transfer its load and/or generation to an external Balancing
Authority.
(3)

Market Participants may elect to define a single Settlement Location that
aggregates multiple Meter Data Submittal Locations associated with their load
assets. Market Participants may not aggregate multiple Resource Meter Data
Submittal Locations into a single Resource Settlement Location unless the
Resources are at the same physical and electrically equivalent injection point to
the Transmission System.

(4)

In addition to the responsibilities described in Section 4.1.2 of this Attachment
AE and under the Market Protocols, Market Participants wishing to model each
participant’s share of a Jointly Owned Unit as a separate Resource must choose
the option described below and provide the specified additional information.
(a)

Individual Resource Option
Under the individual Resource option, each participant’s share is
modeled as a separate Resource for the purposes of commitment, dispatch
and Operating Reserve Clearing, and each Resource may be committed
independent of the other Resource shares.
A Resource registered as a combined cycle Resource may not
register as a Jointly Owned Unit under the individual Resource option.
The operating owner’s Meter Agent will be the Meter Agent for
that Jointly Owned Unit unless each individual Jointly Owned Unit
participant registers a Meter Agent for its share of the Resource.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the Jointly Owned Unit participants,
the operating owner will be responsible for submitting the following data:


Jointly Owned Unit maximum physical capacity operating
limit; and



(5)

Maximum physical ten (10) minute response from an offline state.
Market Participants may modify their registered assets in accordance with the
asset registration procedures specified in the Market Protocols.

(6)

All loads and all Resources, excluding Behind-The-Meter Generation less than 10
Megawatts (“MWs”), must register. Failure or refusal to register a load will result
in the Transmission Provider filing an unexecuted version of the service
agreement as specified in Attachment AH of this Tariff for that load with the
Commission under the name of the (i) Network Customer, (ii) Transmission
Customer, or (iii) Transmission Owner serving load under a Grandfathered
Agreement for which the Transmission Owner is neither taking Network
Integration Transmission Service nor Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service.
Failure or refusal to register a Resource will result in the Transmission Provider
filing an unexecuted version of the service agreement as specified in Attachment

AH of this Tariff for that Resource with the Commission under the name of the
generation interconnection customer under an interconnection agreement with the
Transmission Provider or the applicable Transmission Owner. In the case of a
Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver all of its net
output to its host utility, such registration will not require the Qualifying Facility
to participate in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets or subject the
Qualifying Facility to any charges or payments related to the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets. Any Energy and Operating Reserve Market charges
or payments associated with the output of the Qualifying Facility will be allocated
to the Market Participant representing the host utility purchasing the output of the
Qualifying Facility under PURPA, and the Market Participant will be provided
the settlement data required to verify the settlement charges and payments.
(7)

A Market Participant wishing to Offer an External Resource in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets will utilize an External Resource Pseudo-Tie in
accordance with Attachment AO. In addition to the responsibilities outlined in
Attachment AO, the Market Participant registering the External Resource will be
responsible for registering and performing all responsibilities that are required of
Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

(8)

A Market Participant wishing to offer Demand Response Load as a Demand
Response Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must include in
its application and registration a certification that participation in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets by its Demand Response Resource is not precluded
under the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority.
Consistent with Section 2.8.1 of this Attachment, an aggregator of retail
customers wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the form of a Demand
Response Resource on behalf of one or more retail customers must also include in
its application and registration a certification that participation of each retail
customer is either: (1) not precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that
distributed more than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year; or (2)
affirmatively permitted by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail

regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed 4 million
MWh or less in the previous fiscal year. Demand Response Resources must meet
all application, registration and technical requirements applicable to the Energy
and Operating Reserve Markets. The Transmission Provider is not responsible for
interpreting the laws or regulations of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
and shall be required only to verify that the Market Participant has included such
a certification in its application materials. The Transmission Provider is not liable
or responsible for Market Participants participating in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets in violation of any law or regulation of a relevant electric retail
regulatory authority including state-approved retail tariff(s).
(9)

An aggregator of retail or wholesale customers offering Demand Response Load
of one or more end-use retail customers or wholesale customers as a Demand
Response Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be a
Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants as well as certification consistent with Section
2.8 of this Attachment, as required.

(10)

All Variable Energy Resources in the Integrated Marketplace must be registered
as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource except for (1) a Qualifying Facility
exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility or (2)
a Resource having a primary fuel source of run of the river hydro-electric that is
incapable of following Dispatch Instructions.

A Generation Interconnection

Customer with Variable Energy Resources that are not Qualifying Facilities
exercising their rights under PURPA previously registered as a Non-Dispatchable
Variable Energy Resource must convert to a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
by the later of January 1, 2021 or the 10 year anniversary of a Resource’s original
Commercial Operation Date. A Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under

PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility may register as a Dispatchable
Variable Energy Resource if it is capable of being incrementally dispatched by the
Transmission Provider and will be subject to the Dispatchable Variable Energy
Resource market rules including Uninstructed Resource Deviation charges. Any
Resource that has previously registered as a Dispatchable Variable Energy

Resource shall not subsequently register as a Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy
Resource.
(11)

A Market Participant that is selling firm power to the load asset under a bilateral
contract may, with the agreement of the buyer, register all or a portion of the
buyer’s load as its load asset. For purposes of this Section 2.2(11) of this
Attachment AE, the sale of firm power shall refer to power sales deliverable with
firm transmission service, with the supplier assuming the obligation to serve the
buyer’s load with both capacity and energy. For the purposes of Section 2.11.1 of
this Attachment AE, such registration of the buyer’s load by the seller shall be
accounted for by including such load in the seller’s Reported Load and not
including such load in the buyer’s Reported Load, as described under Section
2.11.1(A)(1) of this Attachment AE, and such associated bilateral contracts shall
not be included in either the buyer’s or seller’s net resource capacity described
under Section 2.11.1(A)(4) of this Attachment AE.

(12)

A Transmission Owner providing firm transmission service under a GFA eligible
for GFA Carve Out must request removal of congestion and marginal loss charges
and designate the GFA Responsible Entity within the timeframe set forth in
Section 2.2 (1) of Attachment AE.

(13)

A GFA Responsible Entity shall provide to the Transmission Provider the
information necessary to administer the GFA Carve Out. The required
information shall include the following:

(14)

(a)

Resource Settlement Location;

(b)

Load Settlement Location;

(c)

The maximum MW capacity contracted under the GFA Carve Out;

(d)

The identification of the GFA in Attachment W; and

(e)

Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

Market Participants with assets interconnected to the Transmission System that
are not participating in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must pseudotie the Resource or load out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area in accordance
with Attachment AO. Such assets shall continue to be registered in the Integrated

Marketplace for the purposes of accounting for congestion and loss charges
between the Resource Price Node and the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location as described under Sections 8.6.23 and 8.6.24 of this Attachment AE.
(a)

To the extent that the SPP Balancing Authority or associated external
Balancing Authority can no longer maintain the Resource pseudo-tie for
reliability reasons, the Market Participant representing the pseudo-tied
Resource must immediately reduce the output of the pseudo-tied resource
to the available pseudo-tie capability after receiving notification from the
affected Balancing Authority of the reduced capability.

A Market

Participant shall not generate any energy in excess of the available
pseudo-tie capability after receiving such notification and shall not be
compensated in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets settlement for
any energy generated in excess of the available pseudo-tie capability.
(15)

Western-UGP shall provide to the Transmission Provider the information
necessary to administer the FSE. The required information shall include the
following:
(a) Resource Settlement Locations;
(b) Load Settlement Locations;
(c) The maximum MW capacity contracted under the FSE;
(d) The identification of the FSE Statutory Load Obligations as described in the
SPP-Western-UGP NITSA; and
(e) Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

(16)

The Transmission Provider shall establish FSE Transfer Points consistent with the
FSE transmission service power flow impacts.

(17)

A Market Participant registering a Staggered Start Resource shall attest that the
Resource meets the Staggered Start Resource definition in this Attachment AE.
The attestation shall contain sufficient detail regarding the specific circumstances
of the Resource to demonstrate that it meets the definition of a Staggered Start
Resource. A Market Participant that has registered a Staggered Start Resource
shall change the registration status no later than thirty (30) business days from the
date the Resource ceases to meet the Staggered Start Resource definition.

(18)

In addition to the responsibilities described in section 4.1.2 of this Attachment AE
and under the Market Protocols, Market Participants registering a Resource may
indicate if the Resource is a Jointly Owned Unit that is not electing to model each
share as an individual Resource. This Combined Interest Resource modeling is
used to distribute all Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market
charges and payments associated with the Resource between the Asset Owners
that have contractual rights or financial obligations for that Resource. Market
Participants registering a Resource with combined interest shall provide the
individual Interest Percent Share by Asset Owner.

(19)

A Market Participant registering an ESR must register as described in Section
2.17 of this Attachment AE.
a)

An ESR of at least 0.1 MW that is capable of Transmission System
Injection or directly connected to the Transmission System must register;
however, if the ESR is exclusively a transmission facility with recovery
through transmission rates, registration is not required.

b)

A Market Participant registering an ESR that is not required to register
under this Tariff must include in its application and registration a
certification that the Resource’s participation in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets is not precluded under the laws or regulations of the
relevant electric retail regulatory authority.

The ESR must meet all

application, registration and technical requirements applicable to the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
1.

The Transmission Provider is not responsible for
interpreting the laws or regulations of a relevant electric
retail regulatory authority and shall be required only to
verify that the Market Participant has included such a
certification in its application materials.

2.

The Transmission Provider is not liable or responsible for
Market Participants participating in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets in violation of any law or

regulation of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
including state-approved retail tariff(s).

2.8

Aggregators of Retail and Wholesale Customers

Aggregations shall be subject to the following requirements:
(a)

Generation not directly connected to the Transmission System may be
aggregated into a single Resource at a Discrete Delivery Point;

(b)

All Resources in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

2.8.1 Aggregators of Demand Response - Retail Customers
(1)

An aggregator of retail customers offering a Block Demand Response Resource
or a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource associated with one or more enduse retail customers in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be a
Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants.

(2)

For purposes of participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, an
aggregator of retail customers may aggregate Demand Response Load associated
with a Block Demand Response Load Settlement Location or Demand Response
Load associated with a Dispatchable Demand Response Load Settlement Location
of: (1) End-use retail customers of utilities that distributed more than 4 million
MW hours (“MWh”) in the previous fiscal year, unless precluded by the laws or
regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority including stateapproved retail tariff(s); and (2) End-use retail customers of utilities that
distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year, where the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority, including any state-approved retail tariff(s),
affirmatively permits such customer’s demand response to be offered into the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets by an aggregator of retail customers.
Aggregators of retail customers shall be treated comparably to other Market
Participants offering Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
Aggregations pursuant to this section shall be subject to the following
requirements:
(a)

End-use customers may be aggregated into a single Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource or a single Block Demand Response Resource. The
Demand Response Load may be associated with an aggregated Price Node
that contains multiple electrically equivalent Price Nodes, provided that
such aggregated Price Node is served by the same retail provider;

(b)

All end-use customers in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

(c)

For a Block Demand Response Resource or a Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource of an aggregator of retail customers that chooses to

measure demand reductions using the calculated Real-Time response
methodology, a single hourly baseline for each registered Resource shall
be used to determine settlements pursuant to Section 8 of this Attachment
AE.

2.8.2 Aggregators of Demand Response - Wholesale Customers
(1)

An aggregator of wholesale customers offering a Block Demand Response
Resource or a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource associated with one or
more wholesale customers in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be
a Market Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements
applicable to Market Participants.
Aggregations pursuant to this section shall be subject to the following
requirements:
(a)

Wholesale customers may be aggregated into a single Dispatchable
Demand Response Resource or a single Block Demand Response
Resource. The associated Demand Response Load may be associated with
an aggregated Price Node that contains multiple electrically equivalent
Price Nodes, provided that such aggregated Price Node is served by the
same wholesale provider;

(b)

All wholesale customers in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

(c)

For a Block Demand Response Resource or a Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource of an aggregator of wholesale customers that chooses
to measure demand reductions using the calculated Real-Time response
methodology, a single hourly baseline for each registered Resource shall
be used to determine settlements pursuant to Section 8 of this Attachment
AE.

2.8.3 Aggregators of Other Resources
(1)

An aggregator of generation must be a Market Participant, satisfying all
registration and certification requirements applicable to Market Participants.
Aggregators shall be treated comparably to other Market Participants offering
Resources in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.

(2)

For participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, an aggregator
must include in its application and registration a certification that the aggregator is
either; (a) not precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail
regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed more
than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year; or (b) affirmatively permitted by
the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if the
customer is served by a utility that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the
previous fiscal year.

(3)

The Transmission Provider is not responsible for interpreting the laws or
regulations of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority and shall be required
only to verify that the Market Participant has included such a certification in its
application materials. The Transmission Provider is not liable or responsible for
Market Participants participating in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets in
violation of any law or regulation of a relevant electric retail regulatory authority
including state-approved retail tariff(s).

2.11.1
A.

Day-Ahead Market
Each Market Participant must satisfy the must offer obligation for an Asset Owner as set
forth in Section 2.11.1(B) of this Attachment AE based on the following criteria:
(1)

A Market Participant’s load for an Asset Owner for purposes of this section shall
be equal to that Market Participant’s maximum hourly Reported Load for an
Asset Owner for the Operating Day. Such Asset Owner’s Reported Load shall
include load registered as described under Section 2.2(11) of this Attachment AE,
where the buyer’s Reported Load shall be reduced by the amount of the buyer’s
load registered by the seller and the seller’s Reported Load shall be increased by
the amount of the buyer’s load registered by the seller. If an MSR is SelfCharging during the maximum Reported Load hour, the Market Participant’s
available generation that is used to satisfy the must offer obligation is reduced by
the Self-Charging MW.

(2)

A Market Participant’s daily Operating Reserve obligation for an Asset Owner
shall be equal to the sum of that Market Participant’s maximum daily RegulationUp Service, Regulation-Down Service and Contingency Reserve obligations for
an Asset Owner as estimated by the Transmission Provider in accordance with
Section 3.1.4(3) of this Attachment AE.

(3)

A Market Participant may satisfy this requirement by offering Resources for an
Asset Owner with a commitment status indicating either that the Market
Participant is self-committing the Resource, the Resource may be committed by
the Transmission Provider, or the Resource may be committed by the
Transmission Provider only to alleviate an anticipated Emergency Condition or
Local Reliability Issue, as specified in Sections 4.1(10)(a), 4.1(10)(b), and
4.1(10)(c) of the Attachment AE.

(4)

A Market Participant’s net resource capacity for an Asset Owner, for purposes of
this section shall include:
i.

Offered capacity by Resources identified in Section 2.11.1(A)(3) of
Attachment AE less the Operating Reserve obligation identified in Section
2.11.1(A)(2) of Attachment AE; and

ii.

Firm power purchases less firm power sales, except that, if the seller has
registered the buyer’s load associated with a firm power sale as described
in Section 2.2(11) of this Attachment AE, such firm power sale shall not
act to increase the buyer’s net resource capacity or act to reduce the
seller’s net resource capacity. For purposes of this Section 2.11.1 of this
Attachment AE firm power purchases and firm power sales shall mean
sales and purchases that are deliverable with transmission service
comparable to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service or Firm
Network Integration Transmission Service with the supplier assuming the
obligation to provide both capacity and energy. Additionally, firm power
purchases shall include an Asset owner’s share of a Jointly Owned Unit to
the extent that such shares have not been registered as separate Resources
either under Jointly Owned Unit individual Resource option or the Jointly
Owned Unit combined Resource option as described under Section 2.2(4)
of this Attachment AE.
In order to verify firm power purchases and firm power sales, supporting
documentation must be provided to the Market Monitor upon request.
Market Participants have the option to input information regarding firm
power purchases and firm power sales into the Market Monitor website. If
no information is input into this website, the Market Monitor will contact
the Market Participant for that information. The Market Monitor may
communicate with the counterparty to confirm the firm purchase or sale
and will include the transacted MWs to calculate net resource capacity for
both purchaser and seller. If one of the parties disputes the firm purchase
or sale to the Market Monitor, then the firm purchase or sale will not be
used in the calculation of either the purchaser’s or seller’s net resource
capacity subject to any dispute resolution.

B.

A Market Participant’s compliance with the must offer obligation for an Asset Owner is
as follows:
(1)

A Market Participant that has offered all of its available Resources for an Asset
Owner, with a commitment status described in Sections 4.1(10)(a), 4.1(10)(b),

and/or 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, for an hour of the Operating Day is
deemed to be in compliance with the must offer requirement for that Asset Owner
for that hour regardless of its maximum hourly Reported Load and/or, Operating
Reserve obligation.
(2)

A Market Participant that does not meet the condition described in Section
2.11.1(B)(1) of this Attachment AE for an Asset Owner for an hour of the
Operating Day, but has net resource capacity for that Asset Owner for that hour
greater than or equal to 90% of its load for that Asset Owner as described in
Section 2.11.1(A)(1) of this Attachment AE is deemed to be in compliance for
that Asset Owner with the must offer requirement for that hour.

(3)

To the extent that a Market Participant does not meet the conditions described in
either Section 2.11.1(B)(1) or (2) for an Asset Owner, the Market Participant shall
be deemed noncompliant with the must offer requirement for that Asset Owner
for that hour and will be assessed a penalty for that hour as determined in Section
3.9 of Attachment AF of this Tariff.

C.

Market Monitor shall monitor a Market Participant’s Load, Operating Reserve obligation,
offered Resources and net resource capacity, for an Asset Owner for each hour of the
Operating Day to determine whether the Market Participant has complied with the must
offer obligation set forth in Section 2.11.1(B).

2.12

Non-Conforming Load
Market Participants must:
(1)

Provide hourly estimates of their registered Non-Conforming Load to the
Transmission Provider no later than 1445 hours Day-Ahead for the remainder of
the Operating Day and for the next six (6) Operating Days;

(2)

Update their submitted Non-Conforming Load estimates as described in the
Market Protocols;

(3)

Provide the Transmission Provider with actual Non-Conforming Load data in
Real-Time to the extent that telemetering is available;.

(4)

Provide the Transmission Provider with the charging activity of an ESR not
registered as an MSR.

2.17

Electric Storage Resource

ESRs may register as any valid Resource type and are subject to the same service provision rules
as any other Resource within that type.
(1)

If not registered as an MSR the energy withdrawal from the Transmission System must
be included in a Load Settlement Location and are subject to the same rules as other
Load.

(2)

If an ESR is registered as an MSR, the following applies:
a) MSRs may provide Energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve,
and Supplemental Reserve services upon meeting the technical and applicable
requirements for these services in this Attachment AE and the Market Protocols.
b) MSRs must provide Offer parameters as prescribed in Section 4.1 of this
Attachment AE.
c) MSR Offer Curves may include negative MW values to account for the entire
dispatchable range of the MSR.
d) As with other Resources, the metering requirements for MSRs include real-time
and settlement quality metering. For MSRs that are not directly connected to the
Transmission System, metering may include facilities used by the distribution
company.
e) Self-Charging MSRs or MSRs charging beyond the instructed amount are subject
to all applicable transmission charges under the Tariff.
f) Market Participants registering an MSR must also request transmission service
under Part II or Part III of this Tariff.
i. In the absence of explicit transmission service reservation arrangements
by the Market Participant for the uninstructed energy withdrawals, the
Market Participant will be billed the unreserved use rate as defined in
Section 13.7 (c) or 14.5 of this Tariff.
ii.

Dispatch Instruction by the Transmission Provider for the MSR to

provide a wholesale service that incidentally results in charging activity
shall not be subject to a bill for transmission service during those actions.
g) The Real-Time Energy consumption is settled at the LMP as per Section 8.3 of
this Attachment AE.

i. In the event that the MSR is not directly connected to the Transmission
System and the distribution company is unable or unwilling to separate the
charging activity from other retail service, the MSR will not be subject to
settlement by the Transmission Provider for either the transmission charge
or the energy consumption.

4.1

Offer Submittal
Beginning seven (7) days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants may
begin to submit Offers for use in the Day-Ahead Market and Offers for use in the RTBM.
Day-Ahead Market Offers may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market and
RTBM Offers may be updated thirty (30) minutes prior to each Operating Hour. Offer
submittals shall conform to the following:
(1)

Offers submitted in the Day-Ahead Market are independent from Offers
submitted in the RTBM except that, if Regulation-Up Service and/or RegulationDown Service is cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, Regulation-Up Mileage
Offers and/or Regulation-Down Mileage Offers for the associated Resources for
use in the RTBM are set equal to the Regulation-Up Mileage Offers and/or
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers for the associated Resources submitted for use
in the Day-Ahead Market;

(2)

Market Participants may specify that the Offers submitted in the Day-Ahead
Market also apply in the RTBM;
(a)

Such an Offer shall be rejected in the RTBM if the Market Participant has
submitted a Resource commitment status of “not participating” as
described in Section 4.1(10)(e) of this Attachment AE and the Resource is
not participating in the Day-Ahead Market.

(3)

Submitted Resource Offers will automatically roll forward hour to hour within
each respective market only when no Resource Offer has been submitted for that
interval;

(4)

Offers may be submitted that vary for each hour of the Operating Day, except the
Offer parameters related to unit commitment as defined in the Market Protocols
for which a single value is submitted. These unit commitment Offer parameters
will automatically roll forward in each hour of the subsequent Operating Day only
when no unit commitment Offer parameters have been submitted for that
Operating Day;

(5)

Offers submitted for use in the RTBM are also used in the RUC;

(6)

Resource Offers may only be submitted at Resource Settlement Locations, Import
Interchange Transaction Offers may only be submitted at External Interface
Settlement Locations and Virtual Energy Offers may be submitted at any
Settlement Location;

(7)

For Regulation Qualified Resources and Regulation-Up Qualified Resources,
Market Participants may submit Regulation-Up Offers, Regulation-Up Mileage
Offers, Spinning Reserve Offers and Supplemental Reserve Offers provided that
if the Regulation-Up Offer is negative, the Regulation-Up Mileage Offer must
equal zero. For Regulation-Down Qualified Resources and Regulation Qualified
Resources, Market Participants may submit Regulation-Down Offers and
Regulation-Down Mileage Offers provided that if the Regulation-Down Offer is
negative, the Regulation-Down Mileage Offer must equal zero.

For Spin

Qualified Resources, Market Participants may submit Resource Offers for
Spinning Reserve and Supplemental Reserve.

For Supplemental Qualified

Resources, Market Participants may submit Resource Offers for Supplemental
Reserve. If a Spinning Reserve Offer is submitted for a Resource, and a Resource
Offer for Supplemental Reserve is not submitted, then the Supplemental Reserve
Offer is set equal to zero.

Resource qualifications are verified by the

Transmission Provider as part of the registration process as follows:
(a)

A Regulation Qualified Resource, Regulation-Up Qualified Resource or
Regulation-Down Qualified Resource must pass a specific regulation test
as defined in Section 2.10.3 of this Attachment AE and must be capable of
deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation-Down within the Regulation Response Time for a continuous
duration of sixty (60) minutes and provide telemetered output data that
meets the technical requirements specified in the Market Protocols.

(b)

A Spin Qualified Resource must self-certify that the Resource is capable
of deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared Spinning Reserve
and/or cleared Supplemental Reserve within the Contingency Reserve
Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60) minutes and

provide telemetered output data that meets the technical requirements
specified in the Market Protocols.
(c)

Supplemental Qualified Resource:
(i) A Supplemental Qualified Resource must self-certify that the
Resource is capable of deploying one hundred percent (100%) of cleared
Supplemental Reserve from an off-line state within the Contingency
Reserve Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60)
minutes and provide telemetered output data that meets the technical
requirements specified in the Market Protocols.
(ii)

Alternatively, an MCR may also become a Supplemental

Qualified Resource by self-certifying that the MCR is capable of
deploying 100% of cleared Supplemental Reserve through a transition to a
higher

capacity

configuration

within

the

Contingency

Reserve

Deployment Period for a continuous duration of sixty (60) minutes and
provide telemetered output data that meets the technical requirements
specified in the Market Protocols.
(8)

Resource Offers are limited by the Offer caps and floors specified in Section 4.1.1
of this Attachment AE;

(9)

The Resource Offer parameters that constitute a valid Offer for use in either the
Day-Ahead Market or RTBM are submitted using the data formats, procedures,
and information defined in the Market Protocols and will include the following
(as further defined in the Market Protocols):


Resource Name



Resource Type



Start-up Offer



No-Load Offer



Energy Offer Curve



Transition State Offer (for an MCR)



Transition State Time (for an MCR)



Regulation–Up and Regulation-Down Offers



Regulation-Up Mileage and Regulation-Down Mileage Offers



Spinning and Supplemental Reserve Offers



Sync-To-Min and Min-To-Off Times



Start-Up Time



Hot to Intermediate and Hot to Cold Times (not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Daily and Weekly Starts



Maximum Daily Energy



Maximum and Minimum Run Times



Plant Minimum Run Time (for an MCR)



Group Minimum Run Time (for an MCR)



Minimum Down Time



Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit and Run Time (not
applicable to an MSR)



Minimum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits
(not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits
(not applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and Run Time (not
applicable to an MSR)



Maximum Quick-Start Response Limit



Maximum Transition State Supplemental Reserve Resource Response
Limit (for an MCR)



Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down



Turn-Around Ramp Rate Factor



Regulation Ramp Rate



Contingency Reserve Ramp Rate



Resource Status



Interest Percent Share



State of Charge Forecast (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum State of Charge (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Charge Limit (MSR only)

(10)



Maximum and Minimum Discharge Limit (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Charge Time (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Discharge Time (MSR only)



ESR Loss Factor (required for ESRs – including MSRs)



Maximum and Minimum Emergency Charge Limit (MSR only)



Maximum and Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit (MSR only)

Market Participants must specify a Resource commitment status as part of the
Resource Offer using the data formats, procedures, and information defined in the
Market Protocols. Market Participants use the commitment status to indicate;
(a)

Whether they are self-committing a Resource;

(b)

Whether the Resource may be committed by the Transmission Provider;

(c)

Whether the Resource may be committed by the Transmission Provider
only to alleviate an anticipated Emergency Condition or local reliability
issue;

(11)

(d)

Whether the Resource is on an outage; or

(e)

Whether the Resource is not participating in the Day-Ahead Market.

Market Participants must specify a Resource dispatch status as part of the
Resource Offer using the data formats, procedures and information defined in the
Market Protocols.

Market Participants use the dispatch status to notify the

Transmission Provider whether the Resource is:
(a)

Eligible for Energy Dispatch;

(b)

Eligible for Operating Reserve clearing; or

(c)

Self-scheduled for Operating Reserve.

If the dispatch status for a Resource does not indicate it is eligible for Energy
Dispatch, then such Resource shall not be subject to charges and credits
calculated under Section 8.6.15 of this Attachment AE and shall not be subject to
the deviation calculations under Sections 8.6.7(A)(2)(e) and 8.6.7(A)(2)(g) of this
Attachment AE.
(12)

Resource limits submitted as part of the Resource Offer must pass the validation
rules defined in the Market Protocols, otherwise, the Resource Offer will be
rejected; and

(13)

The Market Participant must comply with the must-offer requirements as defined
in Section 2.11 of this Attachment AE.

5.1.2

Day-Ahead Market Execution
The Transmission Provider will employ a simultaneous co-optimization
methodology to perform the following tasks in order to clear the Day-Ahead Market for
each hour of the upcoming Operating Day:
(1)

Commit Offered Resources, Import Interchange Transaction Offers and Virtual
Energy Offers using the SCUC algorithm to meet the Demand Bids, Virtual
Energy Bids, Export Interchange Transactions Bids, Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirements, and Operating Reserve requirements on a least cost basis for each
hour of the upcoming Operating Day.
(a)

The Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will initially consider
commitment of Resources not specified for reliability only use as
described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, including
Resources committed in the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment, up to the
Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up
Service and/or Regulation-Down Service, and down to the Resources’
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit or Minimum Regulation
Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Down Service and/or
Regulation-Up Service. In addition, an MCR is not eligible to be selected
for Regulation-Down Service and/or Regulation-Up Service in any hour in
which it is transitioning between configurations.
(i)

If this capacity is not sufficient to meet the fixed Demand Bids and
fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the upper bound of
Instantaneous Load Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve
requirements on a system-wide basis, the Day-Ahead Market
SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail non-firm fixed
Export Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is
eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity up to Resources’
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits and/or commit
Resources designated as reliability only use, as described in
Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment AE, on an economic basis

until the capacity shortage is eliminated while attempting to
maintain the Regulation-Up requirement to the extent possible.
(ii)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as
the sum of self-committed capacity at minimum output, fixed
Import Interchange Transaction Offers, the lower bound of
Instantaneous Load Capacity requirement, and the RegulationDown requirement that is in excess of the sum of fixed Demand
Bids and fixed Export Interchange Transaction Bids, the DayAhead Market SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1) curtail
non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; and (2) incorporate capacity down
to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to
maintain the Regulation-Down requirement.

(b)

To the extent that a particular security constraint impacting only the
Transmission System cannot be directly addressed within the Day-Ahead
Market SCUC algorithm and is not a Local Reliability Issue, the
Transmission Provider may manually commit Resources and/or decommit
Resources, including self-committed Resources to alleviate such a
Transmission System security constraint in accordance with its authority
as Reliability Coordinator. Such manual commitments shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will
be verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under
Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

Additionally, such manual

commitments shall be selected by the Transmission Provider to ensure that
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System
security constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints
submitted as part of the Day-Ahead Market Offers. The recovery of the
compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed
Resources under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by

the Transmission Provider regionally as described under Section 8.5.10 of
this Attachment AE.
(c)

A Local Reliability Issue or Local Emergency Condition may need to be
addressed during the Day-Ahead Market process. Local Reliability Issues,
either initially recognized directly as part of the Day-Ahead Market
process or previously recognized and committed as part of any Reliability
Unit Commitment process, may require manual commitment or
decommitment to one or more Resources in the Day-Ahead Market to
recognize or continue to recognize the Local Reliability Issue. A Local
Emergency Condition previously recognized and committed as part of any
Reliability Unit Commitment process may require manual commitment or
decommitment to one or more Resources in the Day-Ahead Market to
continue to recognize the Local Emergency Condition. In the case where
a Local Reliability Issue Commitment is initiated directly as part of the
Day-Ahead Market process, the Transmission Provider shall issue or the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to
issue such instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider
shall be selected by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory
manner, which will be verified by the Market Monitor through the process
described under Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that
the Transmission Provider, at the request of a local transmission operator,
initially issues or continues to issue instructions to a Resource to address a
Local Reliability Issue or continues to issue instructions to a Resource to
address a Local Emergency Condition, such Resource shall be eligible for
compensation in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of
the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed
Resources under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by
the Transmission Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of
this Attachment AE.

(d)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource
owners shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual

commitments made by the Transmission Provider, including such
commitments made at the request of the local transmission operator to
relieve known and recurring Local Reliability Issues in the Day-Ahead
Market. Such Resources will be compensated in the same manner as any
other Resource.

The recovery of such compensation paid by the

Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.5.9
of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
(e)

The Transmission Provider will re-run the Day-Ahead SCUC algorithm
after any manual commitments, time permitting, if such manual
commitments were not included in the initial run and will notify the
Market Participants that units were manually committed.

(2)

Using the Resource commitment results from the SCUC, clear Resource Offers,
Virtual Energy Offers and Import Interchange Transaction Offers to meet
Demand Bids, Virtual Energy Bids, Export Interchange Transaction Bids and
Operating Reserve requirements on a least cost basis for each hour of the
upcoming Operating Day using the SCED algorithm.
(a)

The SCED algorithm includes marginal loss sensitivity factors that
approximate the change in marginal system losses for a change in Energy
dispatch.

(b)

In certain situations, enforcing constraints may result in a solution that is
not feasible at a Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced VRL. In
such cases, the Transmission Provider must apply VRLs in SCED as
described in Section 8.3.2 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

The SCED algorithm will include product substitution logic as follows to
clear Operating Reserve Offers:
(i)

Any Regulation-Up Offers remaining once the Regulation-Up
Requirement is satisfied may be used to meet Contingency Reserve
requirements if Regulation-Up Offer is more economic or is
required to meet the overall Operating Reserve requirement;

(ii)

Any Spinning Reserve Offers remaining once the Spinning
Reserve Requirement is satisfied may be used to meet
Supplemental Reserve requirements if Spinning Reserve Offer is
more economic or is required to meet the overall Operating
Reserve requirement; and

(iii)

The product substitution logic ensures that the MCP for
Regulation-Up Service is always greater than or equal to the
Spinning Reserve MCP and that the Spinning Reserve MCP is
always greater than or equal to the Supplemental Reserve MCP.

(d)

Use of co-optimization logic will provide, through the Shadow Price
calculation, MCPs for Operating Reserve that include any lost opportunity
costs incurred as a result of Operating Reserve clearing.

(e)

An MCR with a Transition State Time greater than 30 minutes in any hour
in which it is transitioning between configurations is not eligible to clear
Contingency Reserve.

5.1.2.1 Clearing During Capacity Shortage
(1)

In the event of an Operating Reserve shortage in any hour, Scarcity Pricing shall
be implemented.

(2)

In the event of a capacity shortage to meet the fixed Demand Bids, and fixed firm
Export Interchange Transactions, and Resources’ charge MWs in any hour, the
fixed Demand Bids, and fixed firm Export Interchange Transactions, and
Resources’ charge MWs will be reduced on a pro-rata reduction basis based on
the fixed MW amounts to match the available capacity and Scarcity Pricing shall
be implemented.

(3)

If a transmission constraint cannot be relieved due to a shortage of capacity in any
hour, the SCED algorithm will clear the bid-in demands on a pro-rata basis based
upon the impact on relieving the constraint.

5.1.2.2 Clearing During Excess Generation Conditions

In the event the sum of the Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on
self-committed Resources plus the Regulation-Down requirement is in excess of the
cleared bid-in demands in any hour, the SCED algorithm will reduce Resources on a prorata reduction basis such that the resulting sum of minimum limits matches the bid-in
demand. LMPs will be set by the Offer prices associated with Energy down to the
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit to the extent that the Regulation-Down
requirement can be maintained. If the actions under Section 5.1.2(1)(a)(ii) above create a
Regulation-Down Service shortage during any hour either on a system-wide basis or
Reserve Zone basis, the MCPs for Regulation-Down Service will reflect Scarcity Prices
and LMPs will reflect negative Scarcity Prices as set by the Regulation-Down Service
Demand Curve price described under Section 8.3.4.2 of this Attachment AE.

5.2.2

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
The Transmission Provider will perform a capacity adequacy analysis for the
upcoming Operating Day using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of committing
Resources to meet the Transmission Provider load forecast, Export Interchange
Transactions, Instantaneous Load Capacity requirements, and Operating Reserve
requirements less Import Interchange Transactions over the Operating Day such that
commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the
RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load
Offer and incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined in the
submitted Energy Offer Curve.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not
specified for reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, up to the Resources’ Maximum Economic Capacity Operating
Limit, Maximum Discharge Limit, or Minimum Charge Limit, or Maximum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for Regulation-Up and/or
Regulation-Down Service, and down to the Resources’ Minimum Economic
Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or Maximum Charge
Limit, or Minimum Regulation Capacity Operating Limit if selected for
Regulation-Down and/or Regulation-Up Service. In addition, an MCR is not
eligible to be selected for Regulation-Down Service and/or Regulation-Up
Service in any hour in which it is transitioning between configurations.
(a)

If this capacity plus Import Interchange Transactions is not sufficient on a
system-wide basis to meet the Transmission Provider load forecast, Export
Interchange Transactions, the upper bound of Instantaneous Load
Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export
Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and
(2) Incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits, Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit, or Minimum

Emergency Charge Limit, and/or commit Resources designated as
reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment
AE, on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while
attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement, (3) de-commit
charging Resources that were committed in the Day-Ahead Market with a
commitment status of “market” as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this
Attachment AE until the capacity shortage is eliminated, and (4) decommit self-committed charging Resources.
(b)

If there is a capacity surplus on a system-wide basis calculated as the sum
of self-committed capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transactions, the lower bound of Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirement, and the Regulation-Down requirements that is in excess of
the sum of the Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export
Interchange Transactions, the SCUC algorithm will, in priority order: (1)
curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction Offers until the
capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) incorporate capacity down to
Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits, Minimum
Emergency Discharge Limit, or Maximum Emergency Charge Limit until
the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain the
Regulation-Down requirement; (3) commit any available Resource with a
commitment status of “reliability” as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of
this Attachment AE that is capable of charging, (4) de-commit Resources
that were committed by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead
Market that were not self-committed until the capacity surplus is
eliminated; and (45) de-commit self-committed Resources until the
capacity surplus is eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular security constraint impacting only the Transmission
System cannot be directly addressed within the SCUC algorithm and is not a
Local Reliability Issue, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit Resources, including self-committed Resources to
alleviate such a Transmission System security constraint in accordance with its

authority as Reliability Coordinator. Such manual commitments shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. Additionally, such manual commitments shall be
selected by the Transmission Provider to ensure that commitment costs are
minimized while adhering to Transmission System security constraints and the
Resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the RTBM Offers.
The recovery of the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such
committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be
collected by the Transmission Provider regionally as described under Section
8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE.
(4)

A Local Reliability Issue may arise during the Day-Ahead Reliability Unit
Commitment process.

Such Local Reliability Issues may require manual

commitment or decommitment to be issued to one or more Resources to resolve
the reliability issue. In such cases, the Transmission Provider shall issue or the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to issue such
instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that the Transmission Provider, at
the request of a local transmission operator, issues instructions to a Resource to
address a Local Reliability Issue, such Resource shall be eligible for
compensation in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of the
compensation paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed Resources
under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission
Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
(5)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource owners
shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual commitments made by the
Transmission Provider, including such commitments made at the request of the
local transmission operator to relieve known and recurring Local Reliability
Issues in the Day-Ahead RUC. Such Resources will be compensated in the same

manner as any other Resource. The recovery of such compensation paid by the
Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this
Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider locally as
described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.

5.2.3

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment Results
No later than two-and-one-half (2.5) hours following the start of the Day-Ahead
RUC, the Transmission Provider shall communicate the following results to Market
Participants.

The Transmission Provider will update the Current Operating Plan, if

needed, and issue start-up and/or shut-down orders simultaneously, which may occur
anytime after the Transmission Provider posts the results of the Day-Ahead RUC. The
Day-Ahead RUC results include:
(1)

For any future hours in which the Transmission Provider anticipates an
emergency situation, the Transmission Provider shall notify all Market
Participants identifying: the hours in which the emergency capacity of any
Resources are expected to be required; the hours in which Resources are
identified for reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, are expected to be committed; the hours in which non-firm fixed
Export Interchange Transactions are expected to be curtailed; and the hours in
which non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transactions are expected to be
curtailed.
(a)

Affected Market Participants will be notified at least ten (10) minutes
prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than thirty (30)
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Maximum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit, Maximum Emergency Discharge
Limit, or Minimum Emergency Charge Limit, as applicable, will be used;
and

(b)

Affected Market Participants will be notified at least ten (10) minutes
prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour but not more than thirty (30)
minutes prior to the beginning of the Operating Hour that the Minimum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Emergency Discharge
Limit, or Maximum Emergency Charge Limit, as applicable, will be used.

(2)

Using the results from the Day-Ahead RUC analysis, the Transmission Provider
will update the Current Operating Plan and will issue start-up and shut-down
orders as appropriate.

The Transmission Provider can only de-commit Day-

Ahead Market committed Resources or move a Day-Ahead Market MCR from a

higher capacity configuration to a lower capacity configuration to address an
anticipated excess supply condition as described under Section 5.2.2(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE and/or to address any other Emergency conditions. If the
Transmission Provider de-commits a Transmission Provider committed Resource
or moves an MCR from a higher capacity configuration to a lower capacity
configuration for any hour of the Day Market commitment schedule, and causes
that the Resource to buy back its Energy and/or Operating Reserve position at
RTBM prices that exceed the Day Ahead Market prices for the comparable
products, that Resource is eligible for compensation under Section 8.6.6(2) of this
Attachment AE.

6.1.2

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment Execution
Using the inputs described in Section 6.1.1, the Transmission Provider will
perform a capacity adequacy analysis using the SCUC algorithm with the objective of
committing Resources to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast, Export
Interchange Transactions, Instantaneous Load Capacity requirements, and Operating
Reserve requirements less Import Interchange Transactions over the Operating Day such
that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System security
constraints and the resource operating parameter constraints submitted as part of the
RTBM Offers.
(1)

Commitment costs used in the SCUC are defined as Start-Up Offer, No-Load
Offer and incremental cost to operate at minimum output as defined on the
submitted Energy Offer Curve. Incremental Energy costs above minimum output
and Operating Reserve Offers are not considered by the SCUC in making
commitment decisions.

(2)

The SCUC algorithm will initially consider commitment of Resources not
specified for reliability only use as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this
Attachment AE, only including capacity up to the Resources’ Maximum
Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Maximum Regulation Capacity
Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down),
Maximum Discharge Limit or Minimum Charge Limit and down to the
Resources’ Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limits (or Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limits if selected for Regulation-Down Service
and/or Regulation-Up), Minimum Discharge Limit or Maximum Charge Limit.
In addition, MCRs are not eligible to be selected for Regulation-Up Service
and/or Regulation-Down Service in any hour in which they are transitioning
between configurations.
(a)

If this capacity plus Import Interchange Transactions is not sufficient on a
system-wide basis to meet the Transmission Provider’s load forecast,
Export Interchange Transactions, the upper bound of Instantaneous Load
Capacity requirement, and Operating Reserve requirements, the SCUC
algorithm will, in priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Export

Interchange Transaction Bids until the capacity shortage is eliminated; and
(2) Incorporate capacity up to Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limits, Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit or Minimum
Emergency Charge Limit and/or, commit Resources designated as
reliability only use, as described in Section 4.1(10)(c) of this Attachment
AE, on an economic basis until the capacity shortage is eliminated while
attempting to maintain the Regulation-Up requirement; (3) de-commit
charging Resources that were committed in the Day-Ahead Market with
commitment status of “market” as described in Section 4.1(10)(b) of this
Attachment AE until capacity shortage is eliminated, and (4) de-commit
self-committed charging Resources.
(b)

If there is a system-wide capacity surplus calculated as the sum of selfcommitted capacity at minimum output, fixed Import Interchange
Transactions, the lower bound of Instantaneous Load Capacity
requirement, and the Regulation-Down requirements that is in excess of
the sum of the Transmission Provider load forecast and fixed Export
Interchange Transaction, the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm will, in
priority order: (1) Curtail non-firm fixed Import Interchange Transaction
Offers until the capacity surplus is eliminated; (2) Incorporate capacity
down to Resources’ Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits,
Minimum Emergency Discharge Limit or Maximum Emergency Charge
Limit until the capacity surplus is eliminated while attempting to maintain
the Regulation-Down requirement; (3) De-commit Resources that were
committed by the Transmission Provider in the Day-Ahead Market that
were not self-committed until the capacity surplus is eliminated; and (4)
De-commit self-committed Resources until the capacity surplus is
eliminated.

(3)

To the extent that a particular reliability issue impacting only the Transmission
System cannot be directly addressed within the SCUC algorithm and is not a
Local Reliability Issue, the Transmission Provider may manually commit
Resources and/or decommit Resources, including self-committed Resources to

alleviate such Transmission System reliability issues. Such manual commitments
shall be selected by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner,
which will be verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under
Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. The Transmission Provider shall ensure
that commitment costs are minimized while adhering to Transmission System
security constraints and the Resource operating parameter constraints submitted
as part of the RTBM Offers. The recovery of the compensation paid by the
Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section 8.6.5 of this
Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider regionally as
described under Section 8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE.
(4)

A Local Reliability Issue may arise during the Intra-Day Reliability Unit
Commitment Process. Such Local Reliability Issue may require manual
commitment or decommitment to be issued by the Transmission Provider to one
or more Resources to resolve the Local Reliability Issue. Time permitting, the
local transmission operator shall request the Transmission Provider to issue such
instructions and any commitment by the Transmission Provider shall be selected
by the Transmission Provider in a non-discriminatory manner, which will be
verified by the Market Monitor through the process described under Section
6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that the Transmission Provider
issues instructions to a Resource at the request of a local transmission operator to
resolve a Local Reliability Issue, the Resource shall be eligible for compensation
in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of the compensation
paid by the Transmission Provider for such committed Resources under Section
8.6.5 of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE. To the extent
time does not permit, the local transmission operator may issue such instructions
to the Resource if the Local Reliability Issue is a Local Emergency Condition. In
such cases, the following shall take place:
(a)

If initial instructions are issued by a local transmission operator, the
transmission operator shall notify the Transmission Provider of the
instructions given to the Resource.

(b)

The transmission operator and Transmission Provider will coordinate to
ensure subsequent instructions are provided by the Transmission Provider.

(c)

The transmission operator shall log such instructions, and shall notify the
Transmission Provider of such action. The Transmission Provider shall
log such instructions as manual commitment or decommitment, as
appropriate, as if it gave such instruction to the Resource.

(d)

The Resource shall be eligible to receive the compensation for such
instructions in the same manner as if it had been committed by the
Transmission Provider; except that if the Market Monitor determines that
the Resource selected in response to such instructions was selected in a
discriminatory manner and the Resource was affiliated with the local
transmission operator, such Resource shall not be eligible to receive
compensation under Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE.

Such

determination shall be made by the Market Monitor using the standards
and procedures set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE.
Recovery of any compensation shall be collected by the Transmission
Provider locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment
AE.
(e)

The Transmission Provider, local transmission operator, and Resource
owners shall develop operating guides to be applied to manual
commitments made by the Transmission Provider including such
commitments made at the request of the local transmission operator or
manual commitments made by the local transmission operator during a
Local Emergency Condition to relieve known and recurring Local
Reliability Issues in the Intra-Day RUC.

Such Resources will be

compensated in the same manner as any other Resource. The recovery of
the compensation paid by the Transmission Provider under Section 8.6.5
of this Attachment AE shall be collected by the Transmission Provider
locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.

6.1.2.1 Determination of Non-Discriminatory Manual Resource Selection

The Market Monitor shall verify that the process used by the Transmission
Provider and local transmission operator to manually select Resources in response
to a reliability issue was performed in a non-discriminatory manner.

Such

verification shall be performed as follows:
(i)

The Market Monitor’s evaluation of whether the Transmission Provider’s
selection process was non-discriminatory shall consider the cost, any
affiliation with selected Resources, resource operating parameters,
availability of non-selected Resources relative to the selected Resources
and any prior instances where the Transmission Provider manually
committed Resources to resolve the same reliability issue.

The

Transmission Provider’s manual commitment of a Resource to resolve a
reliability issue shall be considered non-discriminatory if the Resource
selection was made without regard to ownership and the selected Resource
effectively and economically mitigated the reliability issue, as verified by
the Market Monitor.
(ii)

The Market Monitor’s evaluation of whether the local transmission
operator’s selection process was non-discriminatory shall consider the
cost, any affiliation with selected Resources, resource operating
parameters, availability of non-selected Resources relative to the selected
Resources and any prior instances where the local transmission operator
committed Resources to resolve the same Local Emergency Condition.
The manual commitment of a Resource by a local transmission operator to
resolve a Local Emergency Condition shall be considered nondiscriminatory if the Resource selection was made without regard to
ownership and the selected Resource effectively mitigated the Local
Emergency Condition, as verified by the Market Monitor.

(iii)

The Market Monitor shall obtain the necessary information to perform the
verification from submitted Resource Offer parameters (cost, operating
parameters, availability of non-selected Resources), Market Participant
registration (Resource ownership, affiliation), and the Transmission
Provider and/or local transmission operator (prior commitments, other

Resources considered to resolve the reliability issue or Local Emergency
Condition). The Market Monitor shall perform such verification as soon
as the necessary information is available, but by no later than the day on
which S120 Scheduled Settlement Statements are issued for the Operating
Day in which the manual commitment occurred, as set forth in Section 8.0
and 10.1 of Attachment AE of this Tariff.
(iv)

When the Market Monitor determines that a Resource may have been
selected in a discriminatory manner pursuant to this Section 6.1.2.1, the
Market Monitor shall report such suspected discrimination to the
Commission’s Office of Enforcement or successor organization promptly
upon completing the verification set forth in this Section 6.1.2.1, and the
Transmission Provider shall notify the local transmission operator of the
best practice should the situation arise again.

6.2.1

Real-Time Balancing Market Inputs
Inputs into the RTBM will include the data provided prior to each Operating Hour
and data provided within each Operating Hour.

6.2.1.1

Pre-Operating Hour Inputs
Pre-Operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

RTBM Resource Offers;

(2)

Approved and tagged Export Interchange Transactions, Import Interchange
Transactions and Through Interchange Transactions;

(3)

Operating Reserve requirements (system-wide and Reserve Zone minimum and
maximum);

(4)

Resources selected to provide Regulation-Up Service or Regulation-Down
Service from the most recent RUC.

This set of Resources will remain on

regulation control for the Operating Hour and will be used by SCED to clear
Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down on a five (5) minute basis to meet the
regulation requirements;
(5)

Resource commitment from the Current Operating Plan. The Current Operating
Plan includes Resource commitments and Resource de-commitments from the
Multi-Day Reliability Assessment, Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC and
Intra-Day RUC;

(6)

Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC; and

(7)

Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits on Resources identified in the
Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC.

6.2.1.2

Intra-Operating Hour Inputs
Intra-operating hour inputs to the RTBM will include the following:
(1)

Latest State Estimator solution for:

(a)

Distribution of load forecast throughout the Network Model;

(b)

Latest transmission topology for the Network Model; and

(c)

Backup initial Energy injection of Resources if SCADA not available;

(2)

Actual Real-Time Resource output data from latest SCADA snapshot to
determine initial Energy injection of Resources, and Generator outages and RealTime State of Charge (for MSR only);

(3)

Active transmission constraints;

(4)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Interchange Transactions due to curtailments
or initiation of a Reserve Sharing Event involving external Balancing Authorities;

(5)

Intra-operating hour adjustments to Resource Offer physical operating parameters
due to changes in a Resource’s capability. Market Participants shall notify the
Transmission Provider of a change in a Resource Offer physical operating
parameter during an Operating Hour.

For the current Operating Hour the

Transmission Provider will make the requested modification to the Resource
Offer physical operating parameter. For subsequent hours the Market Participant
shall remain responsible for accurately reflecting Resource operating parameters
in its Resource Offer submissions;
(6)

Intra-hour adjustments to selection of Resources to provide Regulation-Up
Service or Regulation-Down Service to the extent that Resources selected as
described under Section 6.2.1.1(4) become unavailable to provide regulation
service;

(7)

Transmission Provider load forecast;

(8)

The Transmission Provider’s wind Resource MWh output forecast; and

(9)

The Transmission Provider’s estimate of Parallel Flows.

6.4.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation
The following rules apply to the calculation of Uninstructed Resource Deviation
(“URD”).
(1)

For the purposes of determining URD exemptions for Resources that are part of a
Common Bus as described under Section 6.4.1.1(6) of this Attachment AE, each
Asset Owner’s Resources’ combined average ramped MW Setpoint Instruction
and combined actual average MW output at the Common Bus will be used to
calculate URD at the Common Bus for the Dispatch Interval for each Asset
Owner.

(2)

A Resource’s URD is allocated a portion of the RUC make whole payment costs,
as described under Section 8.6.7 of this Attachment AE, in any Dispatch Interval
where Resource’s URD is outside of its Operating Tolerance unless that Resource
has been exempted from URD.
(a)

A generating unit Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch
Interval is equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of
five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(b)

A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in
each Dispatch Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Emergency
Capacity Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a
minimum of five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(c)

A Block Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each
Dispatch Interval is equal to the resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of
five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(d)

The Common Bus Operating Tolerance for each Market Participant
registered at a Common Bus is equal to the sum of that Market
Participant’s Resources’ Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits
for Resources that are on-line multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a
minimum of five (5) MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(e)

If the absolute value of a Resource’s URD is greater than the Resource’s
Operating Tolerance in any Dispatch Interval, the Resource URD / 12 is
included in the hourly allocation of RUC make whole payment cost
allocation. The Hourly URD amount is calculated as the sum of Dispatch
Interval URD for the hour. Additionally, if that Resource was eligible to
receive a RUC make whole payment, the payment may be reduced in
accordance with Section 8.6.5 of this Attachment AE.

(f)

An MSR’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is equal to the
greater of the absolute value of the Maximum Emergency Charge Limit
and the Maximum Emergency Discharge Limit multiplied by 5%, subject
to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.

6.4.1.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions
A.

A Resource will receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval under the
following situations:
(1)

The Resource is deployed for Contingency Reserve as described in
Section 6.3.2 of this Attachment AE or is deployed for a Contingency
Reserve test as described under Sections 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 of this
Attachment AE; or

(2)

The Resource trips off-line or is derated after receiving Dispatch
Instructions; or

(3)

There is missing or bad Resource SCADA data in the Dispatch Interval; or

(4)

If during Emergency Conditions the URD is due to a Resource output
above the Resource’s Setpoint Instruction in a shortage condition or the
URD is due to a Resource output below the Resource’s Setpoint
Instruction during an excess generation condition; or

(5)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported
capabilities due to the application of a VRL; or

(6)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the
Common Bus is less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the
Common Bus; or

(7)

If the URD results from an event of force majeure or, in the case of a
Variable Energy Resource, if the URD results from extremely high wind
or other extreme weather-related conditions materially and directly
impacting a Variable Energy Resource’s ability to provide or reduce
output of Energy. For purposes of this subsection, the term force majeure
shall have the meaning described under Section 10.1 of this Tariff except
that acts of Curtailment shall not qualify for exemption; or

(8)

B.

If the Resource has been issued an OOME for Energy.

In the event a Resource does not receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval,
the Transmission Provider shall determine through the dispute process, in
accordance with the invoice dispute process as provided in Section 10.3 of this
Attachment AE, whether an exemption to an Uninstructed Resource Deviation
will be given. The Market Participant may provide the Transmission Provider
with adequate documentation in order for the Market Participant to be eligible to
avoid such Uninstructed Resource Deviation. Adequate documentation may
include but is not limited to an audio file documenting a call between the Market
Participant and the Transmission Provider.

6.4.1.2

Load Deviation Exemptions
A load is exempt from deviation based charges for cost allocation under Section
8.6.7 under the following situations:
(1)

The RTBM billable metering for load is less than that load’s Day-Ahead Market
cleared quantity during a capacity shortage condition Emergency.

8.1

Settlement Sign Conventions
For the purposes of settlement calculation of charges and payments described
under this Section 8, negative signs shall reflect payments to Market Participants and
positive signs to shall reflect charges to Market Participants. Throughout the settlement
calculations, multiplication by (-1) is used to attain the proper sign convention where
needed. Injections to the Transmission System are negative values and withdrawals are
positive values. Consistent with the injection and withdrawals, tThe following sign
conventions for variables used in the settlement calculations are assumed as follows:
(1)

Cleared Resource MWh and Virtual Energy Offer MWh in the Day-Ahead
Market is negative value;

(2)

Cleared load MWh and Virtual Energy Bid MWh in the Day-Ahead Market is a
positive value;

(3)

Import Interchange Transaction MWh is a negative value;

(4)

Export Interchange Transaction MWh is a positive value;

(5)

Cleared Operating Reserve MWs in the Day-Ahead Market and RTBM are
positive values;

(6)

All MWs associated with TCRs are positive values;

(7)

Actual Meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for Resource
injections areoutput is a negative value; and

(8)

Actual meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for load consumption
or a Resource’s Energy withdrawals exceeding energy production are
positive values.

is a

8.5.1

Day-Ahead Energy Amount
A Day-Ahead Market charge or payment for cleared Energy is calculated at each
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour as follows:
(1)

For Energy associated with loads and Self-Charging MSRs:
The Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Hourly Quantity) - (DayAhead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with that load Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids at that load
Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment
AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at that load
Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this
Attachment AE.

(2)

For Energy associated with Resources and MSRs providing a market service:
The Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity) (Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with that Resource Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity
is the MW quantity associated with cleared Resource Offers at that
Resource Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this
Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at that
Resource Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with Section
8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(3)

For Energy associated with Import Interchange Transactions:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Import Energy Hourly Quantity) –
(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Import Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Import Interchange Transaction
Offers at that External Interface Settlement Location as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in accordance
with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(4)

For Energy associated with Export Interchange Transactions:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Cleared Export Energy Hourly Quantity) –
(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Export Energy Hourly Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Export Interchange Transaction
Offers at that External Interface Settlement Location as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in accordance
with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(5)

For Energy associated with remaining Bilateral Settlement Schedules:
Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =

(Day-Ahead LMP) * [(Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules) * (-1)]
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle
at Settlement Locations other than External Interface Settlement
Locations, that Asset Owner’s load Settlement Locations or that Asset
Owner’s Resource Settlement Locations, as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(6)

For Energy associated with Virtual Energy Bids:
Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * (Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly Quantity)
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy Bids
at that Settlement Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this
Attachment AE.

(7)

For Energy associated with Virtual Energy Offers:
Day-Ahead Virtual Energy Hourly Amount =
(Day-Ahead LMP) * (Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly Quantity)
(a)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy
Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that
Settlement Location.

8.5.9

Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

The Day-Ahead make whole payment amount is a payment to an Asset Owner
and is calculated for each Resource with an associated Day-Ahead Market
Commitment Period that was committed by the Transmission Provider including
commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as defined under
Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE. Asset Owners of Resources previously
committed by a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency
Condition are eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment if
such commitment is included in the Day-Ahead Market; except that, if the Market
Monitor determines such Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by
the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE, and such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission
operator, then such Resources are not eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market
make whole payment. A payment is made to an Asset Owner when a Resource’s
costs are greater than the Day-Ahead Market revenues received during the
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period. The make
whole payment is equal to this difference between those costs and revenues.

(2)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is equal
to a Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period except as defined herein.
For Resources with an associated Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period that
begins in one Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two (2) DayAhead Market make whole payment eligibility periods are created. The first
period begins in the first Operating Day in the hour that the Day-Ahead Market
Commitment Period begins and ends in the last hour of the first Operating Day.
The second period begins in the first hour of the next Operating Day and ends in
the last hour of the Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period.

(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment eligibility period.

Offer costs are calculated using the Day-Ahead

Market Offer prices in effect at the time the commitment decision was made
except under the situation described under Section (b)(iiv) below.

(a)

There may be more than one Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period for a Resource in a single Operating Day for which a
charge or payment is calculated. A single Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment eligibility period is contained within a single Operating Day.

(b)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market commitment level offer costs include
Start-Up Offer, Transition State Offer, and RUC remainder amount (as
described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(v) of this Attachment AE) for a DayAhead Market make whole payment eligibility period in which that
Resource is committed with a Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer
commitment status under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b) or (c) of this Attachment
AE, including commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as
described under Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE. The commitment
level cost eligible for recovery is calculated by subtracting all Start-Up
Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead
Market Resource Offer commitment status as described under Sections
4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE from all eligible commitment level Offer
costs required to execute the Day-Ahead schedule associated with the
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period. The resulting
difference represents either a charge or a payment and is a cost component
when determining a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment.
(i)

In any Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period
for which the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm did not
consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the original commitment
decision, except Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer costs associated with
the commitments made under Sections 4.5 and 5.1.2(1)(b) of this
Attachment AE that caused an additional scheduled start, the
Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(ii)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost is not
eligible for recovery in the following Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility periods:

(1)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
for which a Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to
this commitment period at a time one (1) hour prior to that
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit Time in addition to
the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period is following
a Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility period that ends within the one (1) hour in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time; or

(2)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
for which a Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized
Resource prior to this commitment period at a time two (2)
hours prior to that Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit
Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time
unless the Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period is following a Day-Ahead Market or RUC
make whole payment eligibility period that ends within the
two (2) hours in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min
Time.

(iii)

When a RUC commitment is made at a point in time after the
existing Day-Ahead Market commitment was made, but the RUC
commitment is scheduled for a time adjacent and prior to the
existing Day-Ahead Market commitment, the cost considered at
the point of adjacency between the RUC and Day-Ahead Market
commitments will be allocated between the two commitments for
make whole payment purposes as described in (1) and (2) below.
(1)

The cost allocated to the RUC make whole payment will
not be greater than the difference between: (a) the DayAhead Market Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer
costs at the adjacency point of the RUC and Day-Ahead
Market commitment; and (b) Day-Ahead Market Start-Up

Offer and Transition State Offer costs associated with a
Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer commitment status as
defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE
commitment at the adjacency point.
(2)

The commitment level cost in the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment is reduced by the non-negative cost
allocated to the RUC make whole payment.

(iv)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Transition State Offer costs for a
Day-Ahead Market commitment are eligible for recovery in the
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period except
when the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm did not consider the
Resource’s Transition State Offer in the Day-Ahead commitment
decision unless Transition State Offers costs are associated with
manual commitments as described under Sections 4.5.2 and 5.1.2
of this Attachment AE.

(v)

As described under Section 8.6.5(3)(g) of this Attachment AE, to
the extent that the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost
is not accounted for in the adjacent RUC make whole payment
eligibility period, any remaining RTBM Start-Up cost is carried
forward for recovery in the adjacent Day-Ahead make whole
payment eligibility period.

(vi)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Day-Ahead Market
Start-Up Offer cost for the reason described in Section
8.5.9(3)(b)(ii)(1) of this Attachment AE, to prevent overstating
avoided costs, the commitment level cost is adjusted by the lesser
of: (a) the Resource’s Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State
Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer
commitment status as defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this
Attachment AE commitments; or (b) the ineligible Day-Ahead
Market Start-Up Offer cost.

(vii)

For each Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility
period within an Operating Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up
cost is divided by the lesser of (1) the Resource’s applicable
Minimum Run Time rounded down to the nearest hour or (2)
twenty-four (24) hours, to achieve an hourly proration for the
purpose of allocating Start-Up costs across adjacent Day-Ahead
commitments.
(1)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period meets or
exceeds the duration of the divisor as described in (vii)
above, the full cost of the Start-Up Offer is included in the
commitment level cost for the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period is less than
the duration of the divisor as described in (vii) above, the
hourly proration is multiplied by the number of
participating hours to achieve a single Start-Up Offer
amount to be included in the commitment level cost for that
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.
Any remaining Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost will
be included in the commitment level cost for the following
and adjacent Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period in the next Operating Day.

(c)

For an MCR, additional costs or revenues are incurred when the Resource
has cleared Contingency Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy
back that position in Real-Time at an average hourly Real-Time MCP.
These costs or revenues will be considered as an adjustment when
determining a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment. These costs or
revenues must be incurred during a time period in the Day-Ahead Market
make whole payment eligibility period in which the Resource is

transitioning in Real-Time due to a Day-Ahead scheduled transition that is
not forced by the Resource Offer. The Market Participant may also be
eligible for adjustments to a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment for
costs or revenues incurred during transition if the Resource is transitioning
in Real-Time in response to a local transmission operator to address a
Local Emergency Condition, (unless such transition instruction fails the
discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE) then such Resources are not eligible to receive an
adjustment to a Day-Ahead make whole payment for these costs or
revenues. In such cases, the adjustment is equal to the Real-Time MCP
multiplied by the Day-Ahead Market cleared Contingency Resource MW
amounts. Recovery of these costs of revenues is limited to the dispatch
interval time periods defined by the Transition State Time submitted in the
Resource Offer.
(d)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(e)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in
Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the Day-Ahead
Market, the Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs
as defined in Section 8.5.9(4)(a) of this Attachment AE for that period in
the Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.

(4)

The payment to each Asset Owner for each eligible Settlement Location for a
given Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is calculated as
follows:
Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount =
Maximum of [Either Zero or Sum of ((Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment
Cost Amount in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility
Period) + (Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount in the
Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period) + (DayAhead Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost))] * (-1)

(a)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Cost Amount for
each eligible Resource is equal to the sum for all hours in the Day-Ahead
Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period of:
(i)

Day-Ahead Market No-Load Offer,

(ii)

Energy cost associated with cleared Resource Energy, including
MSRs providing a market service, from Resource Energy Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Resource Energy by the cost of such
Energy as calculated from the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market
Energy Offer Curve,

(iii)

Regulation-Up Service cost associated with cleared Regulation-Up
Service from Regulation-Up Service Offers as described under
Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying
cleared Regulation-Up Service by the cost of such Regulation-Up
Service as calculated from the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market
Regulation-Up Service Offer,

(iv)

Regulation-Down

Service

cost,

associated

with

cleared

Regulation-Down Service from Regulation-Down Service Offers
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as
calculated by multiplying cleared Regulation-Down Service by the
cost of such Regulation-Down Service as calculated from the
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Regulation-Down Service Offer,
(v)

Spinning Reserve cost, associated with: (1) cleared Spinning
Reserve from Spinning Reserve Offers as described under Section
5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying cleared
Spinning Reserve by the Day-Ahead Spinning Reserve offer; and
(2) cleared Spinning Reserve from Regulation-Up Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Regulation-Up for Spinning Reserve by the
Day-Ahead Regulation-Up capability offer to the extent that
Regulation-Up Service was cleared to meet the Spinning Reserve

requirement. Such costs shall exclude Spinning Reserve and
Regulation-Up costs associated with an MCR during a Day-Ahead
Market scheduled transition time when the MCR is transitioning in
the Real-Time Balancing Market,
(vi)

Supplemental

Reserve

cost,

associated

with:

(1)

cleared

Supplemental Reserve from Supplemental Reserve Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated
by multiplying cleared Supplemental Reserve by the Day-Ahead
Supplemental Reserve Offer; (2) cleared Supplemental Reserve
from Spinning Reserve Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of
this Attachment AE, as calculated by multiplying cleared Spinning
Reserve for Supplemental Reserve by the Day-Ahead Spinning
Reserve offer to the extent that Spinning Reserve was cleared to
meet the Supplemental Reserve requirement; and (3) cleared
Supplemental Reserve from Regulation-Up Offers as described
under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, as calculated by
multiplying cleared Regulation-Up for Supplemental Reserve by
the Day-Ahead Regulation-Up capability offer to the extent that
Regulation-Up Service was cleared to meet the Supplemental
Reserve requirement. Such costs shall exclude Supplemental
Reserve, Spinning Reserve, and Regulation-Up costs associated
with an MCR during a Day-Ahead Market scheduled transition
time when the MCR is transitioning in the Real-Time Balancing
Market,
(vii)

Day-Ahead Potential Unused Regulation-Up Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.19(1)(b), and

(viii)

Day-Ahead Potential Unused Regulation-Down Mileage Make
Whole Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(1)(b),

(ix)

Day-Ahead Combined Cycle Spinning Reserve Adjustment which
is a charge or payment, as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(c) of this
Attachment AE, associated with an MCR, which is not eligible to

clear Spinning Reserve in RTBM during a Real-Time transition
between configurations which was scheduled in a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period, and
(x)

Day-Ahead Combined Cycle Supplemental Reserve Adjustment
which is a charge or payment, as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(c)
of this Attachment AE, associated with an MCR, which is not
eligible to clear Supplemental Reserve in RTBM during a RealTime transition between configurations which was scheduled in a
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount
for each eligible Resource that is committed by the Transmission Provider
as specified in Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE is equal to
the sum for all hours in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Period of:
(i)

Energy revenue associated with cleared Resource Energy, and
MSRs providing a market service, from Resource Energy Offers as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, calculated by
multiplying Resource Energy by Day-Ahead LMP at that Resource
Settlement Location, and

(ii)

The sum of the revenues calculated under Section 8.5.2, 8.5.3 and
8.5.4, 8.6.19(1) and 8.6.20(1) for that eligible Resource.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount for each eligible Resource in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole
Payment Eligibility Periods is equal to:
(i)

Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer or any RUC remainder amount
as described in Section 8.6.5(3)(f) of this Attachment AE, plus

(ii)

Day-Ahead Transition State Offer (for an MCR), plus

(iii)

Any amount of Start-Up costs where the Resource loses eligibility
to recover as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(v) of this Attachment
AE, minus

(iv)

Any amount of shared Start-Up costs between Day-Ahead Market
and RUC make whole payment eligibility periods as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(ii) of this Attachment AE, minus

(v)

All Start-Up and Transition State Offer costs associated with a
Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer commitment status as defined
under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE.

8.5.10

Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount
A Day-Ahead Market system-wide and local charge will be calculated at each
Settlement Location for each Asset Owner for each hour in order to fund the payments
made under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE. The system-wide amount will be
determined by multiplying an Asset Owner’s system-wide distribution volume by a daily
system-wide Day-Ahead Market make whole payment rate as described in this Section
8.5.10. The local amount for each Local Settlement Area impacted by a Local Reliability
Issue will be determined as described in Section 8.6.7(B) of this Attachment AE.
The Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =
(Day-Ahead SPP System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) * (DayAhead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Quantity))
(1)

The Day-Ahead SPP System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day as calculated under
Section 8.5.9, excluding make whole payments made to Resources committed to
address a Local Reliability Issue or a Local Emergency Condition, divided by the
sum of all Asset Owners’ Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment
Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for the entire Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution
Quantity at a Settlement Location for an hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s
cleared Energy withdrawals at that Settlement Location for that hour. An Asset
Owner’s Energy withdrawal at a Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of
cleared Demand Bids, cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers, Export Interchange
Transaction Bids and Virtual Energy Bids at that Settlement Location.

8.5.21 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Daily Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each day for each Asset
Owner and Settlement Location to ensure that the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Daily Amount is
distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on a daily load ratio share basis,
and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Daily Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Daily Amount * Asset Owner Daily Distribution Factor * (-1)

Where:
(1) The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Daily Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA
Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.18 of this
Attachment AE for that day; and
(2) An Asset Owner’s Daily Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a) The sum for all hours in the Operating Day of the Maximum of (i) zero or
(ii) the Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly SelfCharging MW, plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset
Owner’s hourly GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE
load;
Divided by,
(b) The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values
calculated in Section 8.5.21(2)(a).

8.5.22 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Monthly Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each month for each
Asset Owner and Settlement Location to ensure the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Monthly
Amount is distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on a monthly load ratio
share basis and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Monthly Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Monthly Amount * Asset Owner Monthly Distribution Factor
* (-1)

Where:
(1)

The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Monthly Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA

Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.19 of this Attachment AE;
and
(2)

An Asset Owner’s Monthly Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a)

The sum for all hours in the month of the Maximum of (i) zero or (ii) the

Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW,
plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset Owner’s hourly
GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE load;
Divided by,
(b)

The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values

calculated in Section 8.5.22(2)(a).

8.5.23 GFA Carve Out and FSE Distribution Yearly Amount
The Transmission Provider shall perform the following calculation for each year for each Asset
Owner and Settlement Location to ensure the Day Ahead GFA Carve Out Yearly Amount is
distributed to all non GFA Carve Out load and non FSE load on an annual load ratio share basis
and that the Transmission Provider is revenue neutral.

GFA Carve Out Distribution Yearly Amount =
GFA Revenue Inadequacy Yearly Amount * Asset Owner Yearly Distribution Factor *
(-1)

Where:
(1)

The GFA Revenue Inadequacy Yearly Amount is equal to the sum of all GFA

Carve Out charges and payments calculated under Section 8.5.20 of this Attachment AE;
and
(2)

An Asset Owner’s Yearly Distribution Factor is equal to:
(a)

The sum for all hours in the year of the Maximum of (i) zero or (ii) the

Asset Owner’s hourly Reported Load and an MSR’s hourly Self-Charging MW,
plus hourly Export Interchange Transactions minus the Asset Owner’s hourly
GFA Carve Out load minus the Asset Owner’s hourly FSE load,
divided by:
(b)

The sum for all Asset Owners and Settlement Locations of the values

calculated in Section 8.5.23(2)(a) of this Attachment AE.

8.5.25

Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Amount
The Day-Ahead demand reduction distribution amount is an hourly charge to
Asset Owners at each Settlement Location to recover the sum of the demand reduction
payments made under Section 8.5.24 of this Attachment AE and is calculated as:
Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Amount =
(Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Rate) * (Day-Ahead Demand
Reduction Distribution Quantity))
(1)

The Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Rate is the sum of all demand
reduction payments for the Hour as calculated under Section 8.5.24 of this
Attachment AE multiplied by (-1), divided by the sum of all Asset Owners’ DayAhead Demand Reduction Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for
the Hour.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity at a
Settlement Location for an hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s net cleared Energy
withdrawals at that Settlement Location for that hour. An Asset Owner’s net
cleared Energy withdrawal at a Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of
the positive MWh value for the Asset Owner’s cleared Demand Bids, cleared
Self-Charging MSR Offers, the positive MWh value for the Asset Owner’s net
cleared Export and Import Interchange Transactions, the positive MWh value for
the Asset Owner’s net cleared Virtual Energy Bids and Offers at that Settlement
Location.

8.6.1

Real-Time Energy Amount
An RTBM payment or charge for Energy is calculated at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval and hour as follows:
(1)

For Energy associated with loads, and Self-Charging MSRs:
(a)

Real-Time Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Load Billing Meter Quantity) – (DayAhead Cleared Load Energy Quantity)) – (Real-Time Asset Energy
Bilateral Settlement Schedules)] / 12
(i)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with that load, Self-Charging MSR, or station
power from offline generation Settlement Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Load Billing Meter Quantity at that
load Settlement Location is (i) the five (5) minute Reported Load
submitted by the Meter Agent to the Transmission Provider,
multiplied by twelve (12) or (ii) the hourly Reported Load profiled
into five (5) minute increments by the Transmission Provider using
the method described under Section 8.6 of this Attachment AE if
the Asset Owner elects to submit hourly meter data.

The

Transmission Provider shall make any necessary adjustments to the
submitted Reported Load, as described under Section 8.6.1.1 of
this Attachment AE.
(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Load Energy Quantity is
the MW quantity associated with cleared Demand Bids and cleared
Self-Charging MSR Offers at that load Settlement Location as
described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at
that load Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Asset Energy Hourly Amount =

Sum of Real-Time Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all
Dispatch Intervals in the Hour.
(2)

For Energy associated with Resources:
(a)

Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Resource Billing Meter Quantity) – (DayAhead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly Quantity)) – (Real-Time Asset
Energy Bilateral Settlement Schedules)] / 12
(i)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with that Resource Settlement Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Resource Billing Meter Quantity at
that Resource Settlement Location, excluding Self-Charging MSRs
is (i) the five (5) minute actual meter MWh Resource output
quantity submitted by the Meter Agent to the Transmission
Provider, multiplied by twelve (12) or (ii) the hourly actual meter
MWh Resource output injection or withdrawal quantity profiled
into five (5) minute increments by the Transmission Provider using
the method described under Section 8.6 of this Attachment AE if
the Asset Owner elects to submit hourly meter data.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Resource Energy Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Resource
Offers excluding Self-Charging MSRs at that Resource Settlement
Location as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that settle at
that Resource Settlement Location as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Energy Hourly Amount =
Sum of Real-Time Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all Dispatch
Intervals in the Hour.

(3)

For Energy associated with Interchange Transactions:
(a)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =

Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Import Energy Quantity) – (Day-Ahead
Import Energy Quantity) – (Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules))] / 12
(i)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Import Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity scheduled for use in the
RTBM, adjusted for curtailments, at that External Interface
Settlement Location.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Import Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity calculated by the
Transmission Provider for each Dispatch Interval by multiplying
the scheduled MW in the Dispatch Interval by the ratio of (a)
hourly scheduled amount for use in the Day-Ahead Market and (b)
the MW amount of cleared Import Interchange Transaction Offers,
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, at that
External Interface Settlement Location.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that
settle at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in
accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(4)

For Energy associated with Export Interchange Transactions:
(a)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
Real-Time LMP * [((Real-Time Export Energy Quantity) – (Day-Ahead
Export Energy Quantity) – (Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules))] / 12
(i)

Day-Ahead LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment
AE, associated with the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location.

(ii)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Export Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity scheduled for use in the
RTBM, adjusted for curtailments, at that External Interface
Settlement Location.

(iii)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Export Energy Quantity is the five
(5) minute Dispatch Interval MW quantity calculated by the
Transmission Provider for each Dispatch Interval by multiplying
the scheduled MW in the Dispatch Interval by the ratio of (a)
hourly scheduled amount for use in the Day-Ahead Market and (b)
the MW amount of cleared Export Interchange Transaction Bids,
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE, at that
External Interface Settlement Location.

(iv)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral
Settlement Schedules are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules that
settle at that External Interface Settlement Location as submitted in
accordance with Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(b)

Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
Sum of Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Dispatch Interval Amount over all
Dispatch Intervals in the Hour.

(5)

For Energy associated with remaining Bilateral Settlement Schedules:
Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Amount =
(Real-Ahead LMP) * [(Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Bilateral Settlement
Schedules for Energy) * (-1)]
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Non-Asset Energy Hourly Bilateral
Settlement Schedules for Energy are those Bilateral Settlement Schedules
that settle at Settlement Locations other than External Interface Settlement
Locations, that Asset Owner’s load Settlement Locations or that Asset
Owner’s Resource Settlement Locations, as submitted in accordance with
Section 8.2.1 of this Attachment AE.

(6)

For Energy associated with Day-Ahead Market cleared Virtual Energy Bids:
Real-Time Virtual Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
[(Real-Time LMP) * ((Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly Quantity) /
12)] * (-1)
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Bid Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy Bids
as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that Settlement
Location.

(7)

For Energy associated with Day-Ahead Market cleared Virtual Energy Offers:
Real-Time Virtual Energy Dispatch Interval Amount =
[(Real-Time LMP) * ((Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity) / 12)] * (-1)
(a)

Real-Time LMP, as defined under Section 1 of this Attachment AE,
associated with the applicable Settlement Location.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Cleared Virtual Energy Offer Hourly
Quantity is the MW quantity associated with cleared Virtual Energy
Offers as described under Section 5.1.3 of this Attachment AE at that
Settlement Location.

8.6.1.1 Adjustments to Reported Load
The Transmission Provider shall make any necessary adjustments to the Asset
Owner submitted Reported Load values as follows:
(1)

The sum of the Reported Load within a Settlement Area must equal the
Settlement Area Net Load. To the extent that the Transmission Provider observes
that a difference exists, the Transmission Provider shall adjust each Asset
Owner’s Reported Load within the Settlement Area on a pro rata basis such that
the sum of Reported Load within the Settlement Area is equal to the Settlement
Area Net Load. To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with Statutory
Load Obligations, the Reported Load shall not be adjusted.

(2)

To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with a Meter Data Submittal
Location that includes a Demand Response Load, the Transmission Provider shall
adjust such Reported Load by adding all associated calculated or submitted
Demand Response Resource output to such Reported Load, where the calculated
Demand Response Resource output is as described under Section 4.1.2.1(1)(b) of
this Attachment AE.

(3)

To the extent that the Reported Load for a specific Meter Data Submittal Location
is the Residual Load for the Settlement Area, the Transmission Provider shall
reduce such Reported Load by the associated State Estimator Settlement Area
losses.

8.6.5

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

Asset Owners of Resources committed by the Transmission Provider during the
RUC processes, are eligible to receive a RUC make whole payment.

Asset

Owners of Resources committed by a local transmission operator during the RUC
processes to address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a RUC
make whole payment, except that, if the Market Monitor determines such
Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by the local transmission
operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE, and
such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission operator, then such
Resources are not eligible to receive a RUC make whole payment. A RUC make
whole payment is made to the Asset Owner when the sum of a Resource’s costs
associated with actual Energy and cleared RTBM Operating Reserve is greater
than the RTBM revenues received over the Resource’s RUC make whole
payment eligibility period. Recovery of such compensation shall be collected in
accordance with Section 8.6.7 of this Attachment AE.
(2)

A Resource’s RUC make whole payment eligibility period is equal to the set of a
Resource’s contiguous RUC Commitment Periods and adjacent Day-Ahead
Market commitment periods except;
(a)

For Resources with a set of contiguous Day-Ahead and RUC Commitment
Periods that continue from one Operating Day to the next Operating Day,
a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is created for each
Operating Day in which there is a RUC commitment. A RUC make whole
payment eligibility period is created for each Operating Day with a RUC
commitment. The start of a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is
the later of (1) beginning of the Operating Day or (2) the beginning of the
set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments. The end of
a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is the earlier of (1) the end
of the set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments or (2)
the end of the Operating Day; or

(b)

For an MCR that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market and was transitioned to
a different configuration in Real-Time by the Transmission Provider or by

a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition
(unless such transition instruction fails the discrimination and affiliation
screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE), the costs in the
intervals preceding the RUC commitment for the purpose of buying back
Operating Reserve products while the Resource transitions to the RUC
committed configuration, as defined by the Transition State Time of the
Resource’s offer parameters in Section 4.1(9) of this Attachment AE, are
included in the RUC make whole payment calculation.
(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each RUC make whole payment
eligibility period. Resource production costs are calculated using the RTBM
Offer prices in effect at the time the commitment decision was made for start-up,
transitions, no-load, and minimum-energy; and the RTBM Offer price in effect at
the solving of a dispatch interval for the Energy above minimum energy,
Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning Reserve, and Supplemental Reserve.
(a)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a Commitment Instruction prior to
the start of the associated RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the
Asset Owner will receive reimbursement for a time-based pro-rata share of
the Resource’s RTBM Start-Up Offer unless precluded by Section
8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this Attachment AE.

Asset Owners may request

additional compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to
the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will review the
submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted information is
sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the actual
costs are eligible for recovery.
(b)

In order to receive the full amount of Start-Up Offer recovery within a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Resource must be a
Synchronized Resource in at least one Dispatch Interval in the RUC make
whole payment eligibility period.

(c)

In order to receive recovery of No-Load Offer costs in any Dispatch
Interval in the RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Resource
must be a Synchronized Resource in that Dispatch Interval.

(d)

There may be more than one RUC make whole payment eligibility period
for a Resource in a single Operating Day. A single RUC make whole
payment eligibility period is contained within a single Operating Day.

(e)

A Resource’s RUC commitment level offer costs include Start-Up Offer
cost and Transition State Offer cost for a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period in which that Resource is committed with a RTBM
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a),
(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE. The commitment level cost eligible for
recovery is calculated by subtracting: (1) all Start-Up Offer cost and
Transition State Offer cost associated with the schedule created by
combining all Day-Ahead Market commitments with a Day-Ahead Market
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a),
(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE contained within a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period and all RUC commitments that are associated
with a RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section
4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE within a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period; from (2) all eligible commitment level offer costs
associated with the final Resource schedule in a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period. The resulting difference can represent a charge
or a payment and is considered as an adjustment when determining a RUC
make whole payment.
(i)

Except for an MCR that is committed by RUC in a different
configuration than in the Day-Ahead Market, when a RUC make
whole payment eligibility period is created after a Day-Ahead
make whole payment eligibility period and is adjacent and
preceding that Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period
where the Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer Amount defined in Section
8.5.9(3)(b)(i) of this Attachment AE was considered, the DayAhead Start-up Offer Amount is used in place of the RUC Start-up
costs.

(ii)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the
RUC SCUC did not consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the
original commitment decision, except for commitments made as
described under Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3) and 6.1.2(4) of this
Attachment AE, the Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(iii)

A Resource’s RTBM Start-Up costs are not eligible for recovery in
the following RUC make whole payment eligibility periods:
(1)

Any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which
a Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this
commitment period at a time one (1) hour prior to that
Resource’s RUC Commit Time in addition to the
Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the RUC make
whole payment eligibility period is following a Day-Ahead
Market or RUC make whole payment eligibility period that
ends within the one (1) hour in addition to the Resource’s
Sync-To-Min Time; or

(2)

For any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for
which a Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized
Resource prior to this commitment period at a time two (2)
hours prior to that Resource’s RUC Commit Time in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the
RUC market whole payment eligibility period is following
a Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility period that ends within the two (2) hours in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time.

(iv)

When there is a cost transferred from the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this
Attachment AE, the commitment level cost in the RUC make
whole payment is increased by the amount allocated to the RUC
make whole payment as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this
Attachment AE.

(v)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the
RUC SCUC considered the Resource’s Transition State Offer in
the original commitment decision, or the RTBM Transition State
Offer is associated with a manual commitment as described under
Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3) and 6.1.2(4) of this Attachment AE, the
Transition State Offer cost is eligible for recovery when the
following conditions are met:
(1)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled
configuration period, the Resource is in the target “from”
configuration and the Resource must be a Synchronized
Resource; and

(2)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled
configuration period, the Resource is in the target “to”
configuration and the Resource must be a Synchronized
Resource.

(vi)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a transition between
configurations prior to the scheduled transition associated with a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Asset Owner will
be eligible to recover a time-based pro-rata share of the Resource’s
RTBM Transition State Offer through the RUC make whole
payment unless precluded by Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this
Attachment AE.

Asset Owners may request additional

compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to
the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will review
the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted
information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a
portion of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.
(vii)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Start-Up Offer cost
for the reason described in Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(iii)(1) of this
Attachment AE, or loses eligibility to recover Transition State
Offer costs for the reason described in Section 8.6.5(3)(v) of this

Attachment AE, to prevent overstating avoided costs, the
commitment level cost is adjusted by the lesser of: (1) its Start-Up
Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with
commitments that have a RTBM Resource Offer commitment
status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE;
or (2) the ineligible RTBM Start-Up Offer cost plus the ineligible
Transition State Offer costs.
(viii)

For each RUC make whole payment eligibility period within an
Operating Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by
the lesser of (1) the hours of RUC commitment within the
Resource’s applicable Minimum Run Time multiplied by twelve
(12), rounded down to the nearest whole interval, or (2) twentyfour (24) hours multiplied by twelve (12), to achieve a Dispatch
Interval proration for the purpose of allocating Start-Up costs
across adjacent Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility periods.
(1)

If the number of participating Dispatch Interval meets or
exceeds the duration of the divisor as described in (viii)
above, the full cost of the Start-Up Offer is included in the
commitment level cost for the RUC make whole payment
eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating Dispatch Intervals is less
than the duration of the divisor as described in (viii) above,
the proration is multiplied by the number of participating
Dispatch Intervals to achieve a single Start-Up Offer
amount to be included in the commitment level cost for that
RUC make whole payment eligibility period. Any
remaining eligible RUC Start-Up cost will be included in
the commitment level cost for the following and adjacent
Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period
as described in Section 8.6.5(3)(f) of this Attachment AE or

the following and adjacent RUC make whole payment
eligibility period in the next Operating Day.
(f)

If the Resource has been committed in the Day-Ahead Market in a period
adjacent to and following a RUC make whole payment eligibility period to
the extent that the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not
accounted for in the RUC make whole payment eligibility period, any
remaining eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is carried forward for recovery in
the Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period.

(g)

If a Resource has operated outside of its Operating Tolerance in any
Dispatch Interval, any cost associated with energy output injection or
withdrawal above the Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible
for recovery for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as
described under Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(h)

If a Resource becomes non-dispatchable in any Dispatch Interval, any cost
associated with energy output injection or withdrawal above the
Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible for recovery for that
Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as described under Section
8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(i)

If a Resource’s minimum operating limit is increased above the
Resource’s minimum operating limit that was used to make the
commitment decision, the increase is greater than the Resource’s
Operating Tolerance and the Resource remains dispatchable in any
Dispatch Interval, any cost associated with energy output injection or
withdrawal above the Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible
for recovery for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as
described under Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(j)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s
Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(k)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in
Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the RTBM, the

Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs as defined
in Section 8.6.5(4)(b) of this Attachment AE for that period in the RUC
make whole payment eligibility period.
(l)

For an MCR, additional costs of revenues incurred when the Resource has
cleared Operating Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy back
that position in Real-Time will be considered as an adjustment when
determining a RUC make whole payment. These costs or revenues must
be incurred during time periods in which the Resource is ineligible to clear
Operating Reserve products due to transitioning between configurations in
Real-Time where at least one configuration is the result of a RUC
commitment, and the transition is not forced by the Resource Offer. The
Market Participant may also be eligible to recover Operating Resource
product buy back costs or revenue incurred during a Real-Time transition
is the Resource is transitioned by a local transmission operator to address a
Local Emergency Condition (unless such transition instruction fails the
discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE), then such Resources are not eligible to recover any costs
or revenues associated with the transition as part of a RUC make whole
payment. In such cases, the adjustment is equal to the sum of the cleared
Day-Ahead Market Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the
Day-Ahead Operating Reserve MCP and the cleared incremental RTBM
Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the RTBM Operating
Reserve MCPs. For Contingency Reserve, the adjustment is limited to the
time period defined as the transition State Time submitted in the Resource
Offer. For Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down, the adjustment is
limited to all Dispatch Intervals within the transition hour.

(4)

The payment to each Asset Owner for each eligible Settlement Location for a
given RUC make whole payment eligibility period is calculated as follows:
RUC Make Whole Payment Amount =
Maximum of [Either Zero or (RUC Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount + RUC Make Whole Payment Cost Amount in the RUC Make Whole

Payment Eligibility Period + RUC Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount in the
RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period – Uninstructed Resource Deviation
Cost Disallowance – Non-Dispatchable Cost Disallowance – Minimum Limit
Cost Disallowance + Real-Time Combined Cycle Operating Reserve Adjustment
Amounts)]
(a)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Make Whole Payment Commitment Cost
Amount for each eligible Resource in the RUC make whole payment
eligibility period is equal to:
(i)

Start-Up Offer used to make the commitment decision which was
committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission
operator to address a Local Emergency Condition (unless such
commitment instruction fails the discrimination and affiliation
screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE); plus

(ii)

The Transition State Offer used to make the transition decision for
an MCR that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market or committed by
the RUC process that were transitioned by the Transmission
Provider into a different configuration in Real-Time or transitioned
by a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency
Condition

(unless

such

transition

instruction

fails

the

discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of
this Attachment AE); plus
(iii)

Real-Time Cancelled Transition Amount as described in Section
8.6.5(3)(e)(vi) of this Attachment AE; plus

(iv)

Amount of shared Start-Up costs between Day-Ahead Market and
RUC make whole payment eligibility periods as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this Attachment AE; plus

(v)

Amount of costs where the Resource loses eligibility to recover as
describe in Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(vii) of this Attachment AE, minus

(vi)

The sum of all Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost
associated with the schedule created by combining (1) all DayAhead Market commitments with a Day-Ahead Market Resource

Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b)
or (c) of this Attachment AE contained within a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period and (2) all RUC commitments that are
associated with a RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as
defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE within a
RUC make whole payment eligibility period.
(b)

An Asset Owner’s RUC Make Whole Payment Cost Amount for each
eligible Resource is equal to the sum for all Dispatch Intervals in the RUC
commitment of:
(i)

No-Load Offer used to make the RUC commitment decision, less
any Day-Ahead Market No-Load from an MCR resulting from a
different Day-Ahead Market committed configuration;

(ii)

Energy cost at minimum output injection or withdrawal as
calculated from the Energy Offer Curve used to make the
commitment decision;

(iii)

Energy cost above minimum output injection or withdrawal as
calculated from the Energy Offer Curve that applied to the current
Dispatch Interval;

(iv)

For MCRs, the Energy cost shall be calculated from the Energy
Offer Curve used in the Day-Ahead Market from zero to the lesser
of (1) Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy or (2) the submitted
meter in Real-Time, multiplied by (-1);

(v)

For Resources (other than MCRs cleared in the Day-Ahead Market
that were committed into a different configuration in Real-Time),
Operating Reserve cost, including the impact from product
substitution as described under Section 5.1.2(2)(c) of this
Attachment AE, associated with cleared Real-Time Operating
Reserve. Excess Regulation-Up Mileage and Excess RegulationDown Mileage as calculated from the Operating Reserve Offers,
except when those costs are associated with self-scheduled
Operating Reserve which is greater than or equal to the amount of

Operating Reserve cleared, in which case all three of these costs
shall be set equal to zero;
(vi)

For an MCR that was cleared in the Day-Ahead Market and was
committed into a different configuration in Real-Time and is not
transitioning into that configuration, the Operating Reserve cost,
including the impact from product substitution as described under
Section 5.1.2(2) (c) of the Attachment AE, associated with cleared
Real-Time Operating Reserve minus Day-Ahead Operating
Reserve cost, including the impact from product substitution as
described under Section 5.1.2(2)(c) of this Attachment AE,
associated with the lesser of (1) cleared Real-Time Operating
Reserve or (2) cleared Day-Ahead Operating Reserve, except when
self-scheduled Operating Reserve is less than or equal to the
amount of Real-Time Operating Reserve cleared then the
Operating Reserve cost shall be set equal to zero;

(vii)

Real-Time Potential Regulation-Up Unused Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.19(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE; and

(viii)

Real-Time Potential Regulation-Down Unused Mileage Make
Whole Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(2)(b) of this
Attachment AE.

(c)

An Asset Owner’s RUC Make Whole Payment Revenue Amount for each
eligible Resource that is committed by the Transmission Provider as
specified in Section 4.1(10)(b) and (c) is equal to the sum of the following
for all Dispatch Intervals in the RUC commitment:
(i)

Dispatch Interval revenue associated with Energy calculated by
multiplying actual Dispatch Interval Energy output injection or
withdrawal by Real-Time LMP, except for MCRs that cleared in
the Day-Ahead Market and were transitioned into a different
configuration in Real-Time, in which case such revenue is
calculated by multiplying Real-Time LMP by the incremental

increase of the actual Dispatch Interval Energy output injection or
withdrawal above the Day-Ahead cleared Energy;
(ii)

the sum of the revenues calculated under Sections 8.6.3 and 8.6.4
of this Attachment AE for that eligible Resource;

(iii)

Energy revenue associated with payments made under Section
8.6.6 of this Attachment AE;

(iv)

amounts associated with settlement made under Section 8.6.15 of
this Attachment AE;

(v)

Real-Time Unused Regulation-Up Mileage Make Whole Payment
as calculated under Section 8.6.19(2) of this Attachment AE;

(vi)

Real-Time Unused Regulation-Down Mileage Make Whole
Payment as calculated under Section 8.6.20(2) of this Attachment
AE;

(vii)

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Revenue as calculated under
Section 8.6.19(2)(a)(i) of this Attachment AE;

(viii) Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Revenue as calculated under
Section 8.6.20(2)(a)(i) of this Attachment AE;
(ix)

Excess Regulation-Up Mileage Dispatch Interval Amount as
calculated under Section 8.6.2(1)(a)(v) of this Attachment AE,
multiplied by (-1), and

(x)

Excess Regulation-Down Mileage Dispatch Interval Amount as
calculated under Section 8.6.2(2)(a)(v) of this Attachment AE,
multiplied by (-1).

(d)

An Asset Owner’s Uninstructed Resource Deviation Cost Disallowance,
Non-Dispatchable

Cost

Disallowance,

or

Minimum

Limit

Cost

Disallowance is equal to the positive difference between the Resource’s
Energy cost at actual output injection or withdrawal as calculated from the
Resource’s current Dispatch Interval Energy Offer Curve and the
Resource’s Energy cost at the Resource’s economic operating point as
calculated from the Resource’s current Dispatch Interval Energy Offer
Curve.

(e)

A Resource’s economic operating point is the MW output injection or
withdrawal where the cost on the Resource’s current Dispatch Interval
Energy Offer Curve first exceeds the Real-Time LMP for that Resource.

(f)

For MCRs that have been transitioned into a different configuration in
Real-Time and are transitioning into that configuration, the Real-Time
Combined Cycle Operating Reserve Adjustment Amount shall be equal to
the sum of the cleared Day-Ahead Market Operating Reserve revenue as
calculated from the Day-Ahead Operating Reserve MCP and the cleared
incremental RTBM Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the
RTBM Operating Reserve MCPs.

8.6.6

Real-Time Out-of-Merit Amount
An RTBM OOME payment will be made for each Asset Owner with a Resource

that passes a primary Contingency Reserve deployment test as described in Section
2.10.1 of this Attachment AE and/or receives an OOME from the Transmission Provider
or local transmission operator that creates a cost to the Asset Owner or that adversely
impacts the Asset Owner’s Day-Ahead Market position for Energy and/or Operating
Reserve.

Resources issued an OOME by the Transmission Provider or a local

transmission operator that the Market Monitor determines were selected in a
discriminatory manner, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE,
and such Resources were affiliated with the issuing party are not eligible to receive a
RTBM OOME payment. RTBM OOME payments made to Asset Owners that received
an OOME to address a Local Reliability Issue including Local Emergency Condition
shall be recovered locally as described under Section 8.6.7(B). RTBM OOME payments
made to Asset Owners that received an OOME to address a reliability issue other than a
Local Reliability Issue shall be recovered regionally under Section 8.8. The amount will
be calculated on a Dispatch Interval basis as follows:
(1)

If the OOME is for Energy in the up directionabove the Resource’s economic
operating point and the Energy Offer Curve cost associated with the Resource’s
additional output injection or withdrawal attributable to its response (“OOME
MW”) floor or fixed is greater than the RTBM LMP, the Asset Owner will
receive a payment for the difference multiplied by the OOME MW floor or fixed.
The payment shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the Asset
Owner for any under-recovery resulting from its the Resource’s response to the
OOME. The OOME MW is calculated as the positive difference between (i) the
lesser of the actual Resource output injection or withdrawal or the Resource’s
OOME floor or fixed MW and (ii) the Resource’s economic operating point. The
Resource’s economic operating point is calculated as described under Section
8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE;

(2)

If the OOME is for Energy in the down directionbelow the Resource’s economic
operating point (including a Resource de-commitment or movement of an MCR
to a configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating limit) and

the RTBM LMP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market LMP, the Asset Owner
will receive a payment equal to the difference multiplied by the Resource’s
reduction in output or increased withdrawal attributable to its response (“OOME
MW”) cap or fixed. The payment shall be limited to the amount necessary to
compensate the Asset Owner for any increase in net settlement costs resulting
from its response to the OOME. The OOME MW is calculated as the maximum
of zero (0) or the difference between the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market cleared
Energy MW and the greater of (i) actual Resource output injection or withdrawal
or (ii) the Resource’s OOME cap or fixed MW;
(3)

If an OOME (including a Resource de-commitment instruction or movement of
an MCR to a configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating
limit) causes the RTBM cleared amount of an Operating Reserve product to be
less than the Day-Ahead Market cleared amount of the corresponding Operating
Reserve product and the RTBM MCP is greater than the Day-Ahead Market
MCP, the Asset Owner will receive a payment for the difference multiplied by the
OOME Operating Reserve MW.

The OOME Operating Reserve MW is

calculated as the maximum of zero (0) or the difference between the Resource’s
Day-Ahead Market cleared Operating Reserve MW and the Resource’s RTBM
cleared Operating Reserve MW.
(4)

To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of an OOME that
are not addressed through the compensation mechanisms described in (1) through
(3) above, Asset Owners may request additional compensation through submittal
of actual cost documentation to the Transmission Provider. The Transmission
Provider will review the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted
information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the
actual costs are eligible for recovery.

8.6.7

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount
An RTBM system-wide and local charge will be calculated at each Settlement
Location for each Asset Owner for each hour in order to fund the payments made under
Section 8.6.5 and payments made under Section 8.5.9 of this Attachment AE to
Resources committed to address a Local Reliability Issue or Local Emergency Condition.
The system-wide amount will be determined by multiplying an Asset Owner’s systemwide distribution volume by a daily system-wide RUC make whole payment rate as
described in Section 8.6.7(A) of this Attachment AE. The local amount for each Local
Settlement Area impacted by a Local Reliability Issue will be determined by multiplying
an Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area distribution volume by the Local Settlement
Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate as described in Section 8.6.7(B) of this
Attachment AE.
A.

The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =
[(RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) *
(RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Volume)]
(1)

The RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day as calculated
under Section 8.6.5 excluding make whole payments made to Resources
committed to address a Local Reliability Issue by the Transmission
Provider at the request of a local transmission operator or committed by a
local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition,
divided by the sum of Asset Owners’ RUC System-Wide Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volumes for all Settlement Locations for the entire
Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s RUC System-Wide Make Whole Payment Distribution
Volume at a Settlement Location for an hour is equal to the sum of
following values that are calculated for each Dispatch Interval within the
hour:

(a)

The absolute value of the sum of actual Real-Time Settlement
Location deviations from Day-Ahead Market cleared amounts for
load, cleared Self-Charging MSR Offers, virtual offer transactions
and interchange transactions except that, during any Dispatch
Interval in which the Transmission Provider has declared an
Emergency Condition due to a capacity shortage, Real-Time actual
load deviations from Day-Ahead Market cleared amounts shall be
limited to deviations associated with actual Real-Time load and
actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs in excess of amounts
cleared in the Day-Ahead Market;

(b)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, except MCRs
with an RTBM Resource Offer commitment status as defined
under Section 4.1(10)(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE, that have
been transitioned in Real-Time by the Transmission Provider or
local transmission operator into a Real-Time configuration with a
higher applicable minimum capacity operating limit than the DayAhead Market committed configuration, (a) the positive difference
between the RTBM Resource applicable minimum limits and DayAhead Market Resource cleared Energy quantity; or (b) if the
Resource has cleared regulation in the RTBM and has not cleared
regulation in the Day-Ahead Market, the positive difference
between (1) the RTBM Resource regulation minimum limit and (2)
the greater of the Day-Ahead Market Resource cleared Energy
quantity or the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market regulation minimum
limit, provided that:
(i)

The applicable RTBM Resource minimum limit is greater
than

the

comparable

Day-Ahead

Market

Resource

minimum limit by more than the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance; and
(ii)

The applicable RTBM Resource minimum limit is greater
than the Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy amount; and

(iii)

The Resource received a Dispatch Instruction less than or
equal to the RTBM applicable minimum limit for at least
one Dispatch Interval in the hour.

(c)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, except combined
cycle Resources with an RTBM Resource Offer commitment status
as defined under Section 4.1(10)(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE
that have been transitioned in Real-Time by the Transmission
Provider or local transmission operator into a Real-Time
configuration with a lower applicable maximum capacity operating
limit than the Day-Ahead Market committed configuration, (a) the
positive difference between the Resource Day-Ahead Market
cleared Energy quantity and the RTBM Resource applicable
maximum limit or (b) if the Resource has cleared regulation in the
RTBM and has not cleared regulation in the Day-Ahead Market,
the positive difference between (1) the lesser of the Resource’s
RTBM regulation maximum limit or the Resource’s Day-Ahead
Market Resource cleared Energy quantity and (2) the Resource’s
RTBM regulation maximum limit, provided that:
(i)

The applicable RTBM Resource maximum limit is less
than the comparable Resource maximum limit submitted
for use in the Day-Ahead Market by more than the
Resource’s Operating Tolerance; and

(ii)

The applicable RTBM Resource maximum limit is less
than the Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy amount; and

(iii)

The Resource received a Dispatch Instruction greater than
or equal to the RTBM applicable maximum limit for at
least one Dispatch Interval in the hour.

(d)

For Resources cleared in the Day-Ahead Market, the Resource’s
Day-Ahead Market cleared amount if that Resource is off-line in
the RTBM and if the Resource has not been de-committed or
dispatched to zero by the Transmission Provider;

(e)

For Resources that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market that are not
able to follow Dispatch Instructions, including an MCR that is not
in its committed configuration, the absolute value of the difference
between a Resource’s actual output injection or withdrawal and the
Resource’s economic operating point. The Resource’s economic
operating point is calculated as described under Section 8.6.5(4)(e)
of this Attachment AE;

(f)

For Resources that were not offered in the Day-Ahead Market and
that self-committed following the close of the Day-Ahead Market,
and for Resources that were offered and not cleared in the DayAhead Market and that self-committed following the close of the
Day-Ahead RUC, the actual Resource output injection or
withdrawal if the Resource received a Dispatch Instruction with an
absolute value less than or equal to the RTBM applicable
minimum charge or discharge limit for at least one Dispatch
Interval in the hour;

(g)

A Resource’s economic operating point, as calculated as described
under Section 8.6.5(4)(e) of this Attachment AE, for Resource or
MCR configuration that was committed following the close of the
Day-Ahead Market if that Resource is off-line in the RTBM and
that Resource was not de-committed by the Transmission Provider
including, for an MCR, the amount of the incremental MWs from
Day-Ahead Market cleared Energy to Real-Time economic
operating point; and

(h)

The absolute value of a Resource’s URD if that Resource operated
outside of its Operating Tolerance and the Resource has not been
exempted from URD as described under Section 6.4.1.1 of this
Attachment AE.

B.

Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount shall be
calculated as follows:
Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Amount =

[(Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate) * (Local
Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Volume)]
(1)

The Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment Distribution Rate is the
sum of all make whole payments for the Operating Day for a Local
Settlement Area as calculated under Sections 8.6.5, 8.6.6, and 8.5.9 of this
Attachment AE for Resources committed by the Transmission Provider at
the request of a local transmission operator or by a local transmission
operator to address a Local Reliability Issue in the Local Settlement Area,
divided by the sum of Asset Owners’ Local Settlement Area Make Whole
Payment Distribution Volumes within the impacted Local Settlement Area
for the entire Operating Day.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Local Settlement Area Make Whole Payment
Distribution Volume for the impacted Local Settlement Area for an hour is
equal to that Asset Owner’s Reported Load and Self-Charging MSRs in
that Local Settlement Area for that hour.

8.6.15

Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment Adjustment Amount
A Real-Time regulation deployment adjustment amount charge or payment will
be calculated for each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with
cleared Real-Time Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down Service is deployed.
The amount will be determined as one-twelfth of the sum of:
(1)

For Regulation-Up Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference
between (1) actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW multiplied by RealTime LMP at that Resource Settlement Location; and (2) Lesser of (i) asdispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Up Service deployment
MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Up Service
deployment MW.
(i)

The actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is calculated as the
difference between the lesser of (1) Dispatch Instruction plus the average
Regulation-Up Service deployment or (2) Absolute value of actual
Resource output, and the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for
Energy. If the absolute value of the Resource’s actual output is less than
or equal to the absolute value of the Resource’s average Dispatch
Instruction for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Up Service deployment
MW is equal to zero (0).

(2)

For Regulation-Down Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference
between (1) Greater of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve cost of actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW; and (2) actual
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW multiplied by RTBM LMP.
(i)

The actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW is calculated as the
difference between the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for
Energy and the greater of (1) Average Dispatch Instruction minus the
average Regulation-Down Service deployment or (2) Absolute value of
actual Resource output. If the absolute value of the Resource’s actual
output is greater than or equal to the absolute value of the Resource’s

average Dispatch Instruction for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Down
Service deployment MW is equal to zero (0).
Distribution of such charges and recovery of such payments shall be made in
accordance with Section 8.8 of this Attachment AE.

8.6.16

Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount
The MLC of the Day-Ahead Market LMP and RTBM LMP creates an over
collection of funds (or under collection of funds as a result of the Real-Time deviation
accounting) related to the payment for losses (“Over-Collected Losses”) that must be
refunded (or charged) as described below. Over-Collected Losses refunds associated
with a GFA Carve Out and FSE are calculated pursuant to this Section 8.6.16 and
included as a credit to the GFA Carve Out costs and FSE costs under Section 8.5.18 of
this Attachment AE. Over-Collected Losses refunds associated with a GFA Carve Out
shall not be credited to a GFA Carve Out Responsible Entity to the extent of load it
serves under GFA Carve Out Schedule(s). Over-Collected Losses refunds associated with
a FSE shall not be credited to Western-UGP for the amount of load served under an FSE
Schedule(s).
(1)

A payment or charge for the portion of such Over-Collected Losses allocable to
each Asset Owner (“Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount”) shall be
calculated for each hour at each Settlement Location for which an Asset Owner
has a net RTBM Energy withdrawal within a Loss Pool and such Loss Pool
contributed positively to the Over-Collected Losses or were charged for RealTime pseudo-tie losses at the Settlement Location of the sink of the pseudo-tie
path for use of the SPP Transmission System according to the following
calculations:
(a)

Each Loss Pool’s contribution to the Over-Collected Losses is calculated
based on transactional activity in that Loss Pool where such transactional
activity shall include: actual Resource Energy, actual load consumption,
and actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs, RTBM Import Interchange
Transactions and RTBM Export Interchange Transactions.

(b)

A “Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor” is calculated hourly for each
Loss Pool. The Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor is equal to the sum
of the positive loss rebate factors calculated in the RTBM at each
withdrawal Settlement Location in the Loss Pool (the “Real-Time
Withdrawal Settlement Location loss rebate factor”).

Real-Time

Withdrawal Settlement Location loss rebate factors are calculated hourly

as the sum of i) the difference between the Real-Time MLC at a
withdrawal Settlement Location in the Loss Pool and the injection
weighted average Real-Time MLC for the Loss Pool, multiplied by the
withdrawal quantity at that withdrawal Settlement Location and ii) the
sum of charges for Real-Time pseudo-tie losses at the Settlement Location
of the sink of the pseudo-tie path.
(i)

For any Settlement Location that is contained within more than one
Settlement Area Loss Pool, any injections or withdrawals
associated with such Settlement Location shall be allocated pro
rata to the applicable Settlement Area Loss Pools based upon
actual submitted real-time meter values for the Meter Data
Submittal Locations contained within each applicable Settlement
Area Loss Pool.

(ii)

The total withdrawal quantity at a Settlement Location is
calculated as the positive value of the sum of: (1) actual Resource
outputinjection or withdrawal; (2) actual load consumption, and
actual Real-Time Self-Charging MSRs; (3) RTBM scheduled
Import Interchange Transactions; and (4) RTBM scheduled Export
Interchange Transactions at that Settlement Location.

(c)

The injection weighted average Real-Time MLC for a Loss Pool is
calculated assuming that net RTBM injection in a Loss Pool first serves
net RTBM withdrawals in the Loss Pool and then goes to meet the net
RTBM withdrawal in Loss Pools that do not have sufficient Net RTBM
injections to meet all net RTBM withdrawals.

(d)

A Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor is calculated for each
Loss Pool and is equal to that Real-Time Loss Pool loss rebate factor, as
calculated in subsection (1)(b) above, divided by the sum of all Real-Time
Loss Pool loss rebate factors.

(2)

An Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount shall be calculated hourly for
each Asset Owner for each Loss Pool and withdrawal Settlement Location with a
net withdrawal within each Loss Pool as follows:

Asset Owner Settlement Location Over-Collected Losses Distribution Amount =
[(Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor) * (Real-Time OverCollected Losses Amount + Day-Ahead Over-Collected Losses Amount) * Asset
Owner Settlement Location Withdrawal in Loss Pool / Total Asset Owner
Settlement Location Withdrawals in Loss Pool] * (-1)
(a)

The Real-Time Over-Collected Losses Amount in an hour is equal to the
sum for all Settlement Locations of [(Real-Time LMP – Real-Time
MCC)] * the difference between actual Energy and Day-Ahead Market
cleared Energy MW at each Settlement Location plus the sum of the losses
for all Resources or loads that are pseudo-tied out of the SPP Balancing
Authority.

(b)

The Day-Ahead Over-Collected Losses Amount in an hour is equal to the
sum for all Settlement Locations of an amount equal to [(Day-Ahead LMP
– Day-Ahead MCC)] * Total cleared Day-Ahead Market Energy MW at
each Settlement Location.

(c)

The Asset Owner Settlement Location Withdrawal in Loss Pool is equal to
the positive value of the sum for that Asset Owner at that Settlement
Location in that Loss Pool of: (i) actual Resource outputinjection or
withdrawal; (ii) actual load consumption, and actual Real-Time SelfCharging MSRs; (iii) RTBM scheduled Import Interchange Transactions;
(iv) RTBM scheduled Export Interchange Transactions; (v) RTBM
Bilateral Settlement Schedules where the buyer is the Asset Owner of the
net withdrawal at that Settlement Location, capped at the actual
withdrawal, adjusted by Sections 8.6.16(2)(c)(vii) and 8.6.16(2)(c)(viii) of
this Attachment AE, as described in the Market Protocols; (vi) Day-Ahead
Market Bilateral Settlement Schedules where the buyer is the Asset Owner
of the net withdrawal at that Settlement Location, capped at the actual
withdrawal, adjusted by Sections 8.6.16(2)(c)(vii) and 8.6.16(2)(c)(viii) of
this Attachment AE, as described in the Market Protocols; (vii) GFA
Carve Out Schedules; and (viii) FSE Schedules.

(d)

Real-Time Loss Pool Unitized Loss Rebate Factor is the factor calculated
as described in subsection (1)(d) above.

8.6.22

Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Amount
The Real-Time demand reduction distribution amount is an hourly payment or
charge to Asset Owners at each Settlement Location to account for the sum of the
demand reduction amounts calculated under Section 8.6.21 of this Attachment AE and is
calculated as:
Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Amount =
(Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Rate) * (Real-Time Demand
Reduction Distribution Quantity)
(1)

Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Rate is the sum of all demand
reduction payments for the Hour as calculated under Section 8.6.21 of this
Attachment AE multiplied by (-1), divided by the sum of all Asset Owner’s RealTime Demand Reduction Distribution Quantities for all Settlement Locations for
the hour.

(2)

An Asset Owner’s Real-Time Demand Reduction Distribution Quantity for an
hour is equal to that Asset Owner’s net actual Energy withdrawals at that
Settlement Location for that hour. The net actual Energy withdrawal at a
Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of aAn Asset Owner’s net actual
load consumption and the Real-Time Self-Charging MSRsEnergy withdrawal at a
Settlement Location is calculated as the sum of the positive MWh value for the
Asset Owner’s metered withdrawals and the positive MWh value for the Asset
Owner’s net Export and Import Interchange Transactions at that Settlement
Location.

3.

Mitigation Measures for Economic Withholding – Market Power in Energy and
Operating Reserve
This section sets forth the market power mitigation measures that are applied in the DayAhead Market, Reliability Unit Commitment processes and the Real-Time Balancing
Energy Markets, collectively referred to as the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets.
3.1

Local Market Power Test
A Resource satisfying at least one of the following conditions is determined to
have local market power:
(1)

The Resource is located in a Frequently Constrained Area, as described in
Section 3.1.1, and one or more of the transmission constraints that define
the Frequently Constrained Area is binding or the Reserve Zone that
defines the area is binding;

(2)

The Resource is not in a Frequently Constrained Area and
(a)

has a Resource-to-Load-Distribution factor less than or equal to
negative five percent (-5%) relative to a binding transmission
constraint; or

(b)

is located in a binding Reserve Zone;

(3)

The Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.

3.1.1

Frequently Constrained Areas
A Frequently Constrained Area is an electrical area identified by the
Market Monitor that is defined by one or more binding transmission
constraints or binding Reserve Zone constraints that are expected to be
binding for at least five-hundred (500) hours during a given twelve (12)month period and within which one (1) or more suppliers are pivotal. All
Frequently Constrained Area designations along with supporting analysis
shall be posted on the Transmission Provider’s website.
3.1.1.1 Pivotal Supplier Test
A supplier is pivotal when the energy output or provision of
operating reserves by any or some of its Resources jointly must be
increased or decreased to resolve the binding transmission
constraint or binding Reserve Zone constraint during some or all

hours. This will be determined utilizing transmission load flow
cases or RTBM market cases reflecting a variety of market
conditions.
These load flow or market cases will be used to estimate: (i) the
generation shift factors for all relevant Resources and relevant
resources outside the SPP Balancing Authority Area relative to
each potentially constrained flowgate; (ii) the capability of all
Resources to meet the requirements of each binding Reserve Zone
constraint; (iii) the base loadings of Resources; (iv) the base
allocation of Operating Reserves on Resources; and (v) the base
flows on each flowgate. A supplier is pivotal when a binding
transmission constraint or a binding Reserve Zone constraint
cannot be relieved by changing the base loadings for other
suppliers’ Resources.
3.1.1.2 Initial Designation of Frequently Constrained Areas
The Market Monitor will define and recommend the Frequently
Constrained Areas to the SPP Board of Directors prior to the start
of the Integrated Marketplace.
3.1.1.3 Changes to Frequently Constrained Area Designation
The Market Monitor shall reevaluate the Frequently Constrained
Areas at least annually. A reevaluation may be performed more
frequently if the Market Monitor believes that conditions have
changed with respect to the binding transmission constraints or
binding Reserve Zone constraints that define a Frequently
Constrained Area, or if congestion on constraints that are not
designated as a Frequently Constrained Area warrant a new
analysis. The Transmission Provider may also propose an area be
designated or undesignated as a Frequently Constrained Area to
the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will post the updated
Frequently Constrained Area information along with the
associated analysis on the Transmission Provider’s website at

least 14 calendar days prior to the Frequently Constrained Area
updates becoming effective and will notify Market Participants of
the posting. Market Participants may contact the MMU within the
14 day posting period if there are concerns with the Market
Monitor’s proposed updates. The Market Monitor will consider
and respond to Market Participant concerns and will make
updates if needed.

The Market Monitor will notify Market

Participant when updates become effective.
3.2

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market
Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the
Market Protocols. For Multi-Configuration Resources (“MCR”), as defined in
Attachment AE, for which a single configuration allows physical units to be
swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used
in the mitigated offer development for that configuration shall be those of the
least cost physical unit that is available and can be swapped in such configuration.
The mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated up to the close of the DayAhead Market as defined in Section 5.1 of Attachment AE of this Tariff for use in
the Day-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DayAhead Market, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated until the DayAhead RUC begins. For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market
will apply to the Day-Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the
RTBM on the Operating Day unless an exception is allowed in Section 3.2(J) of
this Attachment AF; for all other Resources the mitigated Energy Offer Curve
submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead
RUC on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes and
the RTBM on the Operating Day.
A.

The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:

(1)

For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area, the
conduct threshold is a 17.5% increase above the mitigated Energy
Offer Curve;

(2)

For all other Resources the conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing
the Energy Offer Curve with the mitigated Energy Offer Curve if:
(1)

The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the mitigated Energy
Offer Curve by the applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1;
and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by
a local transmission operator.

An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation
measures for economic withholding.
C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Energy Offer Curve of 10% above the Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.
An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation
measures.

D.

The mitigated energy offer shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost
of producing energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate or similar
production efficiency ratio; fuel costs and the costs related to fuel usage,
such as transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related costs”); and
Energy Offer Curve (“EOC”) variable operations and maintenance costs
(“VOM”) as detailed in the Market Protocols.

E.

For Resources that are not ESRs, oOpportunity cost shall be an estimate of
the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets revenues net of short run
marginal costs for the marginal forgone run time during the timeframe

when the Resource experiences the run-time restrictions as detailed in the
Market Protocols. The run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified
in the Market Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer
hours that remain available, consistent with the Market Protocols. The
Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated Energy
Offer Curve an amount reflecting the resource-specific opportunity costs
expected to be incurred under the following circumstances:
(1)

Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or

(2)

Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or runhours, as verified by the Market Monitoring Unit and determined
by reference to the manufacturer’s recommendation or bulletin, or
a documented restriction imposed by the applicable insurance
carrier; or

(3)

Fuel Supply Limitations.

Resource specific opportunity costs are calculated by forecasting
Locational Marginal Prices based on futures contract prices for natural gas
and the historical relationship between the SPP system marginal Energy
component of LMP and the price of natural gas, as determined by the SPP
Market Monitoring Unit.

The formulas and instructions in the price

forecast model shall be determined by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit
and published in the Market Protocols as part of the Mitigated Offer
Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit.

Such forecasts of LMPs shall take into account

historical variability, and basis differentials affecting the Settlement
Location at which the Resource is located for the three-year period
immediately preceding the period of time in which the Resource is bound
by the referenced restrictions, and shall subtract therefrom the forecasted
costs to generate energy at the Settlement Location at which the Resource
is located, as specified in more detail in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols. If the difference between the forecasted Locational Marginal
Prices and forecasted costs to generate energy is negative, the resulting

opportunity cost shall be zero. The Market Monitoring Unit will verify all
Market Participants’ opportunity cost calculations for consistency and
accuracy. When the Market Monitoring Unit determines that the market
price for any period was not competitive, it will adjust the LMP
forecasting process used in the opportunity cost calculations to ensure that
forecasted LMPs do not reflect non-competitive market conditions.
The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Energy Offer Curves
unless specified otherwise in this Section 3.2(E) of this Attachment AF:
Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) = HeatRate (mmBtu/MWh) *
Performance Factor * Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) + EOC VOM
($/MWh) + Opportunity Costs ($/MWh)
F.

The Market Participant shall submit heat rate curves, descriptions of how
spot fuel prices and/or contract prices are used to calculate fuel costs,
variable fuel transportation and handling costs, emissions costs, and VOM
to the Market Monitoring Unit.

All cost data and cost calculation

descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market
Participants.

The information will be sufficient for replication of the

mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other data, the
following information:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’
fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a
fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract
price and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel
transportation and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs
only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions
rate of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions
allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs,
calculated in adherence with the Appendix G of the Market
Protocols, reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed
costs.

Further details associated with the development, validation, and updating
of these costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.
G.

For Demand Response Resources utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation,
the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be developed in the same manner
as any other generating Resource as described above.

For Demand

Response Resources utilizing load reduction, the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve shall reflect the quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the
reduction, net of related offsetting increases in usage.
H.

For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve may include, but shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary
by MWh output, including short-run incremental VOM. Mitigation will
not apply to Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the RealTime Balancing Market; monitoring of Energy Offers for NonDispatchable Variable Energy Resources will occur.

I.

For an ESR, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may include, but shall not
exceed, (i) charging cost and (ii) opportunity cost, both adjusted for roundtrip efficiency. Charging cost is the cost at which the ESR charged, and
opportunity cost is the average profit in the next hour forgone by charging
or discharging in the current hour. The sum of the charging cost and
opportunity cost is the average LMP that is expected for the next
Operating Hour. This expected average LMP for the next Operating Hour
is the unweighted average of the LMPs for the most recent 45 days
comparing like Operating Hours. The mitigated Energy Offer Curve for
MSRs shall have at least two breakpoints: one for charging and another
for discharging. More breakpoints may be added to the extent that other
costs vary.

The following formula shall apply to mitigated Energy Offer Curves for
ESRs:
Charging Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) =
Performance Factor * Average LMP Expected for the Next Hour ($/mmBtu) *
Round-Trip Efficiency - EOC VOM ($/MWh)
Discharging Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) =
Performance Factor * Average LMP Expected for the Next Hour ($/mmBtu) /
Round-Trip Efficiency + EOC VOM ($/MWh)
IJ.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under
the following conditions:
1)

In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period by the DayAhead Market or a RUC process, the Market Participant may
submit an updated mitigated energy offer curve that reflects the
procurement of higher cost fuel;

2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions; or

3)

A Market Participant employing the Quick-Start Resource logic as
described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated Energy
Offer Curve after the Day-Ahead RUC clears on the day before the
Operating Day, as described in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols.; or

(4)

The Resource is an ESR.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated energy offer curve must follow the
mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by the Market Monitor.
JK.

A Market Participant that has a Resource with short-run marginal costs
greater than the Safety-net Energy Offer Cap specified in Section 4.1.1 of
Attachment AE of this Tariff may submit an Energy Offer Curve using the
same guidelines for development of the Resource’s Mitigated Energy
Offer Curve established in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. The

Energy Offer Curve above $1,000/MWh must be equal to the Mitigated
Energy Offer Curve and may include an adder with a maximum of
$100/MWh due to the uncertainty of expected costs. For purposes of
LMP calculation, the Energy Offer Curve will be limited to a maximum of
$2,000/MWh and will have to be verified by the Market Monitor prior to
the start of the applicable market clearing process. If the Energy Offer
Curve cannot be verified prior to the start of the applicable market clearing
process, then the Resource may be eligible to receive make-whole
payments for its actual costs after verification by the Market Monitor. The
default value is $1,000/MWh for any offer above $1,000/MWh until the
offer can be verified. If the verified Energy Offer Curve is greater than
$2,000/MWh, the Energy Offer Curve will be capped at $2,000/MWh in
the applicable market clearing process, and the Resource may be eligible
for make-whole payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh.
Market Participants must submit evidence of actual costs to the Market
Monitor. The Market Monitor shall verify the actual costs for use in
make-whole payments. In order to include the costs in the make-whole
payments of the final Settlement Statement, the submission must occur
within 35 calendar days after the Operating Day and the verification must
be complete no later than noon on the business day prior to 45 calendar
days after the Operating Day.
KL.

In all cases under this Section 3.2, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.3

Mitigation Measures for Start-Up Offers and No-Load Offers
A mitigated Start-Up Offer and a mitigated No-Load Offer shall be submitted
daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer
development guidelines in the Market Protocols. The mitigated Start-Up and NoLoad Offers may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in
the Day-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-

Ahead Market, the Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be updated until the DayAhead RUC begins. The mitigated Start-Up and No-Load Offers submitted at the
time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC on the day
before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC on the Operating Day unless an
exception is allowed in Section 3.3(G) of this Attachment AF.
A.

The Start-Up and No-Load Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Start-Up or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing
the Start-Up or No-Load Offer with the applicable mitigated Start-Up or
No-Load Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the mitigated
Start-Up or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable, by the
applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1;
and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by
a local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Start-Up Offer or No-Load Offer of 10% above the Mitigated
Start-Up Offer or No-Load Offer if the Resource is committed to address a
Local Reliability Issue.

D.

The mitigated Start-Up Offer shall represent the cost per start as
determined from start fuel usage and the costs related to that fuel usage,
Performance Factor, cost of electricity for station use to start (“Station
Service”), start-up VOM cost, start major maintenance cost, and start
additional labor costs, if required above normal station staffing levels.
Further guidelines for the mitigated Start-Up Offer are documented in
Appendix G of the Market Protocols.

The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Demand Response resources shall be the
cost to shut down or curtail load for a given period, which varies with the
number of deployments rather than the amount of response, and/or the
start cost of Behind-The-Meter Generation utilizing the mitigated Start-Up
Offer calculation applicable to other generation Resources as defined
above.
The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero.
E.

The mitigated No-Load Offer shall be the hourly fixed cost, represented in
$/hr, required to operate the Resource at zero electricity output to the grid.
The mitigated No-Load Offer can be calculated using either (1) the noload fuel approach that includes no-load fuel (mmBtu/hour), Performance
Factor, no-load VOM cost ($/mmBtu), total fuel related cost ($/mmBtu),
and no-load major maintenance cost ($/hr); or (2) calculated using the noload cost approach that includes heat input at Minimum Economic
Capacity Operating Limit (mmBtu), Performance Factor, total fuel related
cost ($/mmBtu), no-load VOM cost ($/mmBtu), incremental cost up to
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit ($/MWh),

Minimum

Economic Capacity Operating Limit (MW), and no-load major
maintenance cost ($/hr). Further guidelines for the mitigated No-Load
Offer are documented in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.
The mitigated No-Load Offer for Demand Response Resources
utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation shall adhere to the same
definition above as a generating Resource. For Demand Response
Resources utilizing load reduction, the mitigated No-Load Offer shall
not exceed the quantifiable ongoing hourly costs associated with load
reduction.
The mitigated No-Load Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be
zero.
F.

The Market Participant shall submit all inputs used in calculating
mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers to permit the Market
Monitor to verify submitted offers. Required information includes: heat

rate curves, descriptions of how spot fuel prices and/or contract prices are
used to calculate fuel costs, variable fuel transportation and handling costs,
emissions costs, and VOM cost.

All cost data and cost calculation

descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market
Participants. Information to be provided by the Market Participant shall
include the following:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’
fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a
fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract
price and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel
transportation and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs
only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions
rate of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions
allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs
reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.

(4)

For start and no-load major maintenance cost, Market Participants
may include these costs as a component of the mitigated Start-Up
Offer and the mitigated No-Load Offer. Such cost must be based
solely on resource-specific information derived from actual
variable maintenance costs, when available, or estimated variable
maintenance costs.

The maintenance period for start major

Maintenance cost must be tied to the number of starts, and the
maintenance period for no-load major maintenance cost must be
tied to the number of Resource run hours.
Further details associated with the development, validation and updating
of these costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.

G.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers
are allowed under the following conditions:
1)
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period, the Market
Participant may submit updated mitigated Start-Up and mitigated
No-Load Offers that reflect the procurement of higher cost fuel;
2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions; or

3)

A Market Participant employing the Quick-Start Resource logic as
described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated StartUp and mitigated No-Load offers as described in Appendix G of
the Market Protocols.; or

(4)

The Resource is an ESR.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load offers
must follow the mitigated offer development guidelines Appendix G of in
the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by the Market
Monitor.
H.

In all cases under this Section 3.3, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.3.1

Mitigation Measures for Transition State Offers
The mitigation measures in this section apply only to MCRs. A mitigated
Transition State Offer shall be submitted daily by the Market Participant
in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines specified in
the Market Protocols for each potential transition state changes. The
mitigated Transition State offer may be updated up to the close of the
Day-Ahead Market before the Operating Day as defined in Section 5.1 of
Attachment AE of this Tariff for use in the Day-Ahead Market. In the
case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated
Transition State Offer may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process

begins. The mitigated Transition State Offer submitted at the time the
Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC
process on the day before the Operating Day and Intra-Day RUC
processes on the Operating Day.
A.

The Transition State Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase
above the mitigated Transition State Offer.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by
replacing the Transition State Offer with the mitigated Transition
State Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Transition State Offer exceeds the
mitigated Transition State Offer by the applicable conduct
threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in
Section 3.1; and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section
3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission
Provider or by a local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by
placing a cap on the Transition State Offer of 10% above the
Mitigated Transition State Offer Curve if the Resource is
committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.

D.

The mitigated Transition State Offer for an MCR shall represent
the costs of moving from the current configuration to another
configuration as determined from the fuel costs incurred during the
transition, the costs related to that fuel usage, Performance Factor,
additional maintenance costs incurred during the transition, and
additional labor costs incurred during the transition, if required
above normal station staffing levels. The following formula shall
apply to all mitigated Transition State Offers:

Mitigated Transition State Offer ($/Transition) =
(Transition Fuel Consumed (mmBtu/Transition) * Total
Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) * Performance Factor) +
Transition VOM Cost ($/Transition) + Incremental Labor
Cost ($/Transition)
The Market Participant shall submit documentation of the method
and any cost data for calculating the mitigated Transition State
Offer that is necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate
submitted offers. Further details associated with the development
of these costs are included in the Market Protocols.
E.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers are
allowed under the following conditions:
(1)

In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource remain online past their commitment period, the
Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated
Transition State Offer that reflects the procurement of
higher cost fuel; or

(2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers must
follow the mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G
of the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by
the Market Monitor.
F.

In all cases under this Section 3.3.1, cost data submitted for the
development of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data,
shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in Section
11 of Attachment AE of the Tariff.

3.4

Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve Offers
A mitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be submitted daily by
the Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development
guidelines in the Market Protocols. For MCRs for which a single configuration

allows physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion
Turbine 1), the costs used in the mitigated offer development for that
configuration shall be those of the least cost physical unit that is available and can
be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated Operating Reserve Offers may
be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in the Day-Ahead
Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the
mitigated Operating Reserve Offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC
begins.

For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated

Operating Reserve Offers submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market will
apply to the Day-Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the
RTBM on the Operating Day unless an exception is allowed in Section 3.4(G) of
this Attachment AF; for all other Resources, the mitigated Operating Reserve
Offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the RTBM
on the Operating Day.
A.

The offer conduct threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products is
a 25% increase above the mitigated offer for the applicable Operating
Reserve Offer.

B.

Any Operating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable threshold, except
offers below $10/MWh, will be deemed excessive. The Transmission
Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Operating
Reserve Offer with the applicable mitigated Operating Reserve Offer if:
(1)

The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the applicable
mitigated offer by the conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section
3.1; and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or
(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a
local transmission operator.

C.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a
cap on the Operating Reserve Offer of 10% above the Mitigated Operating

Reserve Offer if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability
Issue. An Operating Reserve Offer below $10/MWh will not be subject to
mitigation measures.
D.

The mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer shall be equal to zero for Resources
other than combustion turbines, reciprocating engines and hydro
Resources operating as a synchronous condenser. No known incremental
costs are incurred for providing Spinning Reserves from other resource
types.
Total mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer for combustion turbines,
reciprocating engines and hydro Resources operating as a synchronous
condenser shall not exceed any additional fuel related costs, maintenance
costs and power consumption costs necessary for the Resource to be
prepared for deployment of Spinning Reserve:
Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Additional Fuel Cost($/Hr) + Additional Maintenance Cost
($/Hr) + Condensing Power Cost ($/Hr) ) /
Spinning Reserve MW
The mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer shall not exceed labor costs
necessary for the Resource to be prepared for deployment of Supplemental
Reserve:
Mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW) <
Additional Labor Cost($) / Average Supplemental Reserve
MW

E.

The mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of
the cost increase due to:
(1)

the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation,

(2)

increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,

(3)

uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols:
Where:

Mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer = Mitigated Regulation-Up
Offer ($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer
($/MW),
Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost
($/MW), and
Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Cost Increase due to a decreased energy conversion efficiency
(e.g., Heat Rate Increase) during non-steady state operation + Cost
Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Up Mileage Factor
F.

The mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of
the cost increase due to:
(1)

the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation,

(2)

increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,

(3)

uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols:
Where:
Mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer = Mitigated RegulationDown Offer ($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Down
Mileage Offer ($/MW),
Mitigated Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost
($/MW), and
Mitigated Regulation-Down Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤
(Cost Increase due to a decreased energy conversion efficiency
(e.g., Heat Rate Increase) during non-steady state operation + Cost
Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Down Mileage Factor

Further details associated with the development of the exact costs in the
formulas above are included in the Market Protocols.
G.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers are allowed
under the following conditions:
1)
In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a
Resource that is supplying Operating Reserves remain online past
their commitment period by the Day-Ahead Market or a RUC
process, the Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated

2)
3)

Operating Reserve offer curve that reflects the procurement of
higher cost fuel;
A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating
conditions; or
Intra-day changes to the mitigated Regulation-Up and mitigated
Regulation-Down Offers are allowed after the Day-Ahead RUC
clears on the day before the Operating Day under the following
condition:
a.
The Resource incurs the uncompensated cost in Section
3.4(D)(3) of this Attachment AF, for which the mitigated
offer calculation is described in Appendix G of the Market
Protocols.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offer curve must
follow the mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G and
Section 8.2.2 of the Market Protocols. Any such changes will be validated
by the Market Monitor.
H.

The Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated
Operating Reserve Offer an amount reflecting the Resource-specific
opportunity costs if the Market Participant is able to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit that such costs are
legitimate and verifiable and not otherwise included in market outcomes.
To the extent such costs include run-time restrictions, such run-time
restrictions shall be updated as specified in the Market Protocols, with
more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that remain available,
consistent with the Market Protocols. The formulas and instructions in the
price forecast model for any such opportunity costs shall be determined by
the SPP Market Monitoring Unit and published in the Market Protocols as
part of the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed,
by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit. Opportunity costs for mitigated
Operating Reserve Offers shall not include Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets revenues associated with forgone Energy or other types of
Operating Reserve production to the extent that such costs are included in
market outcomes.

I.

All cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review
and approval of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness
and consistency across Market Participants.

The information will be

sufficient for replication of the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers and
shall include, among other data, the following information:
(1) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market
Monitoring Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel
cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed
contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price
and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel transportation
and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of
fixed costs.
(2) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate
of each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance
cost.
(3) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs,
calculated in adherence with the Appendix G of the Market Protocols,
reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.
J.

In all cases under this Section 3.4, cost data submitted for the development
of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff.

3.5

Validation of Mitigated Resource Offer Parameters
The Market Monitor shall review the costs included in each mitigated Resource

Offer on an ex-post basis relative to the relevant Operating Day in order to ensure that the
Market Participant has correctly applied the formulas and definitions in Sections 3.2,
3.3.1, and 3.4 of this Attachment AF and in the Market Protocols and that the level of the
mitigated offer is otherwise acceptable. If the mitigated offer determined by the Market
Monitor and the Market Participant differ, Market Participant shall use the mitigated
offer calculated by the Market Monitor going forward. If a Market Participant submits a
dispute over its mitigated offer, the previously approved mitigated offer shall be used

from the time the dispute is submitted until the dispute is resolved. The procedures for
submitting and processing disputes related to mitigated offers shall be those specified in
the Market Protocols. The Transmission Provider shall remedy mitigated offer disputes
resolved in favor of the Market Participant by providing make whole payments, as
necessary, to the Market Participant whose mitigated offer was improperly determined by
the Market Monitor.
Each Market Participant is obligated to provide to the Market Monitor any cost
data necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate its mitigated Resource Offer.
The Market Monitor shall keep such data confidential, and all cost data submitted
under this Section 3.5, including any opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff. The
Market Monitor shall develop and maintain on the Transmission Provider’s website the
mechanism and procedures to allow Market Participants to submit such cost data.
3.6

Additional Mitigation Measures for Resource Offer Parameters
The mitigation measures in this section apply to all Resource Offer parameters

expressed in units other than dollars and will only apply in the presence of local market
power as described in Section 3.1 of this Attachment AF. A reference level for each
applicable Resource Offer parameter that reflects the physical capability of the Resource
shall be determined prior to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets by
one or both of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined through
consultation between the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; and/or (ii) the
reference levels will be based on averages of Resource Offer parameters from similar
Resources. This methodology for setting reference levels for Offer parameters shall
apply to all Resources at the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and to all
Resources that register subsequent to the start of the Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets. The Transmission Provider’s output forecast for a wind-powered Variable
Energy Resource shall be used as the reference maximum output limit for the windpowered Variable Energy Resource.

The following thresholds shall be used by the Transmission Provider to identify
Resource Offers that may warrant mitigation and shall be determined with respect to the
corresponding reference level:
Time-based Resource Offer parameters: An increase of three (3) hours, or an
increase of six (6) hours in total for multiple time-based Resource Offer parameters.
Resource Offer parameters expressed in units other than time or dollars: One
hundred percent (100%) increase for Resource Offer parameters that are minimum
values, or a fifty percent (50%) decrease for Resource Offer parameters that are
maximum values.
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Discharge Limit, or
Maximum Charge Limit, as applicable, threshold for Resources committed to address a
Local Reliability Issue: twenty-five percent (25%) increase.
Maximum Charge Limit, as applicable, threshold for Resources committed to
address a Local Reliability Issue: twenty-five percent (25%) decrease.
In the case that a Resource Offer fails the thresholds described above, the Market
Monitor shall determine the impact on prices or make whole payments. If an impact
exceeds the LMP, MCP or make whole payment thresholds in Section 3.7, the Market
Monitor will initiate a discussion with the Market Participant concerning an explanation
of the parameter changes. The Market Monitor will inform the Transmission Provider of
any potential issue.

If the Transmission Provider, in consultation with the Market

Monitor, concludes that the Market Participant has demonstrated the validity of the
submitted Resource Offer parameter, no further action will be taken.

If not, the

Transmission Provider shall replace the Resource Offer parameter with the corresponding
reference level. Mitigation measures will remain in place until such time that the Market
Participant demonstrates the validity of the Resource Offer parameter or the Market
Participant notifies the Market Monitor that the Resource Offer parameter has been
changed to a value that is within the tolerance range as described above, and the Market
Monitor has verified that this change has occurred.

In the event that the Market

Participant submits a dispute, the mitigation measure will remain in place until the
resolution of the dispute.

In all cases under this Section 3.6, cost data submitted for the development of
mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality
provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff.
3.7

Market Impact Test
The Transmission Provider will apply the following market impact test in the

Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and Real-Time Balancing Market
in the event the conditions described in Section 3.1 are satisfied:
After an initial market solution is computed with no mitigation measures in place,
a second market solution, called the mitigated market solution, will be computed with the
appropriate mitigation measures applied. If an LMP or MCP at a Settlement Location
from the initial market solution exceeds the corresponding price from the mitigated
market solution by the applicable impact test threshold, or a make whole payment for any
Resource from the initial market solution exceeds the corresponding make whole
payment from the mitigated market solution by make whole payment impact test
threshold, then the mitigated market solution will be used for dispatch, commitment, and
settlement purposes.
The impact test thresholds are as follows: At market start, the LMP impact
threshold is five dollars ($5) per megawatt hour, the MCP impact threshold is five dollars
($5) per megawatt hour, and the make whole payment impact threshold is five dollars
($5) per megawatt hour. At the beginning of each six (6) month period after the market
start, the LMP and MCP impact thresholds will be increased ten dollars ($10) per
megawatt hour and the make whole payment impact threshold will be increased by ten
dollars ($10) per megawatt hour unless the Market Monitor finds market behavior that
warrants keeping the threshold constant for the next six (6) months.

The periodic

increases will continue until the LMP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per
megawatt hour, the MCP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per megawatt
hour, and the make whole payment impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per
megawatt hour.
3.8

Mitigation Exceptions

A.

The Market Monitor shall, as soon as practicable and if warranted in light
of the information available to the Market Monitor, contact a Market
Participant to request an explanation of its actions in cases when an impact
threshold in Section 3.7 of this Attachment AF is exceeded and the Market
Participant’s offer exceeded the mitigated offer by more than the relevant
conduct threshold, as specified in Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.3.1, or 3.4 of this
Attachment AF.

B.

If a Market Participant anticipates submitting an offer that will exceed the
mitigated offer by more than the relevant conduct threshold, it may contact
the Market Monitor to provide an explanation of the changes in its offer. If
the Market Participant’s pre-offer explanation indicates to the Market
Monitor that the questioned behavior is consistent with competitive
behavior, the Transmission Provider will not impose mitigation with
respect to that offer unless and until circumstances are deemed to warrant
it, and the Transmission Provider or the Market Monitor so notifies the
Market Participant.

In circumstances where, following a Market

Participant’s pre-offer explanation, both the conduct and impact thresholds
are violated but no mitigation is imposed, the Market Monitor will record
such instances and will report such instances to the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement, or its successor organization, every three months during
the first year of Integrated Marketplace operations, and yearly thereafter.
To the extent that the report contains sensitive data, the Market Monitor
should include any such data in a non-public version of the report.
3.9

Sanctions for Noncompliance with the Day-Ahead Market Must Offer
Requirement
A.

In the case that a Market Participant is found to be noncompliant for an
Asset Owner as determined by the conditions set forth in Section 2.11.1 of
Attachment AE, the Market Participant shall be assessed a penalty for that
Asset Owner by the Transmission Provider for each megawatt of withheld
capacity below the 10% tolerance band. The penalty amount shall be

equal to the Day-Ahead Market LMP associated with the withheld
capacity.
B.

The Market Monitor will monitor for, and report to the Commission’s
Office of Enforcement, or its successor organization, manipulative
behavior associated with Day-Ahead Offers, including (but not limited to)
monitoring load-serving Market Participants who do not offer enough net
resource capacity to meet their maximum hourly Reported Load. The
Market Monitor will also report to the Commission’s Office of
Enforcement or its successor organization any locational problems, such
as deliverability issues, associated with load-serving Market Participants’
offers in the Day-Ahead Market, any identified efforts by Market
Participants to raise prices in the RTBM by limiting Day-Ahead Offers,
and the effects of any such efforts upon make whole payments.

4.

Market Monitoring
4.1

Markets to be Monitored
The Market Monitor will monitor Markets and Services. The Market Monitor
will not monitor bilateral energy, transmission or capacity markets and services
not administered, coordinated or facilitated by SPP, except to assess the effect of
these markets and services on Markets and Services, or the effects of Markets and
Services on these unmonitored markets. Similarly, the Market Monitor will not
monitor the energy, transmission or capacity markets and services in regions
adjacent to the SPP Region except to assess the effect of these markets and
services on Markets and Services, or the effects of Markets and Services on these
adjacent markets.

4.2

Market Monitoring Scope
The Market Monitor will implement the Plan.

The markets will require

continuous monitoring by the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will monitor
Markets and Services by reviewing and analyzing market data and information
including, but not limited to:
(a)

Resource registration data;

(b)

Resource Offer data including non-price related offer parameters required
for use in either the Day-Ahead Market, Reliability Unit Commitment
process and/or Real-Time Balancing Market;

(c)

Demand Bids for the purchase of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market;

(d)

Virtual Energy Bids for the purchase of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market
and Virtual Energy Offers for the sale of Energy in the Day-Ahead Energy
Market;

(e)

Export Interchange Transaction Bids and Import Interchange Transaction
Offers for the purchase and sale of Energy in the Day-Ahead Market and
the Real-Time Balancing Market;

(f)

Actual commitment and dispatch of Resources, including but not limited
to Resource MW capability and output, MVAR capability and output,
status, and outages;

(g)

Locational Marginal Prices and zonal Market Clearing Prices at all
Settlement Locations in or affecting any of Markets and Services;

(h)

SPP Balancing Authority Area data, including but not limited to demand,
area control error, Net Scheduled Interchange, actual total net interchange,
and forecasts of operating reserves and peak demand;

(i)

Conditions or events both inside and outside the SPP Balancing Authority
Area affecting the supply and demand for, and the quantity and price of,
products or services sold or to be sold in Markets and Services;

(j)

Information regarding transmission services and rights, including the
estimating and posting of Available Transfer Capability (“ATC”) or
Available Flowgate Capability (“AFC”), administration of this Tariff, the
operation and maintenance of the transmission system, any auctions or
other markets for transmission rights, and the reservation and scheduling
of transmission service;

(k)

Information regarding the nature and extent of transmission congestion in
the region and, to the extent practicable, transmission congestion on any
other system that affects Markets and Services, including but not limited
to causes of, costs of and charges for transmission congestion,
transmission facility loading, MVA capability, line status and outages;

(l)

Settlement data for the Markets and Services;

(m)

Any information regarding collusive or other anticompetitive or inefficient
behavior in or affecting any of Markets and Services;

(n)

Generation resource operating cost data for estimating resource
incremental cost, including fuel input costs, heat rates where applicable,
start-up fuel requirements, environmental costs and variable operating and
maintenance expenses;

(o)

Logs of transmission service requests and Generation Interconnection
Requests along with the disposition of each request and the explanation of
any refused requests;

(p)

Any additional Resource and transmission facility outage data not
otherwise provided for in this Section 4.2;

(q)

GFA Carve Out Schedules; and

(r)

FSE Schedules.

4.2.1

Additional Market Monitor Duties
(a)

In addition to the monitoring of market Data and Information, the
Market Monitor may communicate with SPP Staff and Market
Participants at any time for the purpose of monitoring and assessing
market conditions.

(b)

The Market Monitor shall evaluate the effectiveness of Markets and
Services in signaling the need for investment in new generation,
transmission or demand response infrastructure and report on its
findings at least annually.

4.3

Referrals to the Commission
(a)

The Market Monitor shall report suspected market violations, as defined in
18 CFR 35.28(b)(8), to FERC’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor
organization) staff in accordance with the FERC’s reporting protocols for
referrals by market monitors as specified in 18 C.F.R. § 35.28(g)(3)(iv) in
a timely manner. Any such reports by the Market Monitor to FERC Staff
shall be on a confidential basis, and all information and documents
included in such reports will not be released to any other party except to
the extent FERC directs or authorizes such release, unless such
information and documents are already in the public domain.

4.4

Monitoring for Potential Integrated Marketplace Manipulation
The Market Monitor will monitor for potential instances of market manipulation
in the Integrated Marketplace. Such actions or transactions that are without a
legitimate business purpose and that are intended to or foreseeably could
manipulate market prices (including actions resulting in excessive day-ahead
clearing prices), market conditions, or market rules for electric energy or electric
products are prohibited. As listed by the FERC, prohibited behavior includes (a)
wash trades, (b) submission of false data, (c) actions to cause artificial congestion

and (d) collusive acts. The Market Monitor will report any market manipulation
in the Integrated Marketplace in a timely manner.

4.5

Monitoring for Potential Transmission Market Power Activities
The Market Monitor shall monitor Markets and Services for the exercise of
transmission market power by reviewing and analyzing data and information
related to the availability of transmission facilities that impact access to services
under this Tariff. The Market Monitor will monitor for activities particularly with
respect to the withholding of transmission facilities or transmission capacity,
including activities such as but not limited to, the following:
(a)

Physical withholding by Transmission Owners by providing improper
information related to the availability of transmission, such as information
related to the capability or other modeling data used by SPP for use in
system operations;

(b)

Economic withholding by Transmission Owners through the use of methods
and data for estimating costs of interconnection and system upgrades that is
not comparable for affiliates and non-affiliates;

(c)

Unavailability of transmission facilities through planned and unplanned
maintenance outages that routinely exceed historical baselines; and

(d)

Withholding of transmission capacity through excess reservations that are
not actually used.

The Market Monitor shall refer any perceived market design flaws and
recommended Tariff language changes to the Commission’s Office of Energy
Market Regulation (or its successor office/organization). In addition, the Market
Monitor shall refer any instance(s) of the suspected exercise of transmission
market power directly to the Commission’s Office of Enforcement (or its
successor organization) utilizing the protocols for referrals to the Commission for
suspected instances of the exercise of market power that may be part of a
suspected market violation, such as manipulation, in accordance with 18 C.F.R. §
35.28(g)(3)(iv). Where appropriate, the Market Monitor shall also provide the
FERC with an estimate of damages equal to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by

(ii) the affected energy produced by the Transmission/Generation Owner. The
Market Monitor may also request the FERC to impose additional sanctions and
penalties, which may consist of a fixed dollar amount based on each instance, or
an amount up to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by (ii) the affected energy
produced by Market Participants other than the Transmission/Generation Owner.
All such referrals by the Market Monitor to FERC will be on a confidential basis,
and all information and documents included in such reports will not be released to
any other party except to the extent FERC directs or authorizes such release.

4.6

Monitoring for Market Participant Behavior Possibly Warranting Mitigation
The Market Monitor shall monitor Markets and Services for potential abuse
associated with the following categories of Market Participant behavior: (1)
economic withholding; (2) uneconomic production; (3) physical withholding; (4)
uneconomic Virtual Bids and Virtual Offers; (5) gaming related to GFA Carve
Out Schedules; and (6) gaming related to FSE Schedules.

The mitigation

measures for each of the behaviors identified in items (1) through (4) of this
paragraph are described in Attachment AF. When the Market Monitor determines
that there is sufficient credible information about a specific abusive practice, the
issue will be referred to the Commission’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor
organization). Nothing in this section shall limit the Market Monitor’s obligation
to refer other suspected market violations to the Commission’s Office of
Enforcement, even where suspected behavior does not fall explicitly within the
abovementioned categories or descriptions.

4.6.1

Uneconomic Production
The Market Monitor will monitor for cases where uneconomic production
by a Resource causes congestion on transmission facilities or price
separation between Reserve Zones that is not justified by reliability
concerns. For an MSR, both charging and discharging are considered
production.

The provisions of this Section 4.6.1 shall not apply to

Demand Response Resources.

(a)

Potential uneconomic production will be indicated, and subject to
further analysis as described in (b) of this Section 4.6.1, when the
Resource has a positive Resource-to-Load Distribution Factor and
any of the following conditions are met:
(1)

a Resource is identified with an incremental energy offer
price less than 50 percent of the applicable reference level;
or

(2)

a Resource is determined to be generating outside of its
Operating Tolerance; or

(3)

a Resource is subject to a time-based or other resource offer
parameter (non-time and non-dollar based) that appears to
facilitate production that is otherwise uneconomic.

(b)

For any Resource meeting the conditions described in (a) of this
Section 4.6.1, the Market Monitor shall determine whether: (i) the
MW impact from uneconomic production associated with such
Resource is exacerbating the transmission congestion or binding a
Reserve Zone; and (ii) the uneconomic production is not obviously
justified by reliability or other operational concerns.

The Market Monitor will conduct evaluations as specified above and other
related assessments to determine if there is sufficient credible information
to justify referral to the Commission.

4.6.2

Monitoring for Virtual Energy Bids and Virtual Energy Offers
The Market Monitor will monitor the level of divergence between the
Day-Ahead Market LMPs and the Real-Time Balancing Market LMPs.
Section 4.6.3 defines the monitoring metric and thresholds to be used in
determining the existence of excessive LMP divergence. In the case that
there is excessive LMP divergence, the Market Monitor will determine if
the LMP divergence is attributable to the Virtual Energy Bid and Virtual
Energy Offer behavior of one or more Market Participants. If the Market

Monitor identifies one or more Market Participants as having caused the
excessive LMP divergence through Virtual Energy Bid and Virtual Energy
Offer behavior, then the Transmission Provider shall impose mitigation
measures described in Section 4.0 of Attachment AF.

4.6.3

Metric and Threshold Specifications
The Market Monitor will compute the hourly LMP deviation between the
Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market using the following
formula: [(LMPRTBM / LMPDA Market) – 1] * 100. The average hourly LMP
deviation is computed over a rolling four (4) week period or any other
period that the Market Monitor determines is appropriate. If the four (4)
week rolling average is below negative ten percent (-10%) or in excess of
ten percent (10%), then the divergence is considered excessive and
additional analysis is required.

4.6.4

Physical Withholding

(1)

The Market Monitor will monitor for physical withholding of capacity
from the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets, and unavailability of
facilities. Physical withholding and unavailability of facilities may
include:
(a)

Declaring that a Resource has been derated, forced out of service
or otherwise been made unavailable for technical reasons that are
untrue or that cannot be verified;

(b)

Refusing to provide offers or schedules for a Resource when it
would otherwise have been in the economic interest to do so
without market power;

(c)

Operating a Resource in real-time to produce an output level that is
less than the Dispatch Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Section 6.4.1 of Attachment AE to this Tariff
and the Resource is not exempt from URD under Section 6.4.11 of
Attachment AE to this Tariff;

(d)

Derating a transmission facility for technical reasons that are not
true or verifiable;

(e)

Operating a transmission facility in a manner that is not economic
and that causes a binding transmission constraint or binding
reserve zone or local reliability issue; and

(f)

Declaring that the magnitude of the capability of a Resources is
reduced for reasons that are not true or verifiable. This capability
includes but is not limited to the following:
(i)

The capability to provide Energy;

(ii)

The capability to provide or Operating Reserves is reduced

for reasons that are not true or verifiable;
(iii)

In the case of MSRs, the capability to charge and/or to
discharge.

(2)

Market Participants will not be deemed to be physically withholding if:
(a)

Tthey are following the directions of the SPP Balancing Authority,

Reliability Coordinator, or applicable reliability standards. ;
(b)

In addition, Market Participants will not be determined to have

physically withheld if tThey are selling into another market at a higher
price;.
(c)

Their Variable Energy Resources are withheldwill not be

determined to be physically withheld in the Day-Ahead Market under the
conditions in Sections 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), or 4.6.4(f); or
(d)

The Market Participant is reducing the magnitude of the MSR’s

maximum capability, either charging or discharging, from its true and
verifiable physical or environmental limitations in order to provide that
capability for the duration of the minimum clearable commitment period.
4.6.4.1 Thresholds for Identifying Physical Withholding of Resource
Capacity
4.6.4.1.1 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in a Frequently Constrained Area if
all of the following conditions exist:

(a)

One or more of the transmission constraints or
Reserve Zone constraints that define the Frequently
Constrained Area are binding; and

(b)

The Market Participant controls or owns a Resource
that satisfies condition 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), 4.6.4(c), or
4.6.4(f) of this Attachment AG and is located in the
Frequently Constrained Area identified in (a).

4.6.4.1.2 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in an area not designated as a
Frequently Constrained Area if all of the following
conditions exist:
(a)

One or more transmission constraints are binding or
a Reserve Zone is binding; and

(b)

The Market Particiant owns or controls one of more
Resources that have local market power as defined
in Section 3.1 of Attachment AF of this Tariff; and

(c)

One of the following conditions apply:
(1)

Such

Resource(s)

satisfy

one

of

the

conditions in Sections 4.6.4(a), 4.6.4(b), or
4.6.4(f) of this Attachment AG and the total
withheld capacity exceeds the lower of 5
percent of the total capability owned or
controlled by the Market Participant or 200
MW; or
(2)

Where the real-time output of each such
Resource

is

less

than

the

Dispatch

Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Attachment AE,
Section 6.4.1 of this Tariff and the Resource
is not exempt from Uninstructed Resource

Deviation under Attachment AE, Section
6.4.1.1 of this Tariff.

4.6.4.2 Thresholds for Screening of Potential Physical Withholding of
Transmission Facilities
A transmission facility fails the physical withholding screen if
either of the following conditions is met:
(a)

The transmission facility satisfies a condition in
Section 4.6.4(d) or 4.6.4(e) of this Attachment AG;
or

(b)

The Market Monitor identifies a pattern of
scheduling outages resulting in increased market
costs compared to an alternative and lower cost
impact outage schedule.

4.6.4.3 Sanctions
The Market Monitor will record instances where Market
Participants have failed the screens in Sections 4.6.4.1 and 4.6.4.2 of this
Attachment AG. The Market Monitor will notify the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement, or successor organization, of suspected physical
withholding behavior. In the event the Market Monitor determines there is
credible evidence of a market violation, the Market Monitor shall make a
referral to the Commission as described in Section 4.3 of this Attachment
AG.

